
Weaver, Tonna

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Seligson, Thomas F homas.Seligson@alcoa.comA'
Monday, March 14, 2011 12:33 PM
Miranda, Samuel
RE: Japan

n

Are their problems severe?

What technology are they using?

----- Original Message -----
From: Miranda, Samuel [mailto:Samuel.MirandaC-nrc.qov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:30 PM
To: Seligson, Thomas F.
Subject: RE: Japan

Yes. My boss was sent there on Friday. I'm acting in his place until he returns. We're sending two more people.

Silverman will be here this weekend.

- ---- Original Message --- .-
From: Seligson, Thomas F.C[mailto:Thomas.Seliqson(,alcoa.com
Sent: Monday, March 14, 201'1 12:26 PM
To: Miranda, Samuel
Subject: Japan

Are you consulting on their problems?
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Weaver, Tonna

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

DARTDOELiaisonl [DARTDOELiaison1 @ofda.gov
•-Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:08 PM
Ulses, Anthony
FW: URL of Monitoring of Fukushima NPP

anthony. ulsesonrc.qov

From: DARTDOELiaisonl
Sent: Tue 3/15/2011 5:50 PM
To: DARTDOELiaisonl
Subject: Fw: URL of Monitoring of Fukushima NPP

born: DARTDOELiaisonl
To: pemberwj@nv.doe.gov' <pemberwlc-nv.doe..qo

e-S-'nt: Tue Mar 15 04:41:25 2011
Subject: Fw: URL of Monitoring of Fukushima NPP

rom: Cipullo, Timothy L <CipulloTLQstate.qov>
o: zTask Force 1 Mailbox <TaskForcel Mailbox(Dstate..qov>; Task Force 1; JapanEmbassy, TaskForu.
:JapanEmbassyTaskForcecstate..ov>
,c: DARTDOELiaison1; Nesheiwat, Julia <NesheiwatJQstate.qov>
Sent: Tue Mar 15 03:52:41 2011
Subject: FW: URL of Monitoring of Fukushima NPP

This email is UNCLASSIFIED.

TEPCO has begun posting radiation measurements on its site. Nuclear experts on the ground in Tokyo have
started analyzing this information. Please share this as appropriate.

Tim Cipullo

http://www.tepco.co.ip/cc/press/1 1031509-i. html
I I II I I
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Weaver, Tonna
From: Amy SirV/sink@ofda.go-(

Sent: Tuesday, (March 15, 2011 1:48 AM '

To: RMTPACTSUAC; DARTPACTSU; RMTPACTSU
Subject: Re: SBU: DART Deployment Schedule as of 03.14.11

This is extremely helpful, thanks! Sorry to be picky, but if you could specify in the notes if the arrival airport is anything
OTHER THAN Narita, that would be fantastic. If not specified, we will assume Narita.

Best,
Amy

From: RMTPACTSUAC
To: DARTPACTSU; RMTPACTSU
Sent: Mon Mar 14 22:15:02 2011
Subject: SBU: DART Deployment Schedule as of 03.14.11
Greetings:

Attached is the latest DART Deployment Schedule.

Let me know if there are any questions or concerns.

Regards
~Natalya Johnson

Admin Coordinator
Pacific Tsunami and Japan Earthquake Response Manogement Team
USA10/DHcA/O 1FDA

oaCtsu ac c@of~ do.3
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Weaver, Tonna

From: Trapp, James i ý,b
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 7:24 AM
To: Ulses, Anthony
Subject: FW: 08:40 Mar 15 - Running Update on Japan Emergency (running file attached)

Maybe we weren't so stupid! Based on what we were told (see below) - I might make the same call again!

Better than missing it!

It's really been a pleasure working with you!

From: Cherry, Ronald @state.gov.,
Sent: Monday, March 14?-2011 7:43 PM C

To: Alan Remick; Aleshia Duncan; Duncan, Aleshia D; Trapp, James; James Trapp (BB); Mears, Jeremy M; Morales,
Russell A; Nesheiwat, Julia; Ulses, Anthony; Uchida, Koichi
Subject: FW: 08:40 Mar 15 - Running Update on Japan Emergency (running file attached)

This email is UNCLASSIFIED.

08:40 Mar 15 - Running Update on Japan Emergency (running file attached)

0840

08:14 March 15, 2011 (Core Exposed at #2 Fukushima Daiichi) NHK on line: A NISA official at a press conference before
8:00 am noted that the fuel core was exposed about 2.7 meters above the water level in reactor No. 2 of Fukushima
Daiichi. The length of fuel core exposed is about half the entire length. Right after the sound of an explosion was heard,
the amount of radiation was measured at 965.5 microSv. Afterward, the amount decreased to 882 microSV, according to
the NISA official.

08:04 March 15, 2011 (GOJ: Blast Heard At #2 Reactor at Fukushima Daiichi): Kyodo reported the sound of a blast was
heard Tuesday morning at the troubled No. 2 reactor of the quake-hit Fukushima No. 1 nuclear power plant (Fukushima
Daiichi), the government said. The incident occurred at 6:10 a.m. and is feared to have damaged the reactor's pressure-
suppression system, the Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency said, citing a report from the plant's operator Tokyo
Electric Power Co. NHK on line reported at 08:04 NISA (Nuclear Safety Agency) noted that at 6:10 there was a sound of

explosion in the reactor No. 2 of Fukushima Daiichi at a press conference. CCS Edano assured that no dramatic increase
of radiation around the facility. CCS Edano revealed that there was some damage in an equimpent connected to the
reacter containment vessels called supression pool. It is possible that the function to contain radiation is not working

efficiently, Edano indicated.

Aaron P. Forsberg
Economic Officer
U.S. Embassy Tokyo
•. (03) 3224-5035'
Fax (03) 3224-5019
E-mail: ForsbergAP@state.gov



This email is UNCLASSIFIED.

This email is UNCLASSIFIED.
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Weaver, Tonna

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Platts Energy Week TV [anniforte@platts.com]
Friday, March 18, 2011 4:36 PM
Ruland, William
Japan's Tragedy Prompts New Look at Nuclear Energy

If your email program has trouble displaying this email, view it as a web page.

Watch Sunday at 8 a.m. Eastern Time on W*USA9

Platts Energy Week
Your Independent Source For Energy News
www.PlattsEnerqvWeekTV.com
Sunday's show video available online at 9am Eastern Time -El

4rI'

an Web*in*,

(-i i6
Click here to see pictures from the Platts Energy Week Launch
Reception at the Petroleum Club of Houston.

What's Happening on March 20th
Streaming video available at 9 a.m Eastern
Time.

apan's Tragedy Prompts New Look at
Nuclear Energy
With the disaster in Japan, nuclear energy is
coming under close scrutiny again as a safe and
reliable power source for the U.S. Even pro-
nuclear lawmakers are raising questions with the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Department of
Energy. Among them is Representative Ed Whitfield,
chairman of the House Energy and Power Subcommittee,
who tells Bill what Washington should do - and not do -
when it comes to nuclear energy.

Could Another Nuclear Disaster Hit the U.S.?

Anchor Sponsor

Network Sponsor

Deloitteo

1



How does nuclear technology and regulation in Japan and the
U.S. compare? And is the U.S., 32 years after the Three Mile
Island accident, any different when it comes to the potential for
another nuclear meltdown? The director of Idaho National
Laboratory and former nuclear submarine commander,
John Grossenbacher, gives Bill his insight.

hither the Nuclear Renaissance?
ith applications pending for 20 new reactors in the

U.S., and more on the drawing board, the nuclear
power industry has been anticipating a renewal. But

financing become more difficult in light of the
nuclear catastrophe in Japan? Dmitri Nikas, with
Standard & Poor's utilities and infrastructure

unit, and Benjamin Salisbury, with FBR Capital Markets,
offer Bill some answers.

Fallout for Other Energy Commodities
Vandana Hari, Platts senior editorial director for Asia,
discusses with Bill how Japan is making up for losses in nuclear
power, and what it means for markets in liquefied natural gas,
coal and oil.

Upcoming complimentary webinars
Click here to register

Trading LNG in a Changing Global Market
Tuesday, March 22, 2011 . 1 - 2 pm ET - SPONSOR This Event

Option Trading's Irresistible Modernization:
A Look At Energy and Precious Metals
Wenesday, March 23, 2011 • 3:30 -4:30 pm ET

March 13th Show Now Online
Streaming Video at: www.PlattsEneraqvWeekTV.com

Unrest in Libya - Is Risk of Oil Supply
Disruption Enough to Get Uncle Sam
Tapping?
2hat does it take to prompt the United States
government to tap into its stockpile of "safety net"
oil - the Strategic Petroleum Reserve - to
increase supply and help temper prices at the

pump for the consumer? Bill Loveless will speak with Platts
global director of news, John Kingston, a long-time oil
veteran, about the full factors behind the price spike and
whether the U.S. should be tapping its SPR. Watch Now

MARKET SPOTLIGHT

Each week Bill YAL.

will shed light
on important

developments

in energy

markets.

About Platts Energy Week
"Platts Energy Week" is part of the
W*USA TV's Sunday Power Block
lineup of respected news and
Information programming,
Including CBS Sunday Morning, Face
the Nation, This Week In Defense
News, and The McLaughlin
Group. The 30-minute program airs
on Sundays at 6:30 a.m. Central time
on channel 11.1 (available on
Comcast on channel 611) and on
Mondays at 7:30 p.m. via channel
11.2 (Comcast channel 310). KHOU
programming Is also available via
channel 11 on DIRECTV and DISH
Network.

For advertising Information, contact
us at:
advertisinatpaitts.com

For show Information, contact us at:
olattseneravweektvynilatts.com

About Platts
With more than 250 journalists, Platts is
the world's largest independent editorial
team dedicated to covering energy and
is recognized as one of the most trusted
sources of energy information and
intelligence.

Macondo Oil Spill One Year Later-Could We
Contain Another Spill?
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Despite lessons learned last year, there are only a couple of
remedies for containing another offshore deep-water oil rig
blowout. Hear from Helix Energy's CEO, Owen Kratz, about
his company's solution to any future disasters in the U.S. Gulf
of Mexico. Watch Now

What Does the Island State of Hawaii Know
About Clean Energy That You Don't?
Hawaii is one of the few U.S. states that "lives" its dependence
on oil, with crude providing nine-tenths of the state's energy
consumption and three-quarters of its electricity generation.
CEO of Hawaiian Electric Connie Lau shares the secrets of
success and her company's scorecard since reaching an
agreement in 2008 to provide 70% of the state's energy needs
from clean energy sources by 2030. Watch Now

If you do not wish to receive further e-mail solicitation from Platts or you would like to change your free alert subscriptions,

manage your communications here, email webeditor•.platts.com, or write to:

Platts Privacy Official I Three Allen Center I 333 Clay Street I Suite 3800 I Houston, TX 77002 I USA

Please provide us with the information you would like to be removed from our lists, including all e-mail addresses in
addition to this e-mail address. For more information about The McGraw-Hill Companies' Customer Privacy Policy,

visit http://www.mcqraw-hill.com/privacy.html.

To learn more about how Platts applies this Policy, please contact Platts Privacy Official.

Copyright @ 2011 Platts, a unit of The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. All rights reserved.
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From:HutC ithe
To: Taylor. Robert

Subject: FW: Publication purchase request
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 12:25:12 PM
Attachments: NAP Safety and Security of Commercial Spent Nuclear Fuel Storaoe.odf

Rob,

Here's the electronic version and some fine print stuff. I sent an email to reproduction
services to have it printed out and I'll go grab it when it gets done.

Chris

From: Rhodes, Bebbie K 9
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 12:19 PM
To: Hunt, Christopher
Subject: RE: Publication purchase request

Hello Chris,

Attached is the PDF of Safety and Security of Commercial Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage.

The mate~ial was purchased for Robert Taylor and is for his use only, and may be
protected by copyright laws (Title 17 US Code). Please note the terms of use from NAP
below.

TERMS OF USE for the National Academies Press Electronic Publications

APPLICA'iION. The National Academy of Sciences, a private nonprofit corporation chartered by an
act of Congress, and the organizations formed under its congressional charter, the National
Academiec Press, National Academy of Engineering, Institute of Medicine, and National Research
Council arc collectively referred to herein as the "National Academies."
COPYRIGHT. The National Academies owns all rights in the electronic publications and the
copyrights therein displayed on this website (Online Publications). Copyright 2003 National
Academy of Sciences. All rights reserved.
PDF FILES: COPYING AND DISTRIBUTING. Users of this website who accept and agree to the
conditions specified in these Terms of Use (Authorized Users) may print single copies in PDF format
of the Online Publications solely for their personal noncommercial use in accordance with the terms
of this Agreement. Substantial or systematic reproduction by Authorized Users is not permitted.
Distributing or posting the PDF files is strictly prohibited without written permission of the NAP.
Use of the Online Publications constitutes Authorized User's agreement with these terms.
ALTERATION; NOTICES. Authorized Users may not modify, adapt, transform, translate or create
any derivative work based on any materials included in the Online Publications, or otherwise use
any such materials in a manner that would infringe the copyrights therein. Each PDF file of an
Online Publication will include a Copyright Notice and unique tracking number specific to the
Authorized User. The copyright notice, confirmation number, and any other notices or disclaimers
may not be removed, obscured, or modified in any way.
DISCLAIMER. The National Academies and its officers, employees, and agents do not accept any
legal responsibility for errors, omissions or claims, nor do they provide any warranty, express or
implied, with respect to information published in the Online Publications. In no event shall the
National Academies be liable for any special, indirect, or consequential damages. THE NATIONAL
ACADEMIES EXPRESSLY EXCLUDES ANY LIABILITY FOR BREACH OF ANY IMPLIED OR EXPRESS
WARRANTY AS TO MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
USER WARRANTIES. Each Authorized User warrants that it will use reasonable efforts to ensure
the security and integrity of each Electronic Publication, and will notify the National Academies
promptly of any unauthorized use of the Online Publication of which they become aware. Any abuse
of these Terms of Use will result in immediate cessation of access to National Academies serversLI



and may be pursed to the fullest extent permitted under applicable laws, treaties, and conventions.
CHANGE OF TERMS. The National Academies reserves the right to change, modify, or otherwise
alter the terms of this license without prior notice to the Authorized User.

Please let us know if you need anything further,

Bebbie

Bebbie Rhodes, MLS
Acquisitions Librarian, Technical Information Center Services
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

(301)415-5785
Bebbie.Rhodes@nrc.gov

From: Hunt, Christopher
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 4:29 PM
To: Rhodes, Bebbie
Subject: Publication purchase request

Bebbie,

My branch chief, Robert Taylor, is in the next group of NRC employees to be sent to Japan
to assist the international effort taking place. He has requested the following document as
reference material for his trip: Safety and Security of Commercial Spent Nuclear Fuel
Storage: Public Report. It is my understanding that the technical library only has one hard
copy of the report and an electronic version (PDF) is not available through the library. I
would request that the library purchase the PDF version of the report so that I can include
it in the references that I am putting together for Rob's travels. This way he is not taking
the library's only copy of the report overseas and he can still have a hard copy to read on
the plane, or on station, without the need for an internet connection.

Respectfully,

Christopher Hunt

DCI/CSGB
Office Phone: 415-1652
M/S: O-9H06
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Ve ship printed books within I business day; personal PDFs are available immediately.

Safety and Security of Commercial Spent Nuclear
Fuel Storage: Public Report

Committee on the Safety and Security of Commercial
Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage, National Research Council
ISBN: 0-309-10511-0, 126 pages, 8 1/2 x 11, (2006)

This PDF is available from the National Academies Press at:
http ://www.nap.edu/catalog/1 1263.html

Visit the National Academies Press online, the authoritative source for all books
from the National Academy of Sciences, the National Academy of Engineerinqg,
the Institute of Medicine, and the National Research Council:
" Download hundreds of free books in PDF
" Read thousands of books online for free
* Explore our innovative research tools - try the "Research Dashboard" now!
* Sign up to be notified when new books are published

* Purchase printed books and selected PDF files

Thank you for downloading this PDF. If you have comments, questions or
just want more information about the books published by the National
Academies Press, you may contact our customer service department toll-
free at 888-624-Z373, visit us online, or send an email to
feedback(anap.edu.

This book plus thousands more are available at http://www.nap.edu.

Copyright © National Academy of Sciences. All rights reserved.
Unless otherwise indicated, all materials in this PDF File are copyrighted by the National
Academy of Sciences. Distribution, posting, or copying is strictly prohibited without
written permission of the National Academies Press. Request reprint permission for this book.

THE NATIONAL ACADEMIES
Advisers to the Notion on Science, Engineering, and Medicine
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a oTHE NATIONAL ACADEMIES PRESS 500 Fifth Street, N.W. Washington, DC 20001

NOTICE: The project that is the subject of this report was approved by the Governing Board of the National Research Council, whose members
- .are drawn from the councils of the National Academy of Sciences, the National Academy of Engineering, and the Institute of Medicine. The

'• members of the committee responsible for the report were chosen for their special competences and with regard for appropriate balance.
This study was supported by grant number NRC-04-04-067 between the National Academy of Sciences and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. Any opinions, findings, conclusions, or recommendations expressed in this publication are those of the author(s) and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the organizations or agencies that provided support for the project.

International Standard Book Number 0-309-09647-2

Library of Congress Control Number 2005926244
S0(a

*5>
0 $9 Additional copies of this report are available from the National Academies Press, 500 Fifth Street, N.W., Lockbox 285, Washington, DC 20055;
a) (800) 624-6242 or (202) 334-3313 (in the Washington metropolitan area); Internet, http://www.nap.edu
'E
E Front cover. Design by Michele de la Menardiere from photos courtesy of the Nuclear Energy Institute.
2- Copyright 2006 by the National Academy of Sciences, All rights reserved.

Printed in the United States of America.
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National Academy of Sciences
National Academy of Engineering

_ V Institute of Medicine
n 0National Research Council
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E EThe National Academy of Sciences is a private, nonprofit, self-perpetuating society of distinguished
scholars engaged in scientific and engineering research, dedicated to the furtherance of science and

o .technology and to their use for the general welfare. Upon the authority of the charter granted to it by the
0 Congress in 1863, the Acade my has a mandate that requires it to advise the federal government on

scientific and technical matters. Dr, Ralph J.Cicerone is president of the National Academy of Sciences.
10

The National Academy of Engineering was established in 1964, under the charter of the National Academy
of Sciences, as a parallel organization of outstanding engineers. It is autonomous in its administration and in

• 0- =the selection of its members, sharing with the National Academy of Sciences the responsibility for advising
the federal government. The National Academy of Engineering also sponsors engineering programs aimed at

E meeting national needs, encourages education and research, and recognizes the superior achievements of
engineers. Dr. Wm. A. Wulf is president of the National Academy of Engineering.

The Institute of Medicine was established in 1970 by the National Academy of Sciences to secure the
_• services of eminent members of appropriate professions in the examination of policy matters pertaining to

the health of the public. The Institute acts under the responsibility given to the National Academy of
Sciences by its congressional charter to be an adviser to the federal government and, upon its own initiative,

EC2 .C to identify issues of medical care, rcsearch, and education. Dr. Harvey V.Fineberg is president of the
Institute of Medicine.

E The National Research Council was irganized by the National Academy of Sciences in 1916 to associate
the broad community of science and technology with the Academy's purposes of furthering knowledge and
advising the federal government. Functioning in accordance with general policies determined by the

6Academy, the Council has become the principal operating agency of both the National Academy of
cc Sciences and the National Academy of Engineering in providing services to the government, the public, and

0 the scientific and engineering communities. The Council is administered jointly by both Academies and the
Z Institute of Medicine. Dr. Ralph J.Cicerone and Dr. Wm. A. Wulf are chairman and vice chairman,

respectively, of the National Research Council.

www.national-academies.org•.3
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COMMITTEE ON THE SAFETY AND SECURITY OF

COMMERCIAL SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL STORAGE

LOUIS J.LANZEROTTI, Chair, New Jersey Institute of Technology, Newark, and Lucent Technologies, Murray
Hill

CARL A.ALEXANDER, Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio
ROBERT M.BERNERO, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (retired), Gaithersburg, Maryland
M.QUINN BREWSTER, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
GREGORY R.CHOPPIN, Florida State University, Tallahassee
NANCY J.COOKE, Arizona State University, Mesa
LOUIS ANTHONY COX, Jr.,' Cox Associates, Inc., Denver, Colorado

GORDON R.JOHNSON, Network Computing Services, Minneapolis, Minnesota
ROBERT P.KENNEDY,RPK Structural Mechanics Consulting, Escondido, California
KENNETH K.KUO, Pennsylvania State University, University Park
RICHARD T.LAHEY, Jr., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York
KATHLEEN R.MEYER, Keystone Scientific, Inc., Fort Collins, Colorado
FREDERICK J.MOODY, GE Nuclear Energy (retired), Murphys, California
TIMOTHY R.NEAL, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico
JOHN WREATHALL,' John Wreathall & Company, inc., Dublin, Ohio
LORING A.WYLLIE, Jr., Degenkolb Engineers, San Francisco, California
PETER D.ZIMMERMAN, King's College London, United Kingdom

Staff

KEVIN D.CROWLEY, Study Director
BARBARA PASTINA, Senior Program Officer
MICAH D.LOWENTHAL, Senior Program Officer
ELISABETH A.REESE, Program Officer
DARLA THOMPSON, Research Associate
TONI G.GREENLEAF, Administrative Associate

'Drs. Cox and Wreathall resigned from the committee on February 26 and March 17, 2004, respectively.
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BOARD ON RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT

RICHARD A.MESERVE,' Chair, Carnegie Institution, Washington, D.C,

ROBERT M.BERNERO, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (retired), Gaithersburg, Maryland
SUE B.CLARK, Washington State University, Pullman
ALLEN G.CROFF, Oak Ridge National Laboratory (retired), Tennessee
DAVID E.DANIEL, University of Illinois, Urbana
RODNEY C.EWING, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
ROGER L.HAGENGRUBER, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque
KLAUS KU]HN, Technische Universitat Clausthal, Germany
HOWARD C.KUNREUTHER, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
SUSAN M.LANGHORST, Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri
NIKOLAI P.LAVEROV, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow
MILTON LEVENSON, Bechtel International (retired), Menlo Park, California
PAUL A.LOCKE, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland
NORINE E.NOONAN, College of Charleston, South Carolina
EUGENE A.ROSA, Washington State University, Pullman
ATSUYUKI SUZUKI, Nuclear Safety Commission of Japan, Tokyo

Staff

KEVIN D.CROWLEY, Director
MICAH D.LOWENTHAL, Senior Program Officer
BARBARA PASTENA, Senior Program Officer
JOHN R.WILEY, Senior Program Officer
TONI GREENLEAF, Administrative Associate
DARLA J.THOMPSON, Research Associate
LAURA D.LLANOS, Senior Program Assistant
MARILI ULLOA, Senior Program Assistant
JAMES YATES, JR., Office Assistant

Dr. Meserve did not participate in the oversight of this study.
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4; NOTE TO READERS

....

NOTE TO READERS
(03>a- C

This report is based on a classified report that was developed at the request of the U.S. Congress with
sponsorship from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Department of Homeland Security. This report

0 contains all of the findings and recommendations that appear in the classified report. Some have been slightly

SE reworded and other sensitive information that might allow terrorists to exploit potential vulnerabilities has been
2 redacted to protect national security. Nevertheless, the National Research Council and the authoring committee

believe that this report provides an accurate summary of the classified report, including its findings and
recommendations

0 The authoring committee for this report examined the potential consequences of a large number of scenarios
0)

for attacking spent fuel storage facilities at commercial nuclear power plants. Some of these scenarios were
developed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission as part of its ongoing vulnerability analyses, whereas others were

0 developed by the committee based upon the expertise of its members or suggestions from participants at the

.) 7-committee's open meetings. The committee focused its discussions about terrorist attacks on the concept of maximum
credible scenarios. These are defined by the committee to be physically realistic classes of attacks that, if carried

a ) out successfully, would produce the most serious potential consequences within that class. In a practical sense they
can be said to bound the consequences for a given type of attack. Such scenarios could in some cases be very difficult

Co to carry out because they require a high level of skill and knowledge or luck on the part of the attackers, It was
_ nevertheless useful to analyze these scenarios because they provide decision makers with a better understanding of

the full range of potential consequences from terrorist attacks.
The committee uses the term potential consequences advisedly. It is important to recognize that a terrorist

i >attack on a spent fuel storage facility would not necessarily result in the release of any radioactivity to the

E 0 environment. The consequences of such an attack would depend not only on the nat'ire of the attack itself, but also
-2 • on the construction of the spent fuel storage facility; its location relative to surrounding features that might shield

it from the attack; and the ability of the guards and operators at the facility to respo'-d to the attack and/or mitigate
a E its consequences. Facility-specific analyses are required to determine the potential vulnerability of a given facility
0- to a given type of terrorist attack.

-g Congress asked the National Research Council for technical advice related to the vulnerability of spent fuel
storage facilities to terrorist attacks. Congress, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and the Department of
Homeland Security are responsible for translating this advice into policy actions. This will require the balancing of

u--2 costs, risks, and benefits across the nation's industrial infrastructure. The committee was not asked to examine the
v = potential vulnerabilities of other types of infrastructure to terrorist attacks or the consequences of such attacks. While

such comparisons will likely be difficult, they will be essential for ensuring that the nation's limited resources are
used judiciously in protecting its citizens from terrorist attacks.
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SUMMARY FOR CONGRESS 3
. .. ..... - -- -- ......

-SUMMARY FOR CONGRESS

The U.S. Congress asked the National Academies to provide independent scientific and technical advice on
the safety and security of commercial spent nuclear fuel storage in the United States, specifically with respect to
the following charges:

E

• Potential safety and security risks of spent nuclear fuel presently stored in cooling pools at commercial
0, nuclear reactor sites.

- Safety and security advantages, if any, of dry cask storage versus wet pool storage at these reactor sites.
* Potential safety and security advantages, if any, of dry cask storage using various single-, dual-, and multi-

purpose cask designs,
* The risks of terrorist attacks on these materials and the risk these materials might be used to construct a

radiological dispersal device.
Z

Congress requested that the National Academies produce a diepomt that addresses these charges within
6 months and also provide an unclassified sudmary for unlimited public distribution. he first request was fulfilledE~~~ý11e .oli ___LL____u________)__

in July 2004. This report fulfills the second request.
The highlights of hffdi.eport are as follows:

(1) Spent fuel pools are necessary at all operating nuclear power plants to store recently discharged fuel.
(2) The committee judges that successful terrorist attacks on spent fuel pools, though difficult, are possible.
(3) If an attack leads to a propagating zirconium cladding fire, it could result in the release of large amounts

E of radioactive material.
(4) Additional analyses are needed to understand more fully the vulnerabilities and consequences of events

that could lead to propagating zirconium cladding fires.
E (5) It appears to be feasible to reduce the likelihood of a zirconium cladding fire by rearranging spent fuel

0 assemblies in the pool and making provision for water-spray systems that would be able to cool the
fuel, even if the pool or overlying building were severely damaged.

(6) Dry cask storage has inherent security advantages over spent fuel pool storage, but it can only be used
to store older spent fuel

= . (7) There are no large security differences among different storage-cask designs.
(8) It would be difficult for terrorists to steal enough spent fuel from storage facilities for use in significant

radiological dispersal devices (dirty bombs).

The statement of task does not direct the committee to recommend whether the transfer of spent fuel from pool
to dry cask storage should be accelerated. The committee judges, however, that further engineering analyses and

C '5 q cost-benefit studies would be needed before decisions on this and other mitigative measures are taken. The report

"p contains detailed recommendations for improving the security of spent fuel storage regardless of how it is stored.

-c

<
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SEXECUTIVE SUMMARY 5

co

W EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
03a- )

C> ,

"F• _C In the Fiscal Year 2004 Energy and Water Development Conference Report, the U.S. Congress asked the
c 

w)
>.a

cc >National Academies to provide independent scientific and technical advice on the safety and security' of commercial
spent nuclear fuel storage in the United States, specifically with respect to the following four charges:

'-a)
Eu

(1) Potential safety and security risks of spent nuclear fuel presently stored in cooling pools at commercial

reactor sites.
- (2) Safety and security advantages, if any, of dry cask storage versus wet pool storage at these reactor sites.

K (3) Potential safety and security advantages, if any, of dry cask storage using various single-, dual-, and

multi-purpose cask designs.
w • (4) The risks of terrorist attacks on these materials and the risk these materials might be used to construct
7_1 •a radiological dispersal device.

-E Congress requested that the National Academies produce a classified report that addresses these charges within
6 months and also provide an unclassified summary for unlimited public distribution. The first request was O7ulfilled

, ain July 2004. This report fulfills the second request.
Spn nuclear fuel is stored at commercial nuclear pwrlatsites intwcofgrins

ca)

=-In water-filled pools, referred to as spentfuelpools.
R In diy casks that are designed either for storage (single-purpose casks) or both storage and iransportation

E (dual-purpose casks). There are two basic cask designs: bare-fuel casks and canister-based casks, which
can be licensed for either single- or dual-purpose use, depending on their design.

E Spent fuel pools are currently in use at all 65 sites with operating commercial nuclear power reactors. at 8 sites
where commercial power reactors have been shut down, and at one site not associated with an operating or shutdown
power reactor. Dry-cask storage facilities have been established at 28 operating, shutdown, or decommissioned

Spower plants. The nuclear industry projects that up to three or four nuclear power plants will reach full capacity in

) ctheir spent fuel pools each year for at least the next 17 years.

in The congressional request for this study was prompted by conflicting public claims about the safety and security
w z of commercial spent nuclear fuel storage at nuclear power plants. Some analysts have argued that the dense packing

of spent fuel in cooling pools at nuclear power plants does not allow a sufficient safety margin in the event of a loss-
of-pool-coolant event from an accident or terrorist attack. They assert that such events could result in the release of

a) large quantities of radioactive material to the environment If the zirconium cladding of the spent fuel overheats and
'• - ignites. To reduce the potential for such fires, these

5•,¢

2 -
s o,

a
0

'• • In the context of this study, safety refers to measures that protect spent nuclear fuel storage facilities against failure, damage,
C3 S• human error, or other accidents thaat would disperse radioactivity in the environment. Security refers to measures to protect spent

a).=

a- .- fuel storage facilities against sabotage, attacks, or theft.

- .0
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 6

analysts have suggested that spent fuel more than five years old be removed from the pool and stored in dry
casks, and that the remaining younger fuel be reconfigured in the pool to allow more space for air cooling in the
event of a loss-of-pool-coolant event.

_ The committee that was appointed to perform the present study examined the vulnerability of spent fuel stored
in pools and dry casks to accidents and terrorist attacks. Any event that results in the breach of a spent fuel pool or
a dry cask, whether accidental or intentional, has the potential to release radioactive material to the environment.
The committee therefore focused its limited time on understanding two issues: (1) Under what circumstances could
pools or casks be breached? And (2) what would be the radioactive releases from such breaches?

20 To address these questions, the committee performed a critical review of the security analyses that have been
0• carried out by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and its contractors, the Department of Homeland Security,

industry, and other independent experts to determine if they are objective, complete, and credible. The committee
was unable to examine several important issues related to these questions either because it was unable to obtain

E needed information from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission or because of time constraints. Details are provided
2_ in Chapters I and 2.

The committee's findings and recommendations from this analysis are provided below, organized by the four
-0 charges of the study task. The ordering of the charges has been rearranged to provide a more logical exposition of

results.
a1) CL

ECHARGE 4: RISKS OF TERRORIST ATTACKS ON THESE MATERIALS AND THE RISK
-= THESE MATERIALS MIGHT BE USED TO CONSTRUCT A RADIOLOGICAL DISPERSAL

DEVICE

The concept of risk as applied to terrorist attacks underpins the entire statement of task for this study. Therefore,
the committee examined this final charge first to provide the basis for addressing the remainder of the task statement.
The committee's examination of Charge 4 is provided in Chapter 2, On the basis of this examination, the committee

• offers the following findings and recommendations numbered according to the chapters in which they appear,

FINDING 2A: The probability of terrorist attacks on spent fuel storage cannot be assessed quantitatively
or comparatively. Spent fuel storage facilities cannot be dismissed as targets for such attacks because it is not

>< possible to predict the behavior and motivations of terrorists, and because of the attractiveness of spent fuel
E,: as a terrorist target given the well known public dread of radiation. Terrorists view nuclear power plant facilities

as desirable targets because of the large inventories of radioactivity they contain. While it would be difficult to attack
such facilities, the committee judges that attacks by knowledgeable terrorists with access to appropriate techn,'.al

E C
E • means are possible. It is important to recognize, however, that an attack that damages a power plant or its spent ,
0- •storage facilities would not necessarily result in the release of any radioactivity to the environment. There are

potential steps that can be taken to lower the potential consequences of such attacks.
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£2M,a 4ý EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 7

Uo)

yFINDING 2B: The committee judges that the likelihood terrorists could steal enough spent fuel for use0
CL

in a significant radiological dispersal device is small. Removal of a spent fuel assembly from the pool or dry cask
would prove.extremely difficult under almost any terrorist attack scenario. Attempts by a knowledgeable insider(s)

_ to remove single rods and related debris from the pool might prove easier, but the amount of material that could be
removed would be small. Moreover, superior materials could be stolen or purchased more easily from other sources.
Even though the likelihood of spent fuel theft appears to be small, it is nevertheless important that the protection of
these materials be maintained and improved as vulnerabilities are identified.

RECOMMENDATION: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission should review and upgrade, where necessary,
its security requirements for protecting spent fuel rods not contained in fuel assemblies from theft by
knowledgeable insiders, especially in facilities where individual fuel rods or portions of rods are being stored
in pools.

0) FINDING 2C: A number of security improvements at nuclear power plants have been instituted since

the events of September 11, 2001. However, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission did not provide the committee
2 with enough information to evaluate the effectiveness of these procedures for protecting stored spent fuel.

Surveillance and other human-factors related security procedures are just as important as the physical barriers in
0 preventing and mitigating terrorist attacks. Although the committee did learn about some of the changes that have

been instituted since the September 11, 2001, attacks, it was not provided with enough information to evaluate the
S,,effectiveness of procedures now in place.

C. 0)
E RECOMMENDATION: Although the committee did not specifically investigate the effectiveness and adequacy

.F_ W of improved surveillance and security measures for protecting stored spent fuel, an assessment of current.ý0 -1
measures should be performed by an independent 2 organization.

r£2

Y .~ CHARGE 1: POTENTIAL SAFETY AND SECURITY RISKS OF SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL
STORED IN POOLS

-• The committee's examination of Charge I is provided in Chapter 3. On the basis of this examination, the

S>• committee offers the following findings and recommendations:><a)

2 •FINDING 3A: Pool storage is required at all operating commercial nuclear power plants to cool newly
0 . discharged spent fuel. Freshly discharged spent fuel generates too much decay heat to be passively air cooled. This

fuel must be stored in a pool that has an active heat removal system (i.e., water pumps and heat exchangers) for at

aE least one year before being moved to dry storage. Most dry storage systems are licensed to store fuel that has been
E 2out of the reactor for at least five years. Although spent fuel younger than five years could be stored in dry casks,

the changes required for shielding and heat-removal
C)

(0
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-S EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 8

cu

_• could be substantial, especially for fuel that has been discharged for less than about three years.
FINDING 3B: The committee finds that, under some conditions, a terrorist attack that partially or

completely drained a spent fuel pool could lead to a propagating zirconium cladding fire and the release of
a. large quantities of radioactive materials to the environment. Details are provided in the committee's classified
cp report.

FINDING 3C: It appears to be feasible to reduce the likelihood of a zirconium cladding fire following a
loss-of-pool-coolant event using readily implemented measures. The following measures appear to have
particular merit: Reconfiguring the spent fuel in the pools (i.e., redistribution of high decay-heat assemblies so that
they are surrounded by low decay-heat assemblies) to more evenly distribute decay-heat loads and enhance radiative
heat transfer; limiting the frequency of offloads of full reactor cores into spent fuel pools, requiring longer shutdowns
of the reactor before any fuel is offloaded, and providing enhanced security when such offloads must be made; and
development of a redundant and diverse response system to mitigate loss-of-pool-coolant events that would be

E •capable of operation even if the pool or overlying building were severely damaged.
2 0 FINDING 3D: The potential vulnerabilities of spent fuel pools to terrorist attacks are plant-design

specific. Therefore, specific vulnerabilities can be understood only by examining the characteristics of spent
0 fuel storage at each plant. As described in Chapter 3, there are substantial differences in the designs of spent fuel

pools that make them more or less vulnerable to certain types of terrorist attacks.
FINDING 3E: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission and independent analysts have made progress in

understanding some vulnerabilities of spent fuel pools to certain terrorist attacks and the consequences of
such attacks for releases of radioactivity to the environment. However, additional work on specific issues is

Z5 •needed urgently. The analyses carried out to date provide a general understanding of spent fuel behavior in a loss-
of-pool-coolant event and the vulnerability of spent fuel pools to certain terrorist attacks that could cause such events

f .to occur. The work to date, however, has not been sufficient to adequately understand the vulnerabilities and
consequences of such events. Additional analyses are needed to fill in the knowledge gaps so that well-informed
policy decisions can be made.

RECOMMENDATION: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission should undertake additional best-estimate
analyses to more fully understand the vulnerabilities and consequences of loss-of-pool-coolant events that could
lead to a zirconium cladding fire. Based on these analyses, the Commission should take appropriate actions to

R address any significant vulnerabilities that are identified. The committee provides details on additional analyses
E 2 that should be carried out in its classified report. Cost-benefit considerations will be an important part of such decisions.
0

RECOMMENDATION: While the work described in the previous recommendation under Finding 3E, above,
u) is being carried out, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission should ensure that power plant operators take prompt
E 0 and effective measures to reduce the consequences of loss-of-pool-coolant
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) events in spent fuel pools that could result in propagating zirconium cladding fires. The committee judges that
5) there are at least two such measures that should be implemented promptly:

a* Reconfiguring of fuel in the pools so that high decay-heat fuel assemblies are surrounded by low decay-
heat assemblies, This will more evenly distribute decay-heat loads, thus enhancing radiative heat transfer
in the event of a loss of pool coolant.
Provision for water-spray systems that would be able to cool the fuel even if the pool or overlying building
were severely damaged.

70 Reconfiguring of fuel in the pool would be a prudent measure that could probably be implemented at all plants at little, F9

cost, time, or exposure of workers to radiation. The second measure would probably be more expensive to implement
0 and may not be needed at all plants, particularly plants in which spent fuel pools are located below grade or are protected

from external line-of-sight attacks by exterior walls and other structures.

2 •The committee anticipates that the costs and benefits of options for implementing the second measure would be
-6 •examined to help decide what requirements would be imposed. Further, the committee does not presume to anticipate

the best design of such a system-whether it should be installed on the walls of a pool or deployed from a location
2 where it is unlikely to be compromised by the same attack-but simply notes the demanding requirements such a

system must meet.

E) 5.

0 CHARGE 3: POTENTIAL SAFETY AND SECURITY ADVANTAGES, IF ANY, OF DIFFERENT
V •DRY CASK STORAGE DESIGNS

The third charge to the committee focuses exclusively on the safety and security of dry casks. The committee
2 cg addressed this charge first in Chapter 4 to provide the basis for the comparative analysis between dry casks and

pools as called for in Charge 2.
PFINDING 4A: Although there are differences in the robustness of different dry cask designs (e.g., bare-

fuel versus canister-based), the differences are not large when measured by the absolute magnitudes of
radionuclide releases in the event of a breach. All storage cask designs are vulnerable to some types of terrorist
attacks, but the quantity of radioactive material releases predicted from such attacks is relatively small. These
releases are not easily dispersed in the environment.

2 FINDING 4B: Additional steps can be taken to make dry casks less vulnerable to potential terrorist
attacks. Although the vulnerabilities of current cask designs are already small, additional, relatively simple steps

a •can be taken to reduce them as discussed in Chapter 4.•E
0 •RECOMMENDATION: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission should consider using the results of the

vulnerability analyses for possible upgrades of requirements in 10 CFR 72 for dry casks, specifically to improve
their resistance to terrorist attacks. The committee was told by
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coU
y Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff that such a step is already under consideration.

CHARGE 2: SAFETY AND SECURITY ADVANTAGES, IF ANY, OF DRY CASK STORAGE
VERSUS WET POOL STORAGE

In Chapter 4, the committee offers the following findings and recommendations with respect to the comparative
component of Charge 2:

FINDING 4C: Dry cask storage does not eliminate the need for pool storage at operating commercial
reactors. Under present U.S. practices, dry cask storage can only be used to store fuel that has been out of the reactor

-ID
c along enough (generally greater than five years under current practices) to be passively air cooled.

FINDING 4D: Dry cask storage for older, cooler spent fuel has two inherent advantages over pool
storage: (1) It is a passive system that relies on natural air circulation for cooling; and (2) it divides the

E inventory of that spent fuel among a large number of discrete, robust containers. These factors make it more
2- o difficult to attack a large amount of spent fuel at one time and also reduce the consequences of such

_• attacks. The robust construction of these casks prevents large-scale releases of radioactivity in all of the attack
j •,. scenarios examined by the committee in its classified report.
-2 FINDING 4E: Depending on the outcome of plant-specific vulnerability analyses described in the

committee's classified report, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission might determine that earlier movements
of spent fuel from pools into dry cask storage would be prudent to reduce the potential consequences of

'n terrorist attacks on pools at some commercial nuclear plants. The statement of task directs the committee to
examine the risks of spent fuel storage options and alternatives for decision makers, not to recommend whether any
spent fuel should be transferred from pool storage to cask storage. In fact, there may be some commercial plants

E .- that, because of pool designs or fuel loadings, may require some removal of spent fuel from their pools. If there is
a need to remove spent fuel from the pools it should become clearer once the vulnerability and consequence analyses
described in the classified report are completed. The committee expects that cost-benefit considerations would be
a part of these analyses.

-> IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

.E Implementation of the recommendations in Chapters 2-4 will require action and cooperation by a large number
0 of parties. The final chapter of the report provides a brief discussion of two implementation issues that the committee

believes are of special interest to Congress: Timing Issues: Ensuring that high-quality, expert analyses are completed
Ea in a timely manner; and Communications Issues: Ensuring that the results of the analyses are communicated to

relevant parties so that appropriate and timely mitigating actions can be taken. This discussion leads to the following
finding and recommendation.

FINDING 5A: Security restrictions on sharing of information and analyses are hindering progress in
addressing potential vulnerabilities of spent fuel storage to

b• (D
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0EXECUTIVE SUMMARY I I

u)0

_ terrorist attacks. Current classification and security practices appear to discourage information sharing
_' •between the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and industry. They impede the review and feedback processes that
(D, can enhance the technical soundness of the analyses being carried out; they make it difficult to build support within
0)
_ the industry for potential mitigative measures; and they may undermine the confidence that the industry, expert

panels such as this one, and the public place in the adequacy of such measures.

0) RECOMMENDATION: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission should improve the sharing of pertinent
*.. information on vulnerability and consequence analyses ofspent fuel storage with nuclear power plant operators

and dry cask storage system vendors on a timely basis.

The committee also believes that the public is an important audience for the work being carried out to assess
and mitigate vulnerabilities of spent fuel storage facilities. While it would be inappropriate to share all information
publicly, more constructive interaction with the public and independent analysts could improve the work being

carried out and also increase public confidence in Nuclear Regulatory Commission and industry decisions and
E • actions to reduce the vulnerability of spent fuel storage to terrorist threats.
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M U)

n 1

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

-• In the Fiscal Year 2004 Energy and Water Development Conference Report, the U.S. Congress asked theS0=

_c: spent nuclear fuel storage in the United States (see Box 1.1). The Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the

E Department of Homeland Security jointly sponsored this study, as directed by Congress.
2 Awareness and concerns about the threat of high-impact terrorism have become acute and pervasive since the

"0• attacks on September 11,200 1. The information gathered by the committee during this study led it to conclude that

- .z-there were indeed credible concerns about the safety and security of spent nuclear fuel storage in the current threat
• environment. From the outset the committee believed that safety and security issues must be addressed quickly to

o determine whether additional measures are needed to prevent or mitigate attacks that could cause grave harm to

• people and cause widespread fear, disruption, and economic loss. The information gathered during this study

~09

involving radioactive materials beyond the physical injuries it might cause, and beyond the economic costs of the

- • cleanup.
Eo

Z3 1.1 CONTEXT FOR THIS STUDY

atThe congressional request for this study was prompted by conflicting public claims about the safety and security

of commercial spent nuclear fuel storage at nuclear power plants. Some have argued that the dense packing used
for storing spent fuel in cooling pools at nearly every nuclear power plant does not provide a sufficient safety margin

0)

~0
- a de terie whenther additonralh mancosuesqruedeopeent oaels rom itigatcienattack tharrit atcul causec graveshar toe

peopleandia caustsfrte widspead featrcnl disrutinangd ecoomiarecto loss Thea insforaioin gthefre durircngtism studyin

a r to ignite, possibly resulting in the release of large amounts of radioactivity to the environment (Alvarez et al., 2003a).

m of radioactivity are possible (e.g., USNRC, 2001 a).

IV

(05

-a)

T5)

E- 2 • in the context of thirequest for this st that protect spent nuclear fuel storage facilities against failure, damage,

3:0 - human error, or other accidents that would disperse radioactivity in the environment. Security refers to measures to protect spent
fuel storage facilities against sabotage, attacks, or theft.

Safety and security of reactors at nuclear power plants are outside of the committee's statement of task and have been addressed
.- only where they could not be separated from spent fueldstorage. The distinctions between spent fuel storage and operating nuclear
.0 power reactors are sometimes blurrsd in public discussions of nuclear and radiological concerns.

a- The committee refers to such occurrences as loss-of-pool-coolant events in this report.

.0

(0..
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that the remaining younger fuel be rearranged in the pool to allow more space for cooling (see also Marsh and
Stanford, 2001; Thompson, 2003). The Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff, the nuclear industry, and some others
have argued that densely packed pool storage can be carried out both safely and securely (USNRC, 2003a).

Policy actions to improve the safety and security of spent fuel storage could have significant national
consequences. Nuclear power plants generate approximately 20 percent of the electricity produced in the United
States. The issue of its future availability and use is critical to our nation's present and future energy security. The
safety and security of spent fuel storage is an Important aspect of the acceptability of nuclear power. Decisions that
affect such a large portion of our nation's electricity supply must be considered carefully, wisely, and with a balanced
view.

1.2 STRATEGY TO ADDRESS THE STUDY CHARGES

Congress directed the National Academies to produce a classified report that addresses the statement of task
shown in Box 1. 1 within 6 months and an unclassified summary for unlimited public dissemination within 12 months.
This report, which has undergone a security review by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and found to contain
no classified national security or safeguards information, fulfills the second request.4

The National Research Council of the National Academies appointed a committee of 15 experts to carry out
this study. Biographical sketches of the committee members are provided in Appendix B. The committee met six
times from February to June 2004 to gather information and complete its classified report. The committee met again
in August, October, and November 2004 and in January 2005 to develop this public report.

Details on the information-gathering sessions and speakers are provided in Appendix A. Most of the
information-gathering sessions were not open to the public because they involved presentations and discussions of
classified information. The committee recognized, however, that important contributions to this study could be made
by industry representatives, independent analysts, and the public, so it scheduled open, unclassified

4The classified report was briefed to the agencies and Congress on July 15, 2004,

-1-1 ý k I I A ----- All
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_ sessions at three of its meetings to obtain comments from interested organizations and individuals. Public
a) a. comments at these meetings were encouraged and considered.

Subgroups of the committee visited several nuclear power plants to learn first-hand how spent fuel is being
a- In managed in wet and dry storage: the Dresden and Braidwood Nuclear Generating Stations in Illinois, which are

, owned and operated by Exelon Nuclear Corp.; the Indian Point Nuclear Generating Station in New York, which is

owned and operated by ENTERGY Corp.; and the Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station in Arizona, which is

operated by Arizona Public Service Corp. A subgroup of committee members also traveled to Germany to visit
spent fuel storage installations at Ahaus and Lingen and to talk with experts about the safety and security of German
spent fuel storage. The German government has been concerned about security for a long time, and the German

SQ)nuclear industry has made adjustments to spent fuel storage designs and operations that reduce their vulnerability
to accidents and terrorist attacks. A summary of the trip to Germany is provided in Appendix C,

The statement of task for this study directed the committee to examine both the safety and the security of spent

=E fuel storage. It is important to recognize that these are two sides of the same coin in the sense that any event that
2 results in the breach of a spent fuel pool or a dry cask, whether accidental or intentional, has the potential to release

radioactive material to the environment. The committee therefore focused its limited time on understanding two

0 issues: (1) Under what circumstances could poots or casks be breached? And (2) what would be the radioactive
releases from such breaches?

The initiating events that could lead to the accidental breach of a spent fuel pool are well known: A large
Q) seismic event or the accidental drop of a cask on the pool wall that could lead to the loss of pool coolant. The
-•condition that could lead to an accidental breach of a dry storage cask is similarly well known: an accidental drop

Cu• of the cask during handling operations. Current Nuclear Regulatory Commission regulations are designed to prevent

-6 such accidental conditions by imposing requirements on the design and operation of spent fuel storage facilities.
E .f These regulations have been in place for decades and have so far been effective in preventing accidental releases

of radioactive materials from these facilities into the environment.
The initiating events that could lead to the intentional breach of a spent fuel pool or dry storage cask are not

as well understood. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has had long-standing requirements in place to deal with
a • radiological sabotage (included in the "design basis threat"; see Chapter 2), but the September 11, 2001, terrorist

attacks provided a graphic demonstration of a much broader array of potential threats. As described in the following
chapters, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission is currently sponsoring studies to better understand the potential
consequences of such terrorist attacks on spent fuel storage facilities.

Early on in this study, the committee made a judgment that it should focus most of its attention concerning
such initiating events on the security aspects of its task statement. Many of the phenomena that follow an initiating

E_ event (e.g., loss of pool coolant or cask breach) would be the same whether it arose from an accident or terrorist
ti) attack, as noted previously. While the mitigation strategies for such events might be similar, they would require

different kinds of preparation.

Given the relatively short time frame for this study, the committee focused its efforts
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u-)

on performing a critical review of the security analyses that have been carried out by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission and Its contractors, the Department of Homeland Security, industry (i.e., EPRI, formerly named the
Electric Power Research Institute; ENTERGY Corp.; and dry cask vendors), and other independent experts to
determine if they are objective, complete, and credible. The committee could only perform limited independent

safety and security analyses based on the information it gathered.
The committee made many requests for information from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, its Sandia

_• National Laboratories contractor, and other organizations and individuals, often with little advance notice. For the

d) most part, all parties responded well to these requests. The committee was able to access experts who could answer
Z> Q) its technical questions and was pleased with the cooperation and information it received during its visits to spent

fuel storage facilities. This cooperation was essential in enabling the committee to complete its task within the>•

g 2requested six-month timeframe,
The committee was forced to circumscribe some aspects of its examinations, however, due to time and/or

E information constraints. In particular, the committee did not pursue in-depth examinations of the following topics:

a *- • Human' factors issues involved in responding to terrorist attacks on spent fuel storage. These include
0 surveillance activities to identify potential threats (both inside and outside the plant); the response of

0)o security forces; and the preparation of plant personnel to deploy mitigative measures in the event of an

attack.
The behavior of radioactive material after it enters the environment from a spent fuel pool or dry cask. The

0

• committee assumed that any large release of radioactivity from a spent fuel storage facility would be

problematic even in the absence of knowledge of how it would disperse in the environment. The committee
instead focused its efforts on understanding how much radioactive material would be released, if any, in

E .E the case of an attack.
0o

• The economic consequences of potential terrorist attacks, except insofar as noting the possible magnitude

of cleanup costs after a catastrophic release of radioactivity.
° The costs of potential measures to mitigate spent fuel storage vulnerabilities. The committee understands

that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission would include cost-benefit considerations in decisions to impose

any new requirements on industry for such measures.

E 0 The committee also did not examine the potential vulnerability of commercial spent fuel while being2
transported. That topic is not only outside of the committee's task, but there is another National Academies study

currently underway to examine transportation issues.5

E2). Because most of the studies on spent fuel storage vulnerabilities undertaken for the Nuclear Regulatory
0 2 Commission are still in progress, the committee was not able to review completed technical documents. Instead,
a) the committee had to rely on presentations by and discussions with technical experts. The committee does not believe

that these difficulties prevented it from developing sound findings and recommendations from the information it
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a)

S_ did receive. The committee was able to draw upon other information sources both domestic and foreign, 6

a, .including the experience and expertise of its members, to fill some of the information gaps.

0I

1.3 REPORT ROADMAP

The sections that follow in this chapter provide background on storage of spent nuclear fuel, which may be
helpful to non-experts in understanding the issues discussed in the following chapters. The other chapters are

organized to explicitly address the four charges of the committee's statement of task:

C Q)>

M • Chapter 2 addresses the last charge to the committee to "explicitly consider the risks of terrorist attacks on
these materials and the risk these materials might be used to construct a radiological dispersal device."
Chapter 3 addresses the first charge to the committee to examine the "potential safety and security risks of
spent nuclear fuel presently stored in cooling pools at commercial reactor sites."
Chapter 4 addresses the second and third charges to examine the "safety and security advantages, if any,

0 of dry cask storage versus wet pool storage at these reactor sites" and the "potential safety and security
advantages, if any, of dry cask storage using various single-, dual-, and multi-purpose cask designs."

O Chapter 5 concerns implementation of the recommendations in this report, specifically conceming timing

and communication issues.

0 •The appendixes provide supporting information, including a glossary and acronym list, descriptions of the

committee's meetings, and biographical sketches of the committee members.

1.4 BACKGROUND ON SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL AND ITS STORAGE

This section is provided for readers who are not familiar with the technical features of spent nuclear fuel and

its storage. Other readers should skip directly to Chapter 2.
=g •Spent nuclear fuel is fuel that has been irradiated or "burned" in the core of a nuclear reactor, in power reactors,

the energy released from fission reactions in the nuclear fuel heats water7 to produce steam that drives turbines to
Egenerate electricity. Spent nuclear fuel from non-commercial reactors (such as research reactors, naval propulsion

reactors, and Plutonium production reactors) is not considered in this study.

•E
0

1.4.1 Nuclear Fuel

Almost all commercial reactor fuel in the United States is in the form of solid, cylindrical pellets of uranium
dioxide. The pellets are about 0.4 to 0.65 inch (1.0 to 1.65 centimeters) in length and about 0.3 to 0.5 inch (0.3 to

• 1.25 centimeters) in diameter. The

4:u U'>
a-5,

600

7,

•=6 For example, the aforementioned visits to Lingen and Ahaus, in Germany.0

a- .. - C7 A different coolant can be used, but all power reactors now operating in the United States are water cooled.

0)

0)
<-)0
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->- (15 to 23 centimeters) on a side.
• Typical fuel assemblies for boiling water nuclear reactors (BWRs) hold 49 to 63 fuel rods, and fuiel assemblies

= • for pressurized water nuclear reactors (PWRs) hold 164 to 264 fuel rods.8 Depending on reactor design, typically
• between 190 and 750 assemblies, each weighing from 275 to 685 kg (600 to 1500 pounds), make up a power reactor

• core. New fuel assemblies (i.e., those that have not been irradiated in a reactor) do not require special cooling or
c_ a) radiation shielding; they can be moved with a crane in open air. Once in the reactor, however, the fuel undergoes

M_ > nuclear fission and begins to generate the radioactive fission products and activation products that require shielding

0)

ýpc and cooling.
E•

pellet uareu loaided into tuesencalled fue claosddnme of aw zirtopsournium: metalalloy, called zicaoy Aerloadedb

S weight is fhichis typicl 11,5 to 14.5 feet ( s the component that sustains the fission chain reaction; and about

-0a)

Cp o 95-97 percent is uranium-238, which can capture a neutron to produce fissile plutonium and other radioactive heavy

- isotopes (actinides). Each fission event, whether in uranium or plutonium, releases energy and neutrons as the

=0)

fissionica fuel sslies fo boiling tfrequently three) radioactive fragments, called fission products.
0 When the fissile material has been consumed to a level whererit is no longer economically viable (typically 4.5

d to 6 years of operation for current fuel designs), the fuel is considered spent and is removed from the reactor core.Spent fuel assemblies are highly radioactive. The decay of radioactive fission products and other constituents

"• generates heat (called decay heat) and penetrating (gamma and neutron) radiation. Therefore cooling, shielding,
0) -> and remote handling are required for spent nuclear fuel.

E The amount of heat and radiation generated by a spent fuel assembly after its removal from a reactor depends

0 12

wi t 'he number of fissions that have occurred in the fuel, called the burn-up, and the time ts hinas elapsed since the

.• fuel was removed from the reactor. The rate of decay-heat generation by spent reactor fuel and how it will change,with time after the fuel is removed from the reactor can be calculated. The results of an example calculation are

• shown in FIGURE 1.2.
aAt discharge from the reactor, a spent fuel assembly generates on the order of tens of kilowatts of heat. Decay-

Sf heat production diminishes as very short-lived radionuclides decay away, dropping heat generation by a factor of
E 0 0 W0 during the first year; dropping by another factor of 5 between year one and year five; and dropping about 40
a, percent between year five and year ten (see FIGURE 1.2). Within a year of discharge from the reactor, decay-heat

• pi-oduction in spent nuclear fuel is dominated by four radionucfides: Ruthenium-106 (with a 372.6-day half-life),
E-

C 5,
0

a Technical specifications for the fuel assemblies are taken from the American National Standard document for pool storage
dof spent nuclear fuel (American Nuclear Society, 1988).
9 With only a few exceptions, commercial nuclear power reactors in the United States have been fueled with low-enriched

0 uranium, that is, less than 20 percent of the uranium is uranium-235. Uranium found in nature has about 0.71 percent uranium- 235

a_ - c by weight.
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FIGURE 1.1 Fuel rods, also called fuel pins or elements, are bundled together into fuel assemblies as shown here. This
fuel assembly is for a PWR reactor. SOURCE: Duderstadt and Hamilton (1976; Figure 3-7).

and cesium-134 (2.1-year half-life) and their short-lived decay products contribute nearly 90 percent of the
decay heat from a spent fuel assembly.

Longer-lived radionuclides persist in the spent fuel even as the decay heat drops further. Cesium-137 decays
to barium-137, emitting a beta particle and a high-energy gamma ray. The cesium-137 half-life of 30.2 years is
sufficiently long to ensure that this radionuclide will persist during storage. It and other materials present in the fuel
will form small particles, called aerosols, in a zirconium cladding fire.

Shorter-lived radionuclides decay away rapidly after removal of the spent fuel from the reactor. One of these
is iodine-131, which is of particular concern in reactor core accidents because it can be taken up in large quantities
by the human thyroid. This radionuclide has a half-life of about 8 days and typically persists in significant quantities
in spent fuel only on the order of a few months.
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FIGURE 1.2 Decay-heat power for spent fuel (measured in watts per metric ion of uranium) plotted on a logarithmic
scale as a function of time after reactor discharge. Note that the horizontal axis is a data series, not a scale. SOURCE:
Based on data from USNRC (1984).

1.4.2 Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel

Storage technologies for spent nuclear fuel have three primary objectives:

" Cool the fuel to prevent heat-up to high temperatures from radioactive decay.
" Shiejd workers and the public from the radiation emitted by radioactive decay in the spent fuel and provide

a barrier for any releases of radioactivity.
" Prevent criticality accidents (uncontrolled fission chain reactions).

After the fuel assemblies are unloaded from the reactor they are stored in water pools, called spent fuel
pools. The water in the pools provides radiation shielding and cooling and captures all but noble gas radionuclides
in case of fuel rod leaks."' The geometry of the fuel and neutron absorbers (such as boron, hafnium, and cadmium)
within the racks that hold the spent fuel or in the cooling water help prevent criticality events.' The water in the
pool is circulated through heat exchangers for cooling and ion exchange filters to capture any radionuclides and
other contaminants that get into the water. Makeup water is also added to the pool to replace pool water lost to
evaporation. The operation of the pumps and heat exchangers is especially important during and immediately after
reactor

'0 If the cladding in the fuel rods is breached some radioactive materials will be released into the pool.
" See the Glossary (Appendix E) for a definition of criticality. Most of the fuel's capacity for sustaining criticality is expended

in the reactor as the uranium and plutonium are fissioned.
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refueling operations, because this is when larger quantities of higher heat-generating spent fuel are placed into
the pool.

Current U.S. regulations require that spent fuel be stored in the power plant's fuel pool for at least one year
C_ after its discharge from the reactor before being moved to dry storage. After that time the spent fuel can be moved,

but only with active cooling. Active cooling is generally necessary for about three years after the spent fuel is
removed from the reactor core (USNRC, 2003b).

When a spent fuel pool is filled to capacity, older fuel, which has lower decay-heat, is moved to other pools or
placed into dry casks Heat generated in the loaded dry casks is removed by air convection and thermal radiation.
The cask provides shielding of penetrating radiation and confinement of the radionuclides in the spent fuel. As with
pool storage, criticality control is accomplished by placing the fuel in a fixed geometry and separating individual
fuel assemblies with neutron absorbers. Standard industry practice is to place in dry storage only spent fuel that has
cooledfor five years or more after discharge from the reactor,' 2 Most spent fuel in wet or dry storage is located at
nuclear power plant sites (i.e., on-site storage).

There are significant differences in the design and construction of wet and dry storage installations at
commercial nuclear power plants. The characteristics depend on the type of the nuclear power plant, the age of the
spent fuel storage installation, or the type of dry casks used. The design and features of spent fuel pools and dry
storage facilities are discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively.

1.4.3 Spent Fuel Inventories

As of 2003, approximately 50,000 MTU (metric tons of uranium) of spent fuel have been generated over the
past four decades in the United States. A typical nuclear power plant generates about 20 MTU per year. The entire

E E-= U.S. nuclear industry generates about 2000 MTU per year.
CD Of the approximately 50,000 MTU of commercial spent fuel in the United States, 43,600 MTU are currently
S_, stored in pools and 6200 MTU are in dry storage. Pool storage exists at all 65 sites with operating commercial

t5 nuclear power reactors'3 and at 8 sites where commercial power reactors are no longer operating (i.e., they have
been shut down or decommissioned) (FIGURE 1.3). Additionally, there is an away-from-reactor spent fuel pool
operating at the G.E.Morris Facility in Illinois (see Appendix D).

xi Of the spent fuel in dry storage, 4500 MTU are in storage at 22 sites with operating commercial nuclear power
0 reactors, and 1700 MTU are in storage at 6 sites where the commercial reactors are no longer operating. An additional
0a dry-storage facility is operated by the federal government at the Idaho National Laboratory. It stores most of the

damaged fuel froui the Three Mile Island Unit,2 reactor accident.

=E

0L

.1z

m9N

c,• 12 Fuel aged as little as three years could be stored in passively cooled casks, but fewer assemblies could be accommodated
= Z in each cask because of the higher heat load.•=• •13 There are 103 operating commercial nuclear power reactors in the United States. Many sites have more than one operating

a- .••reactor.

0)

0
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FIGURE 1.3 Locations of spent fuel storage facilities in the United States.

TABLE 1.1 provides a listing of the 30 operating Independent Spent Fuel Storage InstalEations (ISFSIsI4) in
the United States. These ISFSIs include the dry storage facilities at operating and shutdown commercial power
reactor sites as well as the storage facilities at the Morris and Idaho sites, as described above. The committee did
not examine the Morris and Idaho facilities as part of this study. At-reactor pool storage is not considered to be an
ISFSI because it operates under the power reactor license.

1.4.4 History of Spent Fuel Storage

Spent fuel pools at commercial nuclear power plants were not designed to accommodate all the fuel used during
the operating lifetime ý,r the reactors they service. Most commercial power plants were designed with small pools
under the assumption that fuel would be cooled for a short period of time after discharge from the reactor and then
be sent offsite for recycling (i.e., reprocessing). •5 A commercial reprocessing industry never developed, however,
for the reasons discussed in Appendix D. Newer power plants were designed with larger pool storage capacities.
Even plants with larger-capacity pools will run out of pool space if they operate beyond their initial 40-year licenses.
In 2000, the nuclear power industry projected that roughly three or four plants per year would run out of needed
storage space in their pools without additional interim storage capacity (see FIGURE 1.4).

Another development that logically could reduce the demand for storage of spent nuclear fuel at the sites of
power plants is the availability of a geologic repository for

14 An ISFSI is a facility for storing spent fuel in wet pools or dry casks and is defined in Title 10, Part 72 of the Code of Federal
Regulations.

11 Residual uranium-235 and plutonium in the spent fuel would be recovered for the manufacture of new fuel. The waste

products in the fuel, principally the fission products, would be immobilized in solid matrices and stored for eventual disposal.
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a)_a TABLE 1. 1: Operating ISFSIs in the United States as of July 2004

Name' Location..

c) =Palo Verde Arizona

Arkansas Nuclear One Arkansas

Rancho Seco California
San Onofre California

.z W Diablo Canyon California

Fort St. Vrain Colorado
E Edwin L.'Hatch GeorgiaE E

= DOE-4NL 2  Idaho

G.E. Morris- Illinois

Dresden Illinois
.oODuane Amo+ I.owa

Maine Yankee Maine

CalvertCliffs Maryland

Big Rock Point Michigan
W.£

Palisades Michigan

Prairie Island': Minnesota
0 Yankee Rowe, Massachusetts

Oyster Creek New Jersey

7 J.A. FitzPatrick New York

McGOre North Carolina

Davis-Besse, .,Ohio

Trojai. OregoncL E

Susqvehannaý' Pennsylvania
Peach Bottom Pennsylvania

Robinson South Carolina

~ .2,,,SoethtCarolinaSciw

L North Anna Virginia
Su ..y Virginia

0 Columbia Gen. Station Washington
Point Beach Wisconsin

(cct NOTES:

) • 'The Fort St. Vrain ISFSI stores fuel from a commercial gas-cooled reactor. The facility is operated by the Department
2 6 of Energy.

The DOE-INL facility stores fuel from the Three-Mile Island Unit 2 reactor. The facility is operated by the Department
'5 of Energy.

0 The G.E.Morris ISFSI is a wet storage facility.
0 SOURCES: Data from the USNRC (2004).
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FIGURE 1.4 Projection of the number of commercial nuclear power plants that will run out of needed space in their
spent fuel pools in coming years if they do not add interim storage. These data, looking only at plants that did not
already use dry cask storage, were provided to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in 2000. SOURCE: USNRC
(2001b).

disposal of spent nuclear fuel. But a nuclear waste repository is not expected to be in operation.until at least
2010, and even then It will take sveral decades for all of the spent fuel to be shipped for disposal. Thus, onsite
storage of spent fuel is likely to continue for at least several decades,

Power plant operators have mnlde two changes in spent fuel storage procedures to increase the capacity of onsite
storage. First, starting in the late I 970s, plant operators began to install high-density racks that enable more spent
fuel to be stored in the pools. This has increased storage capacities in some pools by up to about a factor of five
(USNRC, 2003b). Second, as noted above, many plant operators have moved older spent fuel from the pools into
dry cask storage systems (see Chapter 4) or into other pools when available to make room for freshly discharged
spent fuel and to maintain the capacity for a full-core offload,"6

The original spent fuel racks, sometimes called "open racks," were designed to store spent fuel in an open
array, with open vertical and lateral channels between the fuel assemblies to promote water circulation. The high-
density storage racks eliminated many of the channels so that the fuel assemblies could be packed closer together
(FIGURE 1.5). This configuration does not allow as much water (or air circulation in loss-of-pool-cootant events)
through the spent fuel assemblies as the original open-rack design.

16 Although not required by regulation, it is standard practice in the nuclear industry to maintain enough open space in the
spent fuel pool to hold the entire core of the nuclear reactor. This provides an additionsl margin of safety should the fuel have
to be removed from the reactor core in an emergency or for maintenance purposes.
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Several nuclear utilities have already submitted license applications to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to
build 16 new ISFSIs, Among the potential new ISFSls, a consortium of utilities has submitted a license for a private
fuel storage facility (PFS) in Utah for interim dry storage of up to 40,000 metric tons of spent fuel.

Most or all pools store some spent fuel that has aged more than five years after discharge from the reactor, and
so could be transferred to dry-cask storage. The amount that could be transferred depends on plant-specific
information such as pool size and configuration, operating history of the reactor, the enrichment and bum-up level
in the fuel, and availability of an ISFSI.

Empty
Cell

Boraflex Panel in
Steel Wrapper

- BWR Assembly

Coolant
* Flow

Baseplate

Flow Holes (4)
(Through the rack
support footing)

Rack Inlet Holes
• • •:• ,• •,•, •÷• • •, ,,• 7••-

FIGURE 1.5 Dense spent fuel pool storage racks for BWR fuel. This cross-sectional illustration shows the principal
elements of the spent fuel rack, which sits on the bottom of the pool. SOURCE: Nuclear Regulatory Commission
briefing materials (2004).
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TERRORIST ATTACKS ON SPENT FUEL STORAGE

This chapter addresses the final charge to the committee to "explicitly consider the risks of terrorist attacks on
.ca
M• > [spent fuel] and the risk these materials might be used to construct a radiological dispersal device." The concept of
a :risk as applied to terrorist attacks underpins the entire statement of task for this study. Therefore, the committee

E addresses this final charge first to provide the basis for addressing the remainder of the task statement.
2 0The chapter is organized into the following sections:

_ Y* Background on risk.
0.0 E * Terrorist attack scenarios.

0
a) 0• Risks of terrorist attacks on spent fuel storage facilities.

" Findings and recommendations.

0 C 2.1 BACKGROUND ON RISK

"Risk" is a function of three factors (Kaplan and Garrick, 1981):

* The scenario describing the undesirable event,
The probability that the scenario will occur.

I, ° The consequences if the scenario should occur.

.J1

2x > In the context of the present report, a scenario describes the modes and mechanisms of a possible terrorist
E 0 attack against a spent fuel storage facility. For example, a scenario might involve a suicide attack with a hijacked

civilian airliner. Another might involve a ground assault with a truck bomb. Several such scenarios are described
later in this chapter and discussed in more detail in the committee's classified report.

CL Probability is a dimensionless quantity that expresses the likelihood that a given scenario will occur over a
o specified time period. If the occurrence of a sce-nario is judged to be impossible, it would have a probability of 0.0.

On the other hand, if the scenario were judged to be certain, it has a probability of 1.0. A scenario that had a 50
U percent chance of occurrence during the period contemplated would have a probability of 0.5.

Consequences describe the undesirable results if the scenario were to occur. For example, a terrorist attack on
• ea spent fuel storage facility could release ionizing radiation to the environment.' The exposure of the public to this

o ~radiation could have both deterministic and stochastic effects. The former would occur from short-term exposures
to very high doses of ionizing radiation, the latter to smaller doses that might have no immediate effects

Ps a)

C -~ O

C._2

0 .

<)
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but could result in cancer induction some years or decades later.2 Consequences also could be described in
terms of economic damage. These could arise, for example, from the loss of use of the facility and surrounding areas

or costs to clean up those areas. There also could be severe psychological consequences that could drive changes
in public acceptance of commercial nuclear energy.

The quantitative expression for the risk of a particular scenario, for example a suicide terrorist attack with a
hijacked airliner, is

Risk •.et= Probability x Consequences ai•iner a (1)

F .• The total risk would be the sum of the risks for all possible independent attack scenarios. For example, if a
spent fuel storage facility was determined to be vulnerable to attacks using airliners, truck bombs, and armed assaults,•E
the total risk would be calculated as

.Risk m Risk mg,, aeka + Risk uek~bmaac + Risk aa dtaack (2)

-oa0)

SSuch equations are routinely used to calculate the risks of various industrial accidents, including accidents at
,5 oE nuclear power plants, through a process known as probabilistic risk assessment. Each accident is assigned a

numerical probability based on a careful analysis of the sequence of failures (e.g., human or mechanical failures)
that could produce the accident. The consequences of such accidents are typically expressed in terms of injurles,
deaths, or economic losses.

It is possible to estimate the risks of industrial accidents because there are sufficient experience and data to
-ci)

quantify the probabilities and consequences. This is not the case for terrorist attacks. To date, experts have not found
a way to apply these quantitative risk equations to terrorist attacks because of two primary difficulties: The first is
to develop a complete set of bounding scenarios for such attacks; the second is to estimate their probabilities. These

- depend on impossible-to-quantify factors such as terrorist motivations, expertise, and access to technical means.3

7> >They also depend on the effectiveness of measures that might prevent or mitigate such attacks.
F •In the absence of quantitative information on risks, one could attempt to make qualitative risk comparisons.
2 Such comparisons could estimate, for example, the relative risks of attacks on spent fuel storage facilities versus

attacks on commercial nuclear power reactors or other critical infrastructure such as chemical plants. Although a
comparison of such risks is beyond the scope of this study, the committee recognizes that policy decisions about-E

0 spent fuel storage may need to take into accoupt such comparative risk issues,

00

01

0)
a) 0

•>
C )

._2
C5)n

o 0
Q)0

3: C Such cancers would likely not be directly traceable to the radiation dose received from a terrorist attack and would likely be

0 '

3ý ý indistinguishable from the large population of cancers that result from other causes.
F•• • •= 3Political scientists and counter-terror specialists have argued whether terrorists seek headlines, casualties, or both (e.g.,

1-- c• - Jenkins 1975, 1985), The September 11, 200 1, attacks in the United States and the March 11, 2004, attacks in Spain demonstrate
a; • •that some terrorists, particularly those of al-Qaida and its allies, intend to commit mass murder and/or mass economic disruption,

C) • both of which may have important political consequences. Further information about the motivation of terrorists is provided in
c_.- _ NRC (2002).

(cc . cc
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especially for decisions regarding the expenditure of limited societal resources to address terrorist threats.
_1 . The 2002 National Research Council report Making the Nation Safer: The Role of Science and Technology in

ii •Countering Terrorism framed this issue as follows (NRC, 2002, P. 43):

C_ The potential vulnerabilities of NPPs [nuclear power plants] to terrorist attack seem to have captured the imagination
of the public and the media, perhaps because of a perception that a successful attack could harm large populations and
have severe economic and environmental consequences. There are, however, many other types of large industrial

_ 0facilities that are potentially vulnerable to attack, for example, petroleum refineries, chemical plants, and oil and

liquefied natural gas supertankers. These facilities do not have the robust construction and security features
>, In characteristic of NPPs, and many are located near highly populated urban areas.

a) Groups seeking to carry out high-impact terrorism will likely choose targets that have a high probability of
,u being attacked successfully.4 If success is measured by the number of people killed and injured or the permanent

In destruction of property, then spent fuel storage facilities may not make good terrorist targets owing to their relatively
= E robust construction (see Chapters 1 and 3) and security. Industrialized societies like the United States provide

2 terrorists a large number of "soft" (i.e., unprotected) targets that could be attacked more easily with greater effect
than spent fuel storage facilities. These include chemical plants, refineries, transportation systems, and other facilities

• ~where large numbers of people gather (see NRC, 2002).

On the other hand, there are other success criteria that might influence a terrorist's decision to attack a
"hard" (i.e., robust or well protected) target such as a commercial nuclear power plant and its spent fuel storage

E facilities. Such attacks could spread panic and shut down the power plant for an extended period of time even with
E- W no loss of life. Moreover, an attack that resulted in the release of radioactive material could threaten the viability of

commercial nuclear power.
'6 These considerations led the committee to conclude that it could not address its charge using quantitative

E .-- and comparative risk assessments. The committee decided instead to examine a range of possible terrorist

attack scenarios in terms of (1) their potential for damaging spent fuel pools and dry storage casks; and (2)
their potential for radioactive material releases. This allowed the committee to make qualitative judgments

about the vulnerability of spent fuel storage facilities to terrorist attacks and potential measures that could

2 Ube taken to mitigate them.
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C. - the terrorist was able to achieve the goals of the attack, whatever they might be.
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2.2 TERRORIST ATTACK SCENARIOS
CL

") It is possible to imagine a wide range of terrorist attacks against spent fuel storage facilities. Each would have
co •a range of potential consequences depending on the characteristics of the attack and the facility being targeted as

well as any post-attack mitigative actions to prevent or reduce the release of radioactive material. The committee
>,

focused its discussions about terrorist attacks around the concept of a maximum credible scenario-that is, an attack
C that is physically possible to carry out and that produces the most serious potential consequences within a given

class of attack scenarios.

The following example illustrates the concept: One of the scenario classes considered by the committee in this>, 5)

chapter involves suicide attacks against spent fuel storage facilities with civilian passenger aircraft. The physics of
> ,such attacks are well understood: In general, heavier and higher-speed aircraft produce greater impact forces than
cc
-0 lighter and slower aircraft, all else being equal. Consequently, the maximum credible scenario for suicide attacks

E. involving civilian passenger aircraft would utilize the largest civilian passenger aircraft widely used in the United
E •States flying at maximum cruising speed and hitting the facility at its most vulnerable point. Such an attack provides
. a) an upper bound to the damage that could be inflicted by this type of aircraft attack.

The maximum credible scenario is particularly useful for obtaining a general understanding of the damage that
2 "could be inflicted, but it would not necessarily apply to every spent fuel storage facility. To be judged a "credible"

scenario, the terrorist must be able to successfully carry it out as designed-for example, to hit a spent fuel storage
M• facility with the largest civilian aircraft at its most vulnerable point. This would rule out attacks that are physically
F Eimpossible, such as flying a large civilian aircraft into a facility that is located below ground level or protected by

surrounding hills or buildings. This also would rule out attacks invoking weapons that are not available to terrorists
02 (e.g., aircraft-launched weapons such as "bunker-buster" bombs or nuclear weapons).

This is not intended, however, to rule out attacks that are judged to have a low probability for success simply
E.-
0 2 because terrorists might lack the skill and knowledge or luck to carry them out. In fact, if the consequences of such

attacks were severe, policy makers might still decide that prudent mitigating actions should be taken regardless of
their low probabilities of occurrence.5 This might be especially true if quick, inexpensive fixes could be implemented.
The main benefit of analyzing the maximum credible scenario is that it provides decision makers with a better
characterization of the full range of potential consequences so that sound policy judgments can be made.

The analyses carried out for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (described in the committee's classified report)
Edo not consider maximum credible scenarios. Instead, the anal,,ses employ rejerence scenarios that are based either
.0.- 6, on the characteristics of previous terrorist attacks or on qualitative judgments of the technical means and methods
.2 =that might be employed in attacks against spent fuel storage facilities. Although such reference scenarios are useful

a• E for gaining Insights on potential consequences of terrorist attacks, they
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_, are not necessarily bounding. This becomes important when the reference scenario attack results in damage to
a facility that verges on failure.

The committee prefers a maximum credible scenario approach for one important reason: It believes that

C terrorists who choose to attack hardened facilities like spent fuel storage facilities would choose weapons capable
of producing maximum destruction. Of course, once the consequences of such attacks are known, an element

ca of expert judgment is required to determine whether such attacks have a high likelihood of being carried out
as designed. Such judgment is especially important when making policy decisions about actions to reduce the

'n vulnerabilities of facilities to such attacks.
•,) •The consequences of terrorist attacks can be described in terms of either maximum credible releases or best-
c (D estimate releases. The former describes the largest releases of radioactive material following an attack based on
.>

quantitative analytical models (e.g., the MELCOR computer code described in Chapter 3). The latter describes the
) >median estimates from such models. In both cases, the estimates may not account for mitigative actions that could

be taken after an attack to reduce or even eliminate releases. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission analyses reviewed

2 by the committee in its classified report are best-estimate releases for various terrorist attack scenarios. The estimates
in NUREG-1738 (USNRC, 2001 a) and Alvarez et al. (2003a). on the other hand, describe maximum-credible to

-a. worst-case releases.'

-2 The committee considered four classes of terrorist attack scenarios in this study:
0) a

Air attacks using large civilian aircraft or smaller aircraft laden with explosives.
c 0 • Ground attacks by groups of well-armed and well-trained individuals.
6 .• Attacks involving combined air and land assaults,

- Thefts of spent fuel for use by terrorists (including knowledgeable insiders) in radiological dispersal devices.
E .-

The committee devoted time at its meetings discussing these scenarios, it also received briefings on possible
scenarios from Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff and suggestions for scenarios from the Department of

) cHomeland Security (DHS), other experts, and the public. Some scenarios were dismissed by the committee as not
credible. An example of such a scenario is an attack on a spent fuel storage facility with a nuclear weapon. Such
weapons would be relatively difficult"7 for terrorists to build or steal. Even if such a weapon could be obtained, the

x committee can think of no reason that it would be used against a spent fuel storage facility rather than another target.
E • There are easier ways to attack spent fuel storage facilities, as discus-sed in the classified report, and there are more

attractive targets for nuclear weapons, for example, large population centers.

g--0
•3E•

C.)

00)

• • • •Worst-case releases are based on the most unfavorable conditions that could occur in a given scenario, regardless of whether
P-: those conditions were physically realistic. For example, a worst-case estimate of the radionuclide releases from an attack on a

!E" spent fuel pool might assume that all of the volatile radionuclides contained in the spent fuel would be released, even if quantitative
• • analytical models showed that such releases were very unlikely to occur

a- . 7 Difficult but certainly not impossible. See Chapter 2 in NRC (2002).
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(D

Given the experience of September 11, 2001, and the attacks that have occurred in other parts of the world, it
•- is clear to the committee that the ability of the most capable terrorists to carry out attacks is limited only by their

access to technical means. It is probably not limited by the ability of terrorist organizations to recruit or train attackers
•_ or bring them and any needed equipment into the United States-if indeed they are not already here. Moreover, the

5) =demonstrated willingness of terrorists to carry out suicide attacks greatly expands the scenarios that need to be
considered when analyzing potential threats.

As is discussed in some detail in Chapters 3 and 4, the facilities used to store spent fuel at nuclear power plants
are very robust. Thus, only attacks that involve the application of large energy impulses or that allow terrorists to
gain interior access have any chance of releasing substantial quantities of radioactive material. This further restricts

C 0)the scenarios that need to be considered. For example, attacks using rocket-propelled grenades (RPGs) of the type
.- 59that have been carried out in Iraq against U.S. and coalition forces would not likely be successful if the intent of the

• attack is to cause substantial damage to the facility. Of course, such an attack would get the public's attention and•E
E i2 might even have economic consequences for the attacked plant and possibly the entire commercial nuclear power

industry.
The threat scenarios summarized in this chapter are based on documents provided to the committee, briefings

-. La received at committee meetings, and the committee's own expert judgment.8 Further overview and information on
nuclear and radiological threats in general can be found in the NRC (2002) report and references therein.

_V 2.2.1 Air Attacks

The September 11, 2001, attacks9 demonstrated that terrorists are capable of successfully attacking fixed
CE.- infrastructure with large civilian jetliners. The security of civilian passenger airliners has been improved since these

attacks were carried out, and the vulnerability of civilian passenger aircraft to highjacking has been reduced.
Nevertheless, the committee judges, based on the evidence made available to it during this study, that attacks with
civilian aircraft remain a credible threat. Such aircraft are used routinely in freight and charter services, and large
numbers of such aircraft enter the United States from other countries each day. Improvements to ground security

..D or cargo inspection would likely not eliminate the threat posed by an air crew willing to stage a suicide attack with
R' a chartered air freighter.
E .2 Although the September 11, 2001, attacks utilized Boeing 757 and 767 airliners, larger aircraft (Boeing 747,

C: 777; Airbus 340) are in routine use around the world, and an even larger aircraft (Airbus 380) is entering production.
Assaults by such large aircraft could impart enormous energy impulses to i;pent fuel storage facilities. Additionally,

E _attacks with

C.•

n• 
0

0:• The committee found limited information in the open literature on various scenarios for terrorist attacks on nuclear plants

5)

C: _6" and their spent fuel storage facilities.
CA : 9 The al-Qaida terrorist organization hijacked and crashed two Boeing 767 airliners into Towers I and 2 of the World Trade
• • Center building in New York and a Boeing 757 airliner into the Pentagon building in Arlington, Virginia. A second Boeing 757,

-ij 2 which was believed to be targeted either on the White House or the U.S. Capitol (see National Commission on Terrorist Attacks
LL ýýp Upon the United States, Staff Statement No, 16 [Outline of the 9/11 Plot], pages 18-19) crashed in an open field near Jennerstown,

•a. Pennsylvania.

0 055
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_ aircraft carrying large fuel loads could produce fires that would greatly complicate rescue and recovery efforts.
Previous studies on aircraft crash impacts (Droste et at., 2002; Lange et al., 2002; HSK, 2003; RBR Consultants,

2003; Thomauske, 2003) suggest that the consequences of a heavy aircraft crash on a nuclear installation depend
_' on factors such as the following:

Type and design of the aircraft.
_ °Speed of the aircraft.

° Fuel loading of the aircraft and total weight at impact.
, Angle-of-attack and point-of-impact on the facility.

C° Construction of the facility.
M . Location of the target with respect to ground level (i.e., below or above grade). 10

• The presence of surrounding buildings and other obstacles (e.g., hills, transmission lines) that might block

E E certain potential flight paths into the facility.

-. - In other words, the consequences of such attacks are scenario- and plant-design specific. It is not possible to
0 make any general statements about spent fuel storage facility vulnerabilities to air attacks that would apply to all

0 U.S. commercial nuclear power plants
U.S. commercial nuclear power plants are not required by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to defend

2- •against air attacks. The Commission believes that it is the responsibility of the U.S. government to implement security
measures to prevent such attacks. The commercial nuclear industry shares this view. The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission staff informed the committee that the Commission has directed p6wer plant operators to take steps to

Sc= •reduce the likelihood of serious consequences should such attacks occur. The staff also informed the committee that

-~ the Commission may issue additional directives once the vulnerability analyses it is sponsoring at Sandia National
Laboratories are completed. These analyses are described in the committee's classified report (see also Chapters 3

Sc and 4 in this report).

2.2.2 Ground Attacks

Ground attacks on a nuclear facility could take three forms: (1) a direct assault on the facility by armed groups,
0 (2) a stand-off attack using appropriate weapons, or (3) an assault having botii air and ground components. The

Sc =direct assault would likely be carried out by a group of well-armed and trained attackers, perhaps working with the
assistance of an insider. The objective of such an attack would likely be to gain entry to protected and vital areas of

-E the plant (FIGURE 2.1) to carry out radiological sabotage. The attackers would need to have knowledge of the
. design, location, and operation of the spent fuel facility to carry out such an attack successfully.

Commercial nuclear power. plants are required by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to maintain a
Sc professional guard force at each plant to defend against a Commission-developed design basis threat (DBT), which

= • includes a ground assault. The protective force is a critical part of a nuclear power plant's security system for

" Wa) = deterring,

Z, -o

0

Sca(

0->

ScoS

=• U6 0 All current dry cask storage facilities in the United States are constructed at ground level, whereas spent fuel pools can be

a_•- located above or below grade, depending on plant design (see Chapter 3).
0 c0
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FIGURE 2.1 Commercial nuclear power plant sites are demarcated as shown for security purposes. The part of the
power plant site overwhich the plant operator exercises control is referred to as the owner-controlledarea. This usually
corresponds to the boundary of the site. Located within this area are one or more protected areas to which access is
restricted using guards, fences, and other barriers. Dry cask storage facilities, formally referred to as independent Spent
Fuel Storage Installations (ISFSIs), are located within these areas. The vital area of the plant contains the reactor core,
support buildings, and the spent fuel pool. It is the most carefully controlled and guarded part of the plant site. SOURCE:
Modified from Nuclear Regulatory Commission briefing materials (2004).

detecting, thwarting, or impeding attacks. The Commission staff declined to provide a formal briefing to the

committee on the DBT for radiological sabotage, asserting that the committee did not have a need to know this

information. Nevertheless, the committee was able to discern the details of the DBT from a series of presentations
made by Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff. Commission staff also provided a fact check of this information as

the classified report was being finalized.
Power plant operators are required to demonstrate to the Commission's satisfaction that there is "high

assurance" that their guard forces can thwart the Commission-defined DBT assault. This guard force also must be

able to provide deterrence against a beyond-DBT attack depending on the adversarial force. Reinforcing forces

would be provided by local and state law enforcement as well as federal forces. The Commission staff also informed

the committee that since the September 11, 2001, attacks, the Commission has been working with DHS to improve
coordination procedures with federal, state, and local agencies to improve their response capabilities in the event

of an attack. DHS also is making grants to local law enforcement agencies around power plant sites to raise their

capabilities to respond to requests for assistance.

fl... ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 -..U -~ -t.C - . -4 -. Al. ....-.-
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Q Since the September 11, 2001, attacks, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has issued directives to power
-6 plant operators to enhance protection against vehicle bombs. The Commission also has issued directives to power

plant operators to enhance protection against insider threats.
_' The committee does not have enough information to judge whether the measures at power plants are in fact

sufficient to defend against either a DBT or a beyond-DBT attack on spent fuel storage. The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission declined to provide detailed briefings to the committee on surveillance, security procedures, and
security training at commercial nuclear power plants. Consequently, the committee was unable to evaluate their
effectiveness, A recent General Accounting Office report (GAO, 2003) was critical of some of these procedures,
but the committee has no basis for judging whether these criticisms were justified. Nevertheless, the committee

-a= •judges that surveillance and security procedures at commercial nuclear power plants are just as important as physical.
barriers in preventing successful terrorist attacks and mitigating their consequences.

E

E E2.2.3 Attacks Having Both Air and Ground Components

-o _ Hybrid attacks that combine aspects of both air and ground attacks also could be mounted by terrorists. These

could deliver attacking forces directly to a spent fuel storage facility, bypassing the security perimeters and security
personnel deployed to protect against a ground attack. The committee considered various scenarios for such attacks.

The committee judges that some scenarios are feasible. Details are provided in the classified report.

-E

-• 2.2.4 Terrorist Theft of Spent Fuel for Use in a Radiological Dispersal Device (RDD)
* •An RDD, or so-called dirty bomb, is a device that disperses radioactive material using chemical explosives or

E .other means (NRC. 2002) RDDs do not involve fission-induced explosions of the kind associated with nuclear
weapons. While RDD attacks can be carried out with any source of radioactivity, this discussion is confined to
scenarios that involve the theft of spent fuel for such use.1 A crude RDD device could be fabricated simply by

L) loading stolen spent fuel onto a truck carrying high explosives. The truck could be driven to another location and
1? •detonated. The dispersal of radioactivity from such an attack would be unlikely to cause many immediate deaths,

but there could be fatalities from the chemical explosion as well as considerable cleanup costs and adverse
psychological effects.

0 It would be difficultfor terrorists to steal a large quantity of spent fuel (e.g., a single spent fuel assembly) for
E= use in an RDD for three reasons. First, spent fuel is highly radioactive and therefore requires heavy shielding to
"0 handle. Second, the use of heavy equipment would be required to remove spent fuel assemblies from a pool or dry

E cask. Third, controls are in place at plants to deter and detect such thefts. Additional details on these controls are
provided in the classified report.

Theft and removal of an assembly or individual fuel rods during an assault on the plant might be easier, because

the guard force would likely be preoccupied defending the plant. However, the amount of material that could be
removed would be small, and getting it
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out of the plant would be time consuming and obvious to the plant defenders and other responding forces.CL
There are broken fuel rods and other-debris, mostly from older assemblies, in storage at many plants. These

materials are typically stored along the sides of the spent fuel pools and could be more easily removed from the
plant than an entire assembly. Pieces of fuel rods also are sometimes intentionally removed from assemblies for
offsite laboratory analysis. Some plants have misplaced fuel rod pieces.12 A knowledgeable insider might be able
to retrieve some of this material from the pool, but getting it out of the plant under normal operating conditions
would be difficult.

- Even the successful theft of a part of a spent fuel rod would provide a terrorist with only a relatively small
amount of radioactive material. Superior materials could be obtained from other facilities. This material also can

" a) be purchased (Zimmerman and Loeb, 2004).
Moreover, even with explosive dissemination, it is unlikely that much of the spent fuel will be aerosolized

• unless it is incorporated into a well-designed RDD. More likely, such an event would break up and scatter the fuel
=E pellets in relatively large chunks, which would not pose an overwhelming cleanup challenge.
2 6 Even though the likelihood of spent fuel theft appears to be small, it is nevertheless important that the protection

_ of these materials be maintained and improved as vulnerabilities are identified.
_y
n0)

2.3 RISKS OF TERRORIST ATTACKS ON SPENT FUEL STORAGE FACILITIES

Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff told the committee that it believes that the consequences of a terrorist
v • attack on a spent fuel pool would likely unfold slowly enough that there would be time to take mitigative actions to

Z3 C: prevent a large release of radioactivity. They also pointed out that since the September 11, 2001, attacks, the Nuclear
.: -6 Regulatory Commission has issued several orders that contain Interim Compensatory Measures that require power

plant operators to consider potential mitigative actions in the event of such an attack. The committee received a
briefing on some of these measures at one of its meetings. According to Commission staff, such measures provide

an additional margin of safety.
The nuclear industry and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission have also asserted that the robust construction

and stringent security requirements at nuclear power plants' 3 make them less vulnerable to terrorist attack than softer
targets such as chemical plants and refineries (e.g., Chapin et al., 2002). They argue that scarce resources should be
devoted to
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•. •2For example, at the Millstone and Vermont Yankee plants in 2000 and 2003, respectively. In the case of Millstone, the
to "--Nuclear Regulatory Commission determined on the basis of extensive analysis that these rods were likely disposed of as low-

level waste. After the committee's classified report was published, Commission staff informed the committee that Vermont
•. Yankee had accounted for the missing rod segments and that Humbolt Bay had uncovered and is investigating an inventory

•=• •discrepancy involving spent fuel rod segments.
a_.- •• These arguments tend to be generic in nature and do not differentiate spent fuel pools from the rest of the power plant.
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z3)

upgrading security at these other critical facilities rather than at already well-protected nuclear plants.
_ -. There are two unstated propositions in the argument that nuclear plants are less vulnerable than other facilities.
F The first speaks to the probability of terrorist attacks on such facilities; the second speaks to the consequences:

• • Proposition 1: Nuclear power plants (and their spent fuel facilities) are less desirable as terrorist targets
because they are robust and well protected,

" Proposition 2: If attacked, nuclear plants (and their spent fuel storage facilities) are likely to sustain little
or no damage because they are robust and well protected.

The committee obtained a briefing from the Department of Homeland Security to address the first proposition.
5> Details are provided in the classified report.

cWhile the committee's classified report was in review, the National Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon
the United States issued a staff paper (Staff Statement No. 16, Outline of the 9/11 Plot, pages 12-13) suggesting

that al-Qaida initially included unidentified nuclear plants among an expanded list of targets for the September 11,

_ •2001, attacks. According to that report, these plants were eliminated from the target list along with several other
0 facilities when the terrorist organization scaled back the number of planned attacks. Nevertheless, if this information

is correct, it provides further indications that commercial nuclear power plants are of interest to terrorist groups,'4

even though softer targets may have a higher priority with many terrorists.
With respect to the first proposition, the committee judges that it is not prudent to dismiss nuclear plants,

including their spent fuel storage facilities, as undesirable targets for attacks by terrorists.

As to the second proposition that terrorist attacks are likely to cause little or no damage, a poorly designed
attack or an attack by unsophisticated terrorists might produce little physical damage to the plant There could,

_ "however, be severe adverse psychological effects from such an attack that could have considerable economic
consequences. On the other hand, attacks by knowledgeable terrorists with access to advanced weapons might cause
considerable physical damage to a spent fuel storage facility, especially in a suicide attack.

It is important to recognize that an attack that damages a power plant or its spent fuel facilities would not

necessarily result in the release of any radioactivity to the environment. While It may not be possible to deter such
• •an attack, there are many potential mitigation steps that can be taken to lower its potential consequences should an

x attack occur. These are discussed in some detail in the committee's classified report (see also Chapters 3 and 4 in
E . this report).
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(D:

Y In summary, the committee judges that the plausibility of an attack on a spent fuel.storage facility,
coupled with the public fear associated with radioactivity, indicates that the possibility of attacks cannot be
dismissed.

2.4 FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

_ -aWith respect to the committee's task to "explicitly consider the risks of terrorist attacks on [spent fuel] and the
risk these materials might be used to construct a radiological dispersal device," the committee offers the following

findings and recommendations:
aFINDING 2A: The probability of terrorist attacks on spent fuel storage cannot be assessed quantitatively>•

or comparatively. Spent fuel storage facilities cannot be dismissed as targets for such attacks because it is not
possible to predict the behavior and motivations of terrorists, and because'of the attractiveness of spent fuel
as a terrorist target given the well-known public dread of radiation.

£' • Terrorists view nuclear power plant facilities as desirable targets because of the large inventories of

_ radionuclides they contain. The committee believes that knowledgeable terrorists might choose to attack spent fuel
• pools because (1) at U.S. commercial power plants, these pools are less well protected structurally than reactor

cores; and (2) they typically contain inventories of medium- and long-lived radionuclides that are several times
greater than those contained in individual reactor cores.

FINDING 2B: The committee judges that the likelihood terrorists could steal enough spent fuel for use
in a significant radiological dispersal device is small.

Spent fuel assemblies in pools or dry casks are large, heavy, and highly radioactive. They are too large and
radioactive to be handled by a single individual. Removal of an assembly from the pool or dry cask would prove
extremely difficult under almost any terrorist attack scenario. Attempts by a knowledgeable insider(s) to remove
single rods and related debris from the pool might prove easier, but it would likely be very difficult to get it out of
the plant under normal operating conditions. Theft and removal during an assault on the plant might be easier because
the guard force would likely be occupied defending the plant. However, the amount of material that could be removed
would be small. Moreover, there are other facilities from which highly radioactive material could be more easily
stolen, and this material also can be purchased. Even though the likelihood of spent fuel theft appears to be small,

R it is nevertheless important that the protection of these materials be maintained and improved as vulnerabilities are
0 identified.

-a a RECOMMENDATION: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission should review and upgrade, where necessary,
its security requirements for protecting spent fuel rods not contained in fuel assemblies from theft by

E • knowledgeable insiders, especially in facilities where individual fuel rods or portions of rods are being stocd
0'~

. in pools.FINDING 2C: A number of security improvements at nuclear power plants have been instituted since

the events of September 11, 2001. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission did not provide the committee with enough
* •information to evaluate the effectiveness of these procedures for protecting stored spent fuel.
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Surveillance and security procedures are just as important as physical barriers in preventing and mitigating
terrorist attacks. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission declined to provide the committee with detailed briefings on
the surveillance and security procedures that are now in place to protect spent fuel facilities at commercial nuclear
power plants against terrorist attacks. Although the committee did learn about some of the changes that have been
instituted since the September 11, 2001, attacks, it was not provided with enough information to evaluate the
effectiveness of procedures now in place.

RECOMMENDATION: Although the committee did not specifically investigate the effectiveness and adequacy
of improved surveillance and security measures for protecting stored spent fuel, an assessment of current
measures should be performed by an independent' 5 organization.

15 That is, independent of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the nuclear industry.
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3

SPENT FUEL POOL STORAGE

This chapter addresses the first charge of the committee's statement of task to assess "potential safety and
security risks of spent nuclear fuel presently stored in cooling pools at commercial reactor sites."' As noted in
Chapter 1, storage of spent fuel in pools at commercial reactor sites has three primary objectives:

" Cool the fuel to prevent heat-up to high temperatures from radioactive decay.
" Shield workers and the public from the radiation emitted by radioactive decay in the spent fuel and provide

a barrier for any releases of radioactivity.
" Prevent criticality accidents.

The first two of these objectives could be compromised by a terrorist attack that partially or completely drains
the spent fuel pool.2 The committee will refer to such scenarios as "loss-of-pool-coolant" events. Such events could
have several deleterious consequences; Most immediately, ionizing radiation levels in the spent fuel building rise
as the water level in the pool falls. Once the water level drops to within a few feet (a meter or so) of the tops of the
fuel racks, elevated radiation fields could prevent direct access to the immediate areas around the lip of the spent
fuel pool building by workers. This might hamper but would not necessarily prevent the application of mitigative
measures, such as deployment of fire hoses to replenish the water in the pool.

The ability to remove decay heat from the spent fuel also would be reduced as the water level drops, especially
when it drops below the tops of the fuel assemblies. This would cause temperatures in the fuel assemblies to rise,
accelerating the oxidation of the zirconium alloy (zircaloy) cladding that encases the uranium oxide pellets. This
oxidation reaction can occur in the presence of both air and steam and is strongly exothermic-that is, the reaction
releases large quantities of heat, which can further raise cladding temperatures. The steam reaction also generates
large quantities of hydrogen:

Reaction in air: Zr+021 :ZrO 2  heat released=l.2xl0 7Ojoules/kilogram

Reaction in steam: Zr+2H 201 :ZrO 2+2H, heat released=5.8xl06joules/kilogram

1 A basic description of pool storage can be found in Chapter 1 and historical background can be found in Appendix 1).
Section 3.1 provides additional technical details about pool storage,

2 The committee could probably design configurations in which fuel might be deformed or relocated to enable its re-criticality,
but the committee judges such an event to be unlikely. Also, the committee notes that while re-criticality would certainly be an
undesirable outcome, criticality accidents have happened several times at locations around the world and have not been
catastrophic offsite. An accompanying breach of the fuel cladding would still be the chief concern.
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These oxidation reactions can become locally self-sustaining (i.e., autocatalytic3) at high temperatures (i.e.,
about a factor of 10 higher than the boiling point of water) if a supply of oxygen and/or steam is available to sustain
the reactions. (These reactions will not occur when the spent fuel is under water because heat removal prevents such

In •high temperatures from being reached). The result could be a runaway oxidation reaction-referred to in this report
as a zirconium cladding fire-that proceeds as a bum front (e.g., as seen in a forest fire or a fireworks sparkler)
along the axis of the fuel rod toward the source of oxidant (i.e., air or steam). The heat released from such fires can
be even greater than the decay heat produced in newly discharged spent fuel.

As fuel rod temperatures increase, the gas pressure inside the fuel rod increases and eventually can cause the
cladding to balloon out and rupture. At higher temperatures (around 1800'C [approximately 33007F]), zirconium
cladding reacts with the uranium oxide fuel to form a complex molten phase containing zirconium-uranium oxide.
Beginning with the cladding rupture, these events would result in the release of radioactive fission gases and some
of the fuel's radioactive material in the form of aerosols into the building that houses the spent fuel pool and possibly

E into the environment. If the heat from one burning assembly is not dissipated, the fire could spread to other spent
b- fuel assemblies in the pool, producing a propagating zirconium cladding fire.
_ The high-temperature reaction of zirconium and steam has been described quantitatively since at least the early

0-a 19 60s (e.g., Baker and Just, 1962), The accident at the Three Mile Island Unit 2 reactor and a set of experiments
0 ,, (e.g., CORA, FPT 1-6, CODEX, ORNL-VI, VERCORS) have provided a basis for understanding the phenomena

•_ >. of zirconium cladding fires and fission-product releases from irradiated fuel in a reactor core accident. This
ID understanding and data from the experiments form the foundation for computer simulations of severe accidents

involving nuclear fuel. These experiments and computer simulations are for inside-reactor vessel events rather than
'0o •events in an open-air spent fuel pool array.

This chapter examines possible initiating factors for such loss-of-pool-coolant events and the potential
E .- consequences of such events. It is organized into the following four main sections:
'0(
o to

• Background on spent fuel pool storage.
* Previous studies on safety and security of pool storage.

Evaluation of the potential risks of pool storage.
* Findings and recommendations.
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• "•.3 That is, the reaction heat will increase temperatures in adjacent areas of the fuel rod, which in turn will accelerate oxidation

• -=• •zand release even more heat. Autocatalytic oxidation leading to a "runaway" reaction requires a complex balance of heat and
7- E• omass transfer, so assigning a specific ignition temperature is not possible. Empirical equations have been developed to predict
• •: the reaction rate as a function of temperature when steam and oxygen supply are not limited (see, e.g., Tong and Weisman, 1996,
•=• •p. 223). Numerous scaled experiments have found that the oxidation reaction proceeds very slowly below approximately 900'
•..• cC (1700°F).
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3.1 BACKGROUND ON SPENT FUEL POOL STORAGE

W After a power reactor is shut down, its nuclear fuel continues to produce heat from radioactive decay (see
FIGURE 1.2). Although only one-third of the fuel in the reactor core is replaced during each refueling cycle,
operators commonly offload the entire core (especially at pressurized water reactors [PWRs]) into the pool during
refueling4 to facilitate loading of fresh fuel or for inspection or repair of the reactor vessel and internals. Heat

.C generation in the pool is at its highest point just after the full core has been offloaded.
Pool heat loads can be quite high, as exemplified by a "typical" boiling water reactor (BWR) which was used

L Cin some of the analyses discussed elsewhere in this chapter (this BWR is hereafter referred to as the "reference
T mBWR"). This pool has approximately 3800 locations for storage of spent fuel assemblies, about 3000 of which are
D> occupied by four-and-one-third reactor cores (13 one-third-core offloads) in a pool approximately 35 feet wide, 40

C ) feet long, and 39 feet deep (10.7 meters wide, 12.2 meters long, and 11.9 meters deep) with a water capacity of

E almost 400,000 gallons (1.51 million liters). According to Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff, the total decay.
E Eheat in the spent fuel pool is 3.9 megawatts (MW) ten days after a one-third-core offload. The vast majority of this

heat is from decay in the newly discharged spent fuel. Heat loads would be substantially higher in spent fuel pools
= .- ' that contained a full-core offload.

Although spent fuel pools have a variety of designs, they share one common characteristic: Almost all spent
fuel pools are located outside of the containment structure that holds the reactor pressure vessel.5 In some reactor
designs, the spent fuel pools are contained within the reactor building,6 which is typically constructed of about 2

- E feet of reinforced concrete (see FIGURE 3.1). In other designs, however, one or more walls of the spent fuel pool

-o may be located on the exterior wall of an auxiliary building that is located adjacent to the containment building (see
Z FIGURE 3.2). As described in more detail below, some pools are built at or below grade, whereas others are located

2 at the top of the reactor building.E.-
0 •The enclosing superstructures above the pool are typically steel, industrial-type buildings designed to house

cranes that are used to move reactor components, spent fuel, and spent fuel casks. These superstructures above the
pool are designed to resist damage from seismic loads but not from large tomado-bome missiles (e.g., cars and
telephone poles), which would usually impact the superstructures at low angles (i.e-, moving horizontally). In
contrast the typical spent fuel pool is robust. The pool walls and the external walls of the building housing the pool

E >(these external walls may incorporate one or more pool walls in some plants) are designed for seismic stability and
to resist horizontal

E

o
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' 'o A 1996 survey by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC, 1996) found that the majority of commercial power reactors
'a •routinely offload their entire core to the spent fuel pool during refueling outages. The practice is more common among PWRs

- than BWRs, which tend to offload only that fuel that is to be replaced, but some BWRs do offload the full core. In response to
a committee inquiry, an Energy Resources International staff member confirmed that this is still the case today.

0 .2 The exceptions in the United States are the Mark III BWRs, which have two pools, one of which is inside the containment
3:- As discussed in Appendix C, spent fuel pools at German commercial nuclear power plants also are located inside reactor

containment structures.
15a6 A PWR containment structure is a large, domed building that houses the reactor pressure vessel, the steam generators, and

_ - .0 other equipment. In a BWR, the containment structure houses less equipment, is located closer in to the pressure vessel, and sits
• •inside a building called the reactor building, which also houses the spent fuel pool and safety-related equipment to support the

a•. reactor.
co .
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FIGURE 3.1 Schematic section through a G.E.Mark I BWR reactor plant. The spent fuel pool is located in the reactor
building well above ground level. This diagram is for a BWR with a reinforced concrete superstructure (roof). Most
designs have thin steel superstructures, SOURCE: Lamarsh (1975, Figure 11.3).

strikes of tornado missiles. The superstructures and pools were not, however, specifically designed to resist
terrorist attacks.

The typical spent fuel pool is about 40 feet (12 meters) deep and can be 40 or more feet (12 meters) in each
horizontal dimension. The pool walls are constructed of reinforced concrete typically having a thickness between
4 and 8 feet (1.2 to 2.4 meters). The pools contain a 1/4- to ½-inch-thick (6 to 13 mm) stainless steel liner, which is
attached to the walls with studs embedded in the concrete. The pools also contain vertical storage racks for holding
spent and fresh fuel assemblies, and some pools have a gated compartment to hold a spent fuel storage cask while
it is being loaded and sealed (see Chapter 4).

The storage racks are about 13 feet (4 meters) in height and are installed near the bottom of the spent fuel pool.
The racks have feet to provide space between their bottoms and the pool floor. There is also space between the sides
of the rack and the steel pool liners for circulation of water (FIGURE 3.3), There are about 26 feet (8 meters) of
water above the top of the spent fuel racks. This provides substantial radiation shielding even when an assembly is
being moved above the rack. Transfers of spent fuel from the reactor core to the spent fuel pool or from the pool to
storage casks are carried out underwater to provide shielding and cooling.

The general elevation of the spent fuel pool matches that of the vessel containing the reactor core. Pressurized
water reactor designs use comparatively shorter reactor
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FIGURE 3.2 Schematic section through a PWR reactor plant. The spent fuel pool is located in the fuel-handling building
next to the domed reactor containment building at or slightly below ground level, SOURCE: Modified from Duderstadt
and Hamilton (1976, Figure 3-4).

vessels closer to ground level (grade) and also have spent fuel pools that are close to grade (FIGURE 3.2). The
design shown in this figure is typical of the fuel pool arrangement for PWRs, Nuclear power plant sites that contain
two reactors are usually arranged in a mirror-image fashion, with the two spent fuel pools (or a shared pool) located
in a common area adjoining both reactor buildings. For single-plant or two-plant arrangements, the building covering
the spent fuel pool and crane structures is typically an ordinary steel industrial building. There are 69 PWRs currently
in operation in the United States; 6 PWRs have been decommissioned but continue to have active spent fuel pool
storage.

In contrast, in boiling water reactor designs, the reactOr vessel is at a higher elevation, and the BWR vessels
are somewhat taller than PWR vessels,7 Consequently, BWRs have more elevated spent fuel pools, generally well
above grade. FIGURE 3.1 shows the general design for the 22 BWR Mark I plants operating in the United States.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff is conducting a survey of the plants to obtain a better understanding of
the variations in design of spent fuel pools across the nation. The following information was provided to the
committee from that survey:

The higher elevation accommodates control mechanisms that sit under the reactor, and the extra height accommodates steam
separation and drying equipment at the top of the vessel. The fuel is about the same length as PWR fuel.
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FIGURE 3.3 Example of a section of a PWR spent fuel pool and support facilities. The pool is located to the right in
the figure; the support equipment to the left. SOURCE: American Nuclear Society (1988),

" PWR spent fuel pools: Spent fuel pools are located in buildings adjoining the reactor containment buildings
at PWR plants (see FIGURE 3.2). Some pools are positioned such that their spent fuel is below grade. As
shown in Figure 3.2, some pool walls also serve as the external walls of the spent fuel pool buildings. Some
plants have structures surrounding the spent fuel pool building that would provide some shielding of the
pools from low-angle line-of-sight attacks. A more complete plant survey would be needed to establish the
extent of pool exposure to such attacks.

" BWR spent fuel pools: MARK I and I1 BWR plants are located above grade and are shielded by at least
one exterior building wall. Some pools are also shielded by the reactor buildings. Some pools are also
shielded by "significant" surrounding structures, and some have supplemental floor and column supports.

The vulnerability of a spent fuel pool to terrorist attack depends in part on its location with respect to ground
level as well as its construction. Pools are potentially susceptible to attacks from above or from the sides depending
on their elevation with respect to grade and the presence of surrounding shielding structures.

As noted in Chapter 1, nearly all pools contain high-density spent fuel racks. These racks allow approximately
five times as many assemblies to be stored in the pool as would have been possible with the original racks, which
had open lateral channels between the fuel assemblies to enhance water circulation.

-- _ -1 A.1 --
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3.2 PREVIOUS STUDIES ON SAFETY AND SECURITY OF POOL STORAGE

Several reports have been published on the safety of spent fuel pool storage. One of the earliest analyses was
contained in the Reactor Safety Study (U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, 1975). which concluded that spent fuel

• - pool safety risks were very much smaller than those involving the cores of nuclear reactors. This conclusion is not
surprising: The cooling system in a spent fuel pool is simple. The coolant is at atmospheric pressure; the spent fuel
is in a subcritical configuration and generates little heat relative to that generated in an operating reactor; and the
design and location of piping in the pool make a severe loss-of-pool-coolant event unlikely during normal operating
conditions. Despite changes in reactor and fuel storage operations, such as longer fuel residence times in the core
and higher-density pool storage, the conclusions of that study are still broadly applicable today. It is important to

a > recognize, however, that the Reactor Sqfety Study did not address the consequences of terrorist attacks.
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission and its contractors have periodically reanalyzed the safety of spent

:E E •nuclear fuel storage (see Benjamin et al., 1979; BNL, 1987, 1997; USNRC, 1983, 2001 a, 2003b). All of these studies
E suggest that a loss-of-pool-coolant event could trigger a zirconium cladding fire in the exposed spent fuel. The

o ~ Nuclear Regulatory Commission considered such an accident to be so unlikely that no specific action was warranted,
despite changes in reactor operations that have resulted in increased fuel bum-ups and fuel storage operations that

o- have resulted in more densely packed spent fuel pools,
In 2001, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission published NUREG-1738, Technical Study of Spent Fuel Pool

Accident Risk at Decommissioning Nuclear Power Plants, to provide a technical basis for rulemaking for power
f Eplant decommissioning (USNRC, 2001 a). A draft of the study was issued for public comments, including comments

Tby the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards and a quality review of the methods, assumptions, and models
used in the analysis was carried out by the Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory.

The study provided a probabilistic risk assessment that identified severe accident scenarios and estimated their
consequences. The analysis determined, for a given set of fuel characteristics, how much time would be required to
boil off enough water to allow the fuel rods to reach temperatures sufficient to initiate a zirconium cladding fire.

The analysis suggested that large earthquakes and drops of fuel casks from an overhead crane during transfer
* operations were the two event initiators that could lead to a loss-of-pool-coolant accident. For cases where active
cooling (but not the coolant) has been lost, the thermal-hydraulic analyses suggested that operators would have

.. > about 100 hours (more than four days) to act before the fuel was uncovered sufficiently through boiling of cooling
? water in the pool to allow the fuel rods to ignite. This time was characterized as an "underestimate" given the

simplifications assumed for the loss-of-pool-coolant scenario.
fr The overall conclusion of the study was that the risk of a spent fuel pool accident leading to a zirconium cladding

- fire was low despite the large consequences because the predicted frequency of such accidents was very low. The
0o - study also concluded, however, that the consequences of a zirconium cladding fire in a spent fuel pool could be

serious and, that once the fuel was uncovered, it might take only a few hours for the most recently discharged spent
fuel rods to ignite.
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(V A paper by Alvarez et al. (2003a; see also Thompson, 2003) took the analyses in NUREG- 1738 to their logical
,0 -ends in fight of the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks: Namely, what would happen if there were a loss-of-pool-

coolant event that drained the spent fuel pool? Such an event was not considered in NUREG- 1738, but the analytical
results in that study were presented in a manner that made such an analysis possible.

Alvarez and his co-authors concluded that such an event would lead to the rapid heat-up of spent fuel in a
dense-packed pool to temperatures at which the zirconium alloy cladding would catch fire and release many of the

0) fuel's fission products, particularly cesium-137. They suggested that the fire could spread to the older spent fuel,
Z resulting in long-term contamination consequences that were worse than those from the Chemobyl accident. Citing

two reports by Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL, 1987, 1997), they estimated that between 10 and 100 percent
a)n of the cesium-137 could be mobilized in the plume from th6 burning spent fuel pool, which could cause tens of..>o

thousands of excess cancer deaths, loss of tens of thousands of square kilometers of land, and economic losses in
0

0 • the hundreds of billions of dollars. The excess cancer estimates were revised downward to between 2000 and 6000
E cancer deaths in a subsequent paper (Beyea et at., 2004) that more accurately accounted for average population

0 0 densities around U.S. power plants.

.•Alvarez and his co-authors recommended that spent fuel be transferred to dry storage within five years of

discharge from the reactor. They noted that this would reduce the radioactive inventories in spent fuel pools.and
allow the remaining fuel to be returned to open-rack storage to allow for more effective coolant circulation, should~0
a loss-of-pool-coolant event occur. The authors also discussed other compensatory measures that could be taken to

W, reduce the consequences of such events.

The Alvarez et al. (2003a) paper received extensive attention and comments, including a comment from the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff (USNRC, 2003a; see Alvarez et al., 2003b, for a response). None of the

E-Z commentators challenged the main conclusion of the Alvarez et al. (2003a) paper that a severe loss-of-pool-coolant
E ._c accident might lead to a spent fuel fire in a dense-packed pool. Rather, the commentators challenged the likelihood

that such an event could occur through accident or sabotage, the assumptions used to calculate the offsite
consequences of such an event, and the cost-effectiveness of the authors' proposal to move spent fuel into dry cask.

storage; One commentator summarized these differences in a single sentence (Benjamin, 2003, p. 53): "In a nutshell,
[Alvarez et al.] correctly identify a problem that needs to be addressed, but they do not adequately demonstrate that

43 •the proposed solution is cost-effective or that it is optimal."
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff provided a briefing to the committee that provides a further critique

E• of the Alvarez et al. (2003a) analysis that goes beyond the USNRC (2003a) paper. Commission staff told the
2 committee that the NUREG-1738 analyses attempted to provide a bounding analysis of current and conceivable

future spent fuel pools at plants undergoing decommissioning and therefore relied on conservative assumptions.•E
E The analysis assumed, for example, that the pool contained an equivalent of three-and-one-half reactor cores of
0 spent fuel, including the core from the most recent reactor cycle. The staff also asserted that NUREG-1738 did not

provide a realistic analysis of consequences. Commission staff concluded that "the risks and potential societal cost
of [a] terrorist attack on spent fuel pools do not justify the complex and costly measures
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Cs;Isproposed in Alvarez et al. (2003) to move and store 1/3 of spent fuel pools [sic] inventory in dry storage casks,"'
a-

The committee provides a discussion of the Alvarez et al. (2003a) analysts in its classified report. The committee
judges that some of their release estimates should not be dismissed.

The 2003 Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC, 2003b) staff publication NUREG-0933, A Prioritization
of Generic Safety Issues,9 discusses beyond-design-basis accidents in spent fuel pools. The study draws some of the
same consequence conclusions as the Alvarez et al. (2003a) paper. It notes that in a dense-packed pool, a zirconium
cladding fire "would probably spread to most or all of the spent fuel pool" (p. 1). This could drive what the report

5)
refers to as "borderline aged fuel" into a molten condition leading to the release of fission products comparable to
molten fuel in a reactor core.

The NUREG-0933 report (USNRC, 2003b) summarizes technical analyses of the frequencies of severe
accidents for three BWR scenarios. The report concludes that the greatest risk is from a beyond-design-basis seismic

E cevent. While the consequences of such accidents are considerable, the report concludes that their frequencies are
no greater than would be expected for reactor core damage accidents due to seismic events beyond the design basis
safe shutdown earthquake.

0 ~An analysis of spent fuel operating experience by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff (USNRC, 1997)
showed that several accidental partial-loss-of-pool-coolant events have occurred as a result of human error. Two of
these involved the loss of more than 5 feet of water from the pool, but none had serious consequences. Nevertheless,
Commission staff suggested that plant-specific analyses and corrective actions should be taken to reduce the potential
for such events in the future.-

721 It is important to recognize that with the exception of the Alvarez et al. (2003a) paper, all of the previous U.S.
work reviewed by the committee has focused on safety risks, not security risks. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission

E analyses of spent fuel storage vulnerabilities were not completed by the time the committee finalized its information
gathering for this report, but the committee did receive briefings on this work. In addition, analyses have been

.,c undertaken of external impacts on power plant structures by aircraft for the few commercial power plants that are
located close enough to airports to consider hardening of the plant design to resist accidental aircraft crashes. These

_D Q analyses were done as part of the plants' licensing safety analyses. The committee did not look further into these
few plants because the aircraft considered were smaller and the impact velocities considered were much lower than
those that might be brought to bear in a well-planned terrorist attack.

0 0 The committee did learn about work to assess the risks of spent fuel storage to terrorist attacks in Germany

(see Appendix C for a description). However, the details of this work are classified by the German government and
therefore are unavailable to the

C,
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N • •'The quote is from a PowerPoint presentation made by Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff to the committee at one of its
(5 meetings,

a) ' NULREG-0933 is a historical record that provides a yearly update of generic safety issues. It does not provide any additional
0 .- t
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committee for review. Consequently, the committee was unable to provide a technical assessment.

3.3 EVALUATION OF THE POTENTIAL RISKS OF POOL STORAGE

Prior to the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks, spent fuel pool analyses by the Nuclear Regulatory

• •Commission were focused almost exclusively on safety. On the basis of these analyses, the Commission concluded

that spent fuel storage carried risks that were no greater (and likely much lower) than risks for operating nuclear

reactors, as discussed in the previous section of this chapter.
The September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks raised the possibility of a new kind of threat to commercial power

c a), plants and spent fuel storage: premeditated, carefully planned, high-impact attacks by terrorists to damage these
facilities for the purpose of releasing radiation to the environment and spreading fear and panic among civilian
populations. The Commission infornmed the committee that Its conclusions about risks of spent fuel storage are now

E pbeing reevaluated in light of these new threats.

2 0 Prior to September 11, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission viewed the most credible sabotage event as a
6violent external land assault by small groups of well-trained, heavily armed individuals aided by a knowledgeable
x insider."0 The Commission has long-established requirements for physical protection systems at power plants to0thwart such assaults. The committee was told that these requirements have been increased since the September 11,

2001, attacks. To the committee's knowledge, there are currently no requirements in place to defend against the
kinds of larger-scale, premeditated, skillful attacks that were carried out on September 11, 2001, whether or not a

-n •commercial aircraft is involved. Staff from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and representatives from the nuclear
industry repeatedly told the committee that they view detecting, preventing, and thwarting such attacks as the federal
government's responsibility.

It is important to recognize that nuclear power plants in the United States and most of the rest of the world"

were designed primarily with safety, not security, in mind.' 2 The reinforced concrete containment buildings that

house the reactors were designed to contain internal pressures of up to about 4 atmospheres in case steam is released
in the event of various hypothetical reactor accidents. These and other plant structures were not specifically designed

to resist external terrorist attacks, although their robust construction would certainly provide significant protection

against external assaults with airplanes or other types of weapons. Moreover, commercial power plants are
substantially more robust than other critical infrastructure such as chemical plants, refineries, and fossil-fuel-fired

P electrical generating stations.

aE

00
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(5

c- 1 This is known as the "design basis threat" for radiological sabotage of nuclear power plants. See Chapter 2.
._ o • •Spent fuel storage facilities in Germany are designed to survive the impact of a Phantom military jet without a significant
'-' release of radiation. Since September 11, 2001, the Germans have also examined the impact of a range of aircraft, including

• •: large civilian airliners, on these facilities, A discussion is provided in Appendix C.
•=•12• No nuclear power plant ordered after the mid- I1970s has been built in the United States, so the designs were developed long

a-.- before domestic terrorism of the kind seen on September 11, 2001, became a concern.
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_In the wake of the September 11,2001, attacks, a great deal of additional work has been or is being carried out
.) -by government and private entities to assess the security risks posed by terrorist attacks against nuclear power plants

2 and spent fuel storage. The committee provides a discussion of these studies in the following subsections. Some of
a- these studies are still in progress.

>" The committee's discussion of this work in the following subsections is organized around the following two

questions:

(1) Could an accident or terrorist attack lead to a loss-of-pool-coolant event that would partially or
completely drain a spent fuel pool?

(2) What would be the radioactive releases if a pool were drained?

E 3.3.1 Could a Terrorist Attack Lead to a Loss-of-Pool-Coolant Event?E•
:: L A terrorist attack that either disrupted the cooling system for the spent fuel pool or damaged or collapsed the

_• pool itself could potentially lead to a loss-of-pool-coolant event. The cooling system could be disrupted by disabling
0 or damaging the system that circulates water from the pool to heat exchangers to remove decay heat. This system

would not likely be a primary target of a terrorist attack, but it could be damaged as the result of an attack on the
spent fuel pool or other targets at the plant (e.g., the power for the pumps could be interrupted). The loss of cooling
capacity would be of much greater concern were it to occur during or shortly after a reactor offloading operation,

0 •because the pool would contain a large amount of high decay-heat fuel.
The consequences of a damaged cooling system would be quite predictable: The temperature of the pool water

would rise until the pool began to boil. Steam produced by boiling would carry away heat, and the steam would
_ .cool as it expanded into the open space above the pool.' 3 Boiling would slowly consume the water in the pool, and

if no additional water were added the pool level would drop. It would likely take several days of continuous boiling
to uncover the fuel. Unless physical access to the pool were completely restricted (e.g., by high radiation fields or
debris), there would likely be sufficient time to bring in auxiliary water supplies to keep the water level in the pool
at safe levels until the cooling system could be repaired. This conclusion presumes, of course, that technical means,
trained workers; and a sufficient water supply were available to implement such measures. The Nuclear Regulatory

X Commission requires that alternative sources of water be identified and available as an element of each plant's
0 op, rating license.

The pool-boiling event described above could result in the release of small amounts of radionuclides that are
noirmally present in pool water.' 4 These radionuclides would likely have little or no offsite impacts given their smallCLE

E coi.centrations in the steam and their subsequent dilution in air once released to the environment. Moreover, as long
as tae spent fuel is covered with a steam-water mixture, it would not heat up sufficiently for the cladding to ignite.

A loss-of-pool-coolant event resulting from damage or collapse of the pool could

93
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•3 • :•The building above the spent fuel pool contains blow-out panels that could be removed to provide additional ventilation.
U_ 14 This contamination may enter the water from damaged fuel or from neutron-activated materials that build up on the external

0

a- . - C surfaces of the fuel assemblies, The latter material is referred to as "crud."
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y (Dhave more severe consequences. Severe damage of the pool wall could potentially result from several types of

terrorist attacks, for instance:

(1) Attacks with large civilian aircraft,
(2) Attacks with high-energy weapons.
(3) Attacks with explosive charges.

0 The committee reviewed two independent analyses of aircraft impacts on power plant structures: A study

sponsored by EPRI completed in 2002 provides a generic analysis of civilian airliner impacts on commercial power
plant structures (EPRI, 2002). A study in progress by Sandia National Laboratories for the Nuclear Regulatory

' coCommission examines the consequences of an aircraft impact on an actual BWR power plant.
The EPRI and Sandia analyses used different finite element and finite difference codes that are in common use

0 Cin research and industry.'S Both sets of analyses attempted to validate the codes against physical tests, such as the

2 Sandia "slug tests" that impacted water barrels into a concrete test wall at high speeds. EPRI's analysis used a Riera
_ •impact loading condition, which models the aircraft impact on a rigid structure and is a slightly conservative

- 2. assumption because the structures are in fact deformable. The Sandia analysis was carried out on powerful computers
that allowed the aircraft to be included explicitly in the calculations.

The committee also reviewed the preliminary results of Nuclear Regulatory Commission studies on the
E5 response of thick reinforced concrete walls such as those used in spent fuel pools to attacks involving simple

0 explosive charges and other high-energy devices. The details of the analyses were not provided and therefore could

0' not be evaluated quantitatively. However, some of these preliminary results are described in the committee's

classified report.
0 .The results of these aircraft and assault studies are classified or safeguards information. The committee has

concluded that there are some scenarios that could lead to the partial failure of the spent fuel pool wall, thereby

resulting in the partial or complete loss of pool coolant. A zirconium cladding fire could result if timely mitigative
actions to cool the fuel were not taken. Details are provided in the classified report.

> 3.3.2 What would be the Radioactive Releases if a Pool Were Drained?

E Thcre are two ways in which an attack on a spent fuel pool could spread radioactive contamination: mechanical

dispersion and zirconium cladding fires. An explosion or high-energy impact directly on the spent fuel could
mechani:'ally pulverize and loft fuel out of the pool. This would contaminate the plant and surrounding site with

E E pieces of spent fuel. Large-scale

0 -

o.•

0)

0)

.• ,•g ]5The EPR1 analyses used several finite element models (ABAQUS, LS DYNA, ANACAP, and WINFRITH) and Riera

,.- U. impact functions. The Sandia analyses used the CTH finite difference model and the Pronto3D finite element analysis model.

• • The CTH code has been used for a wide range of impact penetration and explosive detonation problems by the Department of

._,2 • •Energy, the Department of Defense, and industry during the past decade CTH results have been compared extensively with

• experimental results. As an Eulerian code (where material flows through a fixed grid) it can readily handle severe distortions. It
-• •:also has a variety of computational material models for dynamic (high-strain-rate) conditions, although it is limited in that it

•=• •does not explicitly model structural members, such as rebar and metal liners in the concrete structure, because of computational

•- •• •requirements.
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Xoffsite releases of the radioactive constituents would not occur, however, unless they were mobilized by a

zirconium cladding fire that melted the fuel pellets and released some of their radionuclide inventory. Such fires
would create thermal plumes that could potentially transport radioactive aerosols hundreds of miles downwind under

03
a_ appropriate atmospheric conditions.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is now sponsoring work at Sandia National Laboratories to improve upon
the analyses in NUREG-1738 (USNRC, 2001a), and in particular to obtain an improved phenomenological
understanding of the thermal and hydraulic processes that would occur in a spent fuel pool from a loss-of-pool-
coolant event. The committee received briefings on this work from Commission and Sandia staff during the course

D of this study. Additionally, the committee received a briefing from ENTERGY Corp. staff and its consultants under

-0)contract to analyze and understand the consequences of a loss-of-pool-coolant event in a spent fuel pool in a PWR
plant.

0) >The Sandia analyses were carried out on the reference BWR described in Section 3.1. Sandia's analysis of a
E PWR spent fuel pool had only just begun by the end of May 2004 and.has not yet yielded any results. The committee

2 had less opportunity to examine ENTERGY's approach and results. Because of these limitations, the committee was

unable to examine in any detail the effects of the differences between BWR and PWR pools and fuel, except as
-a noted with respect to their locations relative to grade.

The analyses were carried out using several well-established computer codes. The MELCOR code, which was
-20

developed by Sandia for use in analyzing severe reactor core accidents, was used to model fluid flow, heat transfer,
fuel cladding oxidation kinetics, and fission product release phenomena associated with spent fuel assemblies. This

0 code has been benchmarked against data from experiments (e.g., the FPT experiments on the Ph~bus test facility,
~160 and the VERCORS, CORA, and ORNL VI experiments)'6 that involve zirconium oxidation kinetics and fission

. -product release. However, none of the experiments was designed to simulate the physical conditions in a spent fuel
fC.- pool. Many of the phenomena are not significantly different in a reactor core and in a spent fuel pool, but a few

(D important differences, particularly concerning fire propagation from hotter fuel assemblies to cooler fuel assemblies

and nuclear fuel volatilities, warrant more detailed analyses or further experiments. In principle, MELCOR can
b Eperform "best-estimate" calculations that address a range of accident evolutions, accounting for temperature,

u availability of oxidizing air and steam,1 V and speciation and transport of radionuclides.

Sandia calculated the decay heat in the assemblies using the ANSI/ANS 5.1 code based on actual characteristics

R of the spent fuel (i.e., actual fuel ages, bum-ups, and locations) in the reference BWR pool. Flow and mixing behavior
E in the pool and reactor building enclosing the pool were modeled using a separate computational fluid dynamics

V =(CFD) code.
Two types of analyses were carried out. A "separate effects" analysis was undertaken to examine the thermal

.E
E responses of a cpent fuel assembly (FIGURE 3.4) in a
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2 Water Rods
9 x 9 BWR Assemblies

A 74 Fuel Rods - 5 Assemblies

Interstitial
Bypass
Regions

B

Variable Water
Levels

I
'-Assemblies

Liner

Concrete
FIGURE 3.4 Configuration of fuel assemblies used for separate effects analysis, (A) Top view of BWR spent fuel
assemblies used in the model. (B) Side view showing spent fuel assemblies in the pool. SOURCE: Nuclear Regulatory
Commission briefing materials (2004).
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A
-COWd

B

FIGURE 3.5 Two configurations used in the separate effects models shown in FIGURE 3.4: (A) Center hot spent fuel
assembly surrounded by four cold assemblies; and (B) center hot spent fuel assembly surrounded by four hot
assemblies. SOURCE: Nuclear Regulatory Commission briefing materials (2004).

loss-of-pool-coolant event. This analysis was used to understand how thermal behavior is influenced by factors
such as decay heat in the fuel assembly, heat transfer with adjacent assemblies, and heat transfer to circulating air
or steam in a drained spent fuel pool. This analysis was used to guide the development of "global response" models
to examine the thermal-hydraulic behavior of an entire spent fuel pool.

The separate effects analysis examined the thermal behavior of a high decay-heat BWR spent fuel assembly
surrounded either by four low decay-heat assemblies (FIGURE 3.5A) or four high decay-heat assemblies
(FIGURE 3.5B). This analysis showed that the potential for heat build-up in a fuel assembly sufficient to initiate a
zirconium cladding fire depends on its decay heat (which is related to its age) and on the rate at which heat can be
transferred to adjacent assemblies and to circulating air or steam.
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In the configuration shown in FIGURE 3.5A, the low decay-heat assemblies act as thermal radiation heat sinks,
(U

S-6 thereby allowing the more rapid transfer of heat away from the center fuel assembly than would be the case if the
_ center assembly were surrounded by high decay-heat assemblies. The results from this analysis indicate that this

_ •configuration can be air cooled sufficiently to prevent the initiation of a zirconium cladding fire within a relatively
short time after the center fuel assembly is discharged from the reactor. In the configuration shown in
FIGURE 3'. 5B, heat transfer away from the center assembly is reduced and heat build-up is more rapid. Results
indicate that this configuration cannot be air cooled for a significantly longer time after the center fuel assembly is
discharged from the reactor,

2, ¢•The global analysis modeled the actual design and fuel loading pattern of the reference BWR spent fuel pool.
-a)The pool was divided into seven regions based on fuel age. Within each of those seven regions, the model for the

fuel racks was subdivided into 16 zones. The grouping of assemblies into zones reduced the computational
o requirements compared to modeling every assembly.1' Two scenarios were examined: (1) a complete loss-of-pool-
E coolant scenario in which the pool is drained to a level below the bottom of spent fuel assemblies; and (2) a partial-
2- o loss-of-pool-coolant scenario in which water levels in the pool drain to a level somewhere between the top and

bottom of the fuel assemblies. In the former case, a convective air circulation path can be established along the entire
a length of the fuel assemblies, which promotes convective air cooling of the fuel, in the latter case, an effective air

circulation path cannot form because the bottom of the assembly is blocked by water. Steam is generated by boiling

of the pool water, and the zirconium cladding oxidation reaction produces hydrogen gas. This analysis suggests that_ •circulation blockage has a significant impact on thermal behavior of the fuel assemblies. The specific impact depends

on the depth to which the pool is drained.
o • The global analysis examined the thermal behavior of fuel assemblies in the pool at 1, 3, and 12 months after

the offloading of one-third of a core of spent fuel from the reactor. Sensitivity studies were carried out to assess the
• importance of radiation heat transfer between different regions of the pool, the effects of building damage on releases

of radioactive material to the environment, and the effects of varying the assumed location and size of the hole in
the pool wall.

The results of these analyses are provided in the committee's classified report. For some scenarios, the fuel
could be air cooled within a relatively short time after its removal from the reactor. If a loss-of-coolant event took
place before the fuel could be air cooled, however, a zirconium cladding fire could be initiated if no mitigative

X actions were taken. Such fires could release some of the fuel's radioactive material inventory to the environment in
2 =the form of aerosols.

'0W For a partial-loss-of-pool-coolant event, the analysis indicates that the potential for zirconium cladding fires
0 would exist for an even greater time (compared to the complete-loss-of-pool-coolant event) after the spent fuel was
CLE
E discharged from the reactor because air circulation can be blocked by water at the bottom of the pool. Thermal

u coupling between adjacent assemblies will be due primarily to radiative rather than convective heat transfer.
However, this heat transfer mode has been modeled simplistically in the MELCOR runs

u) a
4;

V0

o..a

a.- =t The global-response model runs took between 10 and 12 days on the personal computers used in the Sandia analyses.cc
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performed by Sandia.j9

If the water level is above the top of the fuel racks, decay heat in the fuel could cause the pool water to boil.

•_ Once water levels fall below a certain level in the fuel assembly, the exposed portion of the fuel cladding might heat'
up sufficiently to ignite if no mitigative actions were taken. This could result in the release of a substantial fraction

F of the cesium inventory to the environment in the form of aerosols.
A zirconium cladding fire in the presence of steam could generate hydrogen gas over the course of the event.

The generation and transport of hydrogen gas in air was modeled in the Sandia calculations as was the deflagration
of a hydrogen-air mixture in the closed building space above the spent fuel pool The deflagration of hydrogen could

enhance the release of radioactive material in some scenarios.
Sandia was just beginning to carry out a similar set of analyses for a "reference" PWR spent fuel pool when

the committee completed information gathering for its classified report. There are reasons to believe that the results
E for a PWR pool could be somewhat different and possibly more severe, than for a BWR pool: PWR assemblies are

larger, have somewhat higher bum-ups, and some assemblies sit directly over the rack feet, which may impede
_ .cooling. While PWR fuel assemblies hold more fuel, they also have more open channels within them for water

-a, circulation. The committee was told that as part of this work, a sensitivity analysis will be carried out to understand
how design differences among U.S. PWRs will influence the model results.

mo0
ENTERGY Corp. has carried out independent separate-effects modeling of a PWR spent fuel pool using the

_ F MELCOR code. The analyses addressed both partial and complete loss-of-pool-coolant events for its PWR spent
fuel assemblies in a region of the pool where there are no water channels in the spent fuel racks. The analyses were
made for relatively fresh spent fuel assemblies (i.e., separate models were run for assemblies that had been discharged
from the reactor for 4, 30, and 90 days) surrounded by four "cold" assemblies that had been discharged for two

S.-- years. In general, the ENTERGY results are similar to those from the Sandia separate-effects analyses mentioned
above.

Several steps could be taken to mitigate the effects of such loss-of-pool-coolant events short of removal of
spent fuel from the pool. Among these are the following:

. The spent fuel assemblies in the pools can be reconfigured in a "checkerboard" pattern so that newer, higher
R. decay-heat fuel elements are surrounded by older, lower decay-heat elements. The older elements will act
0 2 as radiation heat sinks in tive event of a coolant loss so that the fuel is air coolable within a short time of

its discharge from the reactor. Alternatively, newly discharged fuel can be placed near the pool wall, which
also acts as a heat sink. ENTERGY staff estimates that reconfiguring the fuel in one of its pools into a

•E checkerboard pattern wou'l take only about 10 hours of extra work, but would not extend a refueling

outage. Reconfiguring of fuel already in the pool could be done at any time. It does not require a reactor
outage.

a)

0

cp

.•.•19 In a reactor core accident, heat transfer by thermal radiation is not important because all of the fuel assemblies are at

Sý 0 approximately the same temperature. Consequently, there is no net heat transfer between them. But spent fuel pools contain

(_ -- c assemblies of different ages, burn-ups, and decay-heat production. The hotter assemblies will radiate heat to cooler assemblies.

cc
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'-)

• If there is sufficient space in the pool, empty slots can also be arranged to promote natural air convection
-0) in a complete-loss-of-pool-coolant event. The cask loading area in some pools may serve this purpose if

it is in communication with the rest of the pool.
_ Preinstalled emergency water makeup systems in spent fuel pools would provide a mechanism to replace

pool water in the event of a coolant loss.
• Preinstalled water spray systems above or within the pool could also be used to cool the fuel in a loss-of-

pool-coolant event.2tz The committee carried out a simple aggregate calculation suggesting that a water
spray of about 50 to 60 gallons (about 190 to 225 liters) per minute for the whole pool would likely be
adequate to prevent a zirconium cladding fire in a loss-of-pool-coolant event. A simple, low-pressure spray
distribution experiment could verify what distribution of coolant would be sufficient to cool a spent fuel
pool. Such a system would have to be designed to function even if the spent fuel pool or building were
severely damaged in an attack.2'

E *Limiting full-core offloads to situations when such offloads are required would reduce the decay heat load
2 6 in the pool during routine refueling outages. Alternatively, delaying the offload of fuel to the pool after a

5 •reactor shutdown would reduce the decay-heat load in the pool.
• ° The walls of spent fuel pools could be reinforced to prevent damage that could lead to a loss-of-pool-coolant

event.
Security levels at the plant could be increased during outages that involve core offloads.

0 Of course, damage to the pool and high radiation fields could make It difficult to take some of these mitigative

measures. Multiple redundant and diverse measures may be required so that more than one remedy is available to
mitigate a loss-of-pool-coolant event, especially when access to the pool is limited by damage or high radiation
fields. Cost considerations might be significant, particularly for measures such as installing hardened spray systems
and lengthening refueling outages, but the committee did not examine the costs of these measures.

3.3.3 Discussion

_The Sandia and ENTERGY analyses described in this chapter were still in progress when the committee
Rcompleted its classified report. As noted previously, draft technical documents describing the work were not
0 available at the time this study was being completed. Consequently, the committee's understanding of these analyses

is based on briefing materials (i.e., PowerPoint slides) presented before the committee by Nuclear
Q)

aE

'W-0
u)

(Zl

a,0)Q .. 2

xcm

2 •_2 There is an extensive analytic and experimental experience base confirming that spray systems are effective in providing
-• emergency core cooling in BWR reactor cores, which generate much more decay heat than spent fuel. Detailed experiments have

Jc s= shown that some minimum amount of water must be delivered on top of each assembly, and if that is provided, the assembly
r-- • •-will be cooled adequately even if there is significant blockage of the cooling channels.
= -- •ENTERGY staff mentioned the possible use of a specially equipped fire engine to provide spray cooling. The committee

• does not knwwehrthis would deliver sufficient spray cooling where iisneeded or would provide sufficient protection i
a_ - terrorists are attempting to prevent emergency response, but the strategy is worth further examination.
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2 Regulatory Commission and ENTERGY staff and consultants, discussions with these experts, and the
committee's own expert judgment,

The committee judges that these analyses provide a start for understanding the behavior of spent fuel pools in
_ severe environments. The analyses were carried out by qualified experts using well-known analytical methods and

engineering codes to model system behaviors. Although this is a start, the analyses have important limitations.
The aircraft attack scenarios consider one type of aircraft. Heavier aircraft could be used in such attacks. These

_ 0planes are in common use in passenger and/or cargo operations, and some of these planes can be chartered.
0) Equally limiting assumptions were made in the analyses of spent fuel pool thermal behavior. To make the
• Qanalysis tractable, it was assumed that the fuel in the pool was in an undamaged condition when the loss-of-pool-

coolant event occurred. This is not necessarily a valid assumption. Whether such damage would change the outcome
• )> of the analyses described in this chapter is unknown.
) >Simplistic modeling assumptions were made about the fuel assembly geometry (e.g., individual fuel bundles

=E were not modeled in the global effects calculation), convective cooling flow paths and mechanisms, thermal radiation
2 5heat transfer, propagation of cladding fires to low-power bundles, and radioactivity release mechanisms. In addition,

flow blockage due to fission-gas-induced clad ballooning22 was not considered. The thermal analysis experts on the
committeejudge that these simplistic assumptions could produce results that are more severe (i.e., overconservative)
than would be the case had more realistic assumptions been used.More sophisticated models, which involve clad ballooning and detailed thermal-hydraulics, including radiative

heat transfer, have been developed for the analysis of severe in-core accidents. These models can be evaluated using
C, more powerful computers. MELCOR appears to have sufficient capability to evaluate more sophisticated models

Z5 of the spent fuel pool and Sandia has access to large, sophisticated computers. State-of-the-art calculations of this
• : -type are needed for the analysis of spent fuel pools so that more informed regulatory decisions can be made.

._= _The analyses also do not consider the possibility of an attack that ejects spent fuel from the pool. The ejection
of freshly discharged spent fuel from the pool might lead to a zirconium cladding fire if immediate mitigative actions

.Z4 could not be taken. The application of such measures could be hindered by the high radiation fields around the fuel.
While the committee judges that some attacks involving aircraft would be feasible to carry out, it can provide

no assessment of the probability of such attacks. Nevertheless, analyzing their consequences is useful for informing
policy decisions on steps to be taken to protect these facilities from terrorist attack.
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22I af e r dre c e relatively high tem peratures, t egases ini ecan cause t ecladding to b l o nout, restricting a deven
0- .- =blocking coolant flow through the spaces between the rods within the assembly.
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3.4 FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
ID

Based on its review of spent fuel pool risks, the committee offers the following findings and recommendations.
FINDING 3A: Pool storage is required at all operating commercial nuclear power plants to cool newly

discharged spent fuel.
Operating nuclear power plants typically discharge about one-third of a reactor core of spent fuel every 18-24

months. Additionally, the entire reactor core may be placed into the spent fuel pool (offloaded) during outage periods
for refueling. The analyses of spent fuel thermal behavior described in this chapter demonstrate that freshly
discharged spent fuel generates too much decay heat to be passively air cooled. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission
requires that this fuel be stored in a pool that has an active heat removal system (i.e,, water pumps and heat
exchangers) for at least one year as a safety matter. Current design practices for approved dry storage systems require

g • five years' minimum decay in spent fuel pools. Although spent fuel younger than five years could be stored in dry
casks, the changes required for shielding and heat removal could be substantial, especially for fuel that has been
discharged for less than about three years.

0 • FINDING 3B: The committee finds that, under some conditions, a terrorist attack that partially or
c-- ._completely drained a spent fuel pool could lead to a propagating zirconium cladding fire and the release of

large quantities of radioactive materials to the environment Details are provided in the committee's classified
C report.

It is not possible to predict the precise magnitude of such releases because the computer models have not been
F Evalidated for this application.
0. FINDING 3C: It appears to be feasible to reduce the likelihood of a zirconium cladding fire following a

o • loss-of-pool-coolant event using readily implemented measures.
There appear to be some measures that could be taken to mitigate the risks of spent fuel zirconium claddingE ._

fires in a loss-of-pool-coolant event. The following measures appear to have particular merit.

ID_ • Reconfiguring of spent fuel in the pools (i.e., redistribution of high decay-heat assemblies so that they are

surrounded by low decay-heat assemblies) to more evenly distribute decay-heat loads. The analyses
described elsewhere in this chapter suggest that the potential for zirconium cladding fires can be reduced

S> substantially by surrounding freshly discharged spent fuel assemblies with older spent fuel assemblies in

E 6 "checkerboard" patterns. The analyses suggest that such arrangements might even be more effective for
reducing the potential for zirconium cladding fires than removing this older spent fuel from the pools.
However, these advantages have not been demonstrated unequivocally by modeling and experiments.

- Limiting the frequency of offloads of full cores into spent fuel pools, requiring longer shutdowns of the
0 • reactor before any fuel is offloaded to allow decay-heat levels to be managed, and providing enhanced

security when such offloads must
I,,,
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_be made. The offloading of the reactor core into the spent fuel pool during reactor outages substantially raises
the decay-heat load of the pool and increases the risk of a zirconium cladding fire in a loss-of-pool-coolant
event. Of course, any actions that increase the time a power reactor is shut down incur costs, which must

g_ be considered in cost-benefit analyses of possible actions to reduce risks.
• Development of a redundant and diverse response system to mitigate loss-of-pool-coolant events. Any

mitigation system, such as a spray cooling system, must be capable of operation even when the pool is
_ V drained (which would result in high radiation fields and limit worker access to the pool) and the pool or

overlying building, including equipment attached to the roof or walls, is severely damaged.

FINDING 3D: The potential vulnerabilities of spent fuel pools to terrorist attacks are plant-design
specific. Therefore, specific vulnerabilities can be understood only by examining the characteristics of spent

)J • fuel storage at each plant.
E As described in the classified report, there are substantial differences in the design of PWR and BWR spent

:: fuel pools. PWR pools tend to be located near or below grade, whereas BWR pools typically are located well above
grade but are protected by exterior walls and other structures. In addition, there are plant-specific differences among

• BWRs and PWRs that could increase or decrease the vulnerabilities of the pools to various kinds of terrorist attacks,
making generic conclusions difficult.

FINDING 3E: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission and independent analysts have made progress in
understanding some vulnerabilities of spent fuel pools to certain terrorist attacks and the consequences of
such attacks for releases of radioactivity to the environment. However, additional work on specific issues

o •listed in the following recommendation is needed urgently.
The analyses carried out to date for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission by Sandia National Laboratories and

by other independent organizations such as EPRI and ENTERGY have provided a general understanding of spent
fuel behavior in a loss-of-pool-coolant event and the vulnerability of spent fuel pools to certain terrorist attacks that
could cause such events to occur. The work to date, however, has not been sufficient to adequately understand the
vulnerabilities and consequences. This work has addressed a small number of plant designs that may not be
representative of U.S. commercial nuclear power plants as a whole. It has considered only a limited number ofthreat
scenarios that may underestimate the damage that can be inflicted on the pools by determined terrorists. Additional

R •analyses are needed urgently to fill in the knowledge gaps so that well-informed policy decisions can be made.
2  RECOMMENDATION: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission should undertake additional best-estimate

analyses to more fully understand the vulnerabilities and consequences of loss-of-pool-coolant events that could
lead to a zirconium cladding fire. Based on these analys :s, the Commission should take appropriate actions to
address any significant vulnerabilities that are identified. The analyses of the BWR and PWR spent fuel pools
should be extended to consider the consequences of I,)ss-of-pool-coolant events that are described in the
committee's classified report.
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Y The consequence analyses should address the following questions:
M CL

Sc-6
• To what extent would such attacks damage the spent fuel in the pool, and what would be the thermal
* consequences of such damage?

g • Is it feasible to reconfigure the spent fuel within pools to prevent zirconium cladding fires given the
actual characteristics (i.e., heat generation) of spent fuel assemblies in the pool, even if the fuel were
damaged in an attack? Is there enough space in the pools at all commercial reactor sites to implement
such fuel reconfiguration?

a) • In the event of a localized zirconium cladding fire, will such rearrangement prevent its spread to the
-C rest of the pool?

H low much spray cooling is needed to prevent zirconium cladding fires and prevent propagation of
such fires? Which of the different options for providing spray cooling are effective under attack and

Eaccident conditions?

Sensitivity analyses should also be undertaken to account for the full range of variation in spent fuel pool
_Y • designs (e.g., rack designs, capacities, spent fuel burn-ups, and ages) at U.S. commercial nuclear power plants.

RECOMMENDATION: While the work described in the previous recommendation under Finding 3E,
above, is being carried out, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission should ensure that power plant operators

a). take prompt and effective measures to reduce the consequences of loss-of-pool-coolant events in spent fuel
pools that could result in propagating zirconium cladding fires.'The committee judges that there are at least two

0 •such measures that should be implemented promptly:

E .-= • Reconfiguring of fuel in the pools so that high decay-heat fuel assemblies are surrounded by low decay-
a) heat assemblies. This will more evenly distribute decay-heat loads, thus enhancing radiative heat transfer

Sc in the event of a loss of pool coolant.
-Provision for water-spray systems that would be able to cool the fuel even if the pool or overlying building

a, • were severely damaged.

R Reconfiguring of fuel in the pool would be a prudent measure that could probably be implemented at all plants
at little cost, time, or exposure of workers to radiation. The seccnd measure would probably be more expensive to

a)) implement and may not be needed at all plants, particularly plants in which spent fuel pools are located below grade
or are protected from external line-of-sight attacks by exterior walls and other structures.

a E
E The committee anticipates that the costs and benefits of cptions for implementing the second measure would

be examined to help decide what requirements would be impused. Further, the committee does not presume to
C'a) anticipate the best design of such a system-whether it should be installed on the walls of a pool or deployed from

)-,

a location where it is unlikely to be compromised by the same attack-but simply notes the demanding requirements
such a system must meet.
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4

DRY CASK STORAGE AND COMPARATIVE RISKS

This chapter addresses the second and third charges of the committee's statement of task:

" The safety and security advantages, if any, of dry cask storage] versus wet pool storage at reactor sites.
" Potential safety and security advantages, if any, of dry cask storage using various single-, dual-, or multi-

purpose cask designs.

The second charge calls for a comparative analysis of dry cask storage versus pool storage, whereas the third
charge focuses exclusively on dry casks. The committee will address the third charge first to provide the basis for
the comparative analysis.

By the late 1970s, the need for alternatives to spent fuel pool storage was becoming obvious to both commercial
nuclear power plant operators and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The U.S. government made a policy decision
at that time not to support commercial reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel (see Appendix D). At the same time, efforts
to open an underground repository for permanent disposal of commercial spent fuel were proving to be more difficult
and time consuming than originally anticipated.2 Commercial nuclear power plant operators had no place to ship
their growing inventories of spent fuel and were running out of pool storage space.

Dry cask storage was developed to meet the need for expanded onsite storage of spent fuel at commercial
nuclear power plants. The first dry cask storage facility in the United States was opened in 1986 at the Surry Nuclear
Power Plant in Virginia. Such facilities are now in operation at 28 operating and decommissioned nuclear power
plants. In 2000, the nuclear power industry projected that up to three or four plants per year would run out of needed
storage space in their pools without additional interim storage capacity.

This chapter is organized into the following sections:

" Background on dry cask storage.
* Evaluation of potential risks of dry cask storage.
* Potential advantages of dry storage over wet storage.
" Findings and recommendations.

This storage system is referred to as "dry" because the fuel is stored out of water.
2 The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 and the Amendments Act of 1987 laid out a process for identifying a site for a geologic

repository. That repository was to be opened and operating by the end of January 1998. The federal government now hopes to
open a repository at Yucca Mountain, which is located in southwestern Nevada, by the end of2010, .
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4.1 BACKGROUND ON DRY CASK STORAGE

The storage of spent fuel in dry casks has the same three primary objectives as pool storage (Chapter 3):

- Cool the fuel to prevent heat-up to high temperatures from radioactive decay.CO>,

° Shield workers and the public from the radiation emitted by radioactive decay in the spent fuel and provide
• ~a barrier for any releases of radioactivity.

_ Prevent criticality accidents.

Dry casks are designed to achieve the first two of these objectives without the use of water or mechanical
,>• systems. Fuel cooling is passive: that is, it relies upon a combination of heat conduction through solid materials and

0 -C natural convection or thermal radiation through air to move decay heat from the spent fuel into the ambient

Eenvironment. Radiation shielding is provided by the cask materials: Typically, concrete, lead, and steel are used to
E shield gamma radiation, and polyethylene, concrete, and boron-impregnated metals or resins are used to shield

neutrons. Criticality control is provided by a lattice structure, referred to as a basket, which holds the spent fuel
assemblies within individual compartments in the cask (FIGURE 4. 1). These maintain the fuel in a fixed geometry,
and the basket may contain boron-doped metals to absorb neutrons.3

Passive cooling and radiation shielding are possible because these casks are designed to store only older spent
C9 ~fuel. This fuel has much lower decay heat than freshly discharged spent fuel as well as smaller inventories of

E radionuclides.
The industry sometimes refers to these casks using the following terms:

° Single-, dual-, and multi-purpose casks.E .
2 "• ° Bare-fuel and canister-based casks.

The terms in the first bullet indicate the application for which the casks are intended to be used. Single-purpose
cask systems are licensed4 only to store spent fuel. Dual-purpose casks are licensed for both storage and
transportation. Multi-purpose casks are intended for storage, transportation, and disposal in a geologic repository.

-' >No true multi-purpose casks exist in the United States (or in any other country for that matter) because specifications
for acceptable containers for geologic disposal have yet to be finalized by the Department of Energy. Current plans

E 02 for Yucca Mountain do not contemplate the use of multi-purpose casks.
'0 Nevertheless, some cask vendors still refer to their casks as "multi-purpose." These are at best dual-purpose

casks, however, because they have been licensed only for storage and transport. Because true multi-purpose casksaE
do not now exist and are not likely to exist in the future, the committee did not consider them further in this
study.
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= - Criticality control is less of an issue in dry casks because there is no water moderator present after the cask is sealed and
a)• drained.

'S~ 0

a-..• Authority for licensing dry cask storage rests with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
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FIGURE 4.1 Photo of NUHOMS canister showing the internal basket for holding the spent fuel assemblies in a fixed
geometry. This canister is shown for illustrative purposes only.
SOURCE: Courtesy of Transnuclear, Inc., an Areva Company.

The terms in the second bullet indicate how spent fuel is loaded into the casks. In bare-fuel5 casks, spent fuel
assemblies are placed directly into a basket that is integrated into the cask itself (see FIGURE 4.313), The cask has
a bolted lid closure for sealing. In canister-based casks, spent fuel assemblies are loaded into baskets integrated into
a thin-wall (typically 1/2-inch [1.3-centimeter] thick) steel cylinder, referred to as a canister (see FIGURE 4.1 and
4.3A), The canister is sealed with a welded lid. The canister can be stored or transported if it is placed within a
suitable overpack. This overpack is closed with a bolted lid.

Bare-fuel and canister-based systems are sometimes referred to as "thick-walled" and "thin-walled" casks,
respectively, by some cask vendors. This designation is not strictly correct because the overpacks in canister-based
systems have thick walls. The only thin-walled component is the canister, which is designed to be stored or
transported within the overpack.

The designation of a cask as single- or dual-purpose often has less to do wth its design and more to do with
licensing decisions. Indeed, bare-fuel and canister-based casks can be licensed for either single or dual purposes.
Consequently, one should not expect the performance of a cask in-accidents or terrorist attacks to depend on its
designation as single- or dual-purpose. Rather, performance will depend on the type of attack and construction of
the cask. For the purposes of discussion in this chapter, therefore, the committee uses the designations "bare-fuel"
and "canister-based," rather than single- or dual-purpose, when referring to various cask designs.

All bare-fuel casks in use in the United States are designed to be stored vertically. Most canister-based systems
also are designed for vertical storage, but one overpack

The term barefiiel refers to the entire fuel assembly, including the uranium pellets within the fuel rods.
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system is designed as a horizontal concrete module (FIGURE 4.2).6 The principal characteristics of dry cask
_- 6- storage systems are summarized in TABLE 4.1, which is located at the end of this chapter.
,).- Dry casks are designed to hold up to about 10 to 15 metric tons of spent fuel. This is equivalent to about 32

_: pressurized water nuclear reactor (PWR) spent fuel assemblies or 68 boiling water nuclear reactor (BWR) spent
V>, fuel assemblies. Although the dimensions vary among manufacturers, fuel types (i.e., BWR or PWR fuel), and

amounts of fuel stored, the casks are typically about 19 feet (6 meters) in height, 8 feet (2.5 meters) in diameter,
and weigh 100 tons or more when loaded.

The casks (for bare-fuel designs) or canisters (for canister-based designs) are placed directly into the spent fuel

pool for loading. After they are loaded, the canisters or casks are drained, vacuum dried, and filled with an inert gas
Q) -(typically helium). The loaded canisters or casks are then removed from the pool, their outer surfaces are
'M decontaminated, 7 and they are moved to the dry storage facility on the property of the reactor site. Loading of a

single cask or canister can take up to one week. The vacuum drying process is the longest step in the loading process.

E ~ In the United States, dry casks are stored on open concrete pads within a protected area of the plant site.8,9 This
' 0 protected area may be contiguous with the protected area of the plant itself or may be located some distance away

in its own protected area (see FIGURE 2.1).
- According to the information provided to the committee by cask vendors, nuclear power plant operators are

currently purchasing mostly dual-purpose casks for spent fuel storage. The horizontal NUHOMS cask design is one
of the most-ordered designs at present (TABLE 4.3). The vendors informed the committee that cost is the chief
consideration for their customers when making purchasing decisions. Cost considerations are driving the cask
industry away from all-metal cask designs and toward concrete designs for storage.

E ._

0 35

0)

~c3

E .

CU
76 0i

Q3 > 6 In addition, there is one modular concrete vault design in the United States: the Fort St. Vrain, Colorado, independent Spent
.2 -V . Fuel Storage Installation, which stores spent fuel from a high-temperature gas-cooled reactor. This reactor operated until 1989
7ý6 • and is now decommissioned. Because this is a one-of-a-kind facility, and the time available to the committee was short, it was

0 _ not examined in this study.
(D= Small amounts of radioactive contamination are present in the cooling water in the spent fuel pool. Some of this contamination
,(6 ( is transferred to the cask or canister surfaces when it is immersed in the pool for loading.

CE T1 :S 'There may be exceptions in the future. Private Fuel Storage has requested a license from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

O.- 0

• to construct a dry cask storage facility in Utah that will store fuel from multiple reactor sites. An underground dry cask storage
-• • facility has been proposed at the Humbolt Bay power plant in California to store old, low decay-heat fuel. The underground

0~*

• • design is being proposed primarily because the site has very demanding seismic design requirements and is possible only because
•'• -•zthe fuel to be stored generates little heat.

9 In Germany, dry casks are stored in reinforced concrete buildings. These buildings were originally designed to provide
• • additional radiation shielding (beyond what is provided by the cask itself) to reduce doses at plant site boundaries to background

.= • levels. Some of these buildings are sufficiently robust to provide protection against crashes of large aircraft. A subgroup of the
a- committee visited spent fuel storage sites at Ahaus and Lingen during this study. See Appendix C for details.

.05

.0
,a )

< 4- ý
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FIGURE 4.2 Photo showing a canister being loaded into a NUHOMS horizontal storage module. SOURCE: Courtesy
of Transnuclear, Inc., an Areva Company.

4.2 EVALUATION OF POTENTIAL RISKS OF DRY CASK STORAGE

Dry casks were designed to ensure safe storage of spent fuel,10 not to resist terrorist attacks. The regulations

for these storage systems, which are given in Title 10, Part 72 of the Code of Federal Regulations (i.e., 10 CFR 72),

are designed to ensure adequate passive heat removal and radiation shielding during normai operations, off-normal

events, and accidents. The latter include, for example, accidental drops or tip-overs during routine cask movements.
The robust construction of these casks provides some passive protection against external assaults, but the casks were
not explicitly designed with this factor in mind. I I

The regulations in 10 CFR 72 require that dry cask storage facilities (formally referred to as Independent Spent

Fuel Storage Installations, or ISFSIs) be located within a protected area of the plant site (see FIGURE 2.1 ). However,
the protection requirements for these installations are lower than those for reactors and spent fuel pools. The guard

force is required to carry side arms, and its main function is surveillance: to detect and assess threats and to summon

reinforcements. If the ISFSI is within the protected area of the plant

•0 Dual-purpose casks also were designed for safe transport under the requirements of Title 10, Part 71 of the Code of Federal

Regulations. The committee did not examine transport of spent fuel in this study.
1 A recent study by the German organization GRS (Gesellschaft fr Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit, MBH) examined the

vulnerability of CASTOR-type casks to large-aircraft impacts.
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0U)

_ it would come directly under the protection of plant's guard forces. The protected area is surrounded by vehicle
barriers to protect against the detonation of a design basis threat vehicle bomb.' 2

A terrorist attack that breached a dry cask could potentially result in the release of radioactive material from

C_ the spent fuel into the environment through one or both of the following two processes: (1) mechanical dispersion
U)- of fuel particles or fragments; and (2) dispersion of radioactive aerosols (e.g., cesium-137). As described in

Chapter 3, the latter process would have greater offsite radiological consequences. The committee evaluates the
potential for both of these processes later in this chapter.

In the wake of the September 11, 2001, attacks, additional work has been or is being carried out by government
and private entities to assess the security risks to dry casks from terrorist attacks. Sandia National Laboratories is

a •ocurrently analyzing the response of dry casks to a number of potential terrorist attack scenarios at the request of the
.5>M. 2Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The committee was briefed on these analyses at two of its meetings.

cc Sandia is analyzing the responses of three vertical cask designs and one horizontal design to a variety of terrorist
attack scenarios (FIGURE 4.3). These designs are considered to be broadly representative of the dry casks currently

,. 0 licensed for storage in the United States by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (see TABLE 4.1 at the end of this
_ chapter). The committee received briefings on these studies by Nuclear Regulatory Commission and Sandia staff.

Several attack scenarios are being considered in the Sandia analyses. They include large aircraft impacts and
gassaults with various types and sizes of explosive charges and other energetic devices. Details on the large aircraft

t.0
impact scenarios are provided in the classified report.

CL Most of this work is still in progress and has not yet resulted in reviewable documents. Consequently, the
Un committee had to rely on discussions with the experts who are carrying out these studies and its own expert judgment
c • in assessing the quality and completeness of this work.

4.2.1 Large Aircraft Impacts

Sandia analyzed the impact of an airliner traveling at high speed into the four cask designs shown in
FIGURE 4.3. These analyses examined the consequences of impacts of the fuselage and the "hard" components of
the aircraft (i.e., the engines and wheel struts) into individual casks and arrays of casks on a storage pad. The latter
analysis examined the potential consequences of cask-to-cask interactions resulting from cask sliding or partial tip-

• •over The objectives of the analyses were first to determine whether the casks would fail (i.e., the containment would

0 be breached) and, if so, to estimate the radioactive material releases and their health consequences.

a2: C
o.

cU)

a) 0.

0)

.- 2

0 • As noted in Chapter 2, the committee did not examine surveillance requirements or the placement or effectiveness of vehicle
a_ - barriers and guard stations at commercial nuclear plants.

U00

< ).
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FIGURE 4.3 Four cask systems used in the Sandia analyses described in this chapter: (A) HI-STORM- 100, (B) TN-68,
(C) VSC-24, (D) NUHOMS-32P. The casks shown in A, C, and D are canister-based casks; the cask shown in B is a
bare-fuel cask. SOURCE: Nuclear Regulatory Commission briefing materials (2004).

The aircraft was modeled using Sandia-developed Eulerian CTH code (see footnote 15 in Chapter 3). The
aircraft manufacturer (Boeing Corp.) was consulted to ensure that the aircraft model used in the analyses was
accurate. The casks were modeled with standard finite element codes using the published characteristics of the casks.
The casks were assumed to be filled with high-bum-up, 10-year-old spent fuel. The fuel rods were assumed to'fail
(rupture) if the strains in the cladding exceeded 1 percent, which is a conservative assumption. Sandia evaluated the
release of radioactive materials from the spent fuel pellets inside the fuel rods when such cladding failures occurred.
Radiological consequences of such releases were calculated for "representative" (with respect to weather and
population) site conditions for each cask based on the actual average conditions at the
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Cco
site that currently stores the most spent fuel in that cask type.13 Site conditions differed for each cask.

S. ,• The effects ofjet fuel fires also were not considered in the analyses. Based on an analysis of actual aircraft
g ~ accidents, Sandia determined that jet fuel would likely be dispersed over a large area in a low-angle impact.a,

Consequently, the resulting petroleum fire would likely be of short duration (generally less than 15 minutes according

to Sandia researchers). Long-duration fires that could damage the casks or even ignite the cladding of the spent fuel
were not seen to be credible for the aircraft impact scenarios considered by Sandia.'4

The results of these analyses, which are considered by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to be classified or
o safeguards information, are detailed in the classified report. In general, the analyses show that some types of impacts

will damage some types of casks. For some scenarios there could be substantial cask-to-cask interactions, including

c a) collisions and partial tip-overs.
.5)> Nevertheless, predicted releases of radioactive material from the casks, mainly noble gases, were relatively

small for all of the scenarios considered by Sandia. The analyses show that the releases were governed by design-
E-(n specific features ofthe casks Sandia noted that the modeling ofsuch releases is difficult and requires expertjudgment
2 ýfor several elements of the calculation. Detailed calculations of the consequences were still in progress when the

committee was briefed on these analyses.

.fl 23)

0 c4.2.2 Other Assaults

Analyses are also being carried out to understand the consequences of other types of assaults on the cask designs
shown in FIGURE 4.3. These include assaults using explosives and certain types of high-energy devices. The
analyses were still underway when the committee was briefed on these analyses, and the results were characterized

by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission as preliminary. Details are provided in the classified report.

E V•

v 4.2.3 Discussion

As noted previously, the dry cask vulnerability analyses were still underway when the committee's classified
study was completed. Based on the analyses it did receive, the committee judges that no cask provides complete
protection against all types of terrorist attacks. The committee judges that releases of radioactive material from dry

x• casks are low for the scenarios it examined with one possible exception as discussed in the classified report. It is
E not clear to the committee whether it is credible to assume that this "exceptional" scenario could actually be carried

out.
a)

B6)6

0

W

(6g)

0

0 ,

C: •'•-•13 As noted in Chapter 1, the committee did not concern itself with how radioactive materials would be transported through

.• • •the environment once they were released from a dry cask. Rather, the committee confined its examination to whether and how
• • much radioactive material mighit be released from a dry cask in the event of a terrorist attack.

• 2•: 14The committee subgroup that visited Germany was briefed on a fire test on the Castor cask that involved a fully engulfing

C]- 0 one-hour petroleum fire. The cask maintained its integrity (luring and after this test. See Appendix C. The results of this test do

0_ - cz not necessarily translate to casks having other designs.

0-.
0).

D D.c

<, ,-'sB
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In the committee's opinion, there are several relatively simple steps that could be taken to reduce the likelihood
of releases of radioactive material from dry casks in the event of a terrorist attack:

0)

C_ .• Additional surveillance could be added to dry cask storage facilities to detect and thwart ground attacks.
0)>' 15

• Certain types of cask systems could be protected against aircraft strikes by partial earthen berms. Such
0) •berms also would deflect the blasts from vehicle bombs.

° Visual barriers could be placed around storage pads to prevent targeting of individual casks by aircraft or
standoff weapons,' 6 These would have to be designed so that they would not trap jet fuel in the event of

-F, an aircraft attack.
FM > The spacing of vertical casks on the storage pads can be changed, or spacers (shims) can be placed between

the casks, to reduce the likelihood of cask-to-cask interactions in the event of an aircraft attack.
E Relatively minor changes in the design of newly manufactured casks could be made to improve their

2 5 •resistance to certain types of attack scenarios.

a C 4.3 POTENTIAL ADVANTAGES OF DRY STORAGE OVER WET STORAGE

SBased on the analyses presented in Chapter 3 and previously in this chapter, the committee judges that dry cask
storage has several potential safety and security advantages over pool storage. These differences can best be

0 illustrated using scenarios for both storage systems based on the Sandia analyses reviewed by the committee. The
use of such scenarios should not be taken to imply that the committee believes that these scenarios are likely

-o or even possible at all storage facilities. They are used only for illustrative purposes.

The following statements can be made about the comparative advantages of dry-cask storage and pool storage
based on the Sandia analyses:

Less spent fuel is at risk in an accident or attack on a dry storage cask than on a spent fuel pool. An
accident or attack on a dry cask storage facility would likely affect at most a few casks and put a few tens of metric
tons of spent fuel at risk. An accident or attack on a spent fuel pool puts the entire inventory of the pool, potentially
hundreds of metric tons of spent fuel, at risk.

7> >The potential consequences of an accident or terrorist attack on a dry cask storage facility are lower
E 0 than those for a spent fuel pool. There are several reasons for this difference:
0 .

a) (1) There is less fuel in a dry cask than in a spent fuel pool and therefore less radioactive material available
a for release.

E (2) Measured on a per-fuel-assembly basis, the inventories of radionuclides available

"nCL

.0

Q) >

• 15 As noted in Chapter 1, the committee did not examine surveillance activities at nuclear power plants and has no basis to
• •' judge whether current activities at dry cask storage facilities are adequate.

16• Th S S at the Palo V r eNuclear Power Pl n nArizona, w i hwas vstdby a subgroup ofc m it emembers,

000

a_ -C incorporates a berm into its design to provide a visual barrier.

0E -c 0n

0)0

0- >
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for release from a dry cask are lower than those from a spent fuel pool because dry casks store older,
0" lower decay- heat fuel.
n -3

(3) Radioactive material releases from a breach in a dry cask would occur through mechanical dispersion.
a_ 7 Such releases would be relatively small. Certain types of attacks on spent fuel pools could result in
S=a much larger dispersal of spent fuel fragments. Radioactive material releases from a spent fuel pool

also could occur as the result of a zirconium cladding fire, which would produce radioactive aerosols.
Such fires have the potential to release large quantities of radioactive material to the environment.

The recovery from an attack on a dry cask would be much easier than the recovery from an attack on
a spent fuel pool. Breaches in dry casks could be temporarily plugged with radiation-absorbing materials until
permanent fixes or replacements could be made. The most significant contamination would likely be confined largely

E• to areas near the cask storage pad and could be detected and decontaminated. The costs of recovery could be high,
2 however, especially if the cask could not be repaired or the spent fuel could not be removed with equipment available

at the plant. A special facility might have to be constructed or brought onto the site to transfer the damaged spent
0 fuel to other casks.

Breaches in spent fuel pools could be much harder to plug, especially if high radiation fields or the collapse of
the overlying building prevented workers from reaching the pool. Complete cleanup from a zirconium cladding fire

a '• would be extraordinarily expensive, and even after cleanup was completed large areas downwind of the site might
C0 remain contaminated to levels that prevented reoccupation (see Chapter 3).

" c It is the potential for zirconium cladding fires in spent fuel pools that gives dry cask storage most of its
comparative safety and security advantages. This comparative advantage can be reduced by lowering the potential

E ._q for zirconium cladding fires in loss-of-pool-coolant events. As discussed in Chapter 3, the committee believes that
there are at least two steps that can be implemented immediately to lower the potential for such fires.

4.4 FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

With respect to the committee's task to examine potential safety and security advantages of dry cask storage
x' using various single-, dual-, or multi-purpose cask designs, the committee offers the following findings and

recommendations:
FINDING 4A: Although there are differences in the robustness of different dry cask designs (e.g., bare-

76 fuel versus canister-based), the differences are not large when measured by the absolute magnitudes of
E radionuclide releases in the event of a breach.

All storage cask designs are vulnerable to some types of terrorist attacks for which radionuclide releases would
be possible. The vulnerabilities are related to the specific

mh:

C0 0 -

y -

•- o

=•_•• •7Since the committee's classified report was published, the committee received an additional briefing from the Nuclear
• • Regulatory Commission suggesting that a radioactive aerosol could be released in one type of terrorist attack. However, the

IL% ._ scenario in question does not appear to the committee to be credible.
0>

V0
ra)
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design features of the casks, but the committee judges that the quantity of radioactive material releases predicted
from such attacks is still relatively small.

FINDING 4B: Additional steps can be taken to make dry casks less vulnerable to potential terrorist
attacks.

Although the vulnerabilities of current cask designs are already small, additional, relatively simple steps can
_ be taken to reduce them. Such steps are listed in Section 4.2.3.

RECOMMENDATION: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission should consider using the results of the
vulnerability analyses for possible upgrades of requirements in 10 CFR 72 for dry casks, specifically to improve
their resistance to terrorist attacks.
The committee was told by Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff that such a step is already under consideration. Based'•>
on the material presented to the committee, there appear to be minor changes that can be made by plant operators and

• cask vendors to increase the resistance of existing and new casks to terrorist attacks (see Section 4.2.3).EE
E With respect to the committee's task to examine the safety and security advantages of dry cask storage versus
2- wet pool storage at reactor sites, the committee offers the following findings and recommendations:

FINDING 4C: Dry cask storage does not eliminate the need for pool storage at operating commercial
a reactors.

0 Newly discharged fuel from the reactor must be stored in the pool for cooling, as discussed in detail in
Chapter 3. Under current U.S. practices, dry cask storage can be used only to store fuel that has been out of the

F reactor long enough (generally greater than five years under current practices) to be air cooled. The fuel in dry cask
storage poses less of a risk in the event of a terrorist attack than newly discharged fuel in pools because there is
substantially reduced probability of initiating a cladding fire.

FINDING 4D: Dry cask storage for older, cooler spent fuel has two inherent advantages over pool

E 2 storage: (1) It is a passive system that relies on natural air circulation for cooling; and (2) it divides the
inventory of that spent fuel among a large number of discrete, robust containers. These factors make it more
difficult to attack a large amount of spent fuel at one time and also reduce the consequences of such attacks.

Each storage cask holds no more than about 10 to 15 metric tons of spent fuel, compared to the several hundred
metric tons of spent fuel that is commonly stored in reactor pools. The robust construction of these casks prevents
large-scale releases of radionuclides in all of the attack scenarios examined by the committee. Some of the attacks
could breach the casks, but many of these breaches would be small and could probably be more easily plugged than
a perforated spent fuel pool wall because radiation fields would be lower and there would be no escaping water to

contend with. Even large breaches of the cask would

,o•
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_ result only in the mechanical dispersal of some of its radionuclide inventory in the immediate vicinity of the

cask.
a .Q "FINDING 4E: Depending on the outcome of plant-specific vulnerability analyses described in the

C committee's classified report, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission might determine that earlier movements
of spent fuel from pools Into dry cask storage would be prudent to reduce the potential consequences of

- terrorist attacks on pools at some commercial nuclear plants.
The statement of task directs the committee to examine the risks of spent fuel storage options and alternatives

for decision makers, not to recommend whether any spent fuel should be transferred from pool storage to cask
storage. In fact, there may be some commercial plants that, because of pool designs or fuel loadings, may require

: Q• some removal of spent fuel from their pools, If there is a need to remove spent fuel it should become clearer once
)>

"-: .the vulnerability and consequence analyses described in Chapter 3 are completed. The committee expects that cost-
benefit considerations would be a part of these analyses.
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TABLE 4.1 Dry Casks Used for Spent Fuel Storage in the United States

wC1
CD

CL

(0 E

-C1

a

CC

C1

•Cask design Ucense holder Type. Fuel type Construction Closure system Number of casks used to;.
ue -for . date: itese; nd number:
storage of casks on oider "

CASTOR V121 . GNSI (General Bre-uel, BWR Ductile cast Iron Primary lid (44 bot), 25 loaded (Sunry); 0
Nuclear Systems, storage-only secondary lid (48 bolts) purchased

r~i

z

CI)

CI)

CASTOR X/333

NAC S r

Inc.)
GNS (Geselischaft
fOr Nuklear-Servlce
mbH)

NAC International

,MC-10 . Westinghouse.

TN-32, TN,40 Transnudear Inc.

eare-fuel,
storage-only,

storage-only

Bare-fuel,
storage-only"

Bare-fuel,
storage-only

are-fruel,
dual-purpose'
canister-
based, dual-
purpose
Canister-
basedi
storage-only
module
Canister-
basdd, dual-
purpose

PWR

PWR

PWR

PWR

BWR

PWR

BWR

PWR,
BWR

Ductile castIoh

Inner and outer
stalnless steel,
shells

Primary lid (44 bolts),
secondary lid (70 cup
screws)
Closure lid (24-bolts)

Stainless and One shield lid and two
carbon steel sealing lids, all blted.

(number of bolts not
available)

IN-68

,Fuel Solution'
*W-1506 .:,
SStorage Cask

I-l-STORM.

Tradrisitcear Inc.

.Soluons

Hollec International

Carbon steel

Carbon steel

Relnforced
concrete wi Inner
steel shell

Stainless steel
shells with un-
reinforced
concrete fillerý

,Carbon steel
shells wth neuti'
absorber polymer

One lid (48 bolts)

One lid (48 bolts)

Canister ild, welded
cask lid (12 bolts)

Canister lid, welded
cask lid (4 bolts)

Canister Nd, welded
cask Nd (54 bolts).

1i load6d (Sury)..0,
purchased

2 loaded (Surry): 0
purchased,

i loaded- (Suny): 0
pOurchased~

61 loaded (4 sites): 22
purchased
24 loaded (Peach
Bottom); 20 purchased:;

,7 loaded (Big Rock
Point): 0 purchased'

58loadld (7 sltes); 177
on order.,

loaded (2 sites'); 6 0
order

HI-STAR 100 Holtec International[
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VSC-24
Ventilated
Concrete Cask

BNFL Fuel-
Solutions

)

r

L

NAC-MPC NAC Internationai

ýNAC- UMS NAC Internmatmionl

"Canister
based,
'storage-only
Canister-:based, dual-
purpose

CanWier-,
based, dual-
purpose,

PWR

PWR

PWR,
BWR

Reinforced ,
concrete with inner
steel shell

Metal canister
.surrounded by,
storage overpack.
Storage overpack,
consists of an
Inner steel liner 3.5
In. thick, two rebar
cages, and
dbncrdte
Metal canister
surrounded by
storage overpack.
Storage overpack
consists of Inner
steel liner 2.5 in.
thick, two rebar
cages, and
concrete

Canister lid, welded
cask Rd (6 bolts),

Canister lid, welded
cask lid over a shield plug
(S hgh-strength bolts),

58 loaded -3 sites); 4
purchased .

21 loaded (Yankee Rowe
and CT Yankee); 59
purchased

cd~

C/C
'-I
0

0

z

.0

ci

C/C

C/C

3Cl

'PC.
(DCS

0-5

Canister lid, welded 80 loaded (2 sites); 165
cask. Rd over a shield plug purchased
(6 high-strength bolt)

Hotiec MP&
24E/EF

NUHOMS

24P. 52B8
61BT, 24PT1,
24M, 32P•T

Hot6c Intternational

Transnuclear Inc.

Canister
based, dual-
purpose

Canister,
based, dual.
purpose

PWR,
BWR

PWR.
BWR

Metal canister
surrounded by
storage overpack.
Storage overpack
consists of Inner
and outer steel
liners, a double.
rebar cage, and
concrete

reinforced
concrete storage
module with
shielded canister

Canister lid, welded
cask lid, shield plug plus
48 bolts

Canister lid, welded
storage module lid,
reinforced concrete

34 loaded (Trojan); 0
purchased

.239 loaded (10 sltes);
>150 purchased
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4 DRY CASK STORAGE AND COMPARATIVE RISKS 74

1- NOTES:

IThe Humboldt Bay Power Plant is licensing a site-specific variation of the HI-STAR System called HI-STAR HE.
CL 2 Some licensees have purchased additional casks that have not yet been loaded, nor are they planned for loading.

"I, >SOURCES: Data compiled from cask license holders (2004).
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c)z

_6 5
0g
00

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

0 o

Implementation of the recommendations in this report will require actions and cooperation by a large number
> 0of parties. This chapter provides a brief discussion of two implementation issues that the committee believes will
" .0be of interest to Congress:

0E
2 •(1) Timing Issues: Ensuring that high-quality, expert analyses are completed in a timely manner.
,• (2) Communication Issues: Ensuring that the results of the analyses are communicated to industry so that

a- appropriate and timely mitigating actions can be taken.
:0)

5.1 TIMING ISSUES

_ •The September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks forced the nation to begin a reexamination of the vulnerability of its
critical infrastructure to high-impact suicide attacks by terrorists. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission was no
exception. The Commission began a top-to-bottom review of security procedures at commercial nuclear power
plants. This review resulted in the issuance of numerous directives to power plant operators to upgrade their security
practices. The Commission also began a series of vulnerability analyses of spent fuel storage to terrorist attacks.

These analyses are described in Chapters 3 and 4,
S1More than three years have passed since the September 11, 2001, attacks. Vulnerability analyses of spent fuel

pool storage to attacks with large aircraft have been performed by EPRI (Chapter 3), and analyses of vulnerabilities
of dry cask storage to large aircraft attacks have been completed by the German organization GRS (Gesellschaft fur

2 > Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit, mbH). However, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's analyses of spent fuel
. storage vulnerabilities have not yet been completed, and actions to reduce vulnerabilities, such as those described

in Chapter 3, on the basis of these analyses have not yet been taken. Moreover, some important additional analyses
remain to be done. The slow pace in completing this work is of concern given the enormous potential consequences

aE as described elsewhere in this report.
The committee does not know the reason for this delay, nor was it asked by Congress for an evaluation. It is

-important to note that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's analyses are addressing a much broader range of
0D

vulnerabilities than just spent fuel storage. The committee nevertheless raises this issue because it appears to be
00 having an impact on the timely completion of critical work and implementation of appropriate mitigative actions

o gfor spent fuel storage.

5.2 COMMUNICATION ISSUES0 0-

During the course ofthis study, the committee had the opportunity to interact with representatives of the nuclear

power industry to discuss their concerns about safety and
0>

2)2

0

[3 .. '0
0 ._00 0 •0
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a) security issues. The committee received numerous comments from industry representatives about the lack of
CL information sharing by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission on the vulnerability analyses described in Chapter 3.

M LThese representatives noted that information flow was predominately in one direction: from the industry to the
a)
_ Commission. The Commission was not providing a reciprocal flow of information that could help the industry better

V, understand and take early actions to address identified vulnerabilities.
- • Restrictions on information sharing by the Commission have resulted in missed opportunities in at least two

= •cases observed by the committee. Analyses of aircraft impacts into power plant structures described in Chapter 3
in were being carried out independently by Sandia for the Commission and by EPRI for the nuclear power industry.

Because of classification restrictions, EPRI was not provided with information about the Sandia work, including

athe results of physical tests that would have helped EPRI validate its models. Both Sandia and the industry would
have benefited had their analysts been able to talk with each other about their models, assumptions, and results while
the analyses were in progress. When the EPRI work was completed the Commission declared it to be safeguards

E information IAs a consequence, some of the EPRI analysts who generated the results'no longer had access to them,
2- 0 and the results could not be shared widely within industry.

_ A similar situation exists with respect to the ENTERGY Corp, spent fuel pool separate effects analyses
-Y described in Chapter 3. ENTERGY is using similar approaches and models as Sandia but has received little or no

guidance from Commission staff about whether the results are realistic or consistent. The ENTERGY analysts told
0

Q. _the committee that they would have benefited had they been able to compare and discuss their approaches and results
'D with Sandia analysts. Sandia analysts were prevented from doing so because of classification issues. Sharing of

ENTERGY's results within the company or across industry may be problematical if they are determined to be

0 classified or safeguards information by the Commission.
Several Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff also privately expressed to the committee their frustration at the

E ._. difficulty in sharing information that they know would be useful to industry. In fact, from the contacts the committee
02
= Q>had, there does not appear to be a lack of willingness to share infornation at the working staff level within the

Commission. Rather, it seems to be an issue of getting permission from upper management and addressing the

classification restrictions.
_• co Much of the difficulty in sharing this information appears to arise because the information is considered by the

4Nuclear Regulatory Commission to be safeguards information or in some cases even classified national security
R •information. Industry analysts and decision makers generally do not have the appropriate personal security

2clearances 2 to access this information. The committee learned that the Commission is making efforts to share more
a oof this information with some industry representatives. The industry will be responsible for implementing any

changes to spent fuel storage to make it less vulnerable to terrorist attack. Clearly, therefore, the industry needs to

E understand the results of the

•co

00C

0

i .•

a)

eu

.to Safeguards information is defined in sectioni 147 of the Atomic Energy Act and in the Code of Federal Regulations, Title
•- 10, Part 73.2. See the glossary for a definition. Authority for designation of safeguards resides with the Nuclear Regulatory

.• • •:Commission.
• • 2 In fact, a personnel security clearance is not required to access safeguards information. One only needs to be of "good

a-• character" and have a "need to know" as determined by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.-E

0a0
00
<
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In

Y Commission's vulnerability analyses to ensure that effective implementation strategies are adopted.
The committee also received complaints during this study from members of the public about the lack of

information sharing. Commission staff have responded to these complaints by stating that such sharing could reveal
u)

C_ sensitive information to terrorists and that the public does not have a "need to know" this information.
_ . The committee fully agrees that information that could prove useful to terrorists should not be released. On the

other hand, the committee believes that there is information that could be shared without compromising national
security. For example, general information about the kinds of threats being considered and general steps being taken
to reduce vulnerabilities could be shared with the public. Information about specific vulnerabilities of spent fuel
pools and dry storage casks to terrorist attacks as well as potential mitigative actions could be shared with industry
without revealing the details about how such attacks might be carried out. Sharing information with industry is
essential for ensuring that mitigative actions to reduce vulnerabilities are carried out. Sharing information with the
public is essential in a nation with strong democratic traditions for sustaining public confidence in the Commission

E as an effective regulator of the nuclear industry, and for reducing the potential for severe environmental, health,

2 economic, and psychological consequences from terrorist attacks should they occur.
-a.

5.3 FINDING AND RECOMMENDATION

FINDING 5A: Security restrictions on sharing of information and analyses are hindering progress in
addressing potential vulnerabilities of spent fuel storage to terrorist attacks.

.0 Current classification and security practices appear to discourage information sharing between the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission and industry. During the course of the study the committee received comments from power
plant operators, their contractors, and Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff about the difficulties of sharing the

E ._c information on the vulnerability of spent fuel storage. Indeed, even the committee found it difficult and in some
cases impossible to obtain needed information (e.g., information on the design basis threat). Such restrictions have
several negative consequences: They Impede the review and feedback processes that can enhance the technical
soundness of the analyses being carried out; they make it difficult to build support within the industry for potential
mitigative measures; and they may undermine the confidence that the industry, expert panels such as this one, and
the public place in the adequacy of such measures.

RECOMMENDATION: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission should improve the sharing of pertinent
0 information on vulnerability and consequence analyses of spent fuel storage with nuclear power plant operators

V- •5 and dry cask storage system vendors on a timely basis.
Wa)

"E Implementation of this recommendation will allow timely mitigation actions. Certain current security practices may•E
E 2 have to be modified to carry out this recommendation.
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_ The committee also believes that the public is an important audience for the work being carried out to assess
EL and mitigate vulnerabilities of spent fuel storage facilities. While it would be inappropriate to share all information

publicly, more constructive interaction with the public and independent analysts could improve the work being
a- carried out and also increase public confidence in Nuclear Regulatory Commission and industry decisions and

actions to reduce the vulnerability of spent fuel storage to terrorist threats.
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A

INFORMATION-GATHERING SESSIONS

31)

The committee organized several meetings and tours to obtain information about the safety and security of
6) > spent fuel storage. A list of these meetings and tours is provided below. The committee held several data-gathering

sessions not open to thepublic to obtain classified and safeguards information about the safety and security of spent
SE fuel storage. The committee also held several data-gathering sessions open to the public to receive unclassified

2 briefings from industry, independent analysts, and other interested parties including members of the public. The
0 written materials (e.g., PowerPoint presentations and written statements) obtained by the committee at these open

S-sessions are posted on the web site for this project: http:iide/s.nas.edu/si/s.

~0
A.1 FIRST MEETING, FEBRUARY 12-13, 2004, WASHINGTON, D.C.

The objective of this meeting was to obtain background information on the study request from staff of the
House Committee on Appropriations, Energy and Water Development Subcommittee. The committee also was
briefed by one of the sponsors of the study and by two independent experts. The following is the list of topics and

- speakers for the open session:

Background on the congressional request for this study. Speaker Kevin Cook, Professional Staff, House
-Committee on Appropriations, Energy and Water Development Subcommittee.
MC• Reducing the hazard from stored spent power-reactor fuel in the United States. Speakers: Frank von Hippel,

Princeton University, and Klaus Janberg, independent consultant, co-authors of the paper entitled
>, "Reducing the Hazard from Stored Spent Power-Reactor Fuel in the United States" (Alvarez et al., 2003).

E • Nuclear power plants and their fuel as terrorist targets. Speaker: Ted Rockwell, MPR Associates, Inc., co-
author of the paper entitled "Nuclear Power Plants and Their Fuel as Terrorist Targets" (Chapin et al.,
2002).

E ° Nuclear Regulatory Commission analyses of spent fuel safety and security. Speaker: Farouk Eltawila,
director, Division of Systems Analysis and Regulatory Effectiveness, Office of Research, Nuclear

3 HE
Regulatory Commission.

On the second day of the meeting, the committee held a data-gathering session not open to the public to obtain
S.2 classified briefings from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission about its ongoing analyses of spent fuel storage

•ii security.

~o •A.2 SECOND MEETING, MARCH 4-6, 2004, ARGONNE, ILLINOIS

During the second meeting, the committee held a data-gathering session not open to the public to receive
classified briefings on spent fuel storage security from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The committee
also toured the Dresden and Braidwood Nuclear

a-.P
0 0'

31)
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yGenerating Stations to see first-hand how spent fuel is managed and stored. The two plants were chosen because
of the differences in their spent fuel storage facilities.

• -A.3 THIRD MEETING, APRIL 15-17, 2004, ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO¢J ,

from During the third meeting, the committee held a data-gathering session not open to the public to receive a briefing
from EPRI on spent fuel storage vulnerabilities. The committee also held a data-gathering session open to the public
to receive briefings on dry cask storage systems and radioactive releases from damaged spent fuel storage casks.

• Speakers on dry cask storage systems: William McConaghy (GNB-GNSI); Steven Sisley (BNFL); Alan
Hanson (Transnuclear Inc.); Charles Pennington (NAC international); and Brian Gutherman (Hoitec
International, via telephone).

E Radionuclide releases from damaged spent fuel. Speaker: Robert Luna, Sandia National Laboratories
2 o (retired).

2 •A.4 TOUR OF SELECTED SPENT FUEL STORAGE INSTALLATIONS IN GERMANY

On April 25-28, 2004, a group of committee members traveled to Germany to meet with German officials and
to visit selected spent fuel storage installations. The agenda of the tour was as follows:

.0)_
r* Meeting with Michael Sailer, chairman of the German reactors safety commission (RSK,

.• -• Reaktorsicherheitskommission).
. Visit to the dry cask manufacturer GNB (Gesellschaft fir Nuklear-Behalter mbH) headquarters in Essen

and the cask assembly facility and test museum in Mtilheim.
• Tour of the Ahaus intermediate dry storage facility.

Meeting with Florentin Lange, GRS (Gesellschaft ftir Anlagen- und Reaktorsicheheit mbH), co-author of
the study entitled "Safety Margins of Transport and Storage Casks for Spent Fuel Assemblies and HAW
Canisters Under Extreme Accident Loads and Effects from External Events" (Lange et al., 2002),

• Tour of the Lingen nuclear power plant and its spent fuel storage facilities.

A summary of information gathered during the tour is provided in Appendix C.

000 A.5 FOUR IH MEETING, MAY 10-12, 2004, WASHINGTON, D.C.

0, During the fourth meeting, the committee held a data-gathering session not open to the public to hold in-depth
,. technical discussions with Sandia National Laboratories staff and contractors on their spent fuel storage vulnerability

analyses. The committee also received an intelligence briefing from Department of Homeland Security staff on
-• • terrorist capabilities and from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff on terrorist scenarios.

SCLThe meeting also included a data-gathering session open to the public that included the following briefings:

a) r- 0

o.>
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• Summary of the field trip to Germany. Speaker: Louis Lanzerotti (committee chair).
* Vulnerabilities of spent nuclear fuel pools to terrorist attacks: issues with the design basis threat. Speaker:

Peter-Stockton, Project on Government Oversight.
C Consequences of a major release of137 Cs into the atmosphere. Speaker: Jan Beyea, Consulting in the Public

Interest.

A.6 FIFTH MEETING, MAY 26-28, 2004, WASHINGTON, D.C.

The objective of this closed meeting (i.e., open only to committee members and staff) was to finalize the
classified report for National Research Council review.

0)

=E A.7 TOURS OF SELECTED SPENT FUEL STORAGE FACILITIES AT U.S. NUCLEAR POWER
EE PLANTS

On June 11 and June 14, 2004, respectively, committee subgroups visited the Palo Verde Nuclear Generating
-a Station in Arizona and the Indian Point Nuclear Generating Station in New York.

• A.8 SIXTH MEETING, JUNE 28-29, 2004
a0)

E°• The objective of this closed meeting was to complete work on the classified report.

0)-M A.9 SEVENTH MEETING, AUGUST 12-13, 2004
E.-

The objective of this closed meeting was to develop a public version of the committee's report. The committee
also held a data-gathering session not open to the public to receive a briefing from the Department of Homeland
Security on steps being taken to address the findings and recommendations in the classified report.

-> > A.10 EIGHTH MEETING, OCTOBER 28-29, 2004

0 The objective of this closed mee,:ng was to continue work to develop a public version of the committee's report.
C) The committee also held a data-gathering session not open to the public to receive a briefing from the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission on steps beii~g taken to address the findings and recommendations in the classified report.

0~*

2 A.11 NINTH MEETING, NOVEMBER 29-30, 2004

The objective of this closed meeting was to continue work to develop a public version of the committee's report.
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A. 12 TENTH MEETING, JANUARY 24-25, 2005

The objective of this closed meeting was to continue work to develop a public version of the committee's report.
The committee also held a data-gathering session not open to the public to meet with three commissioners from the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Chairman Nils Diaz and members Edward McGaffigan and Jeffrey Merrifield)
to discuss what additional information the commission might be willing to make available to the committee on
human-factors-related issues.

tn
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES OF COMMITTEE MEMBERS

LOUIS J. LANZEROTTI, Chair, is an expert in geophysics and electromagnetic waves and a veteran of over
40 National Research Council (NRC) studies. He currently consults for Bell Laboratories, Lucent Technologies,

o •and is a distinguished professor for solar-terrestrial research at the New Jersey Institute of Technology. Previously,

SE he was a distinguished member of the technical staff at Bell Labs. His research interests include space plasmas and

2 engineering problems related to the impacts of atmospheric and space processes on telecommunications on
commercial satellites and transoceanic cables. He has been associated with numerous National Aeronautics and

_Y Space Administration (NASA) space missions as well, including Voyager, Ulysses, Galileo, and Cassini, and with
commercial space satellite missions to research design and operational problems associated with spacecraft and

a acable operations. In 1988, he was elected to the National Academy of Engineering for his work on energetic particles
and electromagnetic waves in the earth's magnetosphere, including their impact on space and terrestrial

0communication systems. He has twice received the NASA Distinguished Public Service Medal and has a geographic
feature in Antarctica named in his honor He was appointed to the National Science Board by President George W.

CID Bush in 2004. Dr. Lanzerotti holds a Ph.D. in physics from Harvard University.
CARL A.ALEXANDER is an expert in the behavior of nuclear material at high temperatures and also in

biological and chemical weapons. He is chief scientist and senior research leader at the Battelle Memorial Institute
in Columbus, Ohio. Dr. Alexander worked on fuel design and behavior for the aircraft nuclear propulsion program

<- and several space nuclear power projects, including the Viking, Voyager, and Cassini missions. He helped analyze'
the evolution of the Three Mile Island accident and is involved in the French Phebus fission product experiments,
which are to reproduce all of the phenomena involved during a nuclear power reactor core meltdown accident He

Z> >has served as a consultant to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and, in the 1970s, worked on the first experiments
E 0 on the effects of an attack on spent fuel shipping containers using shaped charges. He currently leads research

projects on agent neutralization and collateral effects for weapons of mass destruction for the Defense Threat
W Reduction Agency and the Navy, and on lethality of missile defense technologies for the Missile Defense Agency.
a E Dr. Alexander has taught materials science and engineering at the Ohio State University and has served as graduate
00 advisor and adjunct professor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, University of Southampton in the United

Kingdom, and the University of Maryland. He has authored over 100 peer-reviewed articles and technical reports,- many of which are classified. He holds a Ph.D. in materials science from Ohio State University.
ROBERT M.BERNERO is a nuclear engineering and regulatory expert. He is now an independent consultant

= .• after retiring from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) in 1995. In 23 years of service for the USNRC
Mr. Bernero held numerous positions in reactor licensing, fuel cycle facility licensing, engineering standards

St4Edevelopment, risk assessment research, and waste management. His final position at USNRC was as director of the
Office of Nuclear Materials Safety and Safeguards, Prior to joining the USNRC he worked for the General Electric

= .0 Company in nuclear technology for 13 years. He has served as a member of the Commission of Inquiry for an
International
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•_ Review of Swedish Nuclear Regulatory Activities, and he currently consults on nuclear safety-related matters,
C) particularly regarding nuclear materials licensing and radioactive waste management. Mr, Bernero received his B.A.

degree from St. Mary of the Lake (Illinois), a B.S. degree from the University of Illinois, and an M.S, degree from
_ Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.

0) M.QUINN BREWSTER is an expert in energetic solids and heat transfer. He is currently the Hermia G. Soo
Professor of Mechanical Engineering at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. He is involved in the
Academic Strategic Alliance Program, whose objective is to develop integrated software simulation capability for

coupled, system simulation of solid rocket motors including internal ballistics (multi-phase, reacting flow) and
structural response (propellant grain and motor case). Dr. Brewster has authored one book on thermal radiative
transfer and chapters in four other books as well as several publications on combustion science. He is a fellow of
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers and associate fellow of the American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics. Dr. Brewster holds a Ph.D. in mechanical engineering from the University of California at Berkeley.

=E EGREGORY R.CHOPPIN is an actinide elements and radiochemistry expert. He is currently the R.O.Lawton
_2 0 Distinguished Professor Emeritus of Chemistry at Florida State University. His research interests involve the

chemistry and separation of the f-elements and the physical chemistry of concentrated electrolyte solutions. During
a postdoctoral period at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University of California. Berkeley, he participated in

2 0the discovery of mendelevium, element 101. His research and educational activities have been recognized by the
American Chemical Society's Award in Nuclear Chemistry, the Southern Chemist Award of the American Chemical

Society, the Manufacturing Chemist Award in Chemical Education, the Chemical Pioneer Award of the American-E
0 Institute of Chemistry, a Presidential Citation Award of the American Nuclear Society, the Becquerel Medal, British

Royal Society, and honorary D.Sc. degrees from'Loyola University and the Chalmers University of Technology
(Sweden). Dr. Choppin previously served on the NRC's Board on Chemical Sciences and Technology and Board
on Radioactive Waste Management He holds.a Ph.D. in inorganic chemistry from the University of Texas, Austin.

NANCY J.COOKE is an expert in the development, application, and evaluation of methodologies to elicit
-O9and assess individual and team knowledge. She is currently a professor in the applied psychology program at Arizona

State University East. She also holds a National Research Council Associateship position with Air Force Research
Laboratory and serves on the hoard of directors of the Cognitive Engineering Research Institute in Mesa, Arizona.
Her current research areas are the following: cognitive engineering, knowledge elicitation, cognitive task analysis,

R team cognition, team situation awareness, mental models, expertise, and human-computer interaction. Her most
recent work includes the development and validation of methods to measure shared knowledge and team situation
awareness and research on the impact of cross- training, distributed mission environments, and workload on team
knowledge, process, and performance. This work has. been applied to team cognition in unmanned aerial vehicle•E
and emergency operation center command-and-control& She contributed to the creation of the Cognitive Engineering
Research on Team Tasks Laboratory to develop, apply, and evaluate measures of team cognition. She has authored
or co-authored over 70 articles, chapters, and technical reports on measuring team cognition, knowledge elicitation,
and human-computer interaction. Dr. Cooke holds a Ph.D. in cognitive psychology from New Mexico State
University, Las Cruces.
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GORDON R.JOHNSON is an expert in penetration mechanics and computational mechanics. He is currently
M0) aa senior scientist and manager of the solid mechanics group at Network Computing Services. His recent work has

included the development of computational mechanics codes that include finite elements and meshless particles.
He has also developed computational material models to determine the strength and failure characteristics of a
variety of materials subjected to large strains, strain rates, temperatures, and pressures. His work for the U.S.
Departments of Energy and Defense has included a wide range of intense impulsive loading computations for high-
velocity impact and explosive detonation. He was a chief engineering fellow during his 35 years at Alliant
Techsystems (formerly Honeywell). He has served as a technical advisor for university contracts with the Army
Research Office, and an industry representative for its strategic planning, and was a member of the founding board
of directors for the Hypervelocity Impact Society. Dr. Johnson holds a Ph.D. in structures from the University of
Minnesota, Minneapolis.

>ROBERT P.KENNEDY has expertise in structural dynamics and earthquake engineering. He is currency an
independent consultant in structural mechanics and engineering. Dr. Kennedy has worked on static and dynamic

P)
2 analysis and the design of special-purpose civil and mechanical-type structures, particularly for the nuclear,
_ petroleum, and defense industries. He has designed structures to resist extreme loadings, including seismic loadings,
Smissile impacts, extreme winds, impulsive loads, and nuclear environmental effects, and he has developed

computerized structural analysis methods. He also served as a peer reviewer for an EPRI study on aircraft impacts
on nuclear power plants. In 1991, he was elected to the National Academy of Engineering for developing design

C • procedures for civil and mechanical structures to resist seismic and other extreme loading conditions. Dr. Kennedy
holds a Ph.D. in structural engineering from Stanford University.

KENNETH K.KUO is an expert in combustion, rocket propulsion, ballistics, and fluid mechanics. He is a
= -6j Distinguished Professor of Mechanical Engineering at the Pennsylvania State University. He is also the leader and
E .director of the university's High Pressure Combustion Laboratory, a laboratory with advanced instrumentation and
OC data acquisition devices. Dr. Kuo has directed team research projects in propulsion and combustion studies for 32

years. He has edited eight books and authored one book on combustion, published over 300 technical articles, and
served as principal investigator for more than 70 projects, including a Multidisciplinary University Research

O •Initiative (MURI) grant from the U.S. Army on "Ignition and Combustion of High Energy Materials," He is now
serving as principal investigator and co-principal investigator for two MURI programs on rocket and energetic

x• materials. In 1991, he was elected fellow of American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics and has received
0 several awards for his work on solid propellants combustlun processes. Dr. Kuo holds a Ph.D. in aerospace and

mechanical sciences from Princeton University.
RICHARD T.LAHEY, JR., is an expert in multiphý'se flow and heat transfer technology, nuclear reactor

=L E
E safety, and the use of advanced technology for industrial applications. He is currently the Edward E.Hood Professor

of Engineering at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI) and was previously chair of the Department of Nuclear
Engineering and Science, director of the Center for Multiphase Research, and the dean of engineering at RPI.
Previously, Dr. Lahey held several technical and managerial positions with the General Electric Company, including
overall responsibility for all domestic and foreign R&D programs associated with boiling water nuclear reactor
thermal-hydraulic and safety technology. He has chaired several committees for the American Society of Mechanical
Engineering, American Nuclear Society, American institute for Chemical Engineering, American Society
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for Engineering Education, and NASA. His current research is funded by the Department of Energy's Naval
Reactors Program, the Office of Naval Research, the National Science Foundation, the New York State Energy

Research and Development Authority, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and the Defense Advanced Research

a- Projects Agency. He currently consults on nuclear reactor safety problems and the chemical processing of non-
nuclear materials and is a member of the Board of Managers of PJM Interconnection, LLC. In 1994, he was elected
to the National Academy of Engineering for his contributions to the fields of multiphase flow and heat transfer and
nuclear reactor safety technology. In 1995, he became a member of the Russian Academy of Sciences-Baskortostan
and he is a fellow of the American Nuclear Society and of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. He has
authored or co-authored over 300 technical publications, including 10 books or handbooks and 160 journal articles.
Dr. Lahey holds a Ph.D. in mechanical engineering from Stanford University.

KATHLEEN R.MEYER has expertise in health physics and radio logic risk assessment. She is a principal
of Keystone Scientific, Inc., and is currently involved in risk assessments for public health and the environment
from radionuclides and chemicals at several U.S. Department of Energy sites. Other work includes an assessment
of the interim radionuclide soil action levels adopted by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), the U.S.

m Environmental Protection Agency, and the Colorado Department of Health and Environment for cleanup at the
x -a. Rocky Flats Environmental Technology Site. She has been a member of the National Council on Radiation Protection
2 0)and Measurements Historical Dose Evaluation Committee. Dr. Meyer has authored or co-authored several peer-

Lreviewed articles, including papers on cancer research, historical evaluation of past radionuclide and chemical

releases, and risk assessment of radionuclides and chemicals. She holds a Ph.D. in radiological health sciences from-E
Colorado State University.

FREDRICK J. MOODY is an expert thermal hydraulics and two-phase flow in nuclear power reactors. In
z -T 1999, he retired after 41 years of service at General Electric Company and 28 years as an adjunct professor of

E .-• mechanical engineering at San Jose State University. Dr. Moody was the recipient of several prestigious career
awards, including the General Electric Power Sector Award for Contributions to the State-of-the-Art for Two-Phase
Flow and Reactor Accident Analysis. He has served as a consultant to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, teaches thermal hydraulics for General Electric's Nuclear Energy
Division, and continues to review thermal analyses for General Electric. Dr. Moody is a fellow of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, which awarded him the George Westinghouse Gold Medal in 1980, and the

X •Pressure Vessels and Piping Medal in 1999. He has also received prestigious career awards from General Electric
and was elected to the Silicon Valley Engineering Hall of Fame. Dr. Moody was elected to the National Academy
of Engineering in 2001 for pioneering and vital contributions to the safety design of boiling water reactors and for

w his role as educator. He has published three books and more than 50 papers. Dr. Moody holds a Ph.D in mechanical
a E

-E engineering from Stanford University.
a, TIMOTHY R.NEAL is an expert in weapons technology aild explosives. He began his career at Los Alamos

• aNational Laboratory in 1967 and has led programs addressing weapon hydrodynamics, explosions inside structures
and above ground, image analysts, and dynamic testing. He also has held several management positions within the
Laboratory's nuclear weapons arena, including leadership of the Explosives Technology and Applications Division
and of the Advanced Design and Production Technologies Initiative. He spearheaded Los Alamos' Stockpile

- 2 Stewardship and Management Programmatic
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_ Environmental impact Statement and helped establish the U.S. Department of Energy's new Stockpile
Stewardship Program. More recently, he has served as a senior technical advisor to the U.S. Department of Energy

• -on nuclear explosive safety, and he has worked closely with the Pantex Plant for nuclear weapons production in
•_ • Amarillo, Texas, in establishing a new formal basis for operational safety. Dr. Neal has received four DOE excellence

awards, including one for hydrodynamics, and authored various technical papers and reports as well as one book
on explosive phenomena. He holds a Ph.D. in physics from Carnegie-Mellon University.

LORING A.WYLLIE, JR. is an expert in structural engineering and senior principal of Degenkolb Engineers.
'n His work has included seismic evaluations, analysis, and design of strengthening measures to improve seismic

performance. He has performed seismic assessments and proposed strengthening solutions for several buildings
within the U.S. Department of Energy weapons complex and for civilian buildings, some of which have historical
significance. Mr. Wyllie's expertise is also recognized in several countries, including the former Soviet Union where
he worked on an Exxon facility. Mr. Wyllie is a past president of the Earthquake Engineering Research Institute.

,E His contributions to the profession of structural engineering were recognized by his election to the National Academy
2- of Engineering in 1990 and his honorary membership in the Structural Engineers Association of Northern California.

In recognition of Mr. Wyllie's expertise in concrete design and performance, the American Concrete Institute named
-Y him an honorary member in 2000. Mr. Wyllie also was elected an honorary member of the American Society of

Civil Engineers in 2001. He holds a M.S. degree from the University of California, Berkeley.
PETER D.ZIMMERMAN is an expert in nuclear physics and terrorism. He is currently the chair of science

and security and director of the Centre for Science & Security Studies at King's College in London. He previously
0 served as the chief scientist of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, where his responsibilities included nuclear

testing, nuclear arms control, cooperative threat reduction, and bioterrorism. Previously, he served as science advisor
for arms control in the U.S. State Department, where he provided advice directly to Assistant Secretary for Arms

E .Control and the Undersecretary for Arms Control and International Security. His responsibilities included technical
aspects of the Comprehensiye Test Ban Treaty, biological arms control, missile defense, and strategic arms control.
Dr. Zimmerman spent many years in academia as professor of physics at Louisiana State University. He is the author
of more than 100 articles on basic physics as well as arms control and national security. His most recent publication

_• is the monograph "Dirty Bombs: The Threat Revisited," which was published by the National Defense University
in the Defense Horizons series. Dr. Zimmerman holds a Ph.D. in experimental nuclear and elementary particle

R physics from Stanford University and a Fil. Lic. degree from the University of Lund, Sweden. He is a fellow of the
o American Physical Society and a member of its governing council. He is a recipient of the 2004 Joseph A, Burton/

Forum award for physics in the public interest.
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C

TOUR OF SELECTED SPENT FUEL STORAGE-RELATED
INSTALLATIONS IN GERMANYCLC

On April 25-28, 2004, six committee members visited spent fuel storage-related installations in Germany. The
following is a summary of some of the pertinent information obtained from that trip.

Several organizations and individuals worked with committee staff to make this trip possible. The committee
would especially like to acknowledge Alfons Liihrmann and William McConaghy of GNB/GNSI (Gesellschaft ffir
Nuklear-Behdlter, mbH/General Nuclear Systems, Inc.), who organized site visits; Klaus Janberg (STP engineering);
Michael Sailer, chairman of RSK (Reaktorsicherheitskommission-reactor safety commission); Holger Broeskamp
manager of GNS (Gesellchaft ftir Nuklear-Service, mbH-Germany's nuclear industry consortium) and his staff;
Wolfgang Sowa, managing director of GNB (Gesellschaft ftir Nuklear-Behilter, mbH) and his staff; Florentin Lange
of GRS (Gesellschaft ffr Anlagen-und Reaktorsicherheit, mbH); and Hubertus Fltigge, vice-president of the RWE
Power AG plants in Lingen and his staff, who allowed the committee to visit the reactor building and the site's spent
fuel storage facility.

0 m

C.A GERMAN COMMERCIAL NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
E._

Germany currently has 18 operating commercial nuclear power reactors at 12 sites. Approximately one-third
of the reactors are boiling water reactors (BWRs) and two-thirds are pressurized water reactors (PWRs).

The design for PWR plants is illustrated schematically in FIGURE C. 1. It consists of a dome-shaped reactor
building constructed of reinforced concrete and a spherical inner containment structure constructed of steel. The

-: reactor core, spent fuel pool, and steam generators are located within the inner containment. The emergency core-
Rl cooling systems are located outside the inner containment but within the reactor building.
E The German BWR reactor building design is generally similar to a PWR, However, the spent fuel pool is

outside the inner containment structure but within the reactor building. The reactor building is also a different shape
(rectangular or cylindrical).

E There are three generations of commercial nuclear power plants in Germany, each having increasingly thick
walls:

0- ¢0

, First-generation plants have reactor building walls that are less than 1 meter thick. There are four plants of
._= this type.

_0 t Second-generation plants have reactor building walls that are slightly more than 1 meter thick. There are
a .five plants of this type.

Third-generation plants have reactor building walls that are about 2 meters thick, There are nine plants of
this type.'

0
_->

0

0_.-L The committee subgroup visited one of these plants (the Lingen power plant) during its tour.

0) a)

0)

<)
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Some first- and second-generation plants have independent emergency systems in a bunkered building that
contains some safety trains and a control room. These systems are capable of delivering water to the reactor after
an accident or attack if the pipe systems within the reactor building survive.

•_ Second- and third-generation plants were designed to withstand the crash of military fighter jets. Second-
generation plants were designed to withstand the crash of a Starfighter jet at the typical landing speed. Third-
generation plants were designed to withstand the crash of a Phantom jet at the typical cruising speed. This is

_ .considered to be part of the "design basis threat" for nuclear power plants in Germany. This information on the
design basis threat has been made available to the public by the German government.
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Plant operators must show that of the four safety trains (each train contains 50 percent of the safety system) at
a) the plant, at least two will survive such a crash. The crash parameters (e.g,, aircraft type, speed, and angle) have
•. been established by RSK. The crash parameters have been published and the public knows about them. Each plant
_ must perform an independent analysis of each reactor building. Sometimes two separate analyses have to be provided
2, for the same site if there are two or more reactors with different designs.

In 1998, the German government decided to phase out nuclear energy. Commercial nuclear plants will be
allowed to generate an agreed-to amount of electricity before shutdown. Currently, the Lingen and the
Neckarwestheim-2 plants have, the highest remaining electricity production allowance and will be shutdown in 2021

a) or 2022, should no revision of this political decision be implemented.
Qa)

0• C.2 SPENT FUEL STORAGE
E E Until recently, all spent fuel at German plants was stored in the reactor pools until it could be sent to Sellafield

=- (U.K.) or La Hague (France) for reprocessing. In the 1980s, plants began to re-rack their spent fuel pools to increase
storage capacities (the older German nuclear plants were designed to contain one full reactor core plus one third of

0 C. a core). Regulators became concerned that the emergency cooling systems were not sufficient to handle the increased
heat loads in spent fuel pools from this re-racking. Some plants added additional cooling circuits to address this
concern. Only one power plant (an older plant at Obrigheim) has wet interim pool storage in-a bunkered building.

A discussion of alternative spent fuel storage options began in 1979. A reprocessing plant had been proposed
0 at Gorleben that would have had several thousand metric tons of pool storage. The German government concluded

Z5• c: that while there were no major technical issues for reprocessing, wet fuel storage was a potential problem because
cooling systems could be disrupted in a war. GNS decided to shift from wet to dry storage for centralized storage

E ._. facilities.
There are two centralized storage facilities in Germany: Gorleben and Ahaus. Gorleben is designed to store

vitrified high-level waste from spent fuel reprocessing and spent fuel from commercial power reactors. Ahaus is.
designed to store spent fuel from test reactors and other special types of fuel. Ahaus currently stores 305 casks of
reactor fuel from the decommissioned Thorium High Temperature Reactor, three casks of PWR spent fuel from the
Neckarwestheim site, and three casks of BWR spent fuel from the Gundremmingen site. The latter shipment

x produced large public demonstrations and required the deployment of 35,000 police officers to maintain security.
0 At the end of 2001, the German utility companies and the German federal government agreed to avoid all

0) 6transport of spent fuel in Germany because of intense public opposition. The German government recently passed
a law making it illegal to transport spent nuclear fuel to reprocessing plants in France and the United Kingdom after

E June 30, 2005. However, there is no legal restriction concerning the transport of spent fuel from power reactors to
S. other destinations (e.g., to dry storage facilities). The government and power plant operators have negotiated an

aagreement to develop dry cask storage facilities at each of the 12 nuclear power plant sites to avoid the need for
T offsite spent fuel transport.
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These dry cask storage facilities are to be constructed by 2006. They are licensed to store fuel for 40 years.
CL There are three dry cask storage facility designs in Germany:

1. WTI design: The walls and roof are constructed of 80 and 50 centimeters, respectively, of reinforced
S>, concrete.

2. STEAG design: The wails and roof are constructed of 1.2 and 1.3 meters, respectively, of reinforced

concrete. This design is used at the Lingen Nuclear Power Plant dry storage facility visited by the
committee (FIGURE C.2).

3. GNK design: This is a tunnel design and is under construction at the Neckarwestheim nuclear power

plant.

co The use of reinforced concrete in these facilities was originally intended for radiation protection and structural
E •support, not for terrorist attacks.
8 ~In 1999, RSK issued guidelines for dry storage, which were released in 2001 (RSK, 2001). Licensing a dry

storage facility in Germany requires several safety demonstrations and analyses. As part of the licensing procedures
for a storage facility, the license applicant must do independent calculations that demonstrate how the building
features meet the safety standards and the design basis threat. This threat includes an armed group of intruders and

the impact of a Phantom 2 military jet. It also includes a shaped charge. The scenario of a deliberate crash of a large
civilian airplane has been considered and analyzed as part of the recent licensing of onsite dry storage facilities but
is not established as part of the design basis threat. There are public hearings during which the license applicant

o •explains the safety features of the storage facility. The public is aware of the design basis threat, and it is provided
with the results of the analysis but not with the details.

E .2

•E

-- 41

= N •oFIGURE C.2 Dry cask spent fuel storage building at the Lingen Nuclear Power Plant.
= o SOURCE: RWE Power.
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There are six temporary (i.e., five- to seven-year) storage facilities in use at reactor sites until these dry cask
storage facilities become available. The casks in these temporary storage facilities are stored horizontally and are
protected by concrete "garages" designed to withstand the impact of a Phantom military jet.

Spent commercial fuel is stored in CASTOR® casks (FIGURE C.3) that were originally designed and
developed by the German utility-owned company GNB. These casks can store either PWR or BWR spent fuel
assemblies. The design consists of a ductile cast iron cylindrical cask body with integral circumferential fins
machined into the outer surface to maximize heat transfer; inside, the spent fuel assemblies are inserted in a borated
stainless steel basket. The cask has a double-lid system that is protected by a third steel plate. The cask complies
with the international regulations of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) as a type B(U) package.

Spent fuel is typically cooled for five years in a pool before it is put in dry cask storage; some other custom-
made cask designs can hold fuel that has been cooled for shorter (minimum two years) or longer times depending
on the fuel characteristics and fuel bum-up. Current fuel bum-ups in Germany (52 to 55 gigawatt-days per metric
ton) are similar to those in the United States.

FIGURE C.3 Typical features of a CASTOR cask used at the Lingen Nuclear Power Plant.
SOURCE: RWE Power AG Lingen Nuclear Power Plant.

2Gesellschaft fdr Nuklear-Behalter, mbH.
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_ C.3 RESPONSE TO THE SEPTEMBER 11, 2001, TERRORIST ATTACKS IN THE UNITED
0•- STATES

The September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks on the United States caused the German government to reassess the

security of its nuclear power plants and spent fuel storage facilities. RSK held meetings starting in October 2001 to
discuss the implications of the September 11 attacks for German commercial nuclear power plants. It issued a short

statement recommending that an analysis be carried out on each plant to assess its vulnerability to September 11-

type attacks. These analyses have not yet been undertaken. Plant operators assert that terrorist attacks are a general
a, risk of society and should be treated like attacks on other infrastructure (e.g., chemical facilities). The Lander (state)

governments, which are responsible for licensing commercial power plants in Germany, do not require these
analyses. RSK recommended that the federal government develop a checklist for such an analysis, but this also has
not been done.

E A general analysis of the impact of the different civilian aircraft on commercial nuclear plants was requested

2 by BMU3 and has been carried out by GRS.4 The result of the discussions between RSK and BMU on the basis of
, ý3 this report was that plant specific sensitivity analyses are needed. GRS was also involved in the framing of the recent

c .-.u German licensing process in the analysis of the consequences of civilian aircraft attacks on STEAG-and WTI-design

spent fuel storage facilities using three sizes of aircraft (ranging from Airbus A320- to Boeing 747-size aircraft).
0)

C.4 TESTS ON GERMAN CASKS

The casks that are used in German dry cask storage facilities have been subjected to several tests that simulate

accidents and terrorist attacks. The following types of tests were performed on these casks or cask materials.

,0 • Airplane crash test simulations with military aircraft (Phantom type) are part of the licensing requirements for
both casks and storage facilities. Between 1970 and 1980 a number of tests on storage casks were carried out at the

Meppen military facility in Germany. A one-third scale model of a GNB cask was used to simulate the impact of a
turbine shaft of a military aircraft using a hollow-tube projectile. Two different impact orientations were used:

5 >• perpendicular to upright cask body (lateral impact) and perpendicular to center of lid system. The projectile

E 6 completely disintegrated in the test, but the cask sustained only minor damage.
E.0.0 The jet aircraft tests were carried out because of safety concerns, but after September 11, 2001, intentional

crashes of aircraft also were considered. Investigations by BAM (Bundesanstalt ftir Materialforschung und -prtifung)

-E and GRS concluded that CASTOR-type casks would maintain their integrity when intentionally hit by a commercial
aircraft.

0)

.2

76

C 5,

.i6 -e

4Gesellschaft ffir Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS), mbH (Company for' Installation and Reactor Safety). GRS is
= -- :EGermany's main research institution on nuclear safety. It is an independent, nonprofit organization, founded in 1977, and has

_ 2) about 450 employees. GRS funds its work through research contracts. Some have compared GRS to Sandia National Laboratories
a_ - in the United States.
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_ Other types of terrorist attacks have been a long-standing concern to the German government because of

, .K terrorism activities in Europe in the 1970s and 1980s. A series of tests simulating terrorist attacks on casks were
done in Germany, France, the United States (for the German government), and Switzerland (for the Swiss

_ government). Additional tests may have been done that are not publicly acknowledged.
In 1979-1980 at the German Army facility in Meppen, a "hollow charge" (i.e., shaped charge) weapon was

fired at a ductile cast iron plate and fuel assembly dummy to simulate a CASTOR cask. The cask plate was perforated
but release fractions from the fuel assembly were not examined. From this experiment, the German government
concluded that the wall thickness of the cask should not be less than 300 millimeters.

Other tests were carried out at the Centre d'Etude de Gramat in France in 1992 on behalf of the Germany Federal
•0 Ministry of Environment, Nature Protection and Nuclear Safety (BMU) (Lange et al,, 1994), These tests involved

shaped charges directed at a CASTOR cask (type CASTOR lla, the cask was one third of the regular length) filled
0) with nine fuel element dummies with depleted uranium. The fuel rods were pressurized to 40 bars to simulate fuel

Ebum-up, but the cask interior was at atmospheric pressure or at reduced pressure of 0.8 bar. The shaped charge
0 0 perforated the cask and penetrated fuel elements. This damaged the fuel and resulted in the release of fuel particles

L3 from the cask.
- These particles were collected, and their particle size distribution was measured. About 1 gram of uranium was

released in particles of less than 12.5-microns aerodynamic diameter, and 2.6 grams of uranium were released in
particles with a size range between 12.5 and 100 microns. If the pressure inside the cask was reduced to 0.8 bar (to
simulate the conditions during interim storage of spent fuel in Germany), the releases were reduced by two-thirds:

0.4 gram for particle sizes less than 12.5 microns and about 0.3 gram for particles between 12.5 and 100 microns.
In 1998, a demonstration was carried out at the Aberdeen Proving Ground in the United States using an anti-

tank weapon on a CASTOR cask. The purpose of this demonstration was to show that a concrete jacket on the
exterior of the cask could prevent perforation. The weapon was first fired at the cask without the jacket. It perforated
the front wall of the cask. The concrete Jacket was effective in preventing perforation of the cask. Committee
members saw a specimen of this cask at the GNB workshop (see FIGURE C.4).

Also in 1999, explosion of a liquid gas tank next to a cask was performed by the German BAM (Federal Office
of Material Research and Testing) to study the effect of accidents involving fire or explosions in the vicinity of the

cask during transportation or storage. The gas tank and the CASTOR cask were initially about 8 feet (2.5 meters)
x apart. Explosion of the tank generated a fire ball 330 to 500 feet (100 to 150 meters) in diameter. The explosion
0• projected the cask 23 feet (7 meters) away and tilted it by 180 degrees, causing it to hit the ground on the lid side.

0 =• Examination after the explosion showed no change in the containment properties of the lid system.
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FIGURE C.4 Section of a CASTOR cask showing the perforation made by a shaped charge at the Aberdeen Proving
Ground. SOURCE: Courtesy of GNB/GNSI.
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I T

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF CURRENT
_COMMERCIAL POWER REACTOR FUEL OPERATIONS

0• There are 103 commercial power reactors operating in the United States at this time. Almost all of them are

ýp > operating with spent fuel pools that are too small to accommodate cumulative spent fuel discharges. This short
appendix was prepared to provide a historical background for power reactor fuel operations and pool and dry-cask
storage of spent fuel.

D.I DESIGN FOR A CLOSED FUEL CYCLE

The first large generation of commercial reactors in the United States were almost all light water reactors

•- a (LWRs), that is, nuclear reactors that use ordinary water to cool the core and to moderate the neutrons emitted by
a) •fission. The hydrogen atoms in the water coolant moderate, or slow down the fission-emitted neutrons to an energy
0 level that is more likely to cause fission when the neutron strikes a fissile atom. These reactors were designed,

developed, and licensed in the 1960s and 1970s, although many were not completed until the 1980s. Their design

power output increased rapidly, as it did for non-nuclear power plants, in order to achieve economies of scale. Thus,
the earlier plants in this generation were designed to produce 500-900 megawatts of electrical power (MWe) while
later units increased to 1000-1200 MWe. The number of LWRs built and ordered by the U.S. industry began to

approach 200. All of these plants were being designed for a closed fuel cycle, that is, for the uranium oxide fuel,
2 enriched to 2-5 percent uranium-235, to be loaded and "burned" to a level of 20-30 gigawatt-days per metric ton

of uranium (GWd/MTU), then reprocessed in commercial plants to separate the still usable fissionable, or fissile,
materials in the spent fuel from the radioactive waste. The reprocessing plants would recover the fissile
plutonium-239 formed from uranium-238 during reactor operations and residual fissile uranium-235 for use as fuel

E 0 in LWRs and later in breeder reactors (USNRC, 1976).
- 6By the mid-1970s commercial reprocessing plants were built, under construction, or planned in New York,

Illinois, South Carolina, and Tennessee, with a combined projected capacity to reprocess more than 6000 MTU of
E spent fuel per year. For comparison, a large LWR discharges about 20 MTU of spent fuel at a refueling. By this

time the price of fresh uranium was dropping and the cost of fuel reprocessing made it difficult for recycle fuel to
• •compete with fresh fuel. Also, there was controversy about the risk of fissile material diversion if recycled plutonium
awas moved in commercial traffic. Both existin fuel reprocessing plants withdrew from licensing for technical

reasons and then, on April 7, 1977, President Carter issued a policy statement that "we will defer indefinitely the
2 commercial reprocessing and recycling of the plutonium produced in the U.S. nuclear power programs." The

a ~statement went on to say: "The plant at Barnwell, South Carolina, will receive neither federal encouragement nor
funding for its completion as a reprocessing facility." After consultation with the White House, the U.S. Nuclear

b o Regulatory Commission (USNRC) terminated its Final Generic Environmental Statement on the Use of Recycled

£1=o= Plutonium in Mixed Oxide Fuel in Light-Water Cooled Reactors (GESMO) proceedings.
P -Thus, the U.S. nuclear industry was immediately changed from a closed fuel cycle, with recycle, to an open or

3, once-through fuel cycle with the fuel loaded into the reactor in
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_, several consecutive locations to obtain maximum economic use of the fuel before it was finally removed as
C- waste. The USNRC changed the legal definition of high-level radioactive waste to include the high-level waste from

both nuclear fuel reprocessing and spent nuclear fuel.
a_ For this study, the significance of this closed fuel cycle design is that this entire generation of more than 100

reactors was designed with small spent fuel pools, relying on prompt shipment away from the reactor to the
reprocessing plant to make room for later discharges of spent fuel. Early spent fuel shipping casks were being
designed with active cooling systems to support shipment of fuel less than a year out of the reactor to a reprocessing
plant. BOX D. I discusses the spent nuclear fuel at reprocessing plants. Supplementary wet and dry storage systems
had to be developed to receive the older spent fuel to make room for fresh spent fuel from the reactor. Many plants
had to remove and modify the storage racks in their spent fuel pools to accommodate more spent fuel in the pool

0 •itself until licensed supplementary systems were available.

=E
D.2 RETRENCHMENT OF U.S. REACTOR PLANS

_ •As noted in Section D. 1, in the 1970s the United States was building reactors at a high rate. Then, in the late
j ~1970s, three factors produced a retrenchment in power reactor plans: rising interest rates, reversal of the U.S. fuel

reprocessing policy, and the Three Mile Island-2 accident.

(0-

D.2.1 Effect of Interest Rates

Commercial power reactors have characteristically high initial capital costs. The regulated public utilities have

.E -6 had to raise the capital with various debt instruments; to build, license, and operate the finished plant for a time
before it can be declared commercial; and to change the electricity rates charged consumers to retire the debt on the
capital cost. The soaring interest rates in the United States during the late 1970s drove the costs of new nuclear

plants that were under construction to extreme heights. This, combined with slackening demand for electricity, led
to the cancellation of many plants, some even in advanced stages of construction.

:5; > D.2.2 Effect of Reversal of U.S. Fuel Reprocessing Policy

President Carter enunciated a change in U.S. policy for reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel in early 1977. Those
') reactors then operating and those under construction had to begin modifying their reactor fuel cycle design to go

from the closed (reprocessing) cycle to a "once-through" fuel cycle. This induced the designers to go to higher levels

E , of uranium-235 enrichment in the new fuel, but still within the 5 percent licensing limit. It also induced the designers
to revise the core loading and operating plans in order to burn or use the fissile content of the fuel to the greatest
extent economically possible since the fissile residue could not be retrieved by reprocessing. As a result, spent fuel
burnup levels rose to levels that are now almost double the 20-30 GWd/MTU characteristic of the original closed

fuel cycle. This results in an increase in the decay-heat power of the spent fuel assembly by the time it is put into
, •the spent fuel pool.

'0 0
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BOX D.1 SPENT FUEL AT NUCLEAR FUEL REPROCESSING PLANTS

Up until the mid 1970$ tho commercial nuclear industry was expectedto operate several nuclear fuel
~freprocessing plants to recover fissile plutoniumn from virtually all of the commercial spent fuel from U.S.

reactors. These plants Would use aqueous reprocessing methods developed by the Atomic Eniergy
Commission (AEC). The recovered plutonium was to be used as mixed oxide fuel (PuO2 and U0 2) in.water

-reactors and, later as fuel in breeder reactors. Each reprocessing plant had one or two storage pools to receive
and store the fuel tem porarily until it was reprocessed. No long-term storage of the spent fuel from comm~erciaIl
reactors was planned. Only two commercial reprocessing sites have rece~ived spent fuel. West Valley, New.,

M ~'York, and GE -,Morris. Illinois,
The first commercial reprocessing plant began operations by the NJuclear Fuel Services COMPany on a

E site in W~est Valley, New York, owned by the State of New York. The State of New York licensed a low-level

0radioactive waste disposal site adjacenteo the reprocessing plant The West Valley plant had a reprocessing
capacity of about 1 metric ton of uranium (MTU) per day. It operated at reduced capacity because there was

.2 ~not yet much commercial spent fuel to reprocess. In fact. about half of the spent fuel reprocessed there was
from the last in the series of plutonium production reactors; th -ecoa the AEC site lin Hartford,

0Washington This spent-fael was providedto the West Valley plantto keep- it woiong in the early days whenius
2ý1 little commercial spent fuel was available. The West Valley plant susp~ended operations in 1972 in order to

E expand its capacity to about 3 MTU perday. The work and the rFe
company withdrew its application for the new license and terminated reprocestsing operation, The U.S.

Department of Energy (DOE) took over the task of high-level rdioactive-wasteoretrieval and decommissioning
under the West Valley Demonstration Project Act ofi 1980. Abou~t 137 MTU of commnercial spent fuel remaining
in the cooling pool was returned to itsfowners (USNRCa 198 In h 2o03 the last ofthis spent fuel, about 25
MTU in two shpipping casks, was shipped to the DOE-ldaho National 1ab whrefeit remains in dry storage in

~~those casks.
The General Electric Company built a nuclear fuel reprocessing plant at Momrs. Illinois, near the Dresden

C. disNuclear Power Station. The plant was expected to reprocess 3eMTU per day. When the GtEw Morris plant was
- . in its final testing in 1975, the company determined that its performance would not be acceptable without

> extensive modifications. The request for a reprocessing plant operating license was withdrawn and the plant
~:~was licensed only to possess the spent nuclear fuel that it was under contract to reprocess. After modifying

_C the storage system in its below grade pool to hold more spent fuel G.E'vMorris has received and stores 700
Ml ofspn fuel for various owners.

Ea E
E ~Power reactors are refuieled, and spent fuel is discharged to the storage pooi, every one to two years. The decay-

eo=

heat power of recently discharged spent fuiel dominates the heat load of all the spent fuel in the pooi, both freshly

discharged and old, since the decay heat from a spent fuel assembly decreases by one to two orders of magnitude
in the first year after it is removed from the reactor increasing the capacity of the spent fuel pool by reracking, that
is, modifying the storage racks to provide for closer spacing of the fuel assemblies,' allows older fuel to be
accumulated in the pool rather than being removed for
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shipment or dry storage. Re-racking can make it more difficult to cool the freshly discharged fuel if there is
catastrophic loss of the fuel pool water.

a)
D.2.3 Effect of the Three Mile Island Accident

The final factor driving the retrenchment of the nuclear power industry was the Three Mile lsland-2 (TMI-2)
accident that occurred on March 28, 1979, in Pennsylvania (Walker, 2004). In that accident a small failure in the
reactor coolant system was compounded by operator errors to result in catastrophic damage; a partial core melt

C occurred. The inability of the operators to understand and control the events, and the confusion among the state, the

USNRC, and other responsible agencies about public protection had a devastating effect on public trust in the safety
of nuclear power. The USNRC escalated safety requirements after the TMI-2 accident. These new requirements

E substantially modified the operation of licensed plants, delayed completion of new plants, and further increased
2 their construction costs. The accident also resulted in the retrenchment of nuclear power in the 1980s and led to the

S cancellation of many plants, decommissioning of some plants, and the sale of some plants to other owners. The fleet
0 of operating U.S. reactors was reduced to the presently operating 103 described here.
. a~0

D.3 COMMERCIAL POWER REACTORS CURRENTLY OPERATING IN THE UNITED
-E STATES

0 All of the commercial power reactors operating in the United States are light water reactors. BOX D.2 describes
the LWRs that are currently operating in the United States.

2 .-
0U)

D.3.1 Pressurized Water Reactors

About two-thirds of the U.S. reactors are pressurized-water reactors (PWRs), dual-cycle plants in which the
primary cooling water is kept under a pressure of about 2000 pounds per square inch absolute (psia) as it circulates
to remove fission and decay heat from the reactor fuel in the core and carry that energy to the steam generators, to

x generate steam in the lower-pressure secondary loop. The reactor, primary loop piping, and steam generators are

, • all located in the containment structure; the steam lines penetrate the containment carrying the steam to the turbine
to generate electrical power.

a)0
About one-third of the U.S. reactors are boiling-water reactors (BWRs), single-cycle plants in which the primary

E
E2 coolant of the reactor core is operated at about 1000 psia as it recirculates within the reactor core. The fission and

decay heat generated in the core cause a substantial amount of the reactor coolant water to boil into steam that passes
out directly from the reactor pressure vessel to the turbine-generator system. Plant differences stem initially from
the different designs of the nuclear steam system supplier, the different designs of the architect-engineers that built

, =the plants, and the owners that often specified additional modifications.

10
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15- L ' The capacity of spent fuel pools has typically been increased by replacing the original storage racks with racks that hold the

c: Ln

.T-•• spent fuel assemblies closer together. The fuel assembly channels in these replacement racks typically have solid metal walls
• U6 with neutron-absorbing material for nuclear safety reasons. This configuration inhibits water or air circulation more than the

a- earlier configuration.
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•BOX D.2 U.S. NUCLEARiPOWER PLANTS

a-£

In the UnitedrStates. 32 utility companies are licensed to manage the 103 operating reactor. s There are
also 27 shutdown reactorsc, n storage or decommissioning These reactors are stuated at65 nuclear powerge

- plant sites across the Unite Statesnt plant site may have 1, 2m or 3 reactors.
rla The fleet of 103 operating reactors in tuae UnitedStatesis composed of the following: e

13 p 69 pressurized water reactors FIGREv ad.(D
0234 boiling wate D.3.2 B i W R c

>: The containment design for PWRs is divided io dry (56t eactors). ice condenser (9Treactorl ad sub-
- atmospheric (4oreactors) containmetts. Among ithe BWR containment designs 22 reactois are ofndesign type

Mark1 8 of Marke and4 of Mark.11,

The PWRS operating in the United States were designed by three different nuclear steam system suppliers;
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FIGURE D. I A PWR in a large dry containment. SOURCE: Modified from Duderstadt and Hamilton (1976, Figure

3-4).

Tihe dry well is connected by large ducts to the wet well, a large toroidal (i.e., doughnut-shaped) part of the

containment that is partially filled with water. Gas and steam releases from an accident in the dry well would be

passed through the connecting ducts into the water in the wet well, cooling the gas and condensing the steam to

mitigate the accident pressure rise in the containment. The containment building Mark I1 BWR is similar to the

Mark I except that in the Mark II containment the conical dry well is directly above the cylindrical wet well. Nine

Mark II reactors are still operating in the United States. In the Mark Ill, the dry well around the reactor vessel is

vented to the top of a cylindrical wet well that surrounds it.

Four Mark III BWRs are currently operating. The entire dry well-wet well system is contained within a large

steel containment shell and a concrete shield building.

D.3.3 Reactor Fuel and Reactor Control

TABLE D. I presents the range of dimensions and weights for a wide variety of the LWR fuel assemblies used

in the operating reactors.. The spent fuel pools and the dry storage systems used at a reactor must be tailored to the

specific fuel design for that reactor.
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FIGURE D.2 Three types of BWR containment system: Mark I, Mark II, and Mark IIl. SOURCE: Modified from
Lahey and Moody (1993, Figure 1-9).

The fission process is controlled by the reactor operators through the use of neutron-absorbing materials. The
primary control is an array of control rods or blades that can be withdrawn from the core to the degree needed. In
the PWRs, the control rods are moved within selected empty tubes within the assembly. In the BWRs, cruciform

(cross-shaped) control blades are moved across the faces of the fuel assembly, typically narrower than those in a
PWR fuel assembly. Reactor fuel designers also use burnable poisons within the fuel assembly to control the fission
process. These poisons are placed in appropriate amounts within the fuel assembly so that they bum away, making
the fuel assembly more reactive, as the continued fission process is making it less reactive. PWRs also use neutron
control by dissolving neutron-absorbing sodium borate in the reactor coolant, gradually lowering the concentration
from the peak after refueling to the minimum before the next refueling.
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Standard. ANSI/ANS-57.7- 1988. American Nuclear Society. LaGrange Park, Illinois.
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TABLE D. ] Range of Dimensions anidWeights for Light Water Reactor Fuel Assemblies Used in Operating Reactors
in the United States.
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GLOSSARY

Actinide: Any of a series of chemically similar radioactive elements with atomic numbers ranging from 89
(actinium) through 103 (lawrencium). This group includes uranium and plutonium.

Alpha particle: Two neutrons and two protons bound as a single particle (a helium nucleus) emitted from certain
radioactive isotopes when they undergo radioactive decay.

Bare-fuel cask: See Cask.

Beta particle: A charged particle consisting of a positron or electron emitted from certain radioactive isotopes when
they undergo radioactive decay.

Beyond-design-basis ac- Technical expression describing accident sequences outside of those used as design criteria for a
cidents: facility. Beyond-design-basis accidents are generally more severe but are judged to be too unlikely to

be a basis for design.

Boiling water reactor A type of nuclear reactor in which the reactor's water coolant is allowed to boil to produce steam. The
(BWR): steam is used to drive a turbine and electrical generator to produce electricity.

Burn-up: Measure of the number of fission reactions that have occurred in a given mass of nuclear fuel,
expressed as thermal energy released multiplied by the period of operation and divided by the mass
of the fuel. Typical units are megawatt-days per metric ton of uranium (MWd!MTU) or gigawatt-days
per metric ton of uranium (GWd/MTU).

Canister-based cask: See Cask

Cask: Large, typically cylindrical containers constructed of steel and/or reinforced concrete that are used to
store and/or transport spent nuclear fuel. Casks designed for storage of spent nuclear fuel can be of
two types: "bare-fuel" or "canister-based." In bare-fuel casks, spent fuel is stored in a fuel basket
surrounded by a heavily shielded and leak-tight container. In canister-based casks, the fuel is enclosed
in a leak-tight steel cylinder, called a canister, which has a welded lid. The canister is placed in a
heavily shielded cask overpack. Casks can be single-, dual-, or multiple-purpose, indicating that they
t,:an be used, respectively, for storage (also called storage-only casks), for storage and transportation,
and for storage, transportation, and geologic disposal. There are no true multi-purpose casks for spent
fuel currently available on the market.

Cesium-137: Radioactive isotope that is one of the products of nuclear fission

Chain reaction: A series of fission reactions wherein the neutrons released in one fission event stimulate the next
fission event or events.
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Cladding:

Conduction:

Thin-walled metal tube that forms the outer jacket of a nuclear fuel rod. It prevents corrosion of the
nuclear fuel and the release of fission products into the coolant. Zirconium alloys (also called
zircaloy, see below) are common cladding materials in commercial nuclear fuel.
In the context of heat transfer, the transfer of heat within a medium through a diffusive process (i.e.,
molecular or atomic collisions),

Containment structure: A robust, airtight shell or other enclosure around a nuclear reactor core to prevent the release of
radioactive material to the environment in the event of an accident.

Convection: Heat transfer by the physical movement of material within a fluid medium.

Cooling time: The amount of time elapsed since spent fuel was discharged from a nuclear reactor.

Core: That portion of a nuclear reactor containing the fuel elements.
Criticality: Term used in reactor physics to describe the state in which the number of neutrons released by the

fission process is exactly balanced by the neutrons being absorbed and escaping the reactor core. At
Criticality, the nuclear fission chain reaction is self-sustaining,

Decay heat: Heat produced by the decay of radioactive isotopes contained in nuclear fuel.
Decay, radioactive: Disintegration of the nucleus of an unstable element by the spontaneous emission of charged particles

(alpha, beta, positron) or photons of energy (gammaradiation) from the nucleus, spontaneous fission,
or electron capture.

Depleted uranium: Uranium enriched in the element uranium-238 relative to uranium-235 compared to that usually found
in nature. Also, uranium in which the uranium-235 content has been reduced through a physical
process.

Design basis phenomena:Earthquakes, tornadoes, hurricanes, floods, and other events that a nuclear facility must be designed
and built to withstand without loss of systems, structures, and components necessary to ensure public
health and safety.

Design basis threat: In the context of this study, hypothetical ground assault threat against a commercial nuclear power
plant. Some generic elements of the design basis threat are described in Title 10, Section 73. 1(a) of
the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR73. l(a)).

Dirty bomb:
Dry storage:

See Radiological Dispersal Device.

Out-of-water storage of spent nuclear fuel in heavily shielded casks.
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Drywell:

Dual-purpose cask:

Fissile material:

Fission:

Fissionable:

Fuel assembly:

Fuel pellet:

Fuel reprocessing:

Fuel rod:

Gamma ray:

The containment structure enclosing a boiling water nuclear reactor vessel. The drywell is connected
to a pressure suppression system and provides a barrier to the release of radioactive material to the
environment under accident conditions.

See Cask.

Material that undergoes fission from thermal (slow) neutrons. Although sometimes used as a synonym
for fissionable material, the term "fissile" has acquired this more restricted meaning in nuclear reactor
technology. The three primary fissile materials are uranium-233, uranium-235, and plutonium-239.

Splitting of a nucleus into at least two nuclei accompanied by the release of neutrons and a relatively
large amount of energy.
Material that is capable of undergoing fission from fast neutrons. Fission products: Nucleiresulting
from the fission of elements such as uranium.

A square array of fuel rods.

A small cylinder of uranium usually in a ceramic form (uranium dioxide, U0 2), typically measuring
about 0.4 to 0.65 inches (1.0 to 1.65 centimeters) tall and about 0.3 to 0.5 inch (0.8 to 1.25 centimeters)
in diameter.

Chemical processing of reactor fuel to separate the unused fissionable material (uranium and
plutonium) from waste material,

Sometimes referred to as a fuel element or fuel pin. A long, slender tube that holds the uranium fuel
pellets. Fuel rods are assembled into bundles calledfitel assemblies.

Electromagnetic radiation (high-energy photons) emitted from certain radioactive isotopes when they
undergo radioactive decay.

Half-life (radioactive): Time required for half the atoms of a radioactive substance to undergo radioactive decay. Each
radioactive isotope has a unique half-life. For example, cesium-137 decays with a half-life of 30.2
years, and plutonium-239 decays with a half-life of 24,065 years.

Independent Spent Fuel A facility for storing spent fuel in wet pools or dry casks as defined in Title 10, Part 72 of the Code
Storage Installation (IS- of Federal Regulations.
FSI):
Irradiation: Process of exposing material to radiation, for example, the exposure of nuclear fuel in the reactor core

Isotope:

to neutrons.

Elements t~at have the same number of protons but different numbers of neutrons. For example,
uranium-235 and uranium-238 are different isotopes of the element uranium.

----- All --
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Loss-of-pool-cootant A postulated accidental or malevolent event that results in a loss of the water coolant from a spent
event: fuel pool at a rate in excess of the capability of the water makeup system to restore it.

Megawatt: One million watts.

MELCOR: A computer code developed by Sandia National Laboratories for use in analyzing severe reactor core

accidents. The code has been adapted to model fluid flow, heat transfer, fuel cladding oxidation
kinetics, and fission product release phenomena associated with spent fuel assemblies in spent fuel
pools in loss-of-pool-coolant events.

Metric ton: Weight unit corresponding to 1000 kg or approximately 2200 pounds.

Metric tons of uranium: See MTU.

Moderator: Material, such as ordinary water, heavy water, or graphite, used in a reactor to slow down high-energy

neutrons.

MTU (metric tons of ura-Unit of measurement of the mass for spent nuclear fuel. also expressed in metric tons of heavy metal
nium): (MTHM). It refers to the initial mass of uranium that is contained in a fuel assembly. It does not

include the mass of fuel cladding (zirconium alloy) or the oxygen in the fuel compound.

Multi-purpose cask: See Cask,

MWe: Megawatts of electrical energy output from a power plant

MWt:

Neutron:

Open rack:

Overpack:

Owner-controlled area:

Pellet:

Penetrate:

Perforate:

Plutonium-239:

Megawatts of thermal energy output from a power plant.

Uncharged subatomic particle contained in the nucleus of an atom. Neutrons are emitted from the
nucleus during the fission process.

A storage rack in a spent fuel pool that has open space and lateral channels between the cells for storing

spent fuel assemblies to permit water circulation.

Metal or concrete cask used for storage or transportation of a canister containing spent nuclear fuel.

See Cask.

That part of the power plant site over which the plant operator exercises control. This usually
corresponds to the boundary of the site.

See Fuel pellet.

To pass into, but not completely through, a solid object.

To produce a hole that goes completely through a solid object.

A fissile isotope of p!utonium that contains 94 protons and 145 neutrons.
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Pressurized water reac-
tor (PWR):

Probabilistic risk assess-
ment:

Protected area:

psia:

Radioactivity:

Radiological Dispersal
Device (RDD):

Radiological sabotage:

Radionuclide:

Re-racking:

Risk:

Safety:

Safeguards:

A type of nuclear reactor in which the reactor's water coolant is kept at high pressure to prevent it
from boiling. The coolant transfers its heat to a secondary water system that boils into steam to drive
the turbine and generator to produce electricity,

A systematic, quantitative method to assess risk (see below) as it relates to the performance of a
complex system.
A zone located within the owner-controlled area of a commercial nuclear power plant site in which
access is restricted using guards, fences, and other barriers.

Unit of pressure, pounds per square inch absolute, that is the total pressure including the pressure of
the atmosphere.

Spontaneous transformation of an unstable atom, often resulting in the emission of particles (alpha
and beta) or gamma radiation. The process is referred to as radioactive decay.

A terrorist device in which sources of radioactive material are dispersed by explosives or other means.
Also referred to as a dirty bomb.

Any deliberate act directed against a nuclear power plant or spent fuel in storage or transport that
could directly or indirectly endanger the public health and safety by exposure to radiation.

Any form of an isotope of an element that is radioactive.

Replacement of the existing racks in a spent fuel pool with new racks that increase the number of
spent fuel assemblies that can be stored.

The potential for an adverse effect from an accident or terrorist attack. This potential can be estimated
quantitatively if answers to the following three questions can be obtained: (1) What can go wrong?
(2) How likely is it? (3) What are the consequences?

In the context of spent fuel storage, measures that protect storage facilities against failure, damage,
human error, or other accidents that would disperse radioactivity in the environment

As used in the regulation of domestic nuclear facilities and materials, the use of material control and
accounting programs to verify that all nuclear material is properly controlled and accounted for, and
also the use of physical protection equipment and security forces to protect such material.

Safeguards information: Information not otherwise classified as National Security Information or Restricted Data that
specifically identifies a U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission licensee's or applicant's detailed (1)
security measures for the physical protection of special nuclear material or (2) security measures for
the physical protection and. location of certain plant equipment vital to the safety of production or
utilization facilities (10 CFR 73.2). The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission has the authority to
determine whether information is "safeguards information."
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Security: In the context of spent fuel storage, measures to protect storage facilities against sabotage, attacks, or
theft.

Shaped charge: A demolition and wall penetration or perforation device that uses high explosive to create a high-
velocity jet of material.

Single-purpose cask: See Cask,

Special nuclear material:Fissile elements such as uranium and plutonium.
Spent fuel: See Spent nuclear fuel.

Spent fuel pool: A water-filled pool that is used at all commercial nuclear reactors for storage of spent (used) fuel
elements after their removal from a nuclear reactor Spent fuel pools are constructed of reinforced
concrete and lined with stainless steel. The inside of the pool has storage racks to hold the spent fuel
assemblies and may contain a gated compartment to hold a spent fuel cask while it is being loaded
and sealed.

Spent (or used or irradi- Fuel that has been "burned" in the core of a nuclear reactor and is no longer efficient for producing
ated fuel) nuclear fuel: electricity. After discharge from a reactor, spent fuel is stored in water-filled pools (see Wet

storage) for shielding and cooling.

Storage-only cask: See Cask.

Thermal power:

Uranium-235:

Uranium-238:
Vital area:

Watt:

Watt-hour:

Wet storage:

Total heat output from the core of a nuclear reactor.
A fissile isotope of uranium that contains 92 protons and 143 neutrons. It is the principal nuclear fuel
in nuclear power reactors.

An isotope of uranium that contains 92 protons and 146 neutrons.
A zone located within the protected area of a commercial nuclear power plant site that contains the
reactor control room, the reactor core, support buildings, and the spent fuel pool. It is the most carefully
controlled and guarded part of the plant site.

Unit of power.
Energy unit of measure equal to one watt of power supplied for one hour
Storage of spent nuclear fuel in spent fuel pools.
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Zircaloy: Zirconium alloy used as cladding for uranium oxide fuel pellets in reactor fuel assemblies.
IL Zirconium cladding fire: A self-sustaining, exothermic reaction caused by rapid oxidation of zirconium fuel cladding (zircaloy)

at high temperatures.
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ACRONYMS

ID
0)

15 0 ACRS: Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards

9 oBAM: Bundesanstalt fir Materialforschung und -prtifung

BMU: Bundesministerium ftir Umwelt, Naturschutz und Reaktorsicherheit
E BNL: Brookhaven National Laboratory

0 BWR: Boiling Water Nuclear Reactor (see Appendix E)
- CFD: Computational Fluid Dynamics

* DBT: Design Basis Threat (see Appendix E)
0)

Z DHS: United States Department of Homeland Security
E DOE: United States Department of Energy
(0

EPRI: Formerly referred to as the Electric Power Research Institute
-6 GAO: United States Government Accountability Office (formerly the General Accounting Office)E ._

GESMO: Final Generic Environmental Statement on the Use of Recycled Plutonium in Mixed Oxide Fuel
in Light-Water Cooled Reactors

GNB: Gesellschaft fir Nuklear-Behalter, mbH

_ GNS: Gesellschaft fir Nuklear-Servlce, mbH
8 GNSI: General Nuclear Systems, Inc.

GRS: Gesellschaft fur Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit, mbH
-6 GWd/MTU: Gigawatt-Days per Metric Ton of Uranium (see Burn-up in Appendix E)
0 INL: idaho National Laboratory (formerly Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory)

E ISFSI: Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation

1HSK: Die Hauptabteilung fur die Sicherheit der Kemaniagen
MTU: Metric Tons of Uranium (see Appendix E)

MWd/MTU: Megawatt-Days per Metric Ton of Uranium (see Burn-up in Appendix E)
0 .
- NPP: Nuclear Power Plant

NRC: National Research Council

PFS: Private Fuel Storage

-W 0 PWR: Pressurized Water Nuclear Reactor (see Appendix E)

ROD: Radiological Dispersal Device (see Appendix E)
o RPG: Rocket-Propelled Grenade
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RSK: Reaktorsicherheitskommission

TOW: Tube-Launched, Optically Tracked, Wire Guided [Missile] (see Appendix E)

USNRC: United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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Feem:

Subje: Re: REPLY: Radia.b QL .o
Date: Wednesday, Marc 23, 201! 3:41:27 PI4

Hello Ms.Bonaccorso,

Thank you very much for your reply.

We are looking to deploy a system here in California, and would use a security based camera to monitor any meters that are running.

Here is a link from our local news: http;//www.signonsandiegio.com/news/2f1/mar/22/traces-radiation-reach-caifoýrnia/

Please let me know if there are any opportunity's to assist regarding this matter.

Thank'you,

Thomas Steeg
Business Development Manager

3688 Midway Drive / San Diego, CA 92110
Direct: +1 (619) 270.8417
Fax: +1 (619) 639.9914

On Wýd, Mar 23, 2011 at 12:23 PM, Bonaccorso, Amy <eIjLYloocS.ri]ff.io.,gPs> wrote:
Hello Mr. Steeg:

We appreciate suggestions that work toward resolving the situation in Japan; it's reassuring to see how helpful and dedicated private citizens have been in light of
this disaster.

Please understand that the NRC has some of the most expert people in the world available to assist the Japanese authorities in whatever way they request. We are
fully staffed in all our response teams at this time and working 24-hours a day.

Thank you,

Amy

--Original Message -----
From: thomras.steegi~usrelav.com [mailto:thomas.steego('usreiav.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 3:10 PM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: Radiation Question

Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by

(tbnmas.a9teg.@Ace.a,_rm) on Wednesday, March 23, 2011 at 15:09:44

comments: Hello,

I wanted to reach out, and let you know about our Live camera systems which can be utilized to help monitor some of the meters which measure radiation.

Please let me know if there is someone within your organization that I can contact, and then I can go over all of the options.

We are a San Diego, CA based company that specializes in Live broadcasting of video to the web, and do extensive work with the USGS for flood and debris
monitoring.

I look forward to speaking with you.

Best Regards,

Thomas Steeg
US Relay Corporation
Business Development
3688 Midway Drive
San Diego, CA 92110

contactName: Thomas Steeg

ihone: 619-270-8417

...........................................................................



t - ,

From: Bonaccorso. Amy

To: 'f poacker (asrcenerqyvcom -

Bcc: t•eavers, Ron
Subject: REPLY: Radiation Question
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 1:25:00 PM

Hello Mr. Packer:

We have received a lot of questions about aircraft landing from Japan and screening. The planes need
to be serviced, and so people are wondering if cleaning the aircraft poses any risk. We've been
referring those questions to Homeland Security/Customs and Border Patrol, so I am hoping that our
contact there could help you get the information you need. Helen Sterling (202-344-2433).

Thank you,

Amy

----- Original Message -----
From: jpacker@asrcenergy.corm [mailto:jpacker~casrcenergy.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 201-14:18 PM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: Radiation Question

Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by

(jpacker@asrcenergy.com) on Wednesday, March 23, 2011 at 13:18:07

comments: Hello,

What are the steps and processes into cleaning your tools and equipment that have been
contaminated/exposed to radiation?

contactName: Jack Packer

,-gbone: (vu73341659



Weaver, Tonna

RSS Feed:
Posted on:
Author:
Subject:

NucNet: Global Nuclear News
Thursday, April 14, 2011 1 rl;A-,9 AM
editors@worldnuclear.orgl'david.dalton@worldnuclear.o
Tepco Completes High-Level Radioactive Water Transfer=rrom unit 2 I rencn

http://www.world nuclear.org/_newsdatabase/rssdetailfeatures.cfm?objl D=B48D6D9C-
B2AA-4759-8122A619ED697B3F

Full article link:

14 Apr (NucNet): Tokyo Electric Power Company (Tepco) has completed the transfer of 660 tonnes of high-
level radioactive water from a trench in the unit 2 turbine building to a condenser at the Fukushima-Daiichi
nuclear plant.

View article...

Aý
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I,

From: trevorcillioadowcornino.com
To: Bonaccorso. Amy
Subject: RE: REPLY: Potential for radioactive contamination in products from Japan?
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 10:58:17 AM

Thank you for the quick response.

Regards,

Trevor Gillig, CIH, CSP
Industrial Hygiene Dept.
Dow Corning Corporation

,.Center Site: (989) 496-5995
HSC: (989) 301-52661)

... Email: trevor.gillig@dowcorning.com

From: Bonaccorso, Amy [mailto:amy.Bonaccorso@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 10:16 AM
To: GILLIG, TREVOR D. (TDGILLIG)
Subject: REPLY: Potential for radioactive contamination in products from Japan?

Hello Mr. Gillig:

I looked into your question and believe the FDA can provide you with the specifics
you need. Please check this website:

http://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/PublicHealthFocus/ucm247403.htm

\1

The Department of Homeland Security's Border Patrol is focusing on flights coming
into the U.S., but since you are primarily interested in products, the FDA seems
most appropriate.

I hope this helps.

Thank you,

Amy

From: trevor.gillig@dowcorning.com [mailto:trevor.gillig@dowcorning.coni '-
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 9:30 AM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: Potential for radioactive contamination in products from Japan?

My company has facilities globally that purchase products that are manufactured in Japan.
I've recently been getting questions from individuals at some of our facilities looking for
guidance on what should be done to ensure that the products we are importing are not
contaminated with radioactive material due to recent events in Japan. I understand that
the situation is still in flux and that much depends on the location of the manufacturers in
proximity to the nuclear plants that are experiencing problems, but is there some guidance
that has been generated by your office that I can pass on to employees and management
regarding this issue?



Thank you,

Trevor Gillig, CIH, CSP
Industrial Hygiene Dept.

-Dow Corning Corporation
Center Site: (989) 496A995
HSC: (989) 301-5266 )
Email: trevor.gillig2dowcorning.com



From: Burnell. Scott
To: Harrinaton. Holly; Bonaccorso. Amy
Cc: Deavers. Ron
Subject: RE: ERROR in your answers to faqs related to Japan document

Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 10:43:49 AM

Yup, a polite "Thanks, we got it."

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 10:43 AM
To: Bonaccorso, Amy; Burnell, Scott
Cc: Deavers, Ron
Subject: RE: ERROR in your answers to faqs related to Japan document

I believe Scott already responded to him

From: Bonaccorso, Amy
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 10:38 AM
To: Harrington, Holly
Cc: Deavers, Ron
Subject: FW: ERROR in your answers to faqs related to Japan document

Holly:

This person has credentials.. .so I am worried about blowing them off. Do we ever forward
things like this to our seismic staff?

Thanks,

Amy

From: OPA Resource
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 10:30 AM
To: Bonaccorso, Amy; deavers,
Subject: FW: ERROR in your answers to faqs related to Japan document

From: Christine Goulet .mailto:goulet@berkeley.edu'
Sent: Saturday, March L*9-"2011 5:54 PM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: ERROR in your answers to faqs related to Japan document

Good afternoon,

I just opened your pdf at http://www.irc.gov/japanii/faqs-related-to-japan.pdf and found a
major error in the answer to question 1.
At the bottom of the answer, "ten times" should be replaced by "approximately 32 times":
"Magnitude is measured on a log scale and so a magnitude 9 earthquake is ten times larger
than a magnitude 8 earthquake." . , \

I hope this can be corrected soon!



Sincerely,

Christine Goulet, PhD
Assistant Researcher
NGA East TI team co-chair
Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center (PEER),
University of California, Berkeley

Tel (510) 374-4620
goulet(5berkeley.edif

On 3/19/11,12:31 PM 12:31 PM, opa administrators wrote:



From: Rover. Deanna
To: Bonaccorso. Amy; Deavers, Ron
Subject: Public - Question
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 10:05:40 AM

Lauri Middleton
United health Care ,

fLaur midd eton@optumhealth.com
207-361-2104")

-Re: They have a physician in Japan. They are looking for information on how to protect
themselves. "consulting"

Deanna Royer
Contract Secretary
Division of New Reactor Licensing

Deanna.Royer(@nrc.gov
(301) 415-7158
MS T-6 F29



From: Packer. Jack
To: Bonaccorso. Amy

Subject: RE: REPLY: Radiation Question
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 2:19:35 PM

Hello Amy,

Thank you for emailing me and for your time. Just so you know I'm an
intern with ASRC Energy Services Spill Response Operations up in
Anchorage, Alaska (which is the largest Alaska-based oil and gas service
company). I appreciate you helping me reach my goal into becoming more
knowledgeable with the understanding of decontamination. Does Helen
Sterling have an email she can be reached at?

Thank you,

Jack

----- Original Message -----
From: Bonaccorso, Amy [mailto: amy. Bonaccorsodnrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 9:26 AM
To: Packer, Jack
Subject: REPLY: Radiation Question

Hello Mr. Packer:

We have received a lot of questions about aircraft landing from Japan
and screening. The planes need to be serviced, and so people are
wondering if cleaning the aircraft poses any risk. We've been referring
those questions to Homeland Security/Customs and Border Patrol, so I am
hoping that our contact there could help you get the information you
need. Helen Sterling (202-344-2433).

Thank you,

Amy

----- Original Message - ----
From: jpacker@asrcenergy.com /fVmaiIto:jpackerdasrcenergy.comJ
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 20f11 1:18 PM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: Radiation Question

Bplr)w is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by

(jpacker@asrcenergy.com) On Wednesday, March 23, 2011 at 13:18:07

comments: Hello,

What are the steps and processes into cleaning your tools and equipment
that have been contaminated/exposed to radiation?



contactName: Jack Packer

phon •9073341659

----- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -



From:
To:
Bcc:
Subject:
Date:

Bnaccors Amy
Lauri. middleton (ootum health.corn

I-Deavers. Ron
REPLY: Public - Question
Wednesday, March 23, 2011 10:22:00 AM

,.~.

Hi Ms. Middleton:

I am sorry to hear that you are concerned about your physician in Japan.

The NRC is primarily focused on assuring people that U.S. soil is safe from harmful levels
of radiation, but we have referred people who are concerned about U.S. citizens in Japan
to the State Department. You can call 202-647-7004 or email
JapanEmergencyUSC@state.gov.

Another option is to contact the CDC about health related questions at 1-800-CDC-INFO.

I hope this helps.

Thank you,

Amy



Weaver, Tonna

From: McIntyre, David I
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 12:45 PM
To: Jones, Steve; Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Spent fuel pools

And Dan's in Tokyo right now, I believe.

From: Jones, Steve
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 12:13 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: Spent fuel pools

Scott,

Dan Dorman and Scott Morris were the NSIR managers. I can't recall any NSIR staff that are still
available.

Steve

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 11:18 AM
To: Jones, Steve
Cc: McIntyre, David
Subject: FW: Spent fuel pools

Steve;

Hate to keep leaning on you, but who in NSIR would be a good contact on our response to the '04 NAS
report? Thanks.

Scott

From: Crowley, KeN&mailto:KCrow eyqnas.edul
Sent: Wednesday, March523, 2011 11:17 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Spent fuel pools

Thanks Scott. I recall that some orders were issued after Diaz's letter but I don't know if they were made public.

Kevin

From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott. Burnell(nrc.iovl
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 11:12 AM
To: Crowley, Kevin
Subject: RE: Spent fuel pools

Hi Kevin;

The quickest response is then-Chairman Diaz's March 2005 letter to Sen. Domenici:

I



http://www. nrc.gov/readinq-rm/doc-collections/conciress-docs/correspondence/2005/domenici-
03142005.pdf

I'm still checking with staff on our specific responses to the recommendations. Thanks.

Scott
From: Crowley, Kevin [mailto:KCrowley(anas.ed ,1 •.

•Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 11:05 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Crowley, Kevin
Subject: Spent fuel pools

Hi Scott:

Since the earthquake/tsunami in Japan I have been deluged with calls from reporters about our 2006 spent fuel
report (Safety and Security of Commercial Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage), which was sponsored by your agency at
the direction of Congress. One question that I am being asked repeatedly is what steps your agency took in
response to our report. I have suggested that reporters talk with your agency directly about that.

For my own edification, it would be helpful to know whether any orders/directives were issued to plant
operators as result of our report. Could you direct me to any written public materials that describe your
agency's responses?

Many thanks,

Kevin

2



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

OPA Resource
Bonaccorso. Amy
FW: Response from "Contact Us about Public Meetings on Nuclear Security and Safeguards;
Thursday, March 24, 2011 7:09:32 AM

Ivonne L. Couret
Public Affairs Officer
Office of Public Affairs
Media Desk
opa.resource@nrc.gov
301-415-8200

Visit our online photo gallery. Incorporate graphics and photographs to tell your story!
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/photo-gallery/

2010-2011 Information Digest - Where you can find NRC Facts at a Glance
http://www.nrc.cgov/reading -rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr1350/

----- Original Message -----
From: NSIRWebServices Resource
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 6:56 AM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: FW: Response from "Contact Us about Public Meetings on Nuclear Security and Safeguards;

----- Original Message -----
From: dariusz.gulczynski@ue.poznan.ýl [1Mailto:dariusz.gulczynskiaue.poznan.pl]
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 4:52 AM--
To: NSIRWebServices Resource
Subject: Response from "Contact Us about Public Meetings on Nuclear Security and Safeguards;

Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by

'(dariusz.gulczynski@ue.poznan.p)-on Thursday, March 24, 2011 at 04:51:49
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -

comments: Dear Sirs,

I would like to know your opinion about the Japanese radioactive cloud.
Is it possible it will appear in Europe? If yes - where and when?

Thank you very much in advance for the answer.

Yours Sincerely

Dariusz Gulczyhski

name: Dariusz Gulczyfiski

organization: University of Economics

address1:

address2:

~wA 9



city: Poznai

state: ---

zip:

country: Poland

• ohone: +48501608542-- - - - - - -



Bonaccorso, Amy

From: Bonaccorso, Amy
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 1:00 PM
To: Deavers, Ron
Subject: FW: From the NRC Allegation Inbox
Attachments: Untitled; concern about nuclear safety regulatory failures; possible way to get water to Jap

reactor

Can you get these?

From: Janbergs, Holly On Behalf Of OPA Resource
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 12:44 PM
To: Bonaccorso, Amy; Deavers, Ron
Subject: FW: From the NRC Allegation Inbox

From: Hernandez, Pete
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:51 AM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: From the NRC Allegation Inbox

1



From: Bonaccorso, Amy
To: Boyle. Stephen
Subject: RE: REPLY: Radiation levels in South Korea
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 10:41:00 AM

Hi Mr. Boyle:

I am so happy I was able to help you!

Thank you,

Amy

----- Original Message-i---
From: Boyle, Stephen {mai Ito: smbovle(dvt.eduJ>-
Sent: Thursday, March "24, 2011 10:41 AM
To: Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: Re: REPLY: Radiation levels in South Korea

Amy - thank you for your advice and correct interpretation of my intended
destination. Regards, smb

On 3/24/11 10:35 AM, "Bonaccorso, Amy" <amy.Bonaccorso@nrc.gov> wrote:

> Hi Mr. Boyle:

> The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission is responsible for regulating U.S.
> nuclear power plants and most of the official information I have is concerning
> U.S. soil. Since this nuclear accident is in Japan, they are responsible for
> reporting specifics like radiation levels around the plants.

> However, if you are a U.S. citizen who is traveling abroad, please call the
> State Department for 1-888-407-4747. You can also check this website:
> www.travel.state.gov. And the airlines can inform you have travel restrictions
> and advisories.

> Thank you,

> Amy

------ Original Message -----
> From: Boyle, Stephen Fmai Ito: smboyleftvt.edu],
> Sent: Wednesday, MarcK 23, 2011 6:20 PM
> To: OPA Resource
> Subject: Radiation levels in South Korea

> Where so I get information about Japanese nuclear power plant radiation levels
> that are getting into Japan? Thanks

> Stephen M. Boyle



From: OPA Resource
To: Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: FW: Radiation levels in South Korea
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 7:10:24 AM

Ivonne L. Couret
Public Affairs Officer
Office of Public Affairs
Media Desk
opa.resource@nrc.gov
301-415-8200

Visit our online photo gallery. Incorporate graphics and photographs to tell your story!
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/photo-gallery/

2010-2011 Information Digest - Where you can find NRC Facts at a Glance
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr1350/

----- Original Message---
From: Boyle, Stephewn/mai Ito: smboyle(dvt.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, MA 23, 2011 6:20 PM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: Radiation levels in South Korea

Where so I get information about Japanese nuclear power plant radiation levels that are getting into
Japan? Thanks

Stephen M. Boyle



From: Jariberos. Holly on behalf of OPA Resource
To: Bonaccorso. Amy; Deaverso Ron
Subject: FW: Radiation Question
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 3:13:22 PM

----- Original Message -----
From: thomas.steeg@usrelay.com/[mailto:thomas.steegcusrelay.com] N
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011-3-10 PM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: Radiation Question

Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by

(thomas.steeg@usrelay.com) 'on Wednesday, March 23, 2011 at 15:09:44

comments: Hello,

I wanted to reach out, and let you know about our Live camera systems which can be utilized to help
monitor some of the meters which measure radiation.

Please let me know if there is someone within your organization that I can contact, and then I can go
over all of the options.

We are a San Diego, CA based company that specializes in Live broadcasting of video to the web, and
do extensive work with the USGS for flood and debris monitoring.

I look forward to speaking with you.

Best Regards,

Thomas Steeg
US Relay Corporation
Business Development
3688 Midway Drive
San Diego, CA 92110

rnntactName: Thomas Steeg

.... •e: 619-270-8413- -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - --ph o- -- - - -- - - -- - --e "- -- - - -



From: Tobin, Jennifer
To: Bonaccorso. Amy; Deavers, Ron; Janbergs. Holly
Subject: RE: Radiation Question

Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 2:28:51 PM

Amy,
You should probably refer him to the EPA since they set the standards for radiation levels for workers
here in the U.S. By now, they should have fun into similar situations so that they know how to respond.

Thanks!
-Jenny

Jenny (Tobin) Wollenweber
Export Licensing Officer
Office of International Programs
office: 301-415-2328

----- Original Message -----
From: Bonaccorso, Amy
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:35 AM
To: Deavers, Ron; Janbergs, Holly; Tobin, Jennifer
Subject: RE: Radiation Question

That one is tough because this is a US company - but in Japan.

I don't know of anything I have in my script for equipment though.

Any ideas, Jenny?

----- Original Message -----
From: Janbergs, Holly On Behalf Of OPA Resource
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:13 AM
To: Bonaccorso, Amy; Deavers, Ron
Subject: FW: Radiation Question

Probably the Japanese govt?

----- Original Message -----
From Fý-uglas.flemmens@grahampaclkaging.comClt-ailto:doualas.flemmens~agcrahampackaginci.com]
Sent:',hursday, March 24, 2011 10:27 AM -

To: OPA Resource
Subject: Radiation Question

Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by

,dcuglas.flemmens@grahampackaging.com) 6n Thursday, March 24, 2011 at 10:26:45

comments: My (US) company is in process of setting up a facility in Japan. Work has temporarily
stopped. Who can I work with to determine proper protection program / equipment for our workers in
order to re-start operations.

conta( ame: Doug Flemmens

phon 717-849-8693



a" " -



From: Deavers. Ron
To: douglas.flemmens(•orahamoackaoino.com
Subject: REPLY RE: Radiation Question
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2011 3:43:03 PM

We suggest that contact the Japanese government or you may be able to get information on radiation
protection equipment from the Environmental Protection Agency at:
radiation.questions@epa.gov

----- Original Message -----
From: 1Ydouglas.flemmens@grahampackaging.com [mailto:douglas.flemmensiaThgrahampackaging.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 10:27 AM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: Radiation Question

Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by

_(douglas.flemmens@grahampackaging.com) on Thursday, March 24, 2011 at 10:26:45

comments: My (US) company is in process of setting up a facility in Japan. Work has temporarily
stopped. Who can I work with to determine proper protection program / equipment for our workers in
order to re-start operations.

,contactName: Doug Flemmens

phone(1-849-869



Weaver, Tonna

From: Burnell, Scott lp

Sent: Thursday, Mak 9 24, 2011 3:26 PM
To: Dennig, Robert; Alexion, Thomas
Cc: Russell, Andrea; Nelson, Robert; Lobel, Richard
Subject: RE: followup question from omaha world-herald

THANKS!!

From: Dennig, Robert
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 3:18 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; Alexion, Thomas
Cc: Russell, Andrea; Nelson, Robert; Lobel, Richard
Subject: RE: followup question from omaha world-herald

9 units credited CAP in their Extended Power Uprates (EPUs). Duane Arnold is one of them.

4 additional units still in EPU review request CAP credit.

From: Burnell, Sc
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 2:43 PM
To: Alexion, Thomas; Dennig, Robert
Cc: Russell, Andrea; Nelson, Robert
Subject: RE: followup question from omaha world-herald

Bob D.;

Can we determine quickly?

Bob N. - this is probably Japan-related, sorry for the oversight.

From: Alexion, Thomas
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 2:41 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Russell, Andrea
Subject: RE: followup question from omaha world-herald

Scott,

I do not have this information, and it is not something I could generate quickly. (I would have to read each of
the 135 approved power uprates (specifically the Safety Evaluations of each) to determine this information.)

SCVB may have the information.

The SCVB Branch Chief is Robert Denning.

Tom

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 2:14 PM
To: Alexion, Thomas

1.



Cc: Dricks, Victor
Subject: RE: followup question from omaha world-herald
Importance: High

Tom;

Is there any way to determine this quickly??? Thanks!

Scott

From: Dricks, Victor[6It- _ - _Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 2:09 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: followup question from omaha world-herald

Could you please respond?

From: Gaarder, Nancy llto:Nancy.Gaarderiowh.co•,
Sent: Thursday, March'L-24, 2011 12:42 PM
To: Dricks, Victor
Subject: followup question from omaha world-herald

Hi Victor,

I'm following up on the Duane Arnold question: Would you be able to tell me how many BWR/Mark 1 reactors have been
given credit for containment overpressure as part of a power uprate?

Thank you,

Nancy

Omaha World-Herald
www.omaha.com

Nancy Gaarder
Reporter
Office: 402-444-1102
Fax: 402-444-1231
Email: Nancy.Gaarder•,owh.com
1314 Douglas St.- Suite 700
Omaha, NE 68102

2



Weaver, Tonna

From: Dennig, Robert j .L-
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 4:40 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Lobel, Richard
Subject: RE: follow-up question from omaha world-herald

Yes,

Rich Lobel will be acting for me tomorrow, 3/25. He can be reached at 415-2865. He is the person
on the staff most knowledgeable about the CAP issue.

From: Burnell, Scott 1(--C "
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 4:37 PM
To: Dennig, Robert
Cc: Lobel, Richard; Ruland, William; Bahadur, Sher; Harrison, Donnie
Subject: RE: followup question from omaha world-herald

So it's accurate to say the Commission has directed the staff to continue considering CAP while improving the
review process based on ACRS suggestions, yes?

From: Dennig, Robert c
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 4:33 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Lobel, Richard; Ruland, William; Bahadur, Sher; Harrison, Donnie
Subject: RE: followup question from omaha world-herald

ACRS has written several letters on the subject. Their most recent letter came while the Commission was
considering SECY -11-0014, in which they (the ACRS) briefly re-stated their disagreement. Staff has
acknowledged their letter.

In the meantime, the Commission voted 4-1 in favor of staff's recommendation in SECY-1 1-0014 to allow CAP,
with some improvements in the review process as suggested by the ACRS. The Commission also directed the
staff to clarify "defense-in-depth" in guidance.

From: Burnell, Scot t D'
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 4:21 PM
To: Dennig, Robert
Subject: RE: followup question from omaha world-herald
Importance: High

Have we replied to the ACRS CAP letter yet??

From: Dennig, Robert \• Q-'
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 3:28 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: followup question from omaha world-herald

Yes. NO

I



From: Burnell, Scott -Y

Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 3:27 PM
To: Dennig, Robert
Subject: RE: followup question from omaha world-herald

Sorry, just to be clear - 9 EPUs for Mark I BWRs???

From: Dennig, Robert N (-. _

Sent: Thursday, March24, 2011 3:18 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; Alexion, Thomas
Cc: Russell, Andrea; Nelson, Robert; Lobel, Richard
Subject: RE: followup question from omaha world-herald

9 units credited CAP in their Extended Power Uprates (EPUs). Duane Arnold is one of them.

4 additional units still in EPU review request CAP credit.

From: Burnell, Scott Q
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 2:43 PM
To: Alexion, Thomas; Dennig, Robert
Cc: Russell, Andrea; Nelson, Robert
Subject: RE: followup question from omaha world-herald

Bob D.;

Can we determine quickly?

Bob N. - this is probably Japan-related, sorry for the oversight.

From: Alexion, Thomas \ I
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 2:41 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Russell, Andrea
Subject: RE: followup question from omaha world-herald

Scott,

I do not have this information, and it is not something I could generate quickly. (I would have to read each of
the 135 approved power uprates (specifically the Safety Evaluations of each) to determine this information.)

SCVB may have the information.

The SCVB Branch Chief is Robert Denning.

Tom

From: Burnell, Scott ,-_-_

Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 2:14 PM
To: Alexion, Thomas
Cc: Dricks, Victor
Subject: RE: followup question from omaha world-herald
Importance: High

Tom;
2



Is there any way to determine this quickly??? Thanks!

Scott

From: Dricks, Victor
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 2:09 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: followup question from omaha world-herald

Could you please respond?

From: Gaarder, Nan mailto:Nancy.Gaarder owh.com
Sent: Thursday, Marcht2_4, 2011 12:42 PM

To: Dricks, Victor
Subject: followup question from omaha world-herald

Hi Victor,

I'm following up on the Duane Arnold question: Would you be able to tell me how many BWR/IMark 1 reactors have been
given credit for containment overpressure as part of a power uprate?

Thank you,

Nancy

Omaha World-Herald
www.omaha.com

Nancy Gaarder
. Rp orter
\{0ffice: 402-444-1100"

/•x: 402-444-1231 )
. E.'mail: Nancy.Gaard r owh.cor',/ d

1314 Douglas St.- Suite 700
Omaha, NE 68102
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Weaver, Tonna

From: Zimmerman, Roy t
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 3:53 PM
To: Ruland, William; Guitter, Joseph; Carpenter, Cynthia; Jones, Cynthia
Subject: FW: Suggestions on 3/11/11 FAQs

From: Borchardt, Bil iL1'
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 3:34 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Ellmers, Glenn; Zimmerman, Roy
Subject: FW: Suggestions on 3/11/11 FAQs

%From: William E. Burchill [mailto:burchill@ne.tamu.edu]

Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 2:13 PM
To: Borchardt, Bill
Subject: Suggestions on 3/11/11 FAQs

Bill,

Please pass along the following suggestions for consideration relative to the FAQs on the 3/11/11 Japanese Earthquake

and Tsunami posted on the NRC website:

#1 The last sentence explains "magnitude is measured on a log scale and so a magnitude 9 earthquake is approximately

32 times larger than a magnitude 8 earthquake." To the reader familiar with a log scale, this would appear to be

incorrect since differences by one unit on a logl0 scale differ by a factor of 10, by definition. The reason for the

discrepancy is that the commonly-reported Richter scale measures amplitude of displacement, and a difference of one

unit represents a factor of 10 in amplitude. However, the factor of 32 represents the difference in earthquake energy
which is related to the amplitude of displacement by an exponent of (3/2). Thus, a difference of one unit on the Richter

scale represents a difference of a factor of 10 in amplitude of displacement and a factor of lOexp(3/2) = 31.6 z 32 in
energy. Including this clarification would help to avoid confusion and improve credibility.

#2 TEPCO yesterday revised its tsunami estimate to 14 m. I don't know whether this has been validated by NISA. If is
has, or if NOAA agrees, this would help to explain the severity of the plant response since it was designed for a 5.7 m

tsunami. Including comparison of this design parameter to the actual event would also be useful.

#3 See #2 above.

#11 The first sentence of the 2 nd paragraph lists US modifications "including design changes to control hydrogen and

pressure in the containment" and "additional equipment and measures to mitigate damage stemming from large fires

and explosions from a beyond-design-basis event ... include providing core and spent fuel pool cooling..." I suggest

adding the modifications made in response to the SBO rule since the tsunami-induced SBO is the root cause of most of
the Fukushima Daiichi problems.

#14 The last sentence of the first paragraph provides the clarification between amplitude and energy when using the
loglO scale (on amplitude), but it does so relative to the Moment Magnitude scale. I suggest adding that the same

clarification applies to the Richter scale. I also suggest cross-referencing between answers #1 and #14. The second
paragraph implies that the Richter Scale is reported deceptively to the public. I know that isn't what is intnded.

Perhaps the wording can be improved.

1
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#22 It may be helpful to give examples of some of the plant modifications that were made in response to the SBO rule

as listed in NUREG-1776, Appendix B. However, caution should be exerted since some of these modifications, e.g., an
additional EGD or new cross-ties, may not provide reduction of risk due to a pervasive common cause such as a
tsunami. I presume this will be a significant aspect of the NRC's two-pronged re-evaluation of US NPP safety.

I hope that NRC will continuously update these FAQs and expand their subject coverage. I suggest that the next general

topic to be included be maintenance of spent fuel pool cooling since this has occupied center stage in the current drama
and is, I assume, the primary source of radiological releases. Although they may be more detailed than you wish to
consider, I offer the following possibilities along with their relevant implications and applications for US NPPs. Partial
answers to some of these have begun to appear from various sources including TEPCO, NISA, IAEA, NEI, and WNN.

1. How badly were the SFP structures damaged by the earthquake?
2. Was the SFP water drained due to the earthquake? If yes, over what period of time?
3. Are the SFPs structurally sound enough to be refilled with water, a slurry, or sand?
4. What are the SFP loadings (# F/As, weight, heat load, radioactivity)?
5. How much has the cladding in the SFPs been oxidized (perhaps as inferred from the hydrogen released)?
6. What is the degree of fuel melting in the SFPs?
7. Is the fuel in the SFPs in a coolable geometry?
8. What effect has the spraying with water cannons and concrete pumping truck had (fuel cooling, fuel degradation,
water accumulation)?
9. What are the options to refill the SPFs with water, i.e., plant systems, external systems, water supplies, heat sink?
10. Will refilling the SFPs with water cause the fuel within to "slump" as occurred at TMI?
11. Will refilling the SFPs with water produce massive amounts of hydrogen? If yes, is it likely to explode before it is
vented from the building?
12. Will refilling the SFPs with water produce a potential nuclear criticality?
13. What special precautions and being taken, e.g., shielding being installed around cooling system components to

accommodate high levels of contamination in and radiation from the water to be circulated from the SFPs (and reactor
assemblies), to ensure worker protection prior to activating installed cooling systems?
14. Is filling the SFPs with a slurry or sand being aggressively evaluated?

I hope these suggestions are useful to you. I fully appreciate the difficulty of your task and that of the agency under
these circumstances. I watched your briefing the Commissioners on Monday and was impressed by both your prepared
remarks and your answers to questions from the Commissioners. Soon you'll be being compared to Harold Denton.

Best regards,
Bill

William E. Burchill, Ph.D.
Past President
American Nuclear Society
Retired Department Head
Nuclear Engineering
Texas A&M University
129 Zachry Engineering Center
College Station, TX 77843-3133
Phone: (979) 845-1670
FAX: (979) 845-6443
E-mail: burchill@tamu.edu
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Weaver, Tonna

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

World Nuclear, ews'wnn=world-nuclear-news org@mail27.us2..mcsv.net1•on behalf of World
Nuclear New:n nn@world-nuclear-news.org, -"'
Friday, March 25, 2011 12:26 PM 'J - -o

Panicker, Mathew
WNN Daily: Fukushima Daiichi two weeks on

View the WNN Dailv in your browser.

world nuclear news Today's top stories

25 March 2011

REGULATION & SAFETY: Fukushima Daiichi two weeks on
Tokyo Electric Power Company has been criticised over yesterday's radiation exposure to
workers operating in ankle-deep water, but continues to make progress towards stabilising
the site two weeks after the natural disasters of 11 March. Tests on local childrens' thyroid
glands have shown 'no big difference from the level of background'.

INDUSTRY TALK: Canadian uranium return completed
All of the sea containers from a shipment of uranium concentrate that encountered
problems en route from Canada to China have been safely removed from the ship and are
now back at the Key Lake uranium mill in Saskatchewan, Cameco has announced.

An archive of all WNN's reporting on the Japanese earthquake and subsequent tsunami and their
effects on the Fukushima Daiichi and Daini plants can be found on the WNA website.

follow on Twitter I forward to a friend

Copyright © 2011 World Nuclear Association, All rights reserved.

Our mailing address is:
World Nuclear Association
Carlton House, 22a St James's Square
London, Westminster SW1Y4JH

Adld uJ, tn vnur addrecs hnnk

unsubscribe from this list I update subscription preferences I view email in browser
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Weaver, Tonna

From: Nuclear Plant Journaft[anu@goinfo.com-l
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011-7:22 PM
To: Panicker, Mathew
Subject: NPJ E-News March 25, 2011 Fukushima Update

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here

Nuclear
Plant
Journal
Ant td ,.Itwa 'afi50ttjt'Nuclear Plant Journal E-News

Japan Update

March 25, 2011

Dear MATHEW,

In this issue of NPJ E-News you'll find an update of the Fukushima Nuclear Plants in Japan.
Information is current as of March 25, 2011, 17:00 CDT. All items are directly quoted, without any
editing.

In this issue

TEPCO Update

IAEA DG Visit

Status Document

NISA Radionuclide Update

TEPCO Update

From the TEPCO website:

" From 7:05 PM to 10:07 PM, Mar 25, water discharge by concrete pumping vehicle to the
spent fuel pool of Unit 4 was conducted.

" We measured radioactive materials (iodine etc.) inside of the nuclear power station area
(outdoor) by monitoring car and confirmed that radioactive materials level is getting higher
than ordinary level. As listed below, we have determined that specific incidents stipulated in
article 15, clause 1 of Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency
Preparedness (Abnormal increase in radiation dose measured at site boundary) have
occurred.

Click for more...

IAEA DG Visit (JAIF)

* On the afternoon of March 18, Director General Yukiya Amano of the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) spoke at the Japan National Press Club. He was making an

1 \'



emergency visit to Japan following the nuclear accidents caused by the Tohoku-Pacific
Ocean Earthquake occurred on March 11 and subsequent giant tsunami.
Click for more...

JAIF Status Update
A PDF document provides a simple summary of each of the
units at Fukushima nuclear power plants. This is a multi-page
document that also provides a chronology of events and a map
that details the status of each of the Japanese nuclear units.

NISA Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency

This PDF file provides concentration measurements of radionuclides in the stagnant water on the
basement floor of the turbine building of Unit 1 of Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Station.

Quick Links...

" NPJ Website
" Cost-free Subscription (to NPJ)
" JAIF
• TEPCO
" NISA
• U.S. NRC Actions on Japan

Like Nuclear Plant Journal's new page on Facebook!

Contact Information
phone: 630-313-6739
email: NPJ•,qoinfo.com

rUI WO1 U U;11011 LU 111 COWlOLW.

~V5~feUn~ ~4~crii~ ConftantContad
Th~youf~em

This email was sent to mathew.panicker@nrc.gov by anu~Ooinfo.com i
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM ý Privacy Policy.
Nuclear Plant Journal ! 1400 Opus Place, Suite 904 Downers Grove IL 60515
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Weaver, Tonna

From: World Nuclear Assocl tior ]{vnn=world-nuclear-news.org@mcsv132.ne*n behalf of World
Nuclear Associatlor nn@world-nuclear-news.orgL

Sent: Friday, March 25, 201-1 8:11 AM
To: Panicker, Mathew
Subject: WNA Weekly Digest 24 March

24 March 2011 View email in your browser.

World

Nuclear
Association

Fukushima accident under better control
Tepco staff, reinforced by others, continue work towards bringing the three damaged Fukushima Daiichi
reactors towards cold shutdown. The fuel pools of two reactors continue to be a concern, though both are
now being replenished using built-in plumbing. Radioactive fallout beyond the plant boundary is being
assessed, but so far appears to be no immediate threat to anyone. Iodine-1 31 is the main concern,
though three quarters of it will have decayed in two weeks.
WNN to 24/3/11. Fukushima

Germany shuts down older nuclear plants
The German government has declared a three-month moratorium on nuclear power, in which eight

reactors will stay offline, checks will take place and nuclear policy may be reconsidered. Chancellor
Angela Merkel decreed that the country's nuclear power reactors which began operation in 1980 or
earlier should be immediately shut down. Those units then closed and were joined by another unit
already in long-term shutdown, making a total of 8336 MWe offline under her direction, about 6.4% of the
country's generating capacity.

The reactors affected are Biblis-A, Neckarwestheim 1, Brunsbuttel, Biblis-B, Isar 1, Unterweser,
Phillipsburg 1. Already in a long-term shutdown is Krummel and this will be included despite starting in
1984. Over the three months the impact on the German government from loss of income via its unique
nuclear fuel tax could be around C-235 million.
WNN 16/3/11 Germany

EU agrees "stress tests" for reactors
European Union (EU) ministers have agreed to launch an assessment of the safety margins of Europe's
143 nuclear power reactors. This is expected to be underway before the end of the year, and may cover
countries neighbouring the EU. The EQ and the European Nuclear Safety Regulators Group (ENSREG)
will define the scope of the tests in the light of analysis of the Fukushima accident. The EC for some time
has had an agenda to improve cooperation among EU nuclear safety regulators. The Western European
Nuclear Regulators Association (WENRA) has drawn up draft proposal for the scope, methodology and
schedule of "stress tests" which could cover initiating events (earthquakes, flooding), consequential
prolonged loss of safety functions (electrical power, ultimate heat sink), and accident management issues
such as core-melt accidents and hydrogen accumulation and "degraded conditions" in spent fuel storage. (A

1



ENSREG is a senior EU body formed in 2007 to advise the EC, WENRA is a network of Chief Regulators

including Switzerland, formed in 1999 and focused on East Europe.

WNN 23/3/11. Cooperation

USEC contracts for substantial Russian uranium supply to USA

Currently USEC is the agent for supply to USA of blended-down Russian uranium from weapons

stockpiles. This arrangement, supplying about half US demand, finishes in 2013. USEC has now signed

a further contact with Tenex for supply of low-enriched uranium from 2013 to 2022, ramping up to about

half of present levels frorn Russia, with option to match present levels. The new supplies will come from

mined uranium enriched in Russia. rather than recycled weapons. A renewed supply of Russian uranium

to USA is not unexpected, but the particular arrangement suggests a fallback plan in the event that

USEC's new American Centrifuge Plant does not come up to expectations, though most of the new
supply is directed at USEC customers outside the USA. USEC says the contract is complementary to its
"ongoing efforts to deploy the American Centrifuge Plant", However, when approved, it will lead to a

feasibility study on deploying Russian centrifuge enrichment technology in the USA.

WNN 24/3/11, USEC 23/3/11. US Nuclear fuel cycle

Other papers updated on the WNA Public Information Service (see WNA web site): Safety of nuclear

power, NP and earthquakes

Copyright @ 2011 World Nuclear Association, All rights reserved.

World Nuclear News
Our mailing address is:

World Nuclear Association

Carlton House, 22a St James's Square

London, Westminster SW1Y4JH

Add us to your address book

unsubscribe from this list I update subscription preferences I view email in browser
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From: Burnell, Scott pv•

To: Lobel Richard
Cc: Dennig. Robert; Nelson, Robert
Subject: RE: followup question from omaha world-herald
Date: Friday, March 25, 2011 10:06:10 AM

Thanks for that catch.
L o b i: ~ g r d ...... ... .... ..... .. .. ..... ... ...... ................ .... ..... . .............. ... .............. .. .... ..... .. .. .... . .... ..

From: Loibel, Richard ý )
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 10:00 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Dennig, Robert; Nelson, Robert
Subject: RE: followup question from omaha world-herald

Correct EXCEPT Hope Creek does not use CAP. Hatch 1 does.

The four plants pending are the three Browns Ferry units and Monticello, as you stated.

From: Burnell, Scott..
Sent: Friday, March 2-5, 2011 8:45 AM
To: Lobel, Richard
Cc: Dennig, Robert; Nelson, Robert
Subject: FW: followup question from omaha world-herald
Importance: High

Rich;

Just confirming my understanding -- Mark I BWRs that have referenced CAP in approved
uprate applications include Brunswick 1&2, Dresden 2&3, Duane Arnold, Hope Creek,
Quad Cities 1&2 and VY, yes? I see Browns Ferry and Monticello on the "pending"
uprate list, so those would be the four, correct? Thanks.

Scott

From: Gaarder, Nancy [mailto:Nancy.Gaarder@owh.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 6:32 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: followup question from omaha world-herald

Hi Scott,

Could you please send me the list of nine reactors awarded a CAP, and the four in line?

(I wouldn't need it right away....just whenever you're able to send a statement on the CAP provision.)

Thank you,

Nancy

Omaha World-Herald
www.omaha.com



Nancy Gaarder
Reporter
Office: 402-444-1102
Fax: 402-444-1231
Email: Nancy.Gaarder(aowh.con
1314 Douglas St.- Suite 700 i-

Omaha, NE 68102

From: Burnell, Scott [mailto: Scott. Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 2:38 PM
To: Gaarder, Nancy; Dricks, Victor; Mitlyng, Viktoria
Subject: RE: followup question from omaha world-herald

I don't show Cooper as being in either the approved or under review categories for an
extended uprate, so the answer is no.

From: Gaarder, Nancý5alto:Nancy.Gaarder@owh.cor
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 3:35 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; Dricks, Victor; Mitlyng, Viktoria
Subject: RE: followup question from omaha world-herald

Thank you Scott, and Victor -- and Viktoria (who apparently also received this request.)

May I ask, was Cooper at Brownville, Neb., one of the remaining four?

Thank you again for your help. I do appreciate it.

Nancy

Omaha World-Herald
www.omnaha.com

Nancy Gaarder
Reporter

Sce: 402-444-1102
-Fax: 402-444-1231

LEmail: Nancv.Gaarder-Cnowhcorn D
1314 Douglas St.- Suite 700
Omaha, NE 68102

From: Burnell, Scott [maiito:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 2:32 PM
To: Dricks, Victor; Gaarder, Nancy
Subject: RE: followup question from omaha world-herald

Hi Nancy;

Victor asked me to check with the staff here at headquarters - nine reactors, including
Duane Arnold, credited CAP in their Extended Power Uprate requests. The NRC is
reviewing four other reactors' EPU requests that involve CAP. Thanks.



Scott Burnell
Public Affairs Officer
Nuclear Regulatory Commission

From: Gaarder, Nan miailto:Nancy.Gaarder@owh.corr
Sent: Thursday, March -4, 2011 12:42 PM
To: Dricks, Victor
Subject: followup question from omaha world-herald

Hi Victor,

I'm following up on the Duane Arnold question: Would you be able to tell me how many BWR/Mark 1
reactors have been given credit for containment overpressure as part of a power uprate?

Thank you,

Nancy

Omaha World-Herald
www.omaha.com

Nancy Gaarder
,• j~eporter

- or-ffice: 402-444-1102
KFax: 402-444-1231
tEmail: Nancv.Gaarder(&.iowh.com -

1314 Douglas St.- Suite 700
Omaha, NE 68102



Weaver, Tonna

From: Hayden, Elizabeth/O[•HL
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 1:35 PM
To: nmainichila@mainichi.com'`- ,
Subject: -=lnterview of NRC Staff .

Jessica,

I understand you contacted one of our staff who has been to Japan with regard to the nuclear event there for
an interview. We are not doing interviews at this time and would ask that any future requests for interviews
come through our office of public affairs at OPA.Resourcecnrc.,ov or 301-415-8200.

Thank you,
Beth Hayden
Office of Public Affairs
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

---ProecZtig People andalhe EnVIronment
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Weaver, Tonna

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Thursday, Marc1, 2011 2:38 PM
To: Lobel, Richard; Dennig, Robert; Alexion, Thomas
Cc: Russell, Andrea; Nelson, Robert
Subject: RE: followup question from omaha world-herald

Thanks!

From: Lobel, Richard
Sent: Thursday, March'31, 2011 2:37 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; Dennig, Robert; Alexion, Thomas
Cc: Russell, Andrea; Nelson, Robert
Subject: RE: followup question from omaha world-herald

8 PWRs use containment accident pressure in calculating available NPSH.

From: Burnell, Scott T3bw
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 1:58 PM
To: Dennig, Robert; Alexion, Thomas
Cc: Russell, Andrea; Nelson, Robert; Lobel, Richard
Subject: RE: followup question from omaha world-herald

Bob;

Have any PWRs claimed CAP credit? Thanks.

Scott

From: Dennig, Robert
Sent: Thursday, March'24, 2011 3:18 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; Alexion, Thomas
Cc: Russell, Andrea; Nelson, Robert; Lobel, Richard
Subject: RE: followup question from omaha world-herald

9 units credited CAP in their Extended Power Uprates (EPUs). Duane Arnold is one of them.

4 additional units still in EPU review request CAP credit.

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 2:43 PM
To: Alexion, Thomas; Dennig, Robert
Cc: Russell, Andrea; Nelson, Robert
Subject: RE: followup question from omaha world-herald

Bob D.;

Can we determine quickly?

Bob N. - this is probably Japan-related, sorry for the oversight. N ,

1



From: Alexion, Thom1asj 2:41 -M

Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 2:41 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Russell, Andrea
Subject: RE: followup question from omaha world-herald

Scott,

I do not have this information, and it is not something I could generate quickly. (I would have to read each of
the 135 approved power uprates (specifically the Safety Evaluations of each) to determine this information.)

SCVB may have the information.

The SCVB Branch Chief is Robert Denning.

Tom

From: Burnell, Scott \t7'
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 2:14 PM
To: Alexion, Thomas
Cc: Dricks, Victor
Subject: RE: followup question from omaha world-herald
Importance: High

Tom;

Is there any way to determine this quickly??? Thanks!

Scott

From: Dricks, Victor/
Sent: Thursday, Marbh 24, 2011 2:09 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: followup question from omaha world-herald

Could you please respond?
From: ,G aa~r-der, N-a-n i m -o, oNa-,,ngy.Gaarder.•wha~ o- ............

Sent: Thursday, Marclh-24, 2011 12:42 PM
To: Dricks, Victor
Subject: followup question from omaha world-herald

Hi Victor,

I'm following up on the Duane Arnold question: Would you be able to tell me how many BWR/Mark 1 reactors have been
given credit for containment overpressure as part of a power uprate?

Thank you,

Nancy

Omaha World-Herald
www.omaha.com
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Nancy Gaarder

ite: 402-444-1102
, F , a ;x : 4 0 2 -4 4 4 -1 2 3 1

•m a 1Nanc yGaarder(owh corn
113;14 Douglas St.- suite 700 /7 U

Omaha, NE 68102
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From: Taylor. Robert ý4"

To: Giessner. John

Subject: RE: Fax from 81355105111
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 5:05:00 PM

You coming into the embassy this morning?

----- Original Message- --
From: Giessner, John \
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 5:02 PM
To: Taylor, Robert
Subject: Re: Fax from[81355105111 Z

I think there is a copy on the table. Mike S had a copy.
(Sent from Blackberry)

----- Original Message
From: Taylor, Robert
To: Giessner, John; Sheikh, Abdul
Sent: Wed Apr 06 16:59:38 2011
Subject: RE: Fax from1813551051111 Z

Who has the original?

----- Original Message ---- \
From: Giessner, John \ /\
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 4:58 PM
To: Sheikh, Abdul
Cc: Taylor, Robert
Subject: Re: Fax from 81355105111

Maybe you can take a copy Rob with you; it is not pdf-able
(Sent from Blackberry)

----- Original Message----•-.
From: Sheikh, Abdul \,•

To: Giessner, John
Cc: RST01 Hoc
Sent: Wed Apr 06 14:19:16 2011
Subject: RE: Fax from. 81355105111 _

Can you please resend the TEPCO's assessment sheet for temperature effects on the pool. The copy
received is not legible. Please send the document in its original size without reducing it. You can copy
on two separate sheets. Once I receive it, I will join the two sheets together.

The document appears to address only the SFP walls for temperature effects. It does not address the
following:

1. Temperature effects on the SFP floor slab
2. Seismic forces on the walls and the floor slab with attached floors and walls damaged.

----- Original Message -----
From: RST01 Hoc
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 5:12 AM
To: Ali, Syed; Sheikh, Abdul
Subject: FW: Fax from{81355105111'

Request review and provide input to RST. Site team indicates this is in response to questions on Uni 4



SFP.

----- Original Message -----
From: HOO Hoc
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 5:04 AM
To: RST01 Hoc
Subject: FW: Fax from:81355105111

Headquarters Operations Officer
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Phone: 301-816-5100
Fax: 301-816-5151
email: hoo.hoc@nrc.gov
secure e-mail: hool@nrc.sgov.gov



Weaver, Tonna

RSS Feed:
Posted on:
Author:
Subject:

NucNet: Global Nuclear News
Monday, April 11, 2011 9:1"M
editors@worldnuclear.orgj7mathieu.carey@worldnuclear.orog
Workers Finish Initial Dis-Iah-ge Of Low-Level Radioactive Water Into Sea

http://www.worldnuclear.org/_newsdatabase/rssdetail_features.cfm?objl D=
8E649BOA-5FOD-4C09-9B7E6D372C009EA1

Full article link:

11 Apr (NucNet): Workers at the Fukushima-Daiichi nuclear power plant in Japan have finished discharging
low-level radioactive water into the sea to make room in storage facilities for highly radioactive water.

View article...
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Weaver, Tonna

RSS Feed:
Posted on:
Author:
Subject:

NucNet: Global Nuclear News
Monday, April 11,2011 8:47-,A-,-ed itors@worldn uclear. orgil-qavid. dalton @world nuclea r. org9-

Tsunami Reached Heights Of 15 Metres At Plant, Says Tepco

http://www.worldnuclear.org/_newsdatabase/rss-detail-features.cfm?
objlD=A6FBCD 1 C-8405-4FFA-A801438EBOFE9E81

Full article link:

11 Apr (NucNet): The tsunami that hit the Fukushima-Daiichi nuclear plant in northern Japan on 11 March
2011 reached heights of up to 15 metres, exceeding the plant's design reference value of five metres, Tokyo
Electric Power Company (Tepco) said.

View article...
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Weaver, Tonna

RSS Feed:
Posted on:
Author:
Subject:

NucNet: Global Nuclear News
Tuesday, April 12, 2011 9-AM
editors@worldnuclear.orgl.david .dalton@world nuclear.orgy
Fukushima-Daiichi INES Rating Increased To Level 7

/

Full article link: http://www.worldnuclear.org/_newsdatabase/rssdetail_features.cfm?objl D=FE6B99E5-
BBA2-48F7-8E6CDA143DCE258B

The accident at the Fukushima-Daiichi nuclear power plant in Japan has been provisionally increased from
Level 5 to Level 7 - a "major threat" - on the International Atomic Energy Agency's International Nuclear
Event and Radiological Scale (INES).

View article...
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Weaver, Tonna

RSS Feed:
Posted on:
Author:
Subject:

NucNet: Global Nuclear News
Tuesday, April 12, 2011 9.,3ý AM
editors@worldnuclear ordtf nathieu.carey@worldnuclear.glo
Japan Orders Extra Nuclear Safety Measures At Nuclear Plants

http://www.worldnuclear.org/_newsdatabase/rssdetail_features.cfm?
objlD=D65490A4-94C6-4E3B-B654FAC818F6A5AD

Full article link:

12 Apr (NucNet): Japan has ordered nuclear plant operators to put in place new safety measures by the-end of
April following the damage caused by a tsunami at the Fukushima-Daiichi nuclear plant, Japan's Ministry of
Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) has confirmed.

View article...
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From: Burnell, Scott 1LIY kN
To: Lobel, RichardDnnaRoet Alexion. Thomas

Cc: Russell, Andrea; Nelson, Robert
Subject: RE: followup question from omaha world-herald
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2011 2:37:36 PM

Thanks!

From: Lobel, Richard
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 2:37 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; Dennig, Robert; Alexion, Thomas
Cc: Russell, Andrea; Nelson, Robert
Subject: RE: followup question from omaha world-herald

8 PWRs use containment accident pressure in calculating available NPSH.

From: Burnell, Scott y r
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 1:58 PM
To: Dennig, Robert; Alexion, Thomas
Cc: Russell, Andrea; Nelson, Robert; Lobel, Richard
Subject: RE: followup question from omaha world-herald

Bob;

Have any PWRs claimed CAP credit? Thanks.

Scott

Fro m: De nnig, Rob ert
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 3:18 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; Alexion, Thomas
Cc: Russell, Andrea; Nelson, Robert; Lobel, Richard
Subject: RE: followup question from omaha world-herald

9 units credited CAP in their Extended Power Uprates (EPUs). Duane Arnold is one of
them.

4 additional units still in EPU review request CAP credit.

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 2:43 PM
To: Alexion, Thomas; Dennig, Robert
Cc: Russell, Andrea; Nelson, Robert
Subject: RE: followup question from omaha world-herald

Bob D.;

Can we determine quickly?

Bob N. - this is probably Japan-related, sorry for the oversight.



From: Alexion, Thomas I
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 2:41 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Russell, Andrea
Subject: RE: followup question from omaha world-herald

Scott,

I do not have this information, and it is not something I could generate quickly. (I would
have to read each of the 135 approved power uprates (specifically the Safety Evaluations
of each) to determine this information.)

SCVB may have the information.

The SCVB Branch Chief is Robert Denning.

Tom

From: Burnell, Scott V-)
Sent: Thursday, Marctl 24, 2011 2:14 PM
To: Alexion, Thomas
Cc: Dricks, Victor
Subject: RE: followup question from omaha world-herald
Importance: High

Tom;

Is there any way to determine this quickly??? Thanks!

Scott

From: Dricks,' Victor'
Sent: Thursday, MaVrrh 24, 2011 2:09 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: followup question from omaha world-herald

Could you please respond?

FromI: Gaa rder Nancy ýaiito:Nan'c.Gaarder@owh.co 
..

Sent: Thursday, Marcht24, 2011 12:42 PM
To: Dricks, Victor
Subject: followup question from omaha world-herald

Hi Victor,

I'm following up on the Duane Arnold question: Would you be able to tell me how many BWR/Mark 1
reactors have been given credit for containment overpressure as part of a power uprate?

Thank you,

Nancy



Omaha World-Herald
www omahacorn

Nancy Gaarder
Reporter

F9fice: 402-444-1102
,<ax: 402-444-1231 t
ýEmail: NancvGaardere0owh.cc
1314 Douglas St.- Suite 700 , LD
Omaha, NE 68102



Kock, Andrea

From: Franovich, Mike
Sent- Friday, March 11, 2011 4:35. PM
To: Ostendorff, William
Cc: Nieh, Ho, Warnick, Greg
Subject: FW: 1600,.EST USNRC Earthquake/Tsunami Status Update
Attachments: Earthquake-Tsu namiUpdate.031111. 1600EST.docx

Importance: High

Most current updated on the Japanese units see below (extract). Please note that on BWRs, uncover
of the top of the core should not damage-the fuel. The. cores are coolable in steam cooling mode. I
suspect the ,unit that needs to be, vented is reaching as design pressure/temp limit that the emergency
procedures call for the operators to perform controlled, venting of the containment. If the-plant has no
emergency ,power, the containment is not being cooled and pressure and temperature are rising
slowly.. These containments have -much more pressure capability than their design values.

At 1945 UTC (1445 EST), the International Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) Incident and
Emergency Centre. released information about the status of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear
power plant. This information was a result of JAEA communications with Japan's Nuclear and
Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) and Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science, and
Technology (MEXT). The following information comes from the release:

"Unit 1.
The reactor is being maintained shutdown. However there is no information regarding
the status of the supply ofpower to Unit 1. The reactor water level is reported to be

oscillating. At 1530 UTC the reactor water was approximately 130cm above the tbop of
the, Containment is intact in Unit 1, however due. to an increase ofpressure within
containment the decision has been made, to perform a; limited controlled venting to avoid
over pressurization of the containment.

Unit 2
The reactor is being maintained shutdown. There is currently no supply ofpower to Unit
2. Work is currently being undertaken to restore power. At 15.':30 UTC the reactor water
level is reported to be at approximately 350 cm above the top of the cor. Containment is
intact in Unit 2.

Unit 3
The reactor is being maintained shutdown. Power is being supplied to Unit 3. At 13:00
UTC the reactor water level is reported to be at approximately 450 cm abovethe top of
the core. Containment is intact in Unit 3.

i. ..bi n. .... s a.ri. e......esote F ukushma Daiihi learpower
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From: Mroz,(Sahm), Sara
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 4:23 PM
To:, Hipschman, Thomas; Marshall, Michael; Batkin, Joshua; Bubar, Patrice; Castleman, Patrick; Snodderly, Michael;
Orders, William; Franovich, Mike; Wittick, Brian; Andersen, James; Trapp, James; .Leeds, Eric; Brenner, Eliot; Miller,
Charles; Wiggins, Jim; JohnsOn, Michael; Sheron, Brian; Schmidt, Rebecca; Haney, Catherine; Pace, Patti; .Qsa, Belkys;
Nieh, Ho; Sharkey, Jeffry; Harrington, Holly; Dyer, Jim; Maier, Bill, Howell,. Linda;L(_) ---__,_ ,

vanessa.quinn(dhsgov; michelleralston@dhs,.gov; seamus.o'boyle@dhs.gov; timoth•-. greten dhs.gov;
peter.jyons@bhqdoe.oov; james.ktsh@dhs.Qov
Cc: LIA01 Hoc; LIA12 Hoc; Decker, David; Shane, Raeann
Subject: 1600 EST USNRC Earthquake/Tsunami Status Update
Importance:, High

Attached, please find a 1600 EST status update' from the US- Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Emergency Operations
Center regarding the impacts of the earthquake/tsunami on March '11, 2011.
Please call the Headquarters Operations Officer at 301-816-5100 with .questions.
-Sara

Sara K. Mroz
Communications and Outreach
Office of Nuclear Security and'Incident Response
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
-sara.mroz~rnrc.gov
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Weaver, Tonna

From: Ralph Caruso (b)(6)

Sent: Saturday, March 1292011 91:5_0 Ai,
To: (b)(6) t7

Subject: e: uKashima

Sam,

Unfortunatel~y,.we only get TV from two satellites - one forthe UK'and one for France.- no Japan. We are
looking at what is available on the web, but maybe we should turn on the TV as well, and see what ismup.

We just heard that the Japanese plan to fil! the reactor (and probably the containment) with sea water. This is
something that is possible on certain ships operated by the US govt... 'It requires the installation of a spool piece
to connect, the reactor coolant system to the firemain, and openingtwo valves..1 believe that US commercial
reactors also have something similar,, although it may involve,:installing temporary piping/hose, and the
presence of a fire truck. 1 am surprised that they didn't blow down the vessel sooner and do this,'bu~tmaybe~no
one at TEPCO* wanted to write off the, reactor quite yet. Now there is no choice,

Florida was&quite nice - warm and sunny and the food was good. Now we are back here, and have just about
finished turning 4 ducks into confit and magret and fois gras. Less that 24 hours from start to finish.

I am still. planning on being in Pgh April 3-20, and may make a sidetrip down to DC. When would you .be
available during that period?

Ralph

From: Samuel Miranda (b)(6)

To: Ralph Caruso (b)(6)

•ent: Sat, March 12,-01i5.1:-48-M
Subject: Re: Fukashima

Ralph,

The NRC has stopped sending reports to us (the general populace) since the regular
media outlets seem to be on top of things. If you get NHK TV (Japan Broadcasting
Corp.) on your cable TV service I recommend watching it.

How's Florida?

Sam
5~)(6) 1wrote:

On 'Sat, Mar 12, 2011 at 7:17 AM, Ralph Caruso 0
Sam,

I just looked at the video and the before/after photos of the plant in Japan that is having problems, and _1 think
that they just had a main steam line fail and blow out the pane.is on top of the containmentubuilding. Now they
probably have a main steam line open to atmosphere direct from the core. On the other hand,, with the pressure
relieved, it should be easier to get water into the vessel.

1



Is NRC getting any info about this?
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Weaver, Tonna

'From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mathew Panicker b)(6) -

Saturday., March 12_20-U-11-7 3-T-PMI J
Mendiola, Anthony
World Nuclear News

WNN ý news in the fllowing address.

htto://www.world-nuclear-news.ora/

-- Shared using' Google Toolbar

(b)(6)

I
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Weaver, Tonna

From: Miranda, Samuel.
Sent: Sunday, March 13., 2011 9:17AM
To: Jim Silverman
Subject: RE: Nuclear Attack

It's a good description. It doesn't contain anything I don't know.

'F6m: Jim Silvermar(b)(6)
Sent: Friday, March 1.,-2011 4:181PM
T :I (b)(6)

Stubjec> ucle-arAfac-k--

http://www.huffingtonpostcom/karl-grossman/iapan-nuclear-fukushima- b 834559.html

To ensure compliance with IRS Circular 230, we must inform you that, any tax advice-contained in this
communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and may not be used, for the
purpose of (i) avoiding penalties .under the-Internal Revenue Code, or (ii) promoting, marketing or
recommending to another party any transaction or matter discussed herein.

I



From: Lubinsk. 3ohn
To: Taylor, Robert
Subject: Re: Supporting Ops Center
Date: Sunday, March 13, 2011 5:26:19 PM

Thanks for supporting and keeping me informed. Support as your personal life allows. I'm heading in at
2300 tonight and tomorrow.

Sent from my NRC blackberry
-JohnW-.Lubinski

(b)(6) blackberry number)] f -

From: Taylor, Robert %V
To: Lubinski, John V
Cc: Thomas, Brian
Sent: Sun Mar 13 17:05:01 2011
Subject: Supporting Ops Center

John,

I have spent the day here supporting the Ops Center. Based on current projections, the

Executive Team plans to maintain 24-hour staffing through approximately the middle of the

week. OPA has indicated that they would appreciate my continued support through the

week. I told them that I didn't expect you to have a problem with that. Once we work out

a schedule, which could include both day and night shifts, I will let you know and we can

formulate a plan for CSGB coverage.

Regards,

Rob

/?i Atft. Thy/or, Chief

Steam Generator Tube Integrity &

Chemical Engineering Branch

Division of Component Integrity

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Office: (301) 415-3172

:(b)(6) G



Weaver, Tonna

From: Ulses, Anthony f\ ,,J
Sent: Suiday, March J,,q3, 2011 9:21 AM
To: asink@usaid.go
Subject: Re: Do you have Eei communication?

Yes, I have comm. Call me atf (b)(6)

Sent from NRC BlackBerry
Anthony Ulse.s

(b)(6)

---- -Original Message 7
From: Sink, Amy (BFS -asink)usaidqov>
To: Ulses, Anthony
Sent: Sun Mar 13 09:08:57 2011
Subject: Do you have tel communication?

Tony,
Can you call me? Or can I call you?

(b)(6)

<9
1



From: T
To: )(6)
Subject: Kt:daTor CvN1Ic[ef eactor Emergency inJapan
Date: Sunday, March 13, 2011 2:16:00 PM

Mr. Hoffheiser,

Thank you for sending your idea. to us. We understand that ther Japanese are aware of
this technique and. would employ it if circumstances warrant. Since the containment
structure remains intact,, the dropping of water at this time would land on the top of the
containment building and not provide meaningful cooling for the reactor'fuel.

We are continuing to monitor the Japanese response to this event and will provide any
technicalexpertise and support requested by the Japanese government.

Again, thanks for sharing your idea with us.

Regards,

Rob Taylor
Office of Public Affairs
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

1.. .(b)(6)

From: Chuck HoffheiserL-t 6

Sent: Sunday, March 13 20U1-TT25-M
To: OPA Resource
Subject: An Idea for the Nuclear Reactor Emergency in Japan

I've been following the coverage of the nuclear reactor situation in Japan, and a thought
occurred,--- could we outfit helicopters with the fire-fighting water carrying devices often
used inhwildfires in the US? I' don't know how to get in touch with the NRC experts in
Japan, and their offices in the US probably are closed today, Perhaps someone at NRC is
monitoring e-mail today so perhaps you could transmit my idea to them.

Is there any way these "water-helicopters" could be used to slowly release water into the
reactor containment, structures? Various reports say Japanese crews are pumping seawater
into the structures, and maybe this is, a way to supplement the amount if water and add it
-more quickly. Additionally, ýif there are any mid-air refueling Air Force planes in the region,,
could they be filled with water rather than jet fuel, then used for the same purpose?

Naturally, the crews would have to be outfitted with radiation protection, and that might

make this idea unworkable.

Thanks for keeping us informed. I've provided my phone number below, just in case.

Chuck Hoffheiser



(b)(6)



Weaver, Tonna

From: Ulses, Anthony ,I'-
Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2011 10:47 AM
To: LIA03 Hoc
Subject: Fw: Plane is broken

Well, I spoke to soon. Any ideas would be helpful.

Sent from NRC BlackBerry

F (b)=(6)

- -Original Message-
From: Betz, Travis <Tbetz(-ofda.qov>
To: Ulses, Anthony; Perks, Dewey(DCHA/OFDA) [USAID] <dperks~usaid..ov>; Betz, Travis (DCHA/OFDA)
[USAID] <tbetz()USAID.GOV>
,Sent: Sun Mar 13 10.43:24 2011
Subject: Re: Plane is broken

Tony,

We need an email from the embassy to (stating that you are on orders to
travel to Yakota.,(b)(6)i n

This email needs to include your full name, job and SSN.

We need this ASAP

I have asked the DART to work on this in Tokyo, but you might be able to do it faster.

Travis

---- -Original Message -----
From: Ulses, Anthony <Anthony.Ulses(a•nrc.qov>
To: Perks, Dewey(DCHA/OFDA) [USAID]; Betz, Travis (DCHA/OFDA) [USAID]
Sent: Sun Mar 13 10:01:28 2011
Subject: Re: Plane is broken

I am going to hanger 949

Sent from NRC BlackBerry
Anthony Use

Original Message -----
from: Perks, Dewey(DCHA/OFDA) <dperksausaid.qov>
To: Ulses, Anthony; Betz, Travis (DCHAIOFDA) <tbetza,USAID.GOV-
Sent: Sun Mar 13 09:56:41 2011
Subject: Re: Plane is broken

Do not come back here unless Travis tells you too - Travis please direct him

---- -Original Message -----



From: Ulses, Anthony <Anthony. Ulses@nrc.qov>
To: Perks, Dewey(DCHA/OFDA)
Sent: Sun Mar 13 09:55:27 2011
Subject: Re: Plane is broken

On my way back

Sent from NRC BlackBerry
Anthony Ulses

(b)(6)

Original Message -----
From: Perks, Dewey(DCHAIOFDA) <dperks(,,usaid.gov;
'To: Ulses, Anthony; Beotz, Travis (DCHA/OFDA) •tbetzouSAID.GOV:
Cc: Sink, Amy (BFS) <asink(ausaid..qov;'
Sent: Sun Mar 13 09.50:42 2011
Subject: Re: Plane is broken

Tony - are you receiving these mails?

---- -Original Message -----
From: Perks, Dewey(DCHA/OFDA)
To: 'Anthony. Ulses@nrc.gov' <Anthony. Ulses(@,nrc.qov>; Betz, Travis (DCHA/OFDA)
Cc: Sink, Amy (BFS)
Sent: Sun Mar 13 09:47:39 2011
Subject: Re: Plane is broken

Travis - Tony is at the airport - where should he be for the meet...

---- -Original Message -----
From: Perks, Dewey(DCHAJOFDA)
To: 'Anthony.Ulses@nrc.gov' <Anthony.Ulses(nrc.clov>; Betz, Travis (DCHAIOFDA)
Sent: Sun Mar 13 09:38:29 2011
Subject: Fw: Plane is broken

---- -Original Message .----
From: Betz, Travis -Tbetz(ofda..qov
To: Perks, Dewey(DCHA/OFDA); Sink, Amy (BFS)
Cc: Betz, Travis (DCHA!OFDA)
Sent: Sun Mar 13 09:35:57 2011
Subject: Re: Plane is broken

We can pick him up now. They will transport him to Yakota tonight. He can take a bus to Tokyo (2 hrs) He can
make the meeting

---- -Original Message -----
From: Perks, Dewey(DCHA/OFDA) .perks(@usaid.qov>,
To: Sink, Amy (BFS) [USAID]
Cc: Betz, Travis (DCHA/OFDA) [USAiuJ
Sent: Sun Mar 13 09:28:32 2011
Subject: Re: Plane is broken

Copy

2



---- -Original Message -----
From: Sink, Amy (BFS)
To: Perks, Dewey(DCHA/OFDA)
Sent: Sun Mar 13 09:20:50 2011
Subject: Re: Plane is broken

Great, looping in Bill. He just spoke to the DATT and is talking to Tony now. DATt said he would work on it as
well.

---- -Original Message -----
From: Perks, Dewey(DCHA/OFDA)
To: Sink, Amy (BFS)
Sent: Sun Mar 13 09:14:11 2011
Subject: Re: Plane is broken

Working it... back soon

---- -Original Message -----
From: Sink, Amy (BFS)
To: Perks, Dewey(DCHA/OFDA)
Sent: Sun Mar 13 09:10:55 2011
Subject: Re: Plane is broken

Thanks. We just heard this as well. Bill is going to try to talk to DOD. I just emailed Tony to see if he can call
me. Anything you can work with DOD on your end to get him here?

---- -Original Message -----
From: Perks, Dewey(DCHA/OFDA)
To: Sink, Amy (BFS)
Sent: Sun Mar 13 09:04:42 2011
Subject: Fw: Plane is broken

FYI

---- -Original Me~ssage -----
From: Ulses, Anthony <Anthony. Ulsesanrc.gov>
To: Perks, Dewey(DCHA/OFDA)
Sent: Sun Mar 13 09:03:50 2011
Subject: Plane is broken

Dewey,

No flight due to mechanical on plane and all flights booked through the 18th. Is there a way to arrange
someone from Misawa to give me a lift? There is an important meeting tomorrow morning at 0900 in Tokyo
that I need to get to?

Thanks,

Tony

Sent from NRC BlackBerry
Anthony- I JI-,P(,

(b)(6)

3



Weaver, Tonna

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

tony attard[ (b)(6)
tSunday, March 13, 2011 9:58 AM
Mendiola, Anthony
Japan issues
The four factor equation.docx

Follow up
Completed

Tony, please see the attached file at your convenience.

T

I



4

The four factor equation: Koo = pfpE

Where p is the number of fission neutrons emitted per neutron absorbed; f is the fuel utilization factor;

p is the resonance escape probability; and E is the fast fission factor. The most important parameter in

the above equation (under circumstances isf. This is because f is a measure of the absorption cross-

sections of all the material composition in the core.

f = •f•ue/(Effe + Em); where Em is macroscopic cross-section of the moderator.

For a moderator containing boron this would have a very specific value. For a moderator with

containing boron and salt water, the value would larger, i.e. Y.(borated pure water) <<«(borated - sea water),

Consequently, the ratio f=Efue/(fuae + J,) is smaller and thus it follows that

Koo = pfpe (borated+pure water) > Koo = pfpE (borated + sea water).

Please note that this a very crude example out of texts books. In the real core one typically talks

about K effective rather than K infinity. But I think the above brief statement serves to assure you

that the physics that I tried to get across to last evening is sound. Indeed

, news this morning confirm what I proposed to you last evening, which was that the insertion of

sea water will indeed cause the reactor to reach sub-criticality and same time help to cool the

reactor core and also help to release the pressure in the core.

Tony, I am here for any consultation.

T



From: Chuck Hoffheiser
To: Taylor.- Robert
Subject: Re: An Idea for the Nuclear Reactor Emergency.in Japan
Date: Sunday,, March 13, 2011 11:43:51 PM

Mr. Taylor,

Thanks for the response.

Given that the Japanese are known for quality and redundancy, in major engineering
projects such as nuclear plants, I'm not surprised, they're airerady aware of this.

I appreciate the NRC's keeping us up to date on the situation with the reactors.

Chuck

From.; 'Ta\4oi Rb~ert"_<Ro beATaYLO_0rt -r 0 VŽTo: [(b)(6)

Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2011 1-(I29 PM-
Subject: RE: An Idea for the NuclearReactor Emergency in Japan

Taylor, Robert (Robert.:,Tlyyor@nrc.gov) is on you Guest De, Vr hii



Weaver, Tonna

From: Ulses, Anthony 1
Sent: jý$unday, March 1 p',.2011 11:31 AM
To.: 'Tbetz@ofda gov.T
Subject: "-A" URGENT: Tony's travel

I am working it.. I just got a call from a Capt at Yakoto who seems to be able to fix this.

Tony

Sent from .NRC BlackBerry
.-Arnfhnny I I1kpq

-Original Message .-
From: Betz, Travis <Tbetz(cofda.qov>
To:. Ulses, Anthony
Sent: Sun Mar 13 1.1:26:27 2011
Subject: Fw: URGENT: Tony's travel

Tony,

We are not having much luck. If yoonow someone in the embassy please contact them. Without that email
to (b)(6) You cannot fly,

Travis

-Original Message-----
From: Betz, Travis.
To: Ulses, Anthony; Sink, Amy (BFS) [USA.ID];, Berger, William; 'LiA03.Hoc@nrc.gov' <LIA03.Hoc(.nrc..qov>
Cc.: 'beedja@state.gov' <beedla•.state.c 'v>
Sent: Sun Mar 13 11:19:56 2011
Subject:' Re: URGENT: Tony's travel

USAF is still in need of email authorisation for Tony.

Any movement on this?

Please send email to: (b)(6)

---- -Original Message
From: Ulses, Anthony <Anthony. Ulsesanrc.aov>
To• Betz, Travis; Sink, Amy (BFS)[USAlD]• Berger, William; LIA03 Hoc <llA03,.Hoca)nrc.qov>
•C: 'beedja@state.gov' <beediac@state.Qov..
Sent: Sun Mar 13.10:50:30 2011
Subject: Re: URGENT: Tony's travel

•n•thony.;Patrick Ulses

(b)(6)

Sent from NRC BlackBerry
Anthony UIs.es

I



(b)(6)

-Original Message -----
From: Betz, Travis <Tbetz(,ofda.qov>
To: Sink, Amy (BFS) [USAID] <asinkCousaid..qov>; Berger, William <wberqer(ofda.qov>; Ulses, Anthony
Cc: beedja@state.qov <beediaCstate..ov>
Sent: Sun Mar 13 10:47:46 2011
Subject: Re: URGENT: Tony's travel

Tony,

Please reply to all with your SSN and full name.

Travis

Original Message -----
From: Sink, Amy (BFS) <asink0,,usaid..ov:
To: Betz, Travis; Berger, William
Cc: Beed, John A <beedia(dstate.qov>
Sent: Sun Mar 13 10:44:40 2011
Subject: URGENT: Tony's travel

Travis, we just left the embassy, but have copied John who was with the DOE team when we left.

Can you send his soc as I don't think we have it.

John-can you please work this and confirm for all?

Thanks,
Amy

Original Message-
:From Betz, Travis <Tbetz(@,ofda.qiov>
To: Sink, Amy (BFS); OFDAGOV: Bergvf, William
Sent: Sun Mar 13 10:36:21 2011
Subject. Tony's travel

Tony needs an email from someone in authority at the embassy to authorise his transport on a mil flight tonight

Will need an email stating he is authorised by the embassy to fly.
It will need to state urgency.
Need email to include his name, job and social

Email needs to be sent to( 6
(b)(6)

ASAP

Travis

2



Weaver, Tonna

From: (b)(6)
Sent: 3unday, March 13, 2011 11:59 AM
To: Mendiola, Anthony
Subject: Re: Japan Update

Tony:

First we need to know exactly what happened in Japan. Does NRC have sufficient information? The press
accounts are useless, and their questions will be in line with that information.

Yuri

Mar 12, 2011 03:54:10 PM, Anthony.Mendiola(dnrc.pov wrote:

Just a quick update for us.

The NRC is still in the monitoring mode for the issues in Japan. There remains a possibility that
we could be called to support the Ops Center technically if necessary

BBill Ruland is on watch right now and I just spoke to him to offer any help they would need from
Ids.

Tony Ulses was sent to Japan last night to offer technical support in the field. I was in contact
with him today to offer him any help we can.

Bill suggested that our future support be focused on preparing Qs and As for when the press
begins to focus on what can or cannot happen with the domestic plants. Can what happened in
Japan happen here in the US, why or why not, and what is the NRC going to do about it... these
will be the questions we can expect to hear. So our role is one of a "think tank" to look at areas
in our areas of expertise and provide the A's for these Q's.

ISo be thinking about this now, expect that we can be called upon as soon as possible.

Tony



Weaver, Tonna

From: Ulses, Anthony
Sent: ,, Sunday, March 13, 20 1)1:18 PM
To: -herryRC@state~gov,
Subject: -NISA Briefing

Ron,

Are we going to have a chance at a do over on this? Also, I am taking mil air from Misawa to Yakoto and
then on the embassy.

Thanks,

Tony

Sent from NRC BlackBerry
Anthony Ulses(b)(6). -J_ ' 7!.( •

I
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Weaver, Tonna

From: Ulses, Anthony
Sent: Sunday, March 1,3,,2011 6:27 PM
To: asink@usaid.gov'i
Subject: --Re: Whereabouts',

Amy,

This is the only phone number I have. Interestingly enough I can receive calls from the states,

Tony

Sent from NRC BlackBerry
Anthony Ulses

(b)(6)

-Original Message
From: Sink, Amy (BFS) isink(c.usaid.qov>
To: Ulses, Anthony
Sent: Sun Mar 13 18:22:50 2011
Subject: Re: Whereabouts

Your 301 number going straight to vmail. Another way I can reach you?

---- -Original Message -----
From: Ulses., Anthony <Anthony.Ulsescnrc.gov>
To: Sink, Amy (BFS)
Sent: Sun Mar 13 18:19:59 2011
Subject: Re. Whereabouts

I am standing in John Beed's office, but no one is home.

Tony

Sent from NRC BlackBerry
,Anthony Ulses

(b)(6)

---- -Original Message ----I---
From: Sink, Amy (BFS) <asinkCousaid.qov>
To: Ulses, Anthony
Sent: Sun Mar 13 18:16:57 2011
Subject: Whereabouts

Hi Tony,

Checking in. Can you let me know the latest with you/your arrival?

Sorry for any duplication!
Amy
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Sent: Sun Mar 13 10:12:55 2011
Subject: Message from Executive Team

Tony -

I wanted to pass along this message from the ET. They wanted you (and Jim) to be clear that your job in Japan is to
provide technical advice and assistance to the US Ambassador and send information back to the NRC Ops Center. Your
role is not to advise the Japanese Government. NRC's Office of International Programs is working on a statement. If I

can, I will pass that on to you as additional guidance on how to view NRC's role in this situation.

Let me know if you need anything. I've provided your status to USAID and NRC's reps at USAID. Just trying to keep all
bases covered.

Brooke

2



Weaver, Tonna

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kerben, Valerie .
.(inday, March 13,2011-6:51 PM
ymccormackmc@state.,govUlses, Anthony' NRC employees

To the STATE CSO:
Please accept these

1 .Anthony Ulses

clearances via email for 2 NRC employees assisting in Japan.

,,2.James Trapp

(b)(6)

If you should need any other information or have questions, feel free to email me.
Thank you,

Valerie B. Kerben
Chief, Personnel Securicy Branch
Division of Facilities and Security
U;.S. Nuclear RegulaIIto •,nCrnission
(Office#) 301-492-3527
'(fax #) 301-492-3442F-

Note: This e-mail may contain sensitive and/or privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient (or have received this e-mail in ,2rror)
lease notify the sender immediately and destroy this e mail. Any unaurhorized ,:optho, dvclosure, or disir:ution of the material in this e-nail

sirictly forbidden. Under the Privacy Ac!: of 1974, all dala of a private nature must be protected from unauthorized disciosure.

1



Weaver, Tonna

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ulses, Anthony
Sunday, March 13, 2011 9:36 PM
LIA03 Hoc
Contact Information

Cell number for Tony is: (b)(6)

,Cell number for Jim is:

F (b)(6)

The conference room

(b)(6) rinuuuuy the country code.

Can you pass this along to the HOO?

Thanks,

Tony

Sent from NRC BlackBerry
Anthony Ulses

(b)(6)

1



Weaver, Tonna

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ulses, Anthony
Sun•ay, March13,011 11:10 PM

(b)(6)

M-Meetfn-g *ii

Russ5,

Can you come down to our room?

Thanks,

Tony

Sent from NRC BlackBerry
Anthony Ulses

L (b)(6)_

ý \ý A
I



Weaver, Tonna

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Uses, Anthony
Sunday, March 13, 2011 11:38 PM
LIA03 Hoc
Fax number for us

-Please pass this along to the RST and the HOO. The number is:

(b)(6)

Thanks,

Tony

Sent from NRC BlackBerry
.-nthonv Ulses

(b)(6) (



Weaver, Tonna

From: Bock, Yon'ybock@ofda.gow]
Sent: Monday, MIých 14, 2011 1:22 AM
To: DARTPACTSU; rmtpacctsu@ofda.gov
Subject: Yoni and Marco - in Japan

En route to hotel. Marco has full comms connectivity. Yoni has voice, web, outgoing email, but no incoming
email on bberry.

Cheers,
Y

Mr. Yonahton Bock
Military Liaison Officer/ Civ-Mil Coordinator Japan Earthquake/Tsunami DART

),Email: ybockgusaid.,ov
i'Blackberry (b)(6)

Current Location: Istanbul (transit to Japan)

* Please note that this email is being sent from my BlackBerry. As such, please excuse any inadvertent typos

or errors. *
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Weaver, Tonna

From: Samuel'Miranda l(6)
Sent: ,Mbnday, March 14, 201 7-2-2--AM
To: Mendiola, Anthony
Subject: Nuclear Overreactions

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag .Status: Completed

THE ALL 9='FY JOURNAL.
WSJU.Co

* REVIEW &OUTLOOK
• MARCKH 14, 201)

Nuclear Overreactions

Modern life requires learning from disasters, not fleeing all risk.

After a once-in-300-years earthquake, the Japanese have been keeping-cool amid the chaos, organizing. an
enormous relief and -rescue operation, and generally earning the world's admiration. We wish we could say the
same for the reaction in the U.S., where the troubles at Japan's nuclear reactors have produced an overreaction
about the risks of modern life and technology.

Part of the problemis the lack of media proportion about the disaster itself. The quake and tsunami havekilled
hundreds, and probably thousands, with tens of billions of dollars in damage. The energy released by the quake
off Sendei is equivalent to about 336 megatons of TNT, or 100 more megatons than last year's quake in Chile
and thousands of times the yield of the nuclear explosion at Hiroshima. The scale of the tragedy is epic.

Yet the bulk of U.S. media coverage has focused on a nuclear accident whose damage has so far been limited
and contained to the plant sites. In simple human terms, the natural destruction of Earth and sea have far
surpassed any errors committed by man.

Given the. incomplete news reports, it is impossible to say how much worse the nuclear damage will be. Unlike
the Soviets at Chernobyl, the Japanese have been taking sensible precautions like evacuating people near the
plants and handing out iodine pills even if they may never be -needed. These precautions increase public worry,
but better to take them even if they prove to be unnecessary.

We will have plenty of.time to dissect events at the reactors and the safety lessons going forward. William
Tucker provides some useful context nearby, and one crucial point is that the containmentwalls seem to have
held. These walls are designed to withstand quakes and. explosions, and it is good news if they have done so.
The crisis seems to have been triggered by the failureof diesel generators that provided electricity totcool the
reactors once they were shut down, Mr. Tucker explains that this weakness has been corrected in new nuclear
plant designs.

JIJI PRESS/A FP/Getty Images \
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An aerial photo shows the quake-damaged Fukushima Dai-Ni nuclear power plant.

We have no special brief for nuclear power over any other energy source. Our view is that it should compete
with other sources on a market basis, without subsidies or government loan guarantees. Every energy source has
risks and economic externalities, whether they are noise and bird kills (wind), huge land requirements (solar),
rig explosions and tanker spills (oil), or mining accidents (coal).

But more than other energy sources, nuclear plants have had their costs increased by artificial political obstacles
and delay. The U.S. hasn't built a new nuclear plant since 1979, after the Three Mile Island meltdown, even as
older nuclear plants continue to provide 20% of the nation's electricity.

The Tennessee Valley Authority is a couple of years away from completing a reactor at Watts Bar after years of
effort. Proposals for 20 new reactors to be built over the next 15 to 20 years are in various stages of review in
the multiyear approval process at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, with two each in Georgia and South
Carolina at the front of the line. But the much-ballyhooed "nuclear renaissance" is a long way off, and it will be
longer after events in Japan.

Our larger point is less about nuclear power than how we react as a society to inevitable disasters, both natural
and man-made. Because a plane crashes, we don't stop flying. Because an oil rig explodes in the Gulf, we don't
(or at least we shouldn't) stop drilling for oil. And because the Challenger space shuttle blew up, we didn't stop
shuttle flights-though we do seem to have lost much of our national will for further manned space exploration.
We should learn from the Japanese nuclear crisis, not let it feed a political panic over nuclear power in general.

The paradox of material and technological progress is that we seem to become more risk-averse the safer it
makes us. The more comfortable we become, the less eager we are to take the risks that are the only route to
future progress. The irony is that one reason Japan has survived this catastrophic event as well as it has is its
great material development and wealth.

2



Modern civilization is in the daily business of measuring and mitigating risk, but its advance requires that we
continue to take risk. It would compound Japan's tragedy if the lesson America learns is that we should pursue
the illusory and counterproductive goal of eliminating all risk.

Copyright 2011 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved

This copy is for your personal, non-commercial use only. Distribution and use of this material are governed by
our Subscriber Agreement and by copyright law. For non-personal use or to order multiple copies, please
contact Dow Jones Reprints at 1-800-843-0008 or visit www.direprints.com
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Weaver, Tonna

From:
Sent:
To:
'Subject:

\ýSamuel Miranda (b)(6)
Monday, March 14, 2011 7:24 AM
Mendiola, Anthony
Japanese plant races to contain meltdowns

Follow up
Completed

Follow ,Up Flag:
Flag Status:
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Japanese plant races to contain meltdowns after two
blasts; third reactor loses cooling capacity
By Chico Harlan and Steven Mufson, Monday, March 14, 5:20 AM

TOKYO - A second explosion rocked Japan's seaside Fukushima Daiichi nucleat complex Monday, this time
destroying an outer building at unit 3. A Japanese- government official separately said that a third reactor at the
six-reactor facility had lost its cooling capacity, adding to the complications facing the engineers who try to
limit the damage of a partial meltdown.

The explosion at unit 3 did not damage the core containment structure, and Japanese authorities asserted that
there would belittle increase in radiation levels around the plant, But the explosion -- a result of hydrogen
build-up -- prompted Japan's nuclear agency to warn those within 12 milesto stay indoors and keep air
conditioners off.

The blast injured 11 people, one seriously.

The string of earthquake- and tsunami-triggered troubles at the Fukushima Daiichi plant began with the failure
of the primary and back-up cooling systems, necessary to keep reactors from overheating. ,

1



On Saturday, a similar explosion occurred at unit 1. Trace amounts of radioactive elements cesium- 137 and
iodine- 13 1 have been detected outside the plant.

The U.S. Seventh Fleet said on Monday that some of its personnel, who are stationed 100 miles offshore from
the Fukushima Daiichi plant, had come into contact with radioactive contamination. The airborne radioactivity
prompted the fleet to reposition its ships and aircraft.

Using sensitive instruments, precautionary measurements were conducted on three helicopter aircrews returning
to USS Ronald Reagan after conducting disaster relief missions near Sendai. Those measurements identified
low levels of radioactivity on 17 air crew members.

The low level radioactivity was easily removed from affected personnel by washing with soap and water, and
later tests detected no further contamination.

A news release from the United States Pacific Fleet attributed the detected radiation plume to the quake-plagued
plant. But officials believed that radiation plume would cause minimal health effects, saying that radiation
received from the plume equaled "about one month of exposure to natural background radiation from sources
such as rocks, soil, and the sun."

The Seventh Fleet has been stationed off the shore of northeastern Japan, assisting with relief and rescue
operations.

Like the Saturday explosion at unit 1, the blast at unit 3 took place after a buildup of hydrogen was vented by
the reactor. The hydrogen was produced by the exposure of the reactor's fuel rods and their zirconium alloy
casing to hot steam.

In normal conditions, the fuel rods would be covered and cooled by water.

The explosion occurred as Tokyo Electric entered day four of its battle against a cascade of failures-at its two
Fukushima nuclear complexes, using fire pumps to inject tens of thousands of gallons of seawater into two
reactors to contain partial meltdowns of ultra-hot fuel rods.

The tactic produced high pressures and vapors that the company vented into its containment structures and then
into the air, raising concerns about radioactivity levels in the surrounding area where people have already been
evacuated. The utility said that at one of the huge, complicated reactors, a safety relief valve was opened
manually to lower the pressure levels in a containment vessel.

But the limited vapor emissions were seen as far less dire than the consequences of failure in the fight against a
more far-reaching partial or complete meltdown that would occur if the rods blazed their way through the
reactor's layers of steel and concrete walls.

The potential size of the area affected by radioactive emissions could be large. A state of emergency was
declared briefly at another nuclear facility, the Onagawa plant, after elevated radioactivity levels were detected
there. Later, Japanese authorities blamed the measurement on radioactive material that had drifted from the
Fukushima plant, more than 75 miles away, according to the International Atomic Energy Agency.

The IAEA noted that forecasts said winds would be blowing to the northeast, away from the Japanese coast,
over the next three days.

Tokyo Electric said radioactivity levels inside the plant and at its nearby monitoring post were higher than
normal. Although levels had fallen Sunday, the Kyodo News Agency said that radiation at the plant's premises

2



rose Monday over the benchmark limit of 500 microsievert per hour at two locations, measuring 751
microsievert at the first location at 2:20 a.m. and 650 at the second at 2:40 a.m., according to information Tokyo
Electric gave the government. The hourly amounts are more than half the 1,000 microsievert to which people
are usually exposed in one year.

In addition to one worker hospitalized for radiation exposure, two others felt ill during stints in the control
rooms of Fukushima Daiichi units 1 and 2.

Although Tokyo Electric said it also continued to deal with cooling system failures and high pressures at half a
dozen of its 10 reactors in the two Fukushima complexes, fears mounted about the threat posed by the pools of
water where years of spent fuel rods are stored.

At the 40-year-old Fukushima Daiichi unit 1, where an explosion Saturday destroyed a building housing the
reactor, the spent fuel pool, in accordance with General Electric's design, is placed above the reactor. Tokyo
Electric said it was trying to figure out how to maintain water levels in the pools, indicating that the normal
safety systems there had failed, too. Failure to keep adequate water levels in a pool would lead to a catastrophic
fire, said nuclear experts, some of whom think that unit l's pool may now be outside.

"That would be like Chernobyl on steroids," said Arnie Gundersen, a nuclear engineer at Fairewinds Associates
and a member of the public oversight panel for the Vermont Yankee nuclear plant, which is identical to the
Fukushima Daiichi unit 1.

People familiar with the plant said there are seven spent fuel pools at Fukushima Daiichi, many of them densely
packed.

Gundersen said the unit I pool could have as much as 20 years of spent fuel rods, which are still radioactive.

At Fukushima Daiichi unit 3, the explosion was an indicator of serious problems inside the reactor core.

Victor Gilinsky, a former commissioner at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, said that to produce hydrogen,
temperatures in the reactor core had to be well over 2,000 degrees and as high as 4,000 degrees Fahrenheit. He
said a substantial amount of fuel had to be exposed at least at some point.

"That's the significance of the hydrogen - it means there was serious fuel damage and probably melting," said
Gilinsky, who was at the NRC when Pennsylvania's Three Mile Island reactor had a partial meltdown in 1979.
"How much? We won't know for a long time. At TMI we didn't know for five years, until the vessels were
opened. It was a shock."

The Fukushima Daiichi unit 3 was built by Toshiba. Last year, the unit began using some reprocessed fuel
known as "mox," a mixture of plutonium oxide and uranium oxide, produced from recycled material from
nuclear weapons as part of a program known as "from megatons to megawatts." Anti-nuclear activists have
called mox more unsafe thanenriched uranium. If it escapes the reactor, plutonium even in small quantities can
have much graver consequences on human health and the local environment for countless years, much longer
than other radioactive materials.

The Kyodo News Agency cited Tokyo Electric as saying that more than three yards of a mox nuclear-fuel rod
had been left above the water level, raising concerns that bits of plutonium or its byproducts may already be
mixed into vapors or molten material.

3



The Fukushima Daiichi unit 3, once capable of generating 784 megawatts of power, is substantially bigger than
unit 1, which generated about 460 rnegawatts. As a result, lowering temperatures in its reactor core could prove
a much tougher task, experts said.

Japanese officials were also trying to figure out whether Friday's earthquake, or the subsequent high pressures
and temperatures in the reactors, had caused other cracks or leaks in reactors in the region. So far officials have
not said that they have found any, though they have noted still unexplained losses of water in some reactor
vessels.

Although Fukushima Daiichi units 1 and 3 posed the gravest dangers for now, Tokyo Electric said it was still
working on its other units.

Tokyo Electric also said it had released vapors with some radioactive materials at all four of the reactors at its
second Fukushima complex - Fukushima Daini - on Saturday. After injecting water into the reactors, the
company said that water levels were stable, off-site power restored, and shutdowns complete or in progress.
Nonetheless, Japan's Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency said Monday that Fukushima Daini units 1,2 and 4
remained in a nuclear state of emergency.

mufsons(ni~washrost.com

© 2011 The Washington Post Company



Weaver, Tonna

From: Magee, Erin K. (DCHA/OFDA) [emagee@ofda.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 5:25 PM
To: RMTPACTSU_Ac; Betz, Travis
Cc: DART PACTSU
Subject: Re: DAiRT call

That's 8 am our time.

- ---- Original Message -----
From: RMTPACTSUAC
To: Betz,. Travis
Cc: DARTPACTSU
Sent: Mon Mar 14 17:23:51 2011
Subject: RE: DART call

1-888-3634 AC

f,=,Access code (b)(6)

Call is at 7 pm.

Natalya

Admin Coordinator
Pcific Tsunami and Japa, Earthquake Response Management Team USAID/DHCAIOFDA

•Rmtpactsu ac(,ofda.qov
202-712-0039

- ---- Original Message -----
From: Betz, Travis
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 5:10 PM
To: RMTPACTSUAC
Cc: DARTPACTSU
Subject: DART call

Could you send me call in details and time? I will call in from Misawa, just me here Remaining USAR is
departing at 0700 with balance of cache

1



Weaver, Tonna

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

-VeCherry, Ronald C [CherryRC@state.gý--1 ý
Monday, March,14, 2011 7:00 PM
JapanEmbassy, TaskForce
Alan Remick; Aleshia Duncan; Duncan, Aleshia D; Trapp, James; James Trapp (BB); Mears,
Jeremy M; Morales,. Russell A; Nesheiwat, Julia; Tamada, Yoshimi; Ulses,. Anthony; Uchida,
Koichi
FW: Deploying DOE Survey AssestSubject:

FYI.

This email is UNCLASSIFIED

-•Oriqinal Me~ssaqe-....
° m 'IO r iqi(a l .... a................ ........ ...... .. . .............. ........ .. .......................... •From*[ýb)(6)

•SCnt: Tuesday, ,March 15, 2011 f4:51 AM-
To: Cherry, Ronald C
,Subject: Deploying DOE Survey Assest

I received a call last night from Troy Mueller of.Naval Reactors[ (b)(6) He requested Embassy
support to request permission from the Japanese government to-allowDQE t0 -.take radiological surveys on a
12 hour frequency . He was, aware of the information the survey would provide and indicated it would greatly
assist military operations and support in the area.
Sent from, my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry
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Weaver, Tonna

From;
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

FollowUp Flag:
Flag Status:

(b)(6) of Samuel Miranda (b)(6)

'Mbnday, March 14,.20117:32 AM
Mendiola, Anthony
Latest on the status of the, Fukushima I-1 power station
ANS Japan Backgrounder.pdf

Follow up
Completed

The attached report is some of the most recent information on the status of the Fukushima I-M nuclear power
plant. If you wish to learn more, I recommend the following web site:

http://www.nei.org/newsandevents/information-on-the-j'apanese-earthliquake-and-reactors-in-that-.region/
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American Nuclear Society Backgrounder:

Japanese Earthquake/Tsunami; Problems with Nuclear Reactors

3/12/2011 5:22 PM EST

To begin, a sense of perspective is needed... right now, the Japanese earthquake/tsunami is clearly a
catastrophe; the situation at impacted nuclear reactors is, in the words of IAEA, an "Accident with

Local Consequences."

The Japanese earthquake and tsunami are natural catastrophes of historic proportions. The death toll is
likely to be in the thousands. While the information is still not complete at this time, the tragic loss of
life and destruction caused by the earthquake and tsunami will likely dwarf the damage caused by the

problems associated with the impacted Japanese nuclear plants.

What happened?

Recognizing that information is still not complete due to the destruction of the communication
infrastructure, producing reports that are conflicting, here is our best understanding of the sequence of

events at the Fukushima I-1 power station.

" The plant was immediately shut down (scrammed) when the earthquake first hit. The automatic

power system worked.

* All external power to the station was lost when the sea water swept away the power lines.

* Diesel generators started to provide backup electrical power to the plant's backup cooling

system. The backup worked.

* The diesel generators ceased functioning after approximately one hour due to tsunami induced
damage, reportedly to their fuel supply.

* An Isolation condenser was used to remove the decay heat from the shutdown reactor.

* Apparently the plant then experienced a small loss of coolant from the reactor.

* Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) pumps, which operate on steam from the reactor, were

used to replace reactor core water inventory, however, the battery-supplied control valves lost
DC power after the prolonged use.

* DC power from batteries was consumed after approximately 8 hours.

* At that point, the plant experienced a complete blackout (no electric power at all).

* Hours passed as primary water inventory was lost and core degradation occurred (through some

combination of zirconium oxidation and clad failure).



. Portable diesel generators were delivered to the plant site.

* AC power was restored allowing for a different backup pumping system to replace inventory in

reactor pressure vessel (RPV).

0 Pressure in the containment drywell rose as wetwell became hotter.

* The Drywell containment was vented to outside reactor building which surrounds the

containment.

" Hydrogen produced from zirconium oxidation was vented from the containment into the reactor

building.

" Hydrogen in reactor building exploded causing it to collapse around the containment.

" The containment around the reactor and RPV were reported to be intact.

" The decision was made to inject seawater into the RPV to continue to the cooling process,

another backup system that was designed into the plant from inception.

" Radioactivity releases from operator initiated venting appear to be decreasing.

Can it happen here in the US?

" While there are risks associated with operating nuclear plants and other industrial facilities, the

chances of an adverse event similar to what happened in Japan occurring in the US is small.

* Since September 11, 2001, additional safeguards and training have been put in place at US

nuclear reactors which allow plant operators to cool the reactor core during an extended power
outage and/or failure of backup generators - "blackout conditions."

Is a nuclear reactor "meltdown" a catastrophic event?

Not necessarily. Nuclear reactors are built with redundant safety systems. Even if the fuel in the

reactor melts, the reactor's containment systems are designed to prevent the spread of

radioactivity into the environment. Should an event like this occur, containing the radioactive

materials could actually be considered a "success" given the scale of this natural disaster that

had not been considered in the original design. The nuclear power industry will learn from this

event, and redesign our facilities as needed to make them safer in the future.



• it*

What is the ANS doing?

ANS has reached out to The Atomic Energy Society of Japan (AESJ) to offer technical assistance.

ANS has established an incident communications response team.

This team has compiling relevant news reports and other publicly available information on the ANS blog,
which can be found at ansnuclearcafe.org.

The team is also fielding media inquiries and providing reporters with background information and
technical perspective as the events unfold.

Finally, the ANS is collecting information from publicly available sources, our. sources in government
agencies, and our sources on the ground in Japan, to better understand the extent and impact of the
incident.



Wav~r_ Tonna

From: Samuel Miranda (b)(6)
Sent: ,Monday, March 14, 2011 7-:58AM
To: Mendiola, Anthony
Subject: Radioactive Releases in Japan Could Last Months, Experts Say

Follow Up Flag: Follow'up
Flag Status: Completed,

Fukushima Daichi is modeled after Oyster Creek.

Jim Shea used to work at Oyster Creek.

Reprints
Thiscopy is for your personal, noncommercial use only. You can, order presentation-ready copies for
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article. Visit www.nytreprints.com for samples and additional information. Order a reprint of this article now.

March 13, 2011

Radioactive Releases in Japan Could Last Months,
Experts Say
By IAVID E. SANCER and NIATHENt.'\ I.., WALl)

WASHINGTON - As the scale of Japan'_s nuclear crisis begins to come to light, experts in Japan andthe
United States say the country is now facing a cascade: of accumulating problems that suggest that radioactive
releasesof steam from the crippled plants could go on for weeks or even months.

Theemergency flooding of two stricken reactors with seawater and the resulting steam releases are a desperate
step intended to avoid a much bigger problem: a full meltdown of the nuclear cores in two reactors at the
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station. On Monday, an explosion blew the roof off the second reactor, not
damaging the core, officials said, but presumably leaking more radiation.

So far, Japanese officials have said the' melting of the nuclear cores in the two plants is assumed to be "partial,"
and the amount of radioactivity measured outside the plants, though twice the level Japan considers safe, has
been relatively modest.

But Pentagon officials reported Sunday that helicopters flying 60 miles from the plant picked up'small amounts
of radioactive particulates - still being analyzed, but presumed to include cesium-137 and iodi'ne-121-
suggesting widening environmental contamination.
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In a country where memories of a nuclear horror of a different sort in the last days of World War II weigh
heavily on the national psyche and national politics, the impact of continued venting of long-lasting
radioactivity from the plants is hard to overstate.

Japanese reactor operators now have little choice but to periodically release radioactive steam as part of an
emergency cooling process for the fuel of the stricken reactors that may continue for a year or more even after
fission has stopped. The plant's operator must constantly try to flood the reactors with seawater, then release the
resulting radioactive steam into the atmosphere, several experts familiar with the design of the Daiichi facility
said.

That suggests that the tens of thousands of people who have been evacuated may not be able to return to their
homes for a considerable period, and that shifts in the wind could blow radioactive materials toward Japanese
cities rather than out to sea.

Re-establishing normal cooling of the reactors would require restoring electric power - which was cut in the
earthquake and tsunami - and now may require plant technicians working in areas that have become highly
contaminated with radioactivity.

More steam releases also mean that the plume headed across the Pacific could continue to grow. On Sunday
evening, the White H-louse sought to tamp down concerns, saying that modeling done by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission had concluded that "Hawaii, Alaska, the U.S. Territories and the U.S. West Coast are not expected
to experience any harmful levels of radioactivity."

But all weekend, after a series of intense interchanges between Tokyo and Washington and the arrival of the
first American nuclear experts in Japan, officials said they were beginning to get a clearer picture of what went
wrong over the past three days. And as one senior official put it, "under the best scenarios, this isn't going to
end anytime soon."

The essential problem is the definition of "off" in a nuclear reactor. When the nuclear chain reaction is stopped
and the reactor shuts down, the fuel is still producing about 6 percent as much heat as it did when it was
running, caused by continuing radioactivity, the release of subatomic particles and of gamma rays.

Usually when a reactor is first shut down, an electric pump pulls heated water from the vessel to a heat
exchanger, and cool water from a river or ocean is brought in to draw off that heat.

But at the Japanese reactors, after losing electric power, that system could not be used. Instead the operators are
dumping seawater into the vessel and letting it cool the fuel by boiling. But as it boils, pressure rises too high to
pump in more water, so they have to vent the vessel to the atmosphere, and feed in more water, a procedure
known as "feed and bleed."

When the fuel was intact, the steam they were releasing had only modest amounts of radioactive material, in a
nontroublesome form. With damaged fuel, that steam is getting dirtier.

Another potential concern is that some Japanese reactors (as well as some in France and Germany) run on a
mixed fuel known as mox, or mixed oxide, that includes reclaimed plutonium. It is not clear whether the
stricken reactors are among those, but if they are, the steam they release could be more toxic.

Christopher D. Wilson, a reactor operator and later a manager at Exelon's Oyster Creek plant, near Toms River,
N.J., said, "normally you would just re-establish electricity supply, from the on-site diesel generator or a
portable one." Portable generators have been brought into Fukushima, he said.
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Fukushima was designed by General Electric, as Oyster Creek was around the same time, and the two plants are
similar. The problem, he said, was that the hookup is done through electric switching equipment that is in a
basement room flooded by the tsunami, he said. "Even though you have generators on site, you have to get the
water out of the basement," he said.

Another nuclear engineer with long experience in reactors of this type, who now works for a government
agency, was emphatic. "To completely stop venting, they're going to have to put some sort of equipment back
in service," he said. He asked not to be named because his agency had not authorized him to speak.

The central problem arises from a series of failures that began after the tsunami. It easily overcame the sea walls
surrounding the Fukushima plant. It swamped the diesel generators, which were placed in a low-lying area,
apparently because of misplaced confidence that the sea walls would, protect them. At 3:41 p.m. Friday, roughly
an hour after the quake and just around the time the region would have been struck by the giant waves, the
generators shut down. According to Tokyo Electric Power Company, the plant switched to an emergency
cooling system that operates on batteries, but these were soon depleted.

Inside the plant, according to industry executives and American experts who received briefings over the
weekend, there was deep concern that spent nuclear fuel that was kept in a "cooling pond" inside one of the
plants had been exposed and begun letting off potentially deadly gamma radiation. Then water levels inside the
reactor cores began to fall. While estimates vary, several officials and industry experts said Sunday that the top
four to nine feet of the nuclear fuel in the core and control rods appear to have been exposed to the air - a
condition that that can quickly lead to melting, and ultimately to full meltdown.

At 8 p.m., just as Americans were waking up to news of the earthquake, the government declared an
emergency, contradicting its earlier reassurances that there were no major problems. But the chief cabinet
secretary, Yukio Edano, stressed that there had been no radiation leak.

But one was coming: Workers inside the reactors saw that levels of coolant water were dropping. They did not
know how severely. "The gauges that measure the water level don't appear to be giving accurate readings," one
American official said.

What the workers knew by Saturday morning was that cooling systems at a nearby power plant, Fukushima
Daini, were also starting to fail, for many of the same reasons. And the pressure in the No. I reactor at
Fukushima Daiichi was rising so fast that engineers knew they would have to relieve it by letting steam escape.

Shortly before 4 p.m., camera crews near the Daiichi plant captured what appears to have been an explosion at
the No. 1 reactor - apparently caused by a buildup of hydrogen. It was dramatic television but not especially
dangerous - except to the workers injured by the force of the blast.

The explosion was in the outer container, leaving the main reactor vessel unharmed, according to Tokyo
Electric's reports to the International Atomic Energy Agency. (The walls of the outer building blew apart, as
they are designed to do, rather than allow a buildup of pressure that could damage the reactor vessel.)

But the dramatic blast was also a warning sign of what could happen inside the reactor vessel if the core was not
cooled. The International Atomic Energy Agency said that "as a countermeasure to limit damage to the reactor
core," Tokyo Electric proposed injecting seawater mixed with boron - which can choke off a nuclear reaction
--- and it began to do that at 10:20 p.m. Saturday.

It was a desperation move: The corrosive seawater will essentially disable the 40-year-old plant; the decision to
flood the core amounted to a decision to abandon the facility. But even that operation has not been easy.
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To pump in the water, the Japanese have apparently tried used firefighting equipment - hardly the usual
procedure. But forcing the seawater inside the containment vessel has been difficult because the pressure in the
vessel has become so great.

One American official likened the process to "trying to pour water into an inflated balloon," and said that on
Sunday it was "not clear how much water they are getting in, or whether they are covering the cores."

The problem was compounded because gauges in the reactor seemed to have been damaged in the earthquake or
tsunami, making it impossible to know just how much water is in the core.

And workers at the pumping operation are presumed to be exposed to radiation; several workers, according to
Japanese reports, have been treated for radiation poisoning. It is not clear how severe their exposure was.

Keith Bradsher contributed reporting from Hong Kong, Hiroko Tabuchi from Tokyo and Henry Fountain from
New York.
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News & Events

Information on the Japan Earthquake and Reactors in That Region

NEI updates will no longer be posted on a daily basis, but as significant events occur at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant.

Latest NEI Updates

UPDATE AS OF 4 P.M. EDT, FRIDAY, APRIL 29:
Below is a round-up of noteworthy news that happened this week with regard to the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant and the U.S.
nuclear industry's response.

Plant Status:

Priorities this week at Fukushima continued to be cooling the reactors and fuel pools, draining water from the turbine buildings
and concrete structures that house piping to reduce radiation levels, and containing the spread of radioactive materials. Tokyo
Electric Power Co. (TEPCO) is increasing the amount of cooling water injected into reactor 1 at the Fukushima Daiichi plant as
part of a plan to cover the fuel.

* TEPCO plans to build a storage and processing facility that can hold 70,000 tons of highly radioactive water at the plant.
* Overall, site radiation dose rates are stabilizing or decreasing. The most recent radiation readings reported at the plant site gates

ranged from 4.8 millirem per hour to 2.2 millirem per hour. TEPCO has released a map showing radiation levels around the site,
based on readings taken on different days since the incident began.

* TEPCO said this week that it will build a wall of sandbags along the shoreline at the Fukushima Daiichi site as a temporary
measure against another possible tsunami. The company also moved emergency power generators to higher ground to prevent
the reactors' cooling systems from failing in case a major tsunami hits the plant again. The utility will sandbag the shoreline at the
plant to a height of several meters. Priority will be put on the area near the waste processing facility, where highly radioactive
water is being moved from around the reactor buildings. TEPCO is also planning to build a breakwater on the shoreline, as the
sandbags cannot remain the long-term solution for a possible tsunami.

* Japan's Nuclear Safety Commission (NSC) asked the government April 28 to review the ability of the country's nuclear power
plants to withstand earthquakes. The commission has requested that the Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency "re-examine the
fault lines and geographical changes where plant operators have so far said the risk of earthquake damage was low." The
utilities' reassessment of earthquake resistance "will likely take several years," the NSC said, and will likely affect the start of
operations at new nuclear power plants and the construction of new reactors.

* TEPCO said April 28 that it does not believe the spent fuel pool at reactor 4 of Fukushima Daiichi is leaking, according to a report
by Japan television station NHK. The utility said it initially believed that declining water levels in the pool indicated that it might
have been damaged in an explosion soon after March 11, but it "now believes that the water has been evaporating at a rate in
line with calculations by experts." The fuel storage pool "will be reinforced by July," TEPCO said.

Regulatory/Political Issues:

* The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) site inspections as a follow-up to the Fukushima event were set to end. A draft
report of the results is expected in two weeks.

* The NRC staff briefed the commissioners Thursday on its review of the Fukushima accident and on the station blackout rule (see
archived webcast here). Bill Borchardt, the NRC's executive director for operations, told the commissioners that NRC reviews of
the accident at Fukushima Daiichi "have not identified anything that needs immediate action" at U.S. reactors. The briefing also
explored preparations at U.S. reactors for a total loss of AC power, or station blackouts, NRC Chairman Gregory Jaczko said he
is "not convinced that in that situation (station blackout), four hours is a reasonable time to restore off-site power. That may be
something we want to look at a little bit more."

* The Group of 20 economic powers (G-20) will meet June 7-8 to discuss nuclear safety "in light of the events" at Japan's
Fukushima nuclear power plant, OECD Secretary-General Angel Gurria said this week. The International Atomic Energy Agency
also will take part in the G-20 meeting.

New NEI Products:

* A new fact sheet on relicensing and the safety of nuclear energy plants.
* A new video on radiation monitoring, featuring Health Physics Society President Edward Maher, appears on NEI's YouTube

channel.

Media Highlights:

* Alex Marion, NEI's vice president for nuclear operations, briefly discussed implications of Fukushima for the U.S. industry on
CNN as part of a larger discussion of industry's emergency preparedness.

* NEI President and CEO Marvin Fertel spoke with New York Times reporter Tom Zeller on claims by the Natural Resources
Defense Council and Union of Concerned Scientists that the NRC is a "captive" regulator He described the NRC as an effective

http)://\wNww.nei .orp-/newsandevents/inf'ormnation-on-the-iapanese-earthquiake-and-reactors-in-that-regioi/ 56215/6/2011
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regulator and noted transparency in the US. regulatory process and improvements to better focus on safety over the past
decade.
NEI discussed the 25th anniversary of Chernobyl in the context of Fukushima with Forbes Magazine.
Homeland Security Today magazine is focusing its July issue on challenges of critical infrastructure security, especially from
earthquakes, tsunamis and other severe events. In an interview, NEI addressed the improvements over the last 10 years,
including physical additions to plant security, additional personnel and training, shift drill exercises and NRC-graded exercises.

The Week Ahead:

* The NRC will meet at 9 a.m. EDT Tuesday, May 3, for a briefing on emergency preparedness, The meeting will be webcast.
* The House Energy and Commerce Committee's subcommittees on energy and power and environment and the economy will

conduct a joint hearing at 9:30 a.m. EDT on Wednesday, May 4, to examine the role of the NRC in America's energy future. All of
the commissioners are expected to testify.

**CLICK HERE FOR EARLIER NEI UPDATES**

Resources by Topic

The following Web pages provide links to fact sheets, documents, graphics and other materials on the events in Japan, These pages are
being updated frequently.

Nuclear Energy Industry Actions to Ensure Continued Safe Operations
This Web page describes the U.S. nuclear energy industry's assessment of the events in Japan and its steps to ensure that U.S.
reactors could respond to events that may challenge safe operation of the facilities.

Nuclear Energy Situation in Japan
This Web page includes frequently asked questions about the situation with Japan's nuclear energy plants, a time line of events,
graphics of the nuclear power reactors and other general statistics on Japan's nuclear energy program.

Radiation and Japan's Nuclear Energy Plants
This Web page provides background information on radiation, including its different sources, how it is measured, and the ways
federal authorities protect the public and workers from radiation exposure.

Nuclear Reactors: Designed to Withstand Natural Disasters
This Web page describes how nuclear plants are designed and constructed to withstand natural disasters, including earthquakes,
tsunamis, fires, and other natural or man-made events. It also provides information on emergency preparedness at the nation's
nuclear plants.

NEI Backgrounders: Fact Sheets and Policy Briefs
This Web page includes fact sheets and policy briefs on environmental protection, safety and security, and nuclear waste and used
nuclear fuel management.

News

Below are select news articles on the Japan nuclear situation and U.S. industry efforts to ensure nuclear plant safety. See NEI's Twitter
feed @neiupdates and blog for updated information on Japan's nuclear plant situation.

Monday, May 2

* The Wall Street Journal: Nuclear Facility to Boost Defenses
* Kyodo News: Work starts to install air filter to reduce radiation at nuke plant

Saturday, April 30

* The Washington Post: A future for nuclear

Friday, April 29

, The Atlantic: Inside the Drone Missions to Fukushima
* NHK World: NRC: Fukushima plant situation "improved"
* NHK World: TEPCO unveils plan to process contaminated water

http://www.nei,org/newsandevents/information-on-the-japanese-earthquake-and-reactors-in-that-region/ 5/6/2011
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**CLICK HERE FOR EARLIER NEWS UPDATES*

http://www.nei.orp/newsandevents/iniformation-on-the-iapanese-earthq uake-and-reactors-in-that-region/ 5/6/2011
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American Nuclear Society Backgrounder:

Japanese Earthquake/Tsunami; Problems with Nuclear Reactors

3/12/2011 5:22 PM EST

To begin, a sense of perspective is needed... right now, the Japanese earthquake/tsunami is clearly a
catastrophe; the situation at impacted nuclear reactors is, in the words of IAEA, an "Accident with
Local Consequences."

The Japanese earthquake and tsunami are natural catastrophes of historic proportions. The death toll is
likely to be in the thousands. While the information is still not complete at this time, the tragic loss of
life and destruction caused by the earthquake and tsunami will likely dwarf the damage caused by the
problems associated with the impacted Japanese nuclear plants.

What happened?

Recognizing that information is still not complete due to the destruction of the communication
infrastructure, producing reports that are conflicting, here is our best understanding of the sequence of
events at the Fukushima I-1 power station.

* The plant was immediately shut down (scrammed) when the earthquake first hit. The automatic
power system worked.

* All external power to the station was lost when the sea water swept away the power lines.

* Diesel generators started to provide backup electrical power to the plant's backup cooling
system. The backup worked.

* The diesel generators ceased functioning after approximately one hour due to tsunami induced
damage, reportedly to their fuel supply.

* An Isolation condenser was used to remove the decay heat from the shutdown reactor.

* Apparently the plant then experienced a small loss of coolant from the reactor.

* Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) pumps, which operate on steam from the reactor, were
used to replace reactor core water inventory, however, the battery-supplied control valves lost
DC power after the prolonged use.

* DC power from batteries was consumed after approximately 8 hours.

* At that point, the plant experienced a complete blackout (no electric power at all).

* Hours passed as primary water inventory was lost and core degradation occurred (through some
combination of zirconium oxidation and clad failure).
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" Portable diesel generators were delivered to the plant site.

0 AC power was restored allowing for a different backup pumping system to replace inventory in
reactor pressure vessel (RPV).

" Pressure in the containment drywell rose as wetwell became hotter.

* The Drywell containment was vented to outside reactor building which surrounds the
containment.

" Hydrogen produced from zirconium oxidation was vented from the containment into the reactor

building.

" Hydrogen in reactor building exploded causing it to collapse around the containment.

* The containment around the reactor and RPV were reported to be intact.

" The decision was made to inject seawater into the RPV to continue to the cooling process,
another backup system that was designed into the plant from inception.

* Radioactivity releases from operator initiated venting appear to be decreasing.

Can it happen here in the US?

* While there are risks associated with operating nuclear plants and other industrial facilities, the
chances of an adverse event similar to what happened in Japan occurring in the US is small.

" Since September 11, 2001, additional safeguards and training have been put in place at US
nuclear reactors which allow plant operators to cool the reactor core during an extended power
outage and/or failure of backup generators - "blackout conditions."

Is a nuclear reactor "meltdown" a catastrophic event?

Not necessarily. Nuclear reactors are built with redundant safety systems. Even if the fuel in the
reactor melts, the reactor's containment systems are designed to prevent the spread of
radioactivity into the environment. Should an event like this occur, containing the radioactive
materials could actually be considered a "success" given the scale of this natural disaster that
had not been considered in the original design. The nuclear power industry will learn from this
event, and redesign our facilities as needed to make them safer in the future.



What is the ANS doing?

ANS has reached out to The Atomic Energy Society of Japan (AESJ) to offer technical assistance.

ANS has established an incident communications response team.

This team has compiling relevant news reports and other publicly available information on the ANS blog,
which can be found at ansnuclearcafe.org.

The team is also fielding media inquiries and providing reporters with background information and
technical perspective as the events unfold.

Finally, the ANS is collecting information from publicly available sources, our sources in government
agencies, and our sources on the ground in Japan, to better understand the extent and impact of the
incident.
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Nuclear Industry Likely to Reassess Safety Systems
By REBECCA SMITH

The accident at the Fukushima Dajichi nuclear-power plant involved multiple system failures that cast doubt on
the guiding principle of the nuclear power industry: that engineers can build enough redundancy into safety
systems to overcome any threat.
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Reactors at Risk
Officials are battling to prevent meltdowns in two reactors at the Fukushima Dalichi complex in northeastern
Japan. They are also addressing a build-up of pressure at the Fukushima Dalni plant, with four reactors.

Dalichl Nuclear Power Station
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In Fukushima prefecture, Tokyo Electric Power Co. found that the layers of redundancy in the plant's
electricity-supply and cooling systems weren't sufficient to nullify the power of nature, which took the form of a
massive earthquake followed by aftershocks and tsunami waves.
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After the plant lost grid electricity, diesel generators kicked in but reportedly were knocked out by the tsunami.
Batteries weren't able to power critical instrumentation and controls and keep functional the reactor cooling
system, which relies on massive water pumps.

Plant operators finally used seawater in a desperate attempt to cool reactors No. I and 3 that suffered enough
heat buildup to damage the nuclear fuel that's inside the reactor pressure vessel in each unit. Operators said
Monday they weren't sure they could trust their readings from several key instrument panels.

Thousands of evacuees from areas around Japan's Fukushima nuclear power plant were scanned for radiation
exposure, though the Japanese government insists radiation levels are low. Video courtesy of Reuters

Thus, the failures spanned the electrical system, cooling system and control and instrumentation systems at the
plants. What didn't fail, at last report, was the series of physical barriers in the form of steel and concrete that
keep radioactive materials from being freely released into the environment.

Richard Meserve, a physicist and former NRC chairman from 1999 to 2003, said the Japanese reactors
experienced a "one-two punch of events beyond what anyone could expect or what was conceived." A
reassessment of safety threats to boiling-water reactors, in particular, and also to coastal reactors at risk of
tsunamis will result, he said.

Peter Bradford, a member of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission at the time of the Three Mile Island
accident in Pennsylvania in 1979, said the accident exposes shortcomings in risk analysis as well as
engineering.

"The redundancy, such as it was, obviously was inadequate to the event that actually happened," he said. He
said the problem is that certain risks always are discounted in the licensing process as "so highly unlikely that
you don't have to plan for them."

It isn't known if operator error played a role, as it did three decades ago at Three Mile Island, but it's clear the
earthquake exceeded the level for which the plant was designed.

"The really important question," Mr. Bradford said, "is to ask how different licensing bodies decide what risks
have to be guarded against and see if that analysis was adequate."

Operators of similar early-vintage General Electric Co. boiling-water reactors in the U.S. said they are trying to
understand events in Japan. Two kinds of nuclear plants are most likely to be affected by the accident-those of
similar reactor type and those that also are located in coastal areas near earthquake faults.

In earthquake-prone California, attention immediately turned to PG&E Corp.'s Diablo Canyon nuclear plant and
Southern California Edison's San Onofre plant, both of which are on the Pacific Ocean, near fault zones.
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Companies with boiling-water reactors similar to the ones in Japan include Exelon Corp., Entergy Corp. and
Xcel Energy Inc. There are nearly two dozen such plants in the U.S.

Marshall Murphy, spokesman for Exelon's nuclear business, said his company "is not in a position to talk
about" the Japan accident or its similar units, a list that includes its Quad Cities plant in Cordova, Ill., its
Dresden plant in Morris, Ill., and its Oyster Creek plant in Forked River, N.J. Entergy has several similar units,
including its Pilgrim plant in Plymouth, Mass., its Vermont Yankee plant in Vernon, Vt., and its FitzPatrick
plant in Scriba, N.Y. Xcel's Monticello plant in Monticello, Minn., also is similar.

Xcel and Entergy referred calls to an industry association.

The Japanese nuclear accident has come at a delicate time for the nuclear-power industry, growing globally, for
the first time in decades as a new generation of "passive" designs is being embraced as offering more safety.
The passive feature means they rely less on electrically driven pumps and valves, for safety, and more on
systems designed to shut down plants safely in emergencies and to prevent operator error.

For example, the Westinghouse AP 1000 reactor places cooling water at a level above the reactor-unlike the
Fukushima design-so that it would naturally flow down. Older reactors often pump water up.

A spokesman for the Nuclear Energy Institute, the trade organization that represents U.S. nuclear utilities, said
it is too early to tell what changes in the industry could result from the accident. "I'm sure there will be lessons
learned," said Tom Kauffman, at the institute in Washington.

The industry hopes it will be nothing like what happened after the Pennsylvania accident in 1979. That basically
stopped planning for new reactors, and utilities lost billions of dollars as design criteria were strengthened. Half
of today's U.S. reactors were built after that landmark event, but all were projects proposed before the accident.

Quake Hits Japan

" Rescuers Dig for Survivors, But Thousands Feared Dead
" Officials Strugle to Prevent Meltdown at Two Reactors
" Damaged Nuclear-Power Plants Could Spew Range of Emissions
" Doubts Form in Shadow of Nuclear Plants
* Quake to Test Japan's Economy, Markets
* U.S. Could Rethink Nuclear Reliance
" Asia Closely Watches Japan's Nuclear Woes
" Factories Close As Power Is Cut
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Officials Struggle to Prevent Meltdown at Two
Reactors
By YUKA HAYASHI

Japan's unfolding nuclear-power crisis took another grim turn Monday morning with a new explosion at the
reactor facility in Fukushima, similar to one that hit a different part of the complex Saturday. Six people were
injured and 500 were evacuated from the surrounding area.

Another Blast Hits Nuclear Plant

1:03

A second hydrogen explosion occurred at a beleaguered nuclear power plant in Japan's Fukushima prefecture.
Video courtesy of Reuters

Asia Today: Uncertainty Grips Japan

2:48

As the country grapples with a second nuclear explosion in Fukushima, scheduled power outages are paralyzing
operations at Japan's biggest exporters which could disrupt the global supply chain. WSJ's Mariko Sanchanta
and Yumiko Ono discuss.



News Hub:Japan Battles to Control Nuclear Reactors

24:38

Japanese officials continue to battle to keep damaged nuclear reactors from meltdowns, saying two have
experienced a critical situation where their fuel rods were damaged. Simon Constable and John Bussey discuss
with Rebecca Smith and Yumiko Ono.

Televisions showed smoke billowing out of the No. 3 reactor at the Fukushima Daiichi plant shortly after I I
a.m local time. The government said there hasn't been a large increase in radiation following the explosion.

As in Saturday's explosion, the cause was a build-up of highly combustible hydrogen in the concrete building
around the reactor, Japanese government spokesman Yukio Edano said. Based on pressure data, he added, it's
unlikely the steel container surrounding the reactor was damaged. He said pressure in the reactor remains stable.
Officials had warned a few hours earlier that an explosion could hit, and said the impact was limited.

Japan Quake's Effects

View Interactive

Compare satellite images before and after the quake and tsunami.

View Interactive

See a map of post-earthquake events in Japan, Hawaii and the U.S. West Coast.
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Shaky Ground

View Interactive

Colliding plates under earth's surface make Asia Pacific one of the most tectonically active region on earth.

View Slideshow

Reuters

Some people returned to what was left of their homes on Monday.

Disastrous Japan Earthquakes

View Slideshow

Associated Press

See a historical gallery of past earthquakes in Japan.

The World's Biggest Earthquakes
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View Interactive

A photographer looked over wreckage as smoke rose in the background from burning oil storage tanks at
Valdez, Alaska, March 29, 1964.

Officials are continuing to struggle to prevent meltdowns at both the No. I and No. 3 damaged reactors, saying
their fuel rods may have been critically damaged by overheating.

They stressed, however, that containment vessels housing the reactors remained intact and that there were no
signs of the radiation leakage that would accompany a major meltdown. Early Monday, they reported that
radiation had risen again near one of the reactors, but stressed that the level remained far below peaks seen over
the weekend.

Officials were scrambling early Monday to contain numerous potential crises-from water and fuel shortages in
hard-hit areas to emergency financial measures as markets reopened. Still, the problem with the country's
nuclear plants stood out as perhaps the most worrisome development.

Tokyo Electric Power Co.'s Fukushima Daiichi power plant in northern Japan was damaged in Friday's massive
earthquake and tsunami. Authorities injected seawater into both to replace cooling water they had lost-a
procedure that would render them unusable.

At a separate Fukushima TEPCO facility-the Daini plant about six miles away-three of its four reactors
reported elevated temperatures, though the situation was less urgent as of late Sunday in Japan.

"We continue to face very worrisome situations at the Fukushima nuclear power plants," Prime Minister Naoto
Kan said at a news conference Sunday evening. Ile didn't elaborate further.

One person briefed on the situation said that critical issues remained at one facility, with troubling amounts of
fuel exposed.

Friday's 8.9 magnitude earthquake exceeded the level that Tokyo's plants are designed to withstand. Masataka
Shimizu, chief executive of Tokyo Electric Power Co., which operates most of the affected nuclear reactors in
Tohoku, said Sunday: "We could argue we were adequately prepared for tsunami within the size of our previous
assumption. But the latest tsunami was of a level that far exceeded our assumption."

For those near the troubled Fukushima complex, the government said Sunday that radiation tests had begun on
everyone who was evacuated from the vicinity.
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Roughly 70,000 to 80,000 people living within in a radius of about 12 miles of the two plants have been asked
to leave the area; the 500 or so who remained were evacuated following the latest explosion. The government
said Saturday they were preparing to stockpile iodine used to treat radiation sickness, "just in case."

Mr. Edano said nine people were affected by radiation released from the No. I reactor at the time of Saturday's
explosion, and that there are no health concerns for now.

Soon after the explosion, the radiation level outside the No. I reactor rose to 1,0 15 microsievert-the equivalent
of being exposed to the maximum allowable level for a full year in a single day. The level has since fallen
sharply.

Concerns have in the past day focused on Fukushima Daiichi's No. 3 reactor, the one that experienced Monday's
explosion. The Fukushima Daiichi plant is located about 150 miles from Tokyo.

Despite the effort to inject seawater, the level of cooling water in the reactor remained low-for reasons that
aren't clear-exposing fuel rods.

The government Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency said late Sunday that roughly a half of the length of their
more-than 12-foot-long fuel rods were outside of the cooling water-making the fuel vulnerable to serious
damage.
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Reactors at Risk
Officials are battling to prevent meltdowns in two reactors at the Fukushima Dafichi complex in northeastern
Japan. They are also addressing a build-up of pressure at the Fukushima Daini plant, with four reactors.
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Officials started pouring seawater into the No. 3 reactor Sunday afternoon, following a similar step taken with
the No. I reactor on Saturday, which appears to have stabilized the situation. But the same measures seemed to
have had the same effect of causing an explosion in the facility without doing more damage to the core reactor.
Officials said that, despite the explosion, there was no significant increase in measured radiation.
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Videos

Japan Evacuees Scanned for Radiation Exposure

0:56

Thousands of evacuees from areas around Japan's Fukushima nuclear power plant were scanned for radiation
exposure, though the Japanese government insists radiation levels are low. Video courtesy of Reuters

Explosion Heard at Nuclear Power Plant in Japan

1:34

Smoke rose Saturday following an explosion at a nuclear power plant in Japan's Fukushima prefecture. Video
courtesy of Reuters

Nuclear experts are particularly worried about the No. 3 unit, supplied by Toshiba Corp., because it uses an
unconventional fuel called MOX fuel, short for mixed oxide.

It is made by mixing low-enriched uranium with plutonium that has been recycled from a global stockpile of
defunct nuclear weapons. This recycling is part of an international effort to decrease the number of nuclear
weapons and move from "megatons to megawatts."

MOX fuel has greater concentrations of "actinides," or radioactive elements and runs hotter than conventional
fuel, so a shut down plant would have to deal with more "decay" or residual heat from fuel rods.

There are at least two dozen MOX-burning nuclear plants globally. But some experts believe that an accident at
a nuclear power plant utilizing MOX fuel could be more dangerous than one that uses conventional uranium-
based fuel.

Japanese officials released no new information overnight about the Fukushima situation. But a foreign observer
briefed on the situation early Monday said reactor No. 3 remained critical.

"The fuel is getting hotter and hotter," this person said.

The more of the fuel that is exposed, the hotter the fuel gets, converting even more of the coolant into steam,
and worsening the situation, by exposing even more fuel to the melting and heating process, this person said. lie
described the crisis as proceeding like a freight train, that gathers momentum as the crisis continues.

A similar crisis in reactor No. I at the same nuclear power station appeared to be slowing, he said, but it is
unclear if the crisis in reactor one is completely past. That unit was supplied by General Electric Co.
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With the world's focus on the Fukushima complex, there were ominous reports Sunday and Monday about
troubles spreading two other Japanese reactors---the Onagawa power plant in Sendai and Tokai No. 2 nuclear
plant closer to Tokyo-but both later proved to be only temporary concerns.

The United Nations nuclear agency issued a statement Sunday saying a low-level emergency had been reported
at Onagawa due to briefly elevated radiation levels detected outside the plant. But officials later concluded the
radiation had nothing to do with any problems at the plant, and the emergency warning was rescinded.

In Tokai, the plant's operator said early Monday that a reactor-cooling pump was not working after being hit by
the quake-driven tsunami.

The Japan Atomic Power Co. said the reactor at the Tokai plant in Ibaraki Prefecture automatically shut down
following Friday's earthquake. However, an additional water pump is working normally and "is safely cooling
the reactor down," a company official said.

-- David Crawford in Berlin, Rebecca Smith in San Francisco, and Mari Iwata in Tokyo contributed to this

article.

Write to Yuka Hayashi at vuka.hayashigwsi.com

Quake Hits Japan

" Rescuers Dip for Survivors, But Thousands Feared Dead
" Reactor Failures Spark Questions on Safe!t Systems
* Damaged Nuclear-Power Plants Could Spew Range of Emissions
* Doubts Form in Shadow of Nuclear Plants
" In One Hard-Hit Town, Recovery Begins
" Quake to Test Japan's Economy, Markets
* U.S. Could Rethink Nuclear Reliance
" Asia Closely Watches Japan's Nuclear Woes
* Factories Close As Power Is Cut
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Weaver, Tonna

From: Magee, Erin K. (DCHA/OFDA)qftemagee@ofda.pn,'I
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 11:356PM
To: DARTPACTSU
Subject: DART Field Notes - Input Due by 18:00

Importance: High

Hello all,

Please send me information for today's USAID/DART field notes by 18:00 hours tonight or sooner.

Thanks!

Erin

Erin Magee
Information Officer
USAID Disaster Assistance Response Team .USAID/DART) Japan Earthquake and Tsunami Cell Phone:(

;[ (b)(6)

Email: emaqee(aofda.qov; emagee(cusaid.gqo
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U.S. Nuclear Industry Faces New Uncertainty
By JOHN N,. BRODER

WASHINGTON - The fragile bipartisan consensus% that nuclear power offers a big piece of the answer to
America's energy and global warming challenges may have evaporated as, quickly as confidence in Japan's
crippled -nuclear reactors.

Until this weekend, President Obama, mainstream environmental groups& and large numbers of Republicans and

Democrats in Congress ýagreed that nuclear power offered a steady energy source and part of the solution to
climate change,, even as they disagreed on virtually every other aspect of energy policy..Mr. Obama is seeking
tens of billions of dollars in government insurance for new nuclear construction, and the nuclear industry in the

United States, all but paralyzed for decades after the Three Mile Island accident in 1979, was poised for a

comeback.

Now, that is all in question as the world watches the unfolding crisis in Japan's nuclear reactors and the
widespread terror it has spawned.

".1 think it calls on us here in the U.S.,, naturally, not to stop building nuclear power plants but to put the brakes
on right now until we understand the ramifications of what's happened in Japan,"; Senator Joseph I. Lieberman,
independent of Connecticut and one of the Senate's leading voices on energy, said on CBS's "Face the Nation."

Nuclear power, which still suffers from huge economic uncertainties and local concerns about safety, had been
growing in acceptance as what appeared to many to be a relatively benign, proven and (if safe. and permanent

storage for wastes could be arranged) nonpolluting source of energy for the United States' future growth.

But evenstaunch supporters of nuclear power are now advocat~ing a pause in licensing and building new
reactors in the United States-to make sure that proper safety and evacuation measures are in place.
Environmental groups are reassessing their willingness to see nuclear power asa linchpin of an limatelinchpn of ny ftr~z~at



change legislation. Mr. Obama still sees nuclear power as a major element of future American energy policy,
but he is injecting a new tone of caution into his endorsement.

"The president believes that meeting our energy needs means relying on a diverse set of energy sources that
includes renewables like wind and solar, natural gas, clean coal and nuclear power," said Clark Stevens, a
White House spokesman. "Information is still coming in about the events unfolding in Japan, but the
administration is committed to learning from them and ensuring that nuclear energy is produced safely and
responsibly here in the U.S."

Three of the world's chief sources of large-scale energy production - coal, oil and nuclear power - have all
experienced eye-popping accidents in just the past year. The Upper Big Branch coal mine explosion in West
Virginia, the Deepwater Horizon blowout and oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico and the unfolding nuclear crisis in
Japan have dramatized the dangers of conventional power generation at a time when the world has no workable
alternatives able to operate at sufficient scale.

The policy implications for the United States are vexing. "It's not possible to achieve a climate solution based
on existing technology without a significant reliance on nuclear power," said Jason Grumet, president of the
Bipartisan Policy Center in Washington and an energy and climate change adviser to the 2008 Obama
campaign. "It's early to reach many conclusions about what happened in Japan and the relevance of what
happened to the United States. But the safety of nuclear power will certainly be high on the list of questions for
the next several months."

"The world is fundamentally a set of relative risks," Mr. Grumet added, noting the confluence of disasters in
coal mining, oil drilling and nuclear plant operations. "The accident certainly has diminished what had been a
growing impetus in the environmental community to support nuclear power as part of a broad bargain on energy
and climate policy."

Mitch McConnell of Kentucky, the Senate Republican leader, said that the United States should not overreact to
the Japanese nuclear crisis by clamping down on the domestic industry indefinitely. Republicans have loudly
complained that the Obama administration did just that after the BP oil spill last spring when it imposed a
moratorium on deepwater oil drilling until new safety and environmental rules were written.

"I don't think right after a major environmental catastrophe is a very good time to be making American
domestic policy," Mr. McConnell said on "Fox News Sunday."

He said that the American public and politicians had recoiled after Three Mile Island, rejecting permits for the
construction of dozens of nuclear plants on the "not in my backyard" impulse.

"My thought about it is, we ought not to make American and domestic policy based upon an event that
happened in Japan," Mr. McConnell said.

Mr. Obama has been as supportive of nuclear power as any recent president as he has tried to devise a political
and technical strategy for ensuring energy supplies and reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Nuclear power,
along with expanded offshore oil drilling, "clean coal" development and extensive support for renewable
energy, are part of his "all-of-the-above energy strategy," an approach and terminology borrowed from
Republicans. But his support for coal and oil as part of a grand compromise on energy were set back by last
year's mining and drilling disasters, and today's problems with nuclear in Japan cannot help.

Concerns about earthquakes and nuclear power have been around for a long time; new questions might also be
raised now about tsunamis and coastal reactors.
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In Mr. Obama's State of the Union address and in his budget, he proposed an expansion of nuclear energy
technology and $36 billion in Department of Energy loan guarantees for the construction of as many as 20 new
nuclear plants.

That policy will be on the table at a hearing of the Energy and Commerce Committee on Wednesday, when
Steven Chu, the energy secretary, and Gregory B. Jaczko, chairman of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, are
scheduled to testify.

"We will use that opportunity to explore what is known in the early aftermath of the damage to Japanese
nuclear facilities," said Representative Fred Upton, Republican of Michigan, the committee chairman, "as well
as to reiterate our unwavering commitment to the safety of U.S. nuclear sites."

Representative Edward J. Markey, Democrat of Massachusetts and a skeptic of nuclear power who nonetheless
supported expansion of nuclear power as part of the House energy and climate legislation he co-sponsored, said
the United States needed tougher standards for siting and operating nuclear plants.

He said regulators should consider a moratorium on locating nuclear plants in seismically active areas, require
stronger containment vessels in earthquake-prone regions and thoroughly review the 31 plants in the United
States that use similar technology to the crippled Japanese reactors. "The unfolding disaster in Japan must
produce a seismic shift in how we address nuclear safety here in America," Mr. Markey said.
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U.S. Nuclear Plants Have Same Risks, and Backups,
as Japan Counterparts
By TOM ZELLFR ,Jr.

With the Japanese authorities working to avert a catastrophic meltdown at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power
plant and one other Japanese plant showing problems, the safety of America's nuclear plants - and the wisdom
of any expansion - is beginning to come under a new round of scrutiny,

Although exactly what happened at Japan's nuclear power plants is still being sorted out, most of the nuclear
plants in the United States share some or all of the risk factors that played a role at Fukushima Daiichi: locations
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on tsunami-prone coastlines or near earthquake faults, aging plants and backup electrical systems that rely on
diesel generators and batteries that could fail in extreme circumstances.

David Lochbaum, a nuclear engineer and the director of the Nuclear Safety Project of the Union of Concerned
Scientists, suggested Sunday that while emergency preparedness and safety redundancies were built into the
DNA of every nuclear plant in the United States, the string of events that damaged the Fukushima plant was
beyond the sort of situations imagined by nuclear regulators and plant designers.

"The real situation they found themselves in is not really planned for," Mr. L.ochbaum said. "Those plants are
designed to be highly resistant to damage by earthquakes, and as immune as possible to tsunami. The problem
was the one-two punch. We design against these sorts of things in isolation, and the combination is a little
beyond what they would have anticipated."

On Sunday, Representative Edward J. Markey, Democrat of Massachusetts, sent a letter to President Obama
calling for a moratorium on new nuclear plants until more coherent federal procedures for nuclear emergencies
were ironed out.

"In stark contrast to the scenarios contemplated for oil spills and hurricanes, there is no specificity for
emergency coordination and command in place for a response to a nuclear disaster," Mr. Markey said in a
statement.

Nuclear power provides about 20 percent of the nation's electricity, and there are 104 reactors licensed to
operate in 31 states, according to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. A majority are so-called pressurized
water reactors, different from the General Electric boiling water reactors at the Fukushima Daiichi plant. There
are 35 G.E. boiling water reactors in the United States, with 31 of them early "Mark I" or "Mark 2" designs, the
type used at Fukushima.

Beyond the age of the plant, the relative safety of any one design over another - and perhaps more
importantly, the ability to minimize the impact of any emergency on surrounding populations - depends on a
wide array of variables, regulators and nuclear experts say.

Although the exact sequence of events at the Fukushima plant. is still unclear, early assessments suggested that
the containment structures weathered last week's earthquake, but that power from the electric grid was cut off.

Nearly all nuclear facilities use backup diesel generators in such situations to maintain control over a reactor,
prevent it from overheating by circulating a cooling agent and begin shutting it down.

But in this case, the subsequent tsunami may have damaged those generators and other components, forcing the
use of another layer of backup, battery power.

However, batteries are designed to last only four to eight hours in most cases, just long enough to allow
technicians to restore grid or generator power. If there is trouble restoring those power sources, as appears to be
the case in Japan, the strategies for cooling the reactor become much more difficult.

All nuclear facilities in the United States deploy similar backup strategies, and in a statement Saturday, the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission said that the nation's nuclear power plants were built to withstand
environmental hazards, including earthquakes and tsunamis.

"Even those plants that are located outside of areas with extensive seismic activity are designed for safety in the
event of such a natural disaster," the agency said. "The N.R.C. requires that safety-significant structures,
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systems and components be designed to take into account the most severe natural phenomena historically
estimated for the site and surrounding area."

Two nuclear power plants operate in quake-prone California: the two-reactor Diablo Canyon nuclear power
plant near San Luis Obispo, operated by Pacific Gas and Electric, and Southern California Edison's San Onofre
plant near Long Beach, which also has two reactors. Both plants use pressurized water reactors.

Diablo Canyon has been embroiled in a bitter battle with local opponents seeking new seismic studies ahead of
a decision to extend the plant's operating license, which is due to expire in about 15 years. Opponents point in
part to the discovery of a previously unknown fault about a mile offshore.

But Paul Flake, a spokesman for Pacific Gas and Electric, said that geological studies -both historical and
projected - placed the maximum seismic strength of an earthquake near the plant at 6.1 to 6.5, and that the
plant is designed to withstand a quake of up to 7.5 in magnitude. The quake off the coast of Japan measured 8.9.

Mr. Lochbaum added that other potential problems exist in nearly every region. "The Midwest has tornadoes,
parts of the gulf experience hurricanes. There are places in the North where severe ice has caused problems.
They all share the common thread of Mother Nature challenging the plants."

Anthony R. Pietrangelo, a senior vice president and chief nuclear officer with the Nuclear Energy Institute, a
trade group representing the nuclear power industry, said that the industry was keenly watching the Japanese
situation and would readily revisit its own emergency procedures as new information and potential lessons
emerged.

But he also said the combination of an enormous earthquake and immense tsunami was of historic proportions,
and that the odds of it happening in the United States were small.

"It's not impossible, he said, "but it's extremely remote."
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Weaver, Tonna

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ulses, Anthony
ryonday, March, 14, 2011 1:48 PM.

e.'yereare you?

Jim,

Also, I prepared a report summarizing my meeting. Perhaps the most important piece of information is that I
got estimates of the distances from the sea to the pump location and the distance from the pump to the RCS
tie in. If you get in before I do can you, try and push to the folks working the pump problem?

Thanks,

Tony.

Sent from NRC BlackBerry
Anthon Ulse

*{ (b)(6) .'

lF o :(b)(6) ,
r[:From:b6

T•d: Ulses, Anthony
Sent: Mon Mar 14 13:08:28 2011
Subject: Re: Where are you?

Okura
------ Original :Message ------

Fro-hUtsesaAnftlonvL-i (b )(6 ) ..

Subject, Re: Where are you?
Sent: Mar14, 2011 12:44 PM

I am going to the Hotel now. What is the, name of the Hotel again and where is it?

Thanks,

Tony

Sent from NRC BlackBerry
Anthony Ulses

. (b)(6)

-- Original Message -----
,• roM : (b)(6)

T6J U se--s,- -n-t h o n y
Sent: Mon Mar 14 12:00:09 2011
Subject: Where are you?

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry

I



Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry
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Weaver, Tonna

From: Bock, Yo ft1_bock@ofda goK,,
Sent: Monday, M~a-h .14, 2011 11'21 PM
To: Bletz:.Trayi.sk b)(6)

F(6) -_--
Cc: DART PACTSL
SUbject: Re: Validation of emergency prfcurement

All,

Please consider the: below request as validated by the us aid/dart and proceed with 'implentation. MITAM to
follow.

Thanks,
Yoni

Mr. Yonahton Bock
ilitary Liaison Officer/ Civ-Mil Coordinator Japan Earthquake/Tsunami DART
mE)ail: ybock .usaid.:qov

BI ckberryl (b)(6)

Current. Location: Yokota AB, Tokyo, Japan

* Please note that this. email is being sent from my BlackBerry. As such, please excuse any inadvertent typos

or errors.

-Original Message -----
E!• (b()4:•,rm:_Bet7_ Travis

So0 (b) (6)
Cec•: Bock, Yoni;..DARTPACTSU,
Sent: Mon Mar 14 23:06:08 2011
Subject: Validation of emergency procurement

Yoni,

Capt Warren from Misawa AFB is in need of DART validation for the procurement of translation servicesr,
drivers and bus services in support of the USAR. These services will be covered under ODACA funds.

Can you please. provide guidance?

Travis
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Weaver, Tonna

From: Ulses, Anthony
Sent: M.gonday, March 14, 2011 1:34 PM
To: .(b)(6) __ _......... .J
Subject; 'R*Wher& are you•--

Thanks. I[found it. I am going to grab about 6 hours of sleep or so and then make my way back over.

Tony

Sent from NRC BlackBerry
Anthony Ulses

(b)(6)

7 .... O i inal M essage . .. ..
-To: Ulses, A n~thony ,:

Sent: Mon Mar 14 13:08:28 2011
Subject: Re: Where are you?

Okura
------ Original Message ------

,E~rm: Ulses, Anthony'If0:[!blip _________

1ý_gubjFR •- .Where are youT
Sent: Mar 14, 2011 12:44 PM

I am going to the Hotel now. What is the name of the Hotel again and where is it?

Thanks,

Tony

Sent from NRC BlackBerry
Anthonv Ulses

(b)(6)

•-Oriinal MessaQe-.
tkrom (b)(6)

T"l:T Ulses, AnthOnyV
Sent: Mon Mar 14 12:00:09 2011
Subject: Where are you?

Sent'from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry
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Weaver, Tonna

From: 6therry, Ronald C [CherryRC@state.gov.
Sent: '•TUesday, March 15,,2011 12:51 AM
To: •3kimura@mext.go.jF
Cc: "Ulses, Anthony
Subject: FW: Radiation data by MEXT
Attachments: SPEEDI110134-Y1Ri.MF1 '"- ' .zip; SPEEDI11 •.I*'1" jJ - 31 zip; SPEED11211-%f i

VJ)fi-5- •'.zip; SPEED1`13**f-.L•IR "-7-ý #zip; 15014 '-•• ••X•R.PDF

Dear Kimura-san,

As I mentioned, the U.S. has been receiving data from MEXT on radiation levels collected by NUSTEC. The
attached files were from around 1500 yesterday afternoon, I understand.

I understand this is not your area, but I would be extremely grateful if you could ask the appropriate official in
MEXT to provide to us the most recent site boundary radiation detection levels, and any radiation levels on
site.

This is a very urgent matter.

I am extremely grateful for your assistance.

My very best regards,

Ron

This email is UNCLASSIFIED

---- -Original Message -----
From: Hinds, Lynda J On Behalf Of JapanEmbassy, TaskForce
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:04 PM
To: Cherry, Ronald C; Duncan, Aleshia D; Gabor, Robert R; Wall, Marc M
Subject: FW: Radiation data by MEXT

Flagging for you. Please forward as appropriate

This email is UNCLASSIFIED

---- -Original Message -----
From: Walsh, Cody C
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 2:52 PM
To: JapanEmbassy, TaskForce
Cc: Toko, Kenichiro (Ken); Tokyo PolMil Unit; Cherry, Ronald C; Cipullo, Timothy L; Young, Joseph M; Kimura,
Ayako
Subject: FW: Radiation data by MEXT

For EAO action: Attached is information from MEXT on radiation levels collected by NUSTEC.

Please kindly pass this on to the appropriate audience. USFJ has already received this information directly
from MOFA.
Thanks,

Cody
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This email is UNCLASSIFIED

-Original Message -----
From: KIDO DAISUKE ROBERT tmailto:d.r.kido(emofa..po.ip
Sent: Monday, March 1( 2:20 PM
To:.W alsh, Cody C; Youl eph M; Kimura, Ayako; Toko, Kenichiro (Ken)
Ccumuwaltjp@state.g6 6NAMAZU HIROYUKI
Subjlt: Radiation data by MEXT•

Dear colleagues,

Based on the exchanges between Mr. Zumuwalt and Mr. Kawai at PM's office, I send you the radiation
information sent by MEXT.
Those data are collected by the Nuclear Safety Technology Center (NUSTEC), an institution under MEXT, on
the hour every hour.

Hereinafter, this data will be forwarded automaticall ydto•.you.
I already sent the same data to (b)(6) Ond other mail address of usfj and navy.

Thank you,
Roberto

Daisuke Roberto KIDO

Japan-U.S. Security Treaty Division
North American Affairs Bureau
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan

I -L: +81-(0)3-5501-8000 (ex.3446)
FAX: +81-(0)3-5501-8279
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Weaver, Tonna
1'•'!35 G NS/GD( b )(6)6

From: Warren, Benjamin D Capt USAF.PACAF 35 CONS/C
Sent: ,'Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:07 AM
To: [ ;bock ofda.gov*; Tbetz@ofda.gov,;(b)(6)

(b)(6)
,Cc: DARTPACTSU@ofda.goBarnhart, Richard D Maj USAF PACAF 35 CONSICC; Geller,

hristina L Capt USAF PACAF 35 CPTS/FMA
Subject: RE: Validation of emergency procurement

Thankzyou Yoni, we're currently working these requirement and have already
completed Kerosene. acquisition per Travis request in support of USAID/DART
operation. Anyfuture requirement, please confirm validation prior to
sending to contracting for execution.

regards,

Capt Warren

----- Originalr Message----
From: Bock, Yoni [mailto:ybock(cofda.qov1
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 12:21 PM

,lv_[r __ BeW-arrw _niamn-D-CaatMUSAF PA 3 NS/CD;

` C: DARTPACTSU
Subject: Re: Validation of emergency procurement

All,

Please consider the below request as validated by the usaid/dart and proceed
with implentation.. MITAM to follow.

Thanks,
Yoni

Mr. Yonahton, Bock
Military Liaison Officer/ Civ-Mil Coordinator
span EarthquakefTsunami DART

mail: Vbockusaid).,qov-
Blackberry (b)(6)

Current Location: Yokota AB, Tokyo, Japan

* Please note that this email is being sent from my BlackBerry. As such,,

please excuse any inadvertent typos or errors.

----- Original Message -----
.~m: Betz, Travis

c: Bock, Yoni; DARTPACTSU
Sent: Mon Mar 1.4 23:06:08 2011
Subject: Validation of emergency procurement

I



Yoni,

Capt Warren from Misawa AFB is in need of DART validation for the
procurement of translation services, drivers and bus services in support of
the USAR. These services will be covered under ODACA funds.

Can you please provide guidance?

Travis
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Weaver, Tonna

From: 'Mat hew Panic ker ()6
Sent: 'iue-sday, March 15, 2011.'3:06 AM
To: Mendiola, Anthony

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Completed

A Times of India report on Japanese nuclear accident

-Mathew

Radiation levels increase after Japan N-
plant blasts, panric in Tokyo
AP I Mar 15, 2011, 11.36am IST
SOMA, JAPAN- High levels, of radiationleaked from a crippled nuclear plant in ,tsunami-ravaged northeastern Japan after a
third reactor was rocked by an explosion Tuesday and a fourth.caught fire in a, dramatic escalation of the 4-day-old
.catastrophe. The government warned 140,000 people, nearby to stay indoors to avoid exposure. .( Read: Fresh explosion
at gfuake-hit Japan'nuclear plant )

Tokyo also reported slightly elevated radiation levels, but officials said the. increase was too small to threaten the 39
million people in and around the capital, about 170 miles (270 kilometers) away.

In a nationally televised statement, Prime Minister Naoto Kan said radiation, has spread from four reactors of the
Fukushima Dai-lchi nuclear plant in- Fukushima state, one of the hardest-hit in Friday's 9.0-magnitude earthquake and the
ensuing tsunami that has killed more than 10,000 people, plunged millions into misery and pummeled the world's 'third-
largest economy.

Officials just south of Fukushima reported up to 100 times the normal levels of radiation Tuesday morning, Kyodo News
agency reported. While those figures are worrying if there is prolonged exposure, they are far from fatal.

Kan and other officials warned there: is danger of more leaks and told people living within 19 miles (30 kilometers) of the
Fukushima Dai-ichi complex to .stay indoors to avoid the possibility of radiation sickness.

Please do not go outside. Please stay indoors. Please close windows and make your homes airtight,' Chief Cabinet

Secretary Yukio Edano told residents in the danger zone.. ' 'Don't turn on ventilators. Please hang your laundry indobrs.'-

' 'These are figures that potentially affect health. There is no mistake about that," he said.

Weather forecasts for Fukushima were for snow and wind from the northeast Tuesday evening, ,blowing southwest
toward.Tokyo, then shifing and blowing west out to sea. That's important because it shows which direction a possible
nuclear cloud might blow.

The nuclear crisis is the worst Japan has faced since the atomic bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki during World War II.
It is also the first time that such a grave nuclear threat has been raised in the world since a nuclear power plant in
Chernobyl, Ukraine exploded in 1986.
Some 70,000 people had already been evacuated from a 12-mile (20-kilometer)' radius from the Dai-ichi complex and

about 140,000 remain in the zone for which the new warning was issued.

Workers were striving to stabilize three reactors at'the power plant that exploded in the wake of Friday's quake a,.9



tsunami, after losing their ability to cool down and releasing some radiation. A fourth reactor that was offline caught fire
on Tuesday and more radiation was released, Edano said.

The fire was put out. Even though it was offline, the fire at the fourth reactor was believed to be the source of the
elevated radiation.

' 'It is likely that the level of radiation increased sharply due to a fire at Unit 4," Edano said. ''Now we are talking about
levels that can damage human health. These are readings taken near the area where we believe the releases are
happening. Far away, the levels should be lower."

He said another reactor whose containment building exploded Monday had not contributed greatly to the increased
radiation.

Officials said 50 workers, all of them wearing protective radiation gear, were still trying to put water into the reactors to
cool them. They say 800 other staff were evacuated. The fires and explosions at the reactors have injured 15 workers
and military personnel and exposed up to 190 people to elevated radiation.

In Tokyo, slightly higher-than-normal radiation levels were detected Tuesday but officials insisted there are no health
dangers.

' 'The amount is extremely small, and it does not raise health concerns. It will not affect us," Takayuki Fujiki, a Tokyo
government official said.

Kyodo reported that radiation levels nine times higher than normal were briefly detected in Kanagawa prefecture near
Tokyo and that the Tokyo metropolitan government said it had detected a small amount of radioactive materials in the
city's air.

Japanese government officials are being rightly cautious, said Donald Olander, professor emeritus of nuclear engineering
at University of California at Berkeley. He believed even the heavily elevated levels of radiation around Dai'ichi are ' ' not
a health hazard." But without knowing specific dose levels, he said it was hard to make judgments on the evacuation
orders.

' 'Right now it's worse than Three Mile Island," Olander said. But, he said, it's nowhere near the levels released during
Chernobyl.

On Three Mile Island, the radiation leak was held inside the containment shell _ thick concrete armor around the reactor.
The Chernobyl reactor had no shell and was also operational when the disaster struck. The Japanese reactors
automatically shut down when the quake hit and are encased in containment shells.

Olander said encasing the reactors in a concrete sarcophagus - the last-ditch effort done in Chernobyl _ is far too
premature. Operators need to wait until they cool more, or risk making the situation even worse.

The death toll from last week's earthquake and tsunami jumped Tuesday as police confirmed the number killed had
topped 2,400, though that grim news was overshadowed by a deepening nuclear crisis. Officials have said previously that
at least 10,000 people may have died in Miyagi province alone.

Millions of people spenta fourth night with little food, water or heating in near-freezing temperatures as they dealt with
the loss of homes and loved ones. Asia's richest country hasn't seen such hardship since World War II.

Hajime Sato, a government official in Iwate prefecture, one of the hardest-hit, said deliveries of supplies were only 10
percent of what is needed. Body bags and coffins were running so short that the government may turn to foreign funeral
homes for help, he said.

Though Japanese officials have refused to speculate on the death toll, Indonesian geologist Hery Harjono, who dealt with

the 2004 Asian tsunami, said it would be " 'a miracle really if it turns out to be less than 10,000" dead.

The 2004 tsunami killed 230,000 people - of which only 184,000 bodies were found.

2



The impact of the earthquake and tsunami on the world's third-largest economy helped drag down the share markets.
The benchmark Nikkei 225 stock average plunged for a second day Tuesday, nose-diving more than 12 percent to
8,422.21 while the broader Topix lost 13 percent.

To lessen the damage, Japan's central bank injected $61.2 billion Tuesday into the money markets after pumping in $184
billion on Monday.

Initial estimates put repair costs in the tens of billions of dollars, costs that would likely add to a massive public debt that,
at 200 percent of gross domestic product, is the biggest among industrialized nations.

In a bid to stop the reactors at the nuclear plant from melting down, engineers have been injecting seawater as a coolant
of last resort.

Yuta Tadano, a 20-year-old pump technician at the Fukushima power plant, said he was on the second floor of an office
building in the complex when quake hit.

' 'It was terrible. The desks were thrown around and the tables too. The walls started to crumble around us and there
was dust everywhere. The roof began to collapse.

''We got outside and confirmed everyone was safe . Then we got out of there. We had no time to be tested for
radioactive exposure. I still haven't been tested," Tadano told The Associated Press at an evacuation center outside the
exclusion zone.

' 'We live about 10 kilometers (6 miles) from the facility. We had to figure out on our own where to go," said Tadano,
cradling his 4-month-old baby, Shoma. ' I worry a lot about fallout. If we could see it we could escape, but we can't."

The Dai-ichi plant is the most severely affected of three nuclear complexes that were declared emergencies after
suffering damage in Friday's quake and tsunami, raising questions about the safety of such plants in coastal areas near
fault lines and adding to global jitters over the industry.

.4Lca•,•W M •'c t•~ck•, Pv.2(b )"6)

(b)(6)
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Weaver, Tonna

From: Ulses, Anthony UL
Sent:: Tuesdav. March 15-2011 11.:48 AM
To: (b)(6)

Subject: '-Re: 4reactor. -

Thanks. I am working this now.

Tony

Sent from NRC BlackBerry
Anthony Ulses

(b)(6)

Original Messa .
From: Russ Moraleý(b (6)

To: Ulses, Anthony i
Sent: Tue Mar 15 11:45:52 2011
Subject: Re: 4 reactor

Tony,

I double checked the Chief Cabinet Secretary press statement from this AM 1-1:07. In it he said that of the 800
employees at the Daiichi plant, 50 people responsible for the injection of water are remaining at the facility.

I know we talked about that earlier--so I wanted to confirm it and let you know.

Russ

On Mar 15, 2011, at 11:48 PM, Ulses, Anthony wrote:

> Thanks for the update.

> Sent from NRC BlackBerry
> Anthony 1[le;

(b)(6)

Original Messag .--- _

> From: Russ Morales I(b)(6)
" To: Ulses, Anthony; Aleshia DUhcann<duncanADcstate.qov>; Ron Cherry <cherryRCqstate.qov>
> Cc: SanomxOstate.cov <Sanomxastate.qov>

Sent: Tue Mar 15 10:45:10 2011
> Subject: 4 reactor

> Folks,,

> Just watching the Japanese news at home now and they are reporting this:

> They are looking at using fire-fighting helos to lift water and drop it into the pool at reactor 4. There is a hole
in the roof and they can drop the water through this hole.



> If this does not work, they will try to spray water with a firefighting truck through an 8 meter hole in wall of the
#4 reactor to get water into the pool.

> Both seem like a bit out of the box solutions and the seem reasonable to a lay-person like me--if they can
maintain a high enough rate to overcome boil-off. The news report pointed out, however, how dangerous it
would be for the helicopter crew.

> Russ

2



Weaver; Tonna

From: CherrRonald C . "herryRC@state.go"
Sent: Tuesday, March 15V 2011 8:46 AM
To: JapanEmbassy, TaskForce; Duncan, Aleshia D;?O-ARTDOELiaisont@ofda.gov Trapp,

James; Ulses., Anthony
Cc: Morales, Russell A;, Mears, Jeremy M
Subject: RE: 19:00 ,SPEEDI Data attached

Please include Russ Morales and Jeremy Mears on distribution for all monitoring data, with cc's to the rest of

those above.

Thanks very much!

Ron

This email is UNCLASSIFIED

----- Original Message-7---
From: JapanEmbassy, TaskForce
Sent: Tuesday, March 15,,2011 8:57 PM
To: Duncan, Aleshia DýiAARTDOELiaiisonl@ofda.gov; Cherry, Ronald C; ,James.trapp@nrc~gov-;
'Anthony. Ulses@nrc.gov
Subject: 19:00 SPEEDI Data attached
Importance: High

DOE and NRC colleagues,

Please find, 19:00 SPEEDI data; sorry for the delay.

SBU
This email is UNCLASSIFIED

Naomi Walcott
Emergency Action Officer
Japan Emergency Command Center
U.S. Embassy Tokyo

----- Original- Message -----
From: JapanEmbassy, TaskForce
Sen . rTM c 5-2_01. 1 8:43 PM . ......

: (b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

- (b)(6) ,,NITOPSnnsa.doe.,qov; JapanEmbassy, TaskForce

Subject: 19:00 SPEEDI Data attached

Naomi Walcott
EmergencyAction Officer
Japan Emergency Command Center

1



U.S. Embassy Tokyo

SBU
Uis email is-UNCLASSIFIED ----- Original Message -----
From: nustec [mailto:spd01(@nustec.or.ip]
Sent: Tuesday. March 15, 20,11 7:42 PMTo:lý
To(b)(6)

(b)(6) -NTOPS-nnsha doe.,ov; JapanEmbassy, TaskForce

Subject: 19•SPEE - -

3,/1 5 1 9 I40SPEEDI-f • ' -•©4 ) - f -fI L, 'po
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Weaver, Tonna

From: Ulses, Anthony
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 7:54 AM
To: LIAOS3Hoc -,

C c : b) (6). ..._...

Subject: ;F M DTCconta-C t rforY suka

LCDR O'Neill,

I am forwarding your contact info to our PMT folks in case they need to do any dose reporting.

With regards,

Tony Ulses

From] (b)(6)__ ________ ____

§Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:21 AM
T-.o: Ulses, Anthony -

c: 1(b)(6)
Subject: METO-C contact for Yokosuka

Mr. Ulses-

I heard you wanted to contact METOC in Yokosuka. We provide the local forecasts for the area. Is there
anything we can help you with?

V/r,

LCDR O'Neill

Naval Oceanography ASW Center Yokosuka

CNM:203-7-8-2782559
[COMM: 046-816-7882/5595

1



Weaver, Tonna

From: Hefner, Timothy BoefnerTB@state.go•',,l"
Sent: Tuesday, March 1'59:2011 7:02 AM ,
To: Young, Joseph M __-_.. . . . ...
Cc: Ulses, Anthony; Cherry, Ronald C1,)(

Subject: FW: NRC Suggested Equipment LTst ....
Attachments: Equipment needs.docx

Joe, NRC/DOE colleagues - was thing ,done with this? Do we need to take action? S~hould we share
with MOFA? Or has this been done?

Timn Hefner- U.S. Emh.Pol-Mil
,b10-3224-s541

$befnertb@state.gov

This email is UNCLASSIFIED.

From: Walcott, Naomi
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 7:57 PM
To: Hefner, Timothy B
Subject: FW` NRC Suggested Equipment List

Naomi.Walcott
Emergency Action Officer
Japan Emergency Command Center
U.S. Embassy Tokyo

This email is UNCLASSIFIED,

From: RMTPACTSUI ELNRb~ailto: RMTPAC7TSU ELN RC~od) cýoI,ý
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 201 1 12:22 AM
To: RMTPACTSUIDMPý; Zareski, Karen B; Young, Joseph M; RM LPACTSU.

Ja•_ aaEmlb8assy._T-askE.or-ceJ-B c,, Ynnahton(DCHA/OFDA); mes.McGlone(ahq.doe~poL' DARTPACTSU;

'Subject: NRC SSugges-ted Eq-uipnt 'List

In accordance with the 9:00 Deputies call this morning, I have attached the form~alized proposed list of equipment that,
would, aid in the Japanese nuclear response efforts.

Please. let me know how l can facilitate any further information needs.

Thanks,
Michael I. Dudek
_US ,Nuclear RegUlatory Commission•(b)(6) f7

I



Weaver, Tonna

From: Dorsey, Cynthia I .
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:29 PM
To: Foggie, Kirk
Cc: Ulses, Anthony
Subject: FedEx Traveler's Items to Japan

Kirk,

I was told that you. are in Japan and I need your assistance reaching Anthony Ulses, we have been trying to
reach his homeý number through the NRC operator and the number provided in the eTravel system. We
wanted to prot)(6) *th the NRC FedEx code to ship.his items to Japan. The FedEx Number provided
by the NRC is• (b) L-"-- this number can be used to ship the travelers items to Japan at NRC expense.

If you get a chance to at leastfseee him and this email, please can you provide this information to him, asap.

Thanks Much, be careful and have a safe trip.

Cynthia D. Dorsey

Budget Assistant

NRR/PMDA/BFEB

301-4i5-2135

OWFN - 0-13F14

I

x,
1



Weaver, Tonna

From: Nakanishi,.Tony
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 5:23 PM
To: Smith;-.Brooi -Ltoo eJjrk i.dC sto, Chuck; Monninger, John; Cook, William; Kolb, Timothy;

Foster, Jacki (b)(6) tUlses, Anthony; Devercelly, Richard
Subject: Re: TomorroWMWrn ing 3T/1.

Tim: and I are in the lobby waiting for-john. We are planning to get something to eat at the embassy. We can
wait for you a few minutes if you would like.

----- Original Message -----
From: Smith, Brooke
-. M., Foggie' Kirk; Casto, Chuck;,Monninger, John; Cook, William; Kolb, Timothy; Foster, Jack; Nakanishi, Tony;
(,b)(6) U Ulses, Anthony; Devercelly, Richard

5ent: Wed Mar7 16T.1W5W 2-0-ZO1-1
Subject: Re: Tomorrow Morning'3/17

Is anyone else up. I am ready to go but wanted to go get food, snacks drinks and money at the 7-11 around
the corner to have in the team room. Does anyone want to join me?

Sent from an NRC Blackberry.
Brooke G. Smith

(b)(6)

----- Original Message -----
From: Foggie, Kirk [ .2
To: Caslo, Chuck; Monninger, John; Cook, William; Kolb, Timothy; Foster, Jack; Smith, Brooke; Nakanishi,
Tony;*ib)(6) Ulses, Anthony; Devercelly, Richard
Sent: viWdM~ar T6 T.4-6.T2OiT1--
Subject: Tomorrow Morning 3/17

All,

Please be at the Embassy by 9 am tomorrow as we-will have a busy morning filled with briefs- and conference
calls.

The first brief will be from Tony N. on his findings at the Prime Minister's EOF, then Brooke (and, possibly Tony
N.) need to leave for next iteration of that meeting.

Next, John M, will give an update on the second TEPCO meeting this evening, if necessary.

At 9:30. me and Tony U. will meet with NISA representatives and see if we can get some traction on a better
line. of communication.

Last, at 10:30 there will, be a conference call with a DTRA team based in ?Yokasoto? Base. in southern Japan

to see if weý are aware of some of 'the Same findings.

Get some rest.. You will need it for tomorrow.

Kirk
Sent from Blackberry.

:1



From: Karwoski. Kenneth

To: Thomas, Eric

Cc: Taylor, Robert LubinskL John
Subject: FW: FukushimaTechnicalPresentation - Initial Event Summary
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:14:43 PM

Attachments: RowleyC-Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Plant - Initial Event Surnmary.odf

FYI. This information is from an ASME colleague - probably not new information.

Ken

..- Oriiil Message -----
From[(b)(6) ____ _______

Sent: W€d neW• , 6.20-iT-Y2--M
To: Karwoski, Kenneth
Subject, FukushimaTechnicalPresentation Initial Event Summary

Gentlemen,

More technical information (dozen slides) for your information.

Best Regards / Wes

C. W. Rowley, PE
Vice, President. The Wesley Corporation P. 0. Box 747, Green Valley, AZ 85622 Office 520-777-8941 /

E o~:~ (b)(6) - -- -- -- -- --1

This email was brought to you through the ASME Volunteer Contact Center by C. Wesley Rowley, PE.

Committee Distribution List:
Board on Nuclear Codes and Standards

Committee cc Distribution List:
None

Member Distribution List:
None

Member cc Distribution List:
None



Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Plant
Initial Event Summary



Fukushima Dalichi Nuclear Station

Six BWR units at the Fukushima Nuclear Station:
- Unit 1:439 MWe BWR, 1971 (unit was in operation prior to event)

- Unit 2:760 MWe BWR, 1974 (unit was in operation prior to event)

- Unit 3:760 MWe BWR, 1976 (unit was in operation prior to event)

- Unit 4:760 MWe BWR, 1978 (unit was in outage prior to event)

- Unit 5:760 MWe BWR, 1978 (unit was in outage prior to event)

- Unit 6:1067 MWe BWR, 1979 (unit was in outage prior to event)

Unit 1



Fukushima Dalichi Unit 1

Typical BWR 3 and 4 Reactor Design

Boiling Water Reactor System
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Fukushima Dalichi Unit 1

Secondary containme:
Area of explosion at
Fukushima Dalichi 1

Primary containment:
Remains intact and safe

Boiling Water Reactor Design



Event Initiation

The Fukushima nuclear facilities were
damaged in a magnitude 8.9 earthquake on
March 11 (Japan time), centered offshore of
the Sendai region, which contains the capital
Tokyo.
- Plant designed for magnitude 8.2 earthquake.

An 8.9 magnitude quake is 7 times in greater in
magnitude.

e Serious secondary effects followed including
a significant tsunami, significant aftershocks
and a major fire at a fossil fuel installation.

'Nuclar nt in Japan

Ea-

so
7
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ntal R es pons

s Nuclear reactors were shutdown automatically, Within seconds the
control rods were inserted into core and nuclear chain reaction stopped.

* Cooling systems were placed in operation to remove the residual heat, The
residual heat load is about 3% of the heat load under normal operating
conditions.

@ Earthquake resulted in the loss of offsite power which is the normal supply
to plant.

, Emergency Diesel Generators started and powered station emergency
cooling systems.

s One hour later, the station was struck by the tsunami. The tsunami was
larger than what the plant was designed for, The tsunami took out all
multiple sets of the backup Emergency Diesel generators,

# Reactor operators were able to utilize emergency battery power to provide
power for cooling the core for 8 hours,

# Operators followed abnormal operating procedures and emergency
operating procedures.

7



s Offsite power could not be restored and delays occurred obtaining and connecting
portable generators.

e After the batteries ran out, residual heat could not be carried away any more.

* Reactor temperatures increased and water levels in the reactor decreased,
eventually uncovering and overheating the core,

# Hydrogen was produced from metal-water reactions in the reactor.

e Operators vented the reactor to relieve steam pressure -energy (and hydrogen) was
released into the primary containment (drywell) causing primary containment
temperatures and pressures to increase.

, Operators took actions to vent the primary containment to control containment
pressure and hydrogen levels. Required to protect the primary containment from
failure,

* Primary Containment Venting is through a filtered path that travels through duct
work in the secondary containment to an elevated release point on the refuel floor
(on top of the reactor building).

# A hydrogen detonation subsequently occurred while venting the secondary
containment, Occurred shortly after and aftershock at the station. Spark likely
ignited hydrogen,



Core Damage Sequence

Core Uncovered Fuel Overheating Fuel melting- Core
Damaged

Core Damaged but retained
in vessel

Containment pressurizes,
Leakage possible at drywell

head

Releases of hydrogen into
secondary containmentSome portions of core melt

into lower RPV head



Hydrogen Detonation at Unit 1

Refuel Floor

Reactor Building



• b

Mitigating Actions

# The station was able to deploy portable generators and utilize a portable pump to inject sea water into the
reactor and primary containment,

, Station was successful in flooding the primary containment to cool the reactor vessel and debris that may
have been released into the primary containment,

P Boric acid was added to the seawater used for injection, Boric acid is "liquid control rod". The boron
captures neutrons and speeds up the cooling down of the core, Boron also reduces the release of iodine by
buffering the containment water pH.

Containment Floding Effecs



s Equivalent of General Emergency declared to the event at Unit 1.

s Evacuation of public performed within 20 km (13 miles) of plant; approximately
200,000 people evacuated,

s Similar hydrogen detonation subsequently occurred at Unit 3 on Sunday, March
14th (Japan time). Primary containment remained intact at Unit's 1 and 3
throughout the accident, There was considerable damage to the secondary
containment (reactor building).

@ Highest recorded radiation level at the Fukushima Daiichi site was 155.7 millirem,
Radiation levels were subsequently reduced to 4.4 millirem after the after the
containment was flooded, The NRC's radiation dose limit for the public is 100
millirem per year.

@ Several fatalities occurred at the station along with numerous injured workers.

s Authorities distributed Potassium-iodide tablets to protect the public from
potential health effects of radioactive isotopes of iodine that could potentially be
released. This is quickly taken up by the body and its presence prevents the take-
up of iodine-131 should people be exposed to it,

Over 300 after shocks have occurred and continue to challenge station response.

121



From: TaylRobert

To: (b)(6)
Subject: Response your -6 ýi

Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 5:52:00 PM

Rima,

Regarding your first question, I would refer you to our website which has information
regarding typical radiation sources that humans are exposed to on an annual basis. The
link is provided below.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/fact-sheets/bio-effects-radiation.html

Regarding your second question, I don't have any specific information I can give you right

now. I would refer you to the President's statement today.

http://www.whitehouse:govlthe-press-office/2011/03/1 7/remarks-president-situation-japan

Regards,

Robert M. Taylor
Technial Assistant
Office of Public Affairs
USNRC
301-415-8200



From: Taylor. Robert
To: Yoder. Matthew Klein Paul
Subject: RE: Impromptu Branch Meeting - Japan Update

Date: Monday, March 21, 2011 7:30:00 AM

Will do

From: Yoder, Matthew \N'
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 7:23 AM
To: Taylor, Robert; Klein, Paul
Subject: RE: Impromptu Branch Meeting - Japan Update

Call me from the room please. Home (b)(6)...... .. ... .......... . .... ... .... . ..... .... .... ... .: .... ........... ..... . ... ........ ........ ... .... . . .
From: Taylor, Robert
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 7:21 AM
To: Hunt, Christopher; Johnson, Andrew; Klein, Paul; Morgan, Thomas; Murphy, Emmett; Obodoako,
Aloysius; Wong, Emma; Yoder, Matthew; Karwoski, Kenneth; Beckford, Kaydian
Subject: Impromptu Branch Meeting - Japan Update
When: Monday, March 21, 2011 8:15 AM-8:45 AM.
Where: HQ-OWFN-09B06-12p

When: Monday, March 21, 2011 8:15 AM-8:45 AM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).

Where:. HQ-OWFN-09BO6-12p

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.
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To: (b)(6) Miranda, Samuel
Subject: Dear otfhCandor-From Japan's Leadership
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March 16, 201-1

Dearth of Candor From Japan's Leadership
By IIROKO TABUCHI, KEN BELSON and NORIMITSU ONISHI

This article is by Hiroko Tabuchi, Ken Belson and Norimilsu Onishi.

TOKYO - With all the euphemistic language on display from, officials handling Japan's nuclear crisis, one
commodity has: been in short supply: information.

When an explosion shook one of many stricken reactors at Japan's Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant on
Saturday, power company officials initially offered a typically opaque, and understated, explanation.

"A big sound and white smoke" were recorded near Reactor No. 1, the plant's operator, Tokyo Electric Power,
announced in a curt memo. The matter "was under investigation," it added.

Foreign nuclear experts, the Japanese press and an increasingly angry and rattled Japanese public are frustrated
by government and power company officials' failure to communicate clearly and promptly about the nuclear
crisis. Pointing to conflicting reports, ambiguous language and a constant refusal to confirm the most basic
facts, they suspect officials of withholding or fudging crucial information about the risks posed by the ravaged
Daiichi plant.

The sound and white smoke on Saturday turned out to be the first in a series of explosions that set off a
desperate struggle to bring four reactors under control after their cooling systems were knocked out by the
earthquake and tsunami.

Evasive news conferences followed uninformative briefings as the crisis intensified over the past five days.
Never has postwar Japan needed strong, assertive leadership more - and never has its weak, rudderless system
of governing been so clearly exposed. With earthquake, tsunami and nuclear crisis striking in rapid, bewildering
succession, Japan's leaders need skills they are not trained to have: rallying the public, improvising solutions
and cooperating with powerful bureaucracies.
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"Japan has never experienced such a serious test," said Takeshi Sasaki, a political scientist at Gakushuin
University. "At the same time, there is a leadership vacuum."

Politicians are almost completely reliant on Tokyo Electric Power, which is known as Tepco, for information,
and have been left to report what they are told, often in unconvincing fashion.

In a telling outburst, the prime minister, Naoto Kan, berated power company officials for not informing the
government of two explosions at the plant early Tuesday morning.

"What in the world is going on?" Mr. Kan said in front of journalists, complaining that he saw television reports
of the explosions before he had heard about them from the power company. He was speaking at the
inauguration of a central response center of government ministers and Tepco executives that he set up and
pointedly said he would command.

The chief of the International Atomic Energy Agency said late Tuesday in a press conference in Vienna that his
agency was struggling to get timely information from Japan about its failing reactors, which has resulted in
agency misstatements.

"I am asking the Japanese counterparts to further strengthen, to facilitate, communication," said the agency's
chief, Yukiya Amano. A diplomat in Vienna familiar with the agency's operations echoed those sentiments.

"It's so frustrating to try to get good information" from the Japanese, the diplomat said, speaking on the
condition of anonymity so as not to antagonize officials there.

The less-than-straight talk is rooted in a conflict-averse culture that avoids direct references to unpleasantness.
Until recently, it was standard practice not to tell cancer patients about their diagnoses, ostensibly to protect
them from distress. Even Emperor Hirohito, when he spoke to his subjects for the first time to mark Japan's
surrender in World War 1I, spoke circumspectly, asking Japanese to "endure the unendurable."

There are also political considerations. In the only nation that has endured an atomic bomb attack, acute
sensitivity about radiation sickness may be motivating public officials to try to contain panic - and to perform
political damage control. Left-leaning news outlets have long been skeptical of nuclear power and of its
backers, and the mutual mistrust led power companies and their regulators to tightly control the flow of
information about nuclear operations so as not to inflame a spectrum of opponents that includes pacifists and
environmentalists.

"It's a Catch-22," said Kuni Yogo, a former nuclear power planner at Japan's Science and Technology Agency.
He said that the government and Tepco "try to disclose only what they think is necessary, while the media,
which has an antinuclear tendency, acts hysterically, which leads the government and Tepco to not offer more
information."

The Japanese government has also decided to limit the flow of information to the public about the reactors,
having concluded that too many briefings will distract Tepco from its task of bringing the reactors under
control, said a senior nuclear industry executive.

At a Tepco briefing on Wednesday, tempers ran high among reporters. Their questions focused on the plumes
of steam seen rising from Daiichi's Reactor No. 3, but there were few answers.

"We cannot confirm," an official insisted. "It is impossible for me to say anything at this point," another said.
And as always, there was an effusive apology: "We are so sorry for causing you bother."
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"There are too many things you cannot confirm!" one frustrated reporter replied in an unusually strong tone that
perhaps signaled that ritual apologies had no place in a nuclear crisis.

Yukio Edano, the outspoken chief cabinet secretary, has been one voice of relative clarity. But at times, he has
seemed unable to make sense of the fast-evolving crisis. And even he has spoken too ambiguously for foreign
news media.

On Wednesday, Mr. Edano told a press conference that radiation levels had spiked because of smoke billowing
from Reactor No. 3 at Fukushima Daiichi, and that all staff members would be temporarily moved "to a safe
place." When he did not elaborate, some foreign reporters, perhaps further confused by the English .translator
from NHK, the national broadcaster, interpreted his remarks as meaning that Tepco staff members were leaving
the plant.

From CNN to The Associated Press to Al Jazeera, panicky headlines shouted that the Fukushima Daiichi plant
was being abandoned, in stark contrast to the calm maintained by Japanese media, perhaps better at navigating
the nuances of the vague comments.

After checking with nuclear regulators and Tepco itself, it emerged that the plant's staff members had briefly
taken cover indoors within the plant, but had in no way abandoned it.

The close links between politicians and business executives have further complicated the management of the
nuclear crisis.

Powerful bureaucrats retire to better-paid jobs in the very industries they once oversaw, in a practice known as
"amakudari." Perhaps no sector had closer relations with regulators than the country's utilities; regulators and
the regulated worked hand in hand to promote nuclear energy, since both were keen to reduce Japan's heavy
reliance on fossil fuels.

Postwar Japan flourished under a system in which political leaders left much of the nation's foreign policy to
the United States and domestic affairs to powerful bureaucrats. Prominent companies operated with an
extensive reach into personal lives; their executives were admired for their roles as corporate citizens.

But over the past decade or so, the bureaucrats' authority has been greatly reduced, and corporations have lost
both power and swagger as the economy has floundered.

Yet no strong political class has emerged to take their place. Four prime ministers have come and gone in less
than four years; most political analysts had already written off the fifth, Mr. Kan, even before the earthquake,
tsunami and nuclear disaster.

Two years ago, Mr. Kan's Japan Democratic Party swept out the virtual one-party rule of the Liberal
Democratic Party, which had dominated Japanese political life for 50 years.

But the lack of continuity and inexperience in governing have hobbled Mr. Kan's party. The only long-serving
group within the government is the bureaucracy, which has been, at a minimum, mistrustful of the party.

"It's not in their DNA to work with anybody other than the Liberal Democrats," said Noriko Hama, an
economist at Doshisha University.

Neither Mr. Kan nor the bureaucracy has had a hand in planning the rolling residential blackouts in the Tokyo
region; the responsibility has been left to Tepco. Unlike the orderly blackouts in the 1970s, the current ones
have been carried out with little warning, heightening the public anxiety and highlighting the lack of a trusted
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leader capable of sharing information about the scope of the disaster and the potential threats to people's well-
being.

"The mistrust of the government and Tepco was already there before the crisis, and people are even angrier now
because of the inaccurate information they're getting," said Susumu Hirakawa, a professor of psychology at
Taisho University.

But the absence of a galvanizing voice is also the result of the longstanding rivalries between bureaucrats and
politicians, and between various ministries that tend to operate as fiefdoms.

"There's a clear lack of command authority in the current government in Tokyo," said Ronald Morse, who has
worked in the Defense, Energy and State Departments in the United States and in two government ministries in
Japan. "The magnitude of it becomes obvious at a time like this."

Keith Bradsher contributed reporting from Hong Kong, William J. Broad from New York, and Mark McDonald
from Tokyo.
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Weaver, Tonna

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Nelson, Robert l L \''
Thursday, March 17, 2011 11:05 AM
Leeds, Eric; Boger, Bruce
Ruland, William: Giitter, Joseph. Meighan, Sean; Nguyen, Quynh
Request: Message Regarding My Role as Comm Coordinator
SUGGESTED COMMUNICA-TION.docx

Please see attached for a-suggested e-mail. Also included are the suggested recipients. I take no pride in
authorship so please revise as needed.

Thanks for your help.

NELSON
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SUGGESTED COMMUNICATION

I've assigned Bob Nelson, Deputy Director, Division of Operating Reactor Licensing, as the
NRR Coordinator for External Communications related to NRR's response to the recent events
in Japan. Nelson and his team will be responsible for coordinating the development and review
of related Qs & As, and coordinating the response to related controlled correspondence tasked
to NRR, including related 2.206 petitions. Assisting Nelson will be Sean Meighan and Quynh
Nguyen from the NRR front office, Eric Thomas from DIRS and a communications "tiger team"
being formulated in DORL headed by Mike Markley. Harold Chernoff will also provide
assistance as needed. Please forward all of your requests for support in this area to Nelson.
(Extension 7298 and cell

(b)(6) ,

TO:
NRR ET
NRR Div Dirs & Deputies
Op Center Liaison Team
Annie Kammerer
Mindy Landau
Brian Wittick
Brian McDermott
Scott Morris
Jane Marshall
Bill Gott
Elliot Brenner
Elizabeth Hayden

CC:
Marty Virgilio
John Thorp
Sean Meighan
Quynh Nguyen
Mike Markley
Harold Chernoff
Eric Thomas
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Weaver, Tonna

From: Xie, Yanme4Onmei xie@platts.com
Sent: Thursday, Match 17, 2011 11:22 AM••
To: Xie, Yanmei
Subject: Story on BWR Mark I

Thank you for your tremendous help during such a challenging time! We are
trying our very best to do accurate and fair stories, but if there is any lapse (as
I'm learning so much anew in the last couple of days), please let me know.

Nucleonics Week (17-Mar-11)

Damaged reactor design has weakness, but not cause for crisis, said experts

The widening crisis at Japan's Fukushima I nuclear power plant renewed scrutiny of General Electric's BWR
design with Mark I containment, used for five out of six units at the site. Experts say while Mark I has
vulnerabilities, it is not yet clear whether they compounded the Fukushima disaster.

BWRs have smaller primary containments than PWRs, said an NRC official March 15, who spoke on the
condition of anonymity. The Mark I containment is smaller than a later version called Mark III. But BWRs
were thought to be less likely to have meltdowns, the official said, "because they have so many water
sources under normal conditions" to cool the reactor core.

"There is a long list of ways" to get water into a BWR reactor core, said David Lochbaum, who taught BWR
designs at the NRC. If the plant loses both regular power from the grid and the backup power from the
emergency diesel generators - a condition known as station blackout that happened at Fukushima I -
"you are basically down to one system that's called the reactor isolation core cooling system," powered by
batteries, said Lochbaum, who is now director of the nuclear safety project at the Union of Concerned
Scientists. He was interviewed over several days this week.

The battery-driven reactor core isolation cooling system is the last resort to control core temperature at
Fukushima I, and the batteries were designed to last eight hours, said Kazuhito Takeda, London office
manager of Tokyo Electric Power Co., operator of the plant. He answered questions through emails this
week. After the batteries depleted, Tepco began to flood the damaged reactors with sea water to contain
the meltdown.

In a 1982 presentation to NRC titled "BWR Evolution and Design Features," GE said it was "extremely
improbable" that "combined failures" disable all cooling systems and lead to a containment failure.

If the core is damaged or starts to melt, said the NRC official, "there is a greater chance" for primary
containment breach and radioactive leak, because a Mark I containment is smaller. But "from the overall
risk perspective, the Mark I containment was acceptable" to NRC, he added.

To compensate for the smaller containment, where pressure can build up faster if the reactor core heats
up and the water submerging the core begins to boil and turns into steam, a BWR is equipped with a pool
to take in and condensate the steam back into water. In the case of Mark I, the pool is a donut-shaped
ring, often called the torus, sitting beneath the primary containment.

If the reactor core is not cooled in time and steam keeps accumulating, the water in the torus, too, starts
to boil, and pressure in the containment rises. Plant workers will then channel the steam through a
ventilation system, which filters out most radioactive particles, to the atmosphere.



Tepco took measures to vent the reactor vessels at units 1, 2 and 3 at Fukushima I, as pressure built up
beyond the design limit. "Had they had a larger volume, they might still have to vent, but not as often,"
said Lochbaum.

At some point, the water level at unit 2 stopped rising, despite efforts to pump sea water into the core. As
a result, Tepco reported that the fuel rods had been fully exposed for more than two hours. Lochbaum
said it was possible that the pressure in the reactor vessel built up so high that the sea water was not able
to get in,

According to Lochbaum, the valves in the ventilation system are held shut by springs. Manual operation
can release nitrogen gas stored in cylinders to press open the valves and release the steam. The amount
of stored nitrogen, he said, is enough for five valve openings and closings. "They may have used up all the
[nitrogen] gas in the cylinder."

Even if the venting happens smoothly, the BWRs face the challenge of hydrogen build-up, an explosive
gas that is not condensable, Edwin Lyman, a senior scientist at the Union of Concerned Scientists, said in
an interview earlier this week.

The explosions at units 1, 2 and 3 at Fukushima I, also called Fukushima Daiichi, are presumed to be
caused by hydrogen build-up, according to Japanese government officials and Tepco.

Hydrogen is produced when the zirconium alloy encasing the fuel pellets reacts with water under high
temperatures. The NRC in the 1980s changed its rules to require reactors with Mark I and the slightly
modified Mark II containments to inert the environment inside with nitrogen. The agency also requires
Mark III, which has a larger vessel, to be equipped with hydrogen igniters.

It's unclear whether the Fukushima reactors had nitrogen inside the containments or hydrogen igniters.

Lochbaum said hydrogen igniters would not have helped because they would require power to work.

The reactor vendor, now GE Hitachi after the two companies merged their nuclear operations, defended its
design this week. In a March 14 statement, GEH spokesman Mike Tetuan said, "The BWR Mark I reactor is
the industry's workhorse with a proven track record of safety and reliability for more than 40 years.
Today, there are 32 BWR Mark I reactors operating as designed worldwide. There has never been a breach
of a Mark I containment system."

According to NEI, 23 US reactors are BWRs with Mark I containments: Browns Ferry-i, -2 and -3;
Brunswick -1 and -2; Cooper; Dresden -2 and -3; Duane Arnold; Hatch -1 and -2; Fermi-2; Hope Creek;
Fitzpatrick; Monticello; Nine Mile Point -1; Oyster Creek; Peach Bottom -2 and -3; Pilgrim; Quad Cities -1
and -2; and Vermont Yankee.

Of those reactors, seven belong to Exelon. Company Chairman and CEO John Rowe said in a March 14
statement that "our plants are safe, particularly given the different seismic patterns in our regions and the
absence of tsunami-type events where we have operations." He did not comment on specific plants or
their safety systems.

Not faulty design

Despite potential weakness in Mark I BWRs, Lochbaum said, the cascading crisis in Japan was not caused
by a faulty design.

"Any reactor design currently operating today that had been faced with an earthquake followed by a
tsunami that took out the primary power and the backup power would be in a similar situation," he said in
a conference call with reporters March 14. "The reactors are basically designed to withstand an
earthquake. They are also designed to withstand tsunamis, but they are not designed to handle both on
the same day."
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"During the magnitude 9.0 earthquake (the fifth largest earthquake in recorded history), the GE BWR
reactors performed as designed and initiated safe shut down," said GEH's Tetuan. "Next, the back-up
generators performed as designed to begin the cooling process. Shortly thereafter, the tsunami took out
the diesel motor powering backup generators resulting in a power failure."

The reactors at Fukushima I were designed to survive a tsunami with a water level of 6.51 meters (21.4
feet), said Tepco's Takeda. The estimated height of the tsunami that struck last week was more than
seven meters (23 feet), he said, which may have "submerged important equipments of cooling system."

Natural disasters in the US would cause a similar situation, said Lochbaum. For nuclear power plants
located near the Gulf Coast, he said, a hurricane could knock out power lines, "the high wind could also
mess up the ventilation system for the diesel generators," which sucks in air for the engine during
operation.

Even lesser events can lead to a station blackout. On March 20, 1990, a truck backed into a support pole
for power lines at Georgia Power's Vogtle plant and cut off the regular power supply, according to an NRC
report. And the diesel generators would not start. The station relied on battery-drive cooling for two hours
before fixing the diesel generators.

Anthony Pietrangelo, senior vice president and chief nuclear officer of the Nuclear Energy Institute, said in
a March 15 conference call with reporters that US reactors are build to survive both an earthquake and a
tsunami happening back to back. He said plant operators have "many different means" to cope with a
station blackout, including battery power and "other contingency measures," but he did not give specifics
on the coping measures.

In an e-mail response to questions following the call, however, NEI said the batteries "are the last line of
defense" to power the cooling system at US plants, during a station blackout. The batteries at US plants
are required to last between four to 12 hours, said Pietrangelo.

The NRC official said each nuclear power plant operator submitted a station blackout response plan to NRC
for approval and came up with the "coping time" - how long emergency cooling can operate without AC
power. According to NRC regulations, the coping time is calculated based on factors such as the failure
rate of regular power, the estimated time to restore regular power, and the redundancy and reliability of
backup power supply. And the life of the batteries that power the last cooling system after everything else
failed is based the coping time, he said.-Yanmei Xie and Steven Dolley, Washington

Yanmei Xie

Associate Editor

Platts Nuclear Publications

)ffice: (202) 383-2161

obile[ 
(b)(6)

vw.platts.com
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Kock, Andrea

From: Kock, Andrea
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 12:28 PM.
To: Franovich, Mike
Cc: Nieh; Ho
Subject: FW: RASCAL Runs justifying U.S. PARs-
Attachmeints: RASCAL Run of 03152011_0251AMW(used in 031 62011 NRC Press Release).pdf; RASCAL

Run of 03162011 1224PM (used:'in :03162011 NRC Press Release)ý.pdf; RASCAL Run of
0315201.0256A-Mpdf

Mike: I'm not sure if yqu have seen this but the third Rascal" run attached is thei run used as the basis for the
numbers in yesterday's press release. The assumptions sayUnit 23,4 "total failure" for leak rate and assume,
an unfiltered pathway. I'm not sure what. the definition of "total failure" is in the RASCAL code but obviously if it
means 1:00% core melt, the assumptions are to say the leasexconservative. Given the chairman's role as
spokesman, weý may be on shaky grounds, asking many questions questions in this area, but it might be worthý
getting some clarifications on the assumptiQns given that this i's in the press.

Andrea Kock
Technical Assistant for Materials
Office of Commissioner Ostendorff
301-415-2896

From: Frazier, Alan
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 11:37 AM
To: Bradford, Anna; Thoma, John; Baggett, Steven; Tadesse, Rebecca; Kock, Andrea
Subject: FW: RASCAL Runs justifying U.S. PARs

FYI

From: Wittick, Brian
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 11:36 AM
To: Castleman, Patrick; Warnick, Greg; Marshall, Michael; Hipschman, Thomas; Snodderly, Michael;. Orders, William;
Franovich, Mike
Cc: Frazier, Alan; PMTERDS Hoc; Brock, Kathryn; Merzke, Daniel
Subject: RASCAL Runs justifying U.S. PARs

Attached, are the. requested RASCAL runs for your, information.

Please let us know if you desire :additional information,

Thanks,
Brian Wittick
Executive Technical Assistant for Reactors
Office of the: Executive Director for Operations
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissiorl aý
301-41 5-2496 (w); (b)(6) 7f)\Ž)k.Q#
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Summary Report

Case description:
Run date/time:

Fukushima Unit 2 mid night release 14MAR
2011/03115 03:04

Maximum Dose Values (rem) - Close-in

Dist from release
miles
(kilometers)

Total EDE
Thyroid CDE
Inhalation CEDE
CIudshine:
4-da,'droundshine
Intei.Phase iSt•Yr
Inter P'hase;2ndYr

0.5 1. 1.5 2. 3. 5. 7. 10.,
(0.8) (1.61) (2.41) (3.22) (4.83)t (8.05) (11.27) (16.09)

5.4E+63
2.8E+04
3.7E+03
1 .9E+01
1.7E+03
2.4E+04
1.1 E+04

2.OE+03 1.2E+03
1 .1E+04 6.2E+03
1.4E+03 8.0E+02
9'3E+00 5.8E+00
6.5E+02 3.8E+02
9.3E+03 5.4E+03
4.4E+03. 2.6E+03

8;2E+02
4.3E+03
5.6E+02
4.1 E+00
2.6E+02
1.8E+03
1M.8+03

4.8E+ý02
2.5E+03
31.3E+02
2.5E+00
11.5E+02
2.2E+03
1 .OE+03

2.4E+02
1 .3E03
1..7E+02
1 ;4E+00
7.3E+011
1 .0E+63
4:9E+02

1.6E+02
8.4E+02
1.1 E+02
9.7E-01
4.6E+01
6.6E+02
3.1 E+02

9.5E+01
5.1 E+02
6.7ýE+011
6.2E-01
2.8 t + 01,
19SE+02
1 .8E+0Z

Notes., .
* Doses exceeding:PAGs are underlined.
* Eauiy-Phise PAGs:•TEDE - 1 rem, Thyroid (iodine) CDE -5 rem
* Intermediate-Phase EPA PAGs: 1st year - 2 rem, 2nd year - 0.5 rem

• *ndicat•svalues less than 1 mrem
° To Vlewa4lvalues - use Detailed Results I Numeric Table
* Total, EDE = Inhalation.CEDE + Cloudshine + 4-Day Groundshine

Maximum Dose Values (rem) - To 50 mi

Dist~from release
miles "' '
(kilometers)

ToItI EDE.
ThyrolidCDE
InhalationCEDE
Cloudshine'
4-day Groundshine
Inter Phaselst Yr
Inter Ptiase62nd Yr

15 20 30 40 50
(24.1) (32.2) (48.3) (64.4) (80;5)

8.6E+01,
3.3E+02
3'.gE+01
4.5E-01
4.7E+01
7.i1E+02ý
3.4E+02.

1~3E+01
2.7E+02
3.1 E+01
3.8E-0.1
3.2E+01
4.7E+02
2.3E+02

3.7E+O1
1.3E+02
1,3E+01
1.7E-01
2.4E+01
138E+02
1 .8E+02

1 .8E+01
5.9E+01
4.4E+00
7.4E-02
1 .3E+01
2.2E+02
1.1 E+0_2

8.1 E+00
2.5E+01
1 .3E+00
2.9E-02
6.7E+00
U.E+02
6.9E+01

Notes:-
• Doses~exceeding PAGsare underlined.
SEar6lPhase PAGs:.TEDE- 1 rem, Thyroid,(iodine) CDE- 5 rem
" Inte inediate-Phase PAGs: 1st year - 2 rem, 2nd year - 0.5 rem

***, indicates values less than 1 mrem
* To view.:ia/values- use Detailed Results 1. Numeric Table
• Total EDE = CEDE Inhalation + Cloudshine + 4-Day Groundshine
• Total Acute Bone = Bone Inhalation + Cloudshine + Period Groundshine

Case Summary

EventType Nuclear Power Plant

Location
Name:
City, county, state:
Lat/Long /Elev:
UTC Offset:
Population:

Fukushima Unit 2
<undefined>,<undefined>, <undefined>
37.4214' N, 141.0325' E, 0 m
9 hours
notavailable

Reactor Parameters

RASCAL.v4.1 Source Term to Dose model Page I of 3



,Summary Report

Reactor power:
Average fuel burn-up:
Cqntai6nment type:
Containment volume:
Design'npressure:
Desiglheak rate:
C*oot6 mass:
Assemblies in core:

Source Term
'Type:
Shutdown!
Core" uncovered:
Core recbVered:

Release 'Pathway
T 6:

Description:
Release height:

Release events
201Ii/03/15 00:001
20P111 ?03/I 5 00:00

Meteorology
Type:
Dataset name:
Dataset'desc:

Summary ofdata
at release point:

2011/03/12 14:00
2011/03/12 15-:00
:2011/03/12r 16:00
2011/03/12 17:00
201 1/03/12 18:00
2011/03/12 19:00
201 i103/12 20:00
2011/03/12 21:-00
2011/03/12 22:00
2011/03/12 23:00
2011/03/13 00:00
2011/03/1301:00
201 1/03/13 02:00
2011/03/13 03:00
2011/03/113 04:00
2011/03/13 05:00
201 1/03/13 06:00
2011/03/13 07:00
2011/03/13 08:00
2011/03/13 09:00
2011/03/13 12:00
2011/03/13 13:00
201,1/03/13 14:00
2011/03/14 18:00
201:1/03/14 19:00

2350 MWt
30000 MWD/ MTU
BWR Mark )
2.50E+05 ftW
60 Wb/in'
0.54 0/d,
1,25E+05 kg
550

Time Core Is Uncovered
2011/03/11 14:46
2011/03/15 00:00
No

BWR - Release Through Dry Well
via direct, unfiltered pathway
Unit 2 mid-night release:3-14-1,1
10.,m

Sprays Off
Leak rate (% vol)Total failure

Actual Observations
Fukushima 2011 03-14 1600
Obs/fcsts-for Fukushlma Unit 1

Dir Speed Stab
Type deg m/s class Precip

Temp
CC

Obs 265 1.0 B
Obs 265 1.0 B
Obs 277 '1.3 B
Obs 260 2.4 B
Obs 241 1.4 E
Obs 236 2.1 E
Obs 23.9 2.1 E
Obs 229 3.8 E
Obs 224 5.1 E
Obs 226 3.9 E
Obs 228 4.1 E
Obs 235 2.6 E
Obs 233 319 E
Obs• 225 1.8 E
Obs 225 1.3 E
Obs 225 2.2 E
Obs 225 2.12 E
Obs 248 2.7 E
Obs 248 2.7 E
Obs 270 3.1 E
Obs 271 7.4 D
Obs 276 6.2 D
Obs 312 2.8 B
Obs 258 4.8 unk
Obs 268 5.0 unk
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Summary Report

2011/03/14 20:00
201'1/03/14 21:00
2011/03114 22:00
2011/03/14 23:00
2011/03/15 00:00-
2011/03/15 02:00
2011/03/15 03:00
2011103/15 04:00
2011103/15 05:00
20111/03/15 06:00;
2011/03/15 07:00,
201,1/03115 08:00
2011/03/15 09:00
20,11/03/15 10:00
2011103/1511:00
2011/03/15 12:00
201/103115 13:00
20.11/03/15 14:00
201'1/03/15 15:00
201 1/03/15 16:00
2011/03/15 17:00
201,1/03/15 18:00
2011/03/15 19:00
2011/03/15 20:00
201,1/03/15 21:00
20111/03/15 22:00
20,11/03/15 23:00
2011103/16 00:00
2011/03/16 01:00
2011/03/16 02:00
2011/03/16 03:00
2011/03l 6 04:00
20!1/03/16 05:00
2011103/16 06:00
2011/03116 07:00
2011/03/16 08:00
201.1/03/16 09:00

Dataset options:

Calculations
Case description:
End of calculations:

Distance of calculation:
Close-in distances:

Obs 330
Fcst 3337
Fcst 323
Fcst :305
Fcst 015
Fcst 002
'Fcst 347
Fcst .332
'Fcst 332
Fcst 344
Fcst 026
Fcst 044
Fcst 020
Fcst 010
Fcst 030
Fcst 027
Fcst 037
Fcst 053
Fcst 05,8
Fcst 067
Fcst 081
Fcst 089
Fcst 085
Fcst .083
Fcst 074
Fcst 054
Fcst 029
Fcst 011
Fcst 346
Fcst 350
Fcst 323
Fcst 316
Fcst 298
Fcst. 314
Fcst 312
Fcst 331
Fcst 353

2.2
4.6
7.2
6.6-
8.6
7.5

5.2
5.6
4.0
3.5
3.8
4.4
4.2
3.4
3.5'

3.0
3.4
3.7
3.7
3.2
3.9
4.7
4.4
4.4
4.6
540
5.6
5.1
4.3
5.3

5.6
5.4
4.8
5.6
4.7
4.9
4.1

unk
Unk
unk
unk
unk
unk
E
E
E
E
E
E'
E
E
b
D
D
B
B
C
C
B
B
B
C
D

D

0
D

D
D
DD
D

D
D0

None
None
None
Lgt rain
Lgt rain
Lgt'rain
Lgt: rain

rNone
Lgt rain
:Lgt~rain
Lgt rain

None
None
Lgt rain
Lgt rain
None
None
Lgt rain
Lgt:.rain
Lgtrrain
Rain
Lgt rain
Lgt'rain
Lgt,,rain
Lgt rain
None
None
None
None
None
None

Est. missing stability using: Wind speed, time of day, etc.
Adjust stability for consistency: No,
Modify winds fortopography: Yes

Fukushima Unit 2 mid night release 14MAR
2011/03/15 16:00
Start of releaseto atmosphere' + 16 h
Close-in + to 50, miles
0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 5.0, 7.0, 10.0 miles
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Total Effective Dose Equivalent
Accumulated between 2011/03115 00:00 and 2011/03115 16:00

Fukushima Unit 2 mid night release 14MAR

Fukushima Unit 2

A

R \

p D

II

U]

II

N

Ir

E

F

0.01 to I rem
Below EPA PAG Range

I to 5 rem

EPA Early Phase PAG Range

> 5 rem

Exceeds EPA PAG Range

RASCAL v4.1
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Summary Report

Case description:
Run date/time:

Fukushima Unit 2 mid day release 15MAR
2011/03/15 02:56

'Maximum Dose Values (rem) . Close-In

Distifrom release
miles
(kilometers)

Total EDE
Thyroid CDE
.Inhalation CEDE
Cloudshine
4-day Groundshlne
Inter Phase 1st Yr
Inter Phase 2nd Yr

10.5 1. 1.5 2. 3. 5. 7. 10.
(0.8) (1.61) (2.41) (3.22) (4.83) (8.05) (11.27) (16.09)

4.1 E+03•9.9E+03
1;2E+03
8.4E+00
'2.9E+03
.4.5E+04
2.2E+04

1.7E+03
2.9E+03
3.3E+02
3.1 E+00
1:4E+03'
2.1 E+04
1.1 E+04ý

1.OE+03
1.4E+03
1 5E+02
1.5E+00
8.6E+02
1.3E+04
6.6E+03

7.21E02
8.2E+02
8,-7E+01
7.5E-01
6.3E+02
9.9E+03
4.9E+03

4.4E+02
4;4E+02
4.4E+01
2.9E-01
3:9E+02
6:1 E+03

-3Q0E403

8.7E'-01
1.OE+-02
8.8E+00
2 IOE-01
7.8E+Oi
1.2E+03
5.9E+02

4.5E+01
6.2E+01
4.8E+00
1 .4E-01
4.OEt0i
6.1 E+02;
3.OE+02

4.1 E+00
7..2E+00
4.7E-01
5.8E-02
3.6E+00
5.4E+01
2.6E+01

Notes:
" Doses, exceeding PAGs are:underlined.
" Early-PhaseiPAGs: TEDE - 1 rem, Thyroid' (iodine) CDE•-5 rem
" interm6diate-Phase EPA PAGs: 1st year - 2,rem; 2nd year - 0.5 rem

. .indicatdsgvalues less than 1 mrem
" To:view all values - use Detailed Results I Numeric Table
" Total EDE =. Inhalation CEDE +ý Cloudshine + 4-Day Groundshine

Maximum Dose Values (rem) - To 50 mi

Dist from release
miles
(kilometers)

Total EDE
Thyroid CDE
Inhalation CEDE
Clouds inhe
4-day-Gr6uridshine
Inter:-Phase •stYr
Inter Phase 2nd ,Yr

15 20 .30 40 50
(24.1) ý(32.2) (48.3) (64.4) (80-5)

2.1 E+00
.2 0E+O_1
1.3E+00
2.9E-02
1.6E+00
25E+01
1 .2E+01

2,8E+00
1.7E+01
I .OE+00,
2.E-02
2.5E±00O
3-8E+01
1 .9E+01

Z715+00
1.1E+01
61.2E-0-1
1 .E-02
2.0E+00-
2.3E+01
1 .OE+01

5.6E-01
5.OE+00-
2.OE-01l
8.1 E-03
3.6E-01
2.1 E+00
6,6&-01I

1.7E-01
3.5E+00
1 .4E-01
5;8E4.3
3.7E-02
3.2E-01
1 .2E-01

Notes:
" Doses.exceeding PAGs are:undedined..
" Eady-PhasePAGs: TEDE - 1 rem, Thyroid (iodine) CDE - 5 rem
* Inter•mediate-Phase PAGs: 1st year - 2 rem, -2nd year - 0.5 rem?
** ,;indicates values less than 1 mrem
" To view all'values -use Detailed Results I Numeric Table
" Total EDE = CEDE Inhalation + Cloudshine + 4-Day-Groundshihe
- Total Acute Bone = Bone Inhalation + Cloudshine + Period Groundshine

Case Summary

Event Type Nuclear Power Plant

Location
Name:
City, county, state:
Lat / Long / Elev:
Time zone:
Population:

Fukushima Unit 2
<undefined>; <undefined>, <undefined>
37.4214! N, 141.0325' E, 0 m
<undefined>
not available

Reactor Parameters

RASCAL v4.1 Source Termto Dose model Page 1 of 3



Summary;Report

Reactor power:
Average fuel burn-up:
Containment type:
Containment volume:
Design, pressure:
Design leak rate:
Coolant mass:
Assemblies in, core:

Source Term
Type:
Shutdown:
Core uncovered:
Core recovered:

Release Pathway
Type:

Description:
Release height:

Release events
2011/03/15 00:00
20:11/03115 11:45

Meteorology
Type:
Dataset name:
Dataset desc:

Summary of data
at release point:

201'1/03/12:14:00
2011/03/12 15:00
2011/03/12 16:00
2011/03/12 17:00
2011/03/12 18:00
2011/03(12 19:00
2011/03/12 20:00
2011/03/12 21`00
2011/03/12 22:00
2011/03/12 23:00
2011/03113 00:00
20i11/03/13 01:00
2011/03/13-02:00
201:1/03/13 03:00
2011/03/13:04:00
2011/03/1305:00
2011/03/13:06:00
2011/03/13 07:00
2011/03/13'08:00
2011/03/13 09:00
201 1/03/13 12:00
2011/03/1 3 13:00
2011103/13 14:00
201'1/03/14 18:00
2011/03/14 19:00

2350 MWt
30000 MWD / MTU
BWR Mark I
2.50E+05 ft3'
60 lb/in2

0.54 %/d
1.25E+05 kg
550

Time Core Is Uncovered
2011/03/11 14:46
2011/03/15 00:00
No

BWR - Releaseý Through Dry Well
via, direct, unfiltered pathway
Unit 2 mid-day release: 3-15-11
10. m

Sprays Off
Leak rate (% vol)'Total failure

Actual Observations
Fukushima 2011 03-14 1600
Obs/fcsts for Fukushima Unit I

Dir Speed Stab
Type deg m/s class

Temp
OCPrecip

Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs

.265
265
277
260
241
236
239
229
224
226
228
235
233
225
225
225
225
248
248
270
271
276
312
258
268

1.0'
1.0
1.3
2.4
1_.4
2.1
2.1
3.8
5.1
3.9
4.1
2.6
3.9
1.8
1.3
2.2
2.2
2.7
2.7
3.1
7.4
6.2
2.8
4.8
5.0

B
B
B
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
D
D
B
unk
unk
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Summary Report

201 1/03114 20:00
2011/03/14 21:00
20111/03/14 22:00
2011/03114 23:00
2011/03/15 00:00
2011/03/15 02:00
2011/03/15 03:00.
2011/03/15 04:00
2011/03/15 05:00
2011/03/15 06:00
2011/03/15 07:00
2011/03/15 08:00
2011/03/15 09:00
2011103/15 10:00
2011/03/15 11:00
2011/03/15 12:00
2011/03115 13:00
2011/03/15 14:00
2011/03/15 15:00
2011/03/15 16:00
2011'/03/15 17:00
2011/03/15 18:00
2011/03/15 19:00
20,11/03/15 20:00
20.11/03/15 21:00
201-1/03/15 22:00
2011/03/15 23:00
2011/03/16 00:00
20111/03/16 01:00
2011/03/16 02:00
2011/03/16 03:00
2011/03/16 04:00
2011/03/16 05:00
2011/03/16 06:00
.2011/03/16 07:00
2011/03/16 08:00
2011/03116 09:00

Dataset options:

Calculations
,Case description:
End of calculations:

Distance of calculation:,
Close-in distances:

Obs 330
Fcst 33.7
Fcst 323
Fcst 305
Fcst 015
Fcst 002
Fcst 347
Fcst 332
Fcst 332
Fcst 344
Fcst 026
Fcst 044
Fcst 020
.Fcst 010:
Fcst 030
Fcst 027
Fcst 037
Fcst 053
Fcst, 058
Fcst 067
Fcst 081
Fcst 089
Fcst 085
Fcst 083
Fcst 074
Fcst 054
Fcst 029
Fcst 011
Fcst 346
Fcst 350
Fcst 323
Fcst 316
Fcst 298
Fcst 314
Fcst 312
.Fcst 331
Fcst 353

2.2
4.6
7.2
6.6
8.6
7.5
5.2
5.6
4.0
3.5
3.8
4.4
4.2
3.4
3.5
3.0
3.4
3.7
3.7
3.2
319
4.7
4.4.
4.4
4.6
5.0
5.6
5.1
4.3
5.3
5.6
5.4
4.8
5.6
4.7
4.9
4.1

unk
unk
unk,
unk
unk
unk
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
D
D
D
B
B
C
C
B
B
B
C.
D
D
D
C
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

None
None
None
Lgt rain
Lgt rain
Lgt rain
Lgt rain
None
Lgt rain
Lgt rain
Lgt rain
N one
None
Lgt rain
Lgt rain
N one
None
Lgt rain
Lgt rain
Lgt rain
Rkain
Lgt rain
Lgt rain,
Lgt rain
Lgt rain
None
None
None
None
None
None

Est.. missing stability using: Wind speed, time of day, etc.,
Adjust stability for consistency: No
Modify winds fo.r .topography" Yes

Fukushima Unit 2 mid day release 15MAR
2011103/16 03:45
Start of release to atmosphere + 16 h
Close-in.+ to 50 miles
0.5, 1.0,15 2.0, 3.0, 5.0, 7.0 10.0 miles

RASCAL v4.1 Source Termto Dose model Page 3 of•3



Total Effective Dose Equivalent

Accumulated between 2011103115 11:45 and 2011103116 03:45

Fukushima Unit 2 mid day release 15MAR

Fukushima Unit 2

.........

A
RB

Q 2m C

P

I

I

0,01 to1 rem
Below EPA PAG Range

I to 5 rem
EPA Early Phase PAG Range

> 5 rem

Exceeds EPA PAG Range
I:

D

'25~

E

F
I

G //

, H

Iv
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Summary. Report,

Case description:
Run date/time:

t;vmio P pr -• , 1- a ...
Fukushima U2, U3 and U4 SFP approximate site release
2011/03/17!08:48

VQ~I

Maximum Dose Values (.rem) - Close-In

Dist from release
miles
(kilometers)

Total EDE
Thyroid CDE
Inhalation CEDE
Cloudshifie
4-day"Groundshine
lnter!Phase ,stYrý
lnie( s r e,ýn'd -Y r

0.5- 1. 1.5 2.i 3. :5. 7. 10.
(0.8) (1.61) (2.41) (3.22) (4:83) .(8.05) (11.27) (16.09)

5.4E+03
2.9E+04
3.8E+03

1,.5E+03
2.6E+04
1.3E+04

1 .5E+03,
7.9E+03
1.0E+03
8.OE+00
4.1 E+02
7.OE+03
3.5E+03

6,_7E+02
3:6E+03
4.8E+02
3.9E+00
1.9E+02
3.2E+03
1,6E+03,

3'9E+02
2.1 E+03
2.8E+02
2.3E+060
1.1E+02
1.9E+03
9.2E+02

1 .8E+02
9.6E+02
1 .3E+02
8.0EH.Oi1
5.OE+01
8.5E+02
4.2F,+02

7.'5E'+01
4.OE+02
5.4E+0.1
2.E-01
2.1 E+0 1
3.5E+02
1.8E+02

4.OE+01
2.1 E+02
2.9E+01
2.1E-01
1.1E+01
1A.9+02
9:5E+01

14E+01
7.5E+01
1.OE+01
1.1E,01
4AE+00
7.5E+01
3.8E+01

Notes':
-Dos&s exceeding PAGs are underlined.
EarJlyPhase PAGs:r,TEDE - 1 rem, Thyroid (iodine) CDE - 5 rem

-Anteriadie-PhaseEPA PAGs: 1st year - 2 rem,- 2nd year -0.5 rem
lndicates talu6s less than 1 mrem

To view all values -us& Detailed Results Numeric Table
• Total EDE =,Inhalation CEDE + Cloudshlne + 4-Day.Groundshine

Maximum Dose Values (rei) - To 50 mi

Dist-from release
miles
(kilometers)

Total EDE
Thyroid'CDE
Inhalation CEDE
Cloudshine
4-day. Groundshine
Inter Phase 1st Yr
Inter Phase.2nd Yr

15 20 30 40 50
(24•.1) (322) (,8.3) (64.4) (80.5)

1.5E1-01
8.6E+01
1.1E+01
1.2E-01.
4.1 E+00
7.1-E+01
3.6E+01

1.3E+01
7.OE+01
9.2E+00
9.7E-02
3AE+00
6.0E+01
3.OE+01

1.1 E+0 1
5.2E+01
717E+00
7.3E-02'
2.8Et00
4.7E+01
2.3E+01

1*.OE+01

7.6E+00
7.OE-02
217E+00
4.5E+01
,2.2E+01

9.9E+00
4.8E+01
7.3E+00
6.6E-02
2.5E+00
4 .3E+01
11 E +0 1

Notes:
" Doses exceeding, PAGs a.re underlined.
" Early-Phase PAGs:.TEDE - 1 rem, Thyroid (iodine),CDE - 5 rem
*.Intermediate-Phase PAGs: 1st year - 2 remi 2ndyear -0.5 rem- i*• indicates values less than I mremw To view-all values - use Detailed Results I Numeric Table

* TotalrEDE = CEDE'Inhalation + Cloudshine + 4-Day Groundshine
* Total Acute Bone =1 Bone. Inhalation + Cloudshine + Period Groundshine

Case Summary

Event'Type Nuclear Power Plant

Location:
Name;
City, county, state:
Lý/t Long i Elev:
UTC Offset:
Population:

Reactor Parameters

Fukushima U4
<undefined>, <undefined>, <undefined>
37.42140 N, 141.03250 E, 0.m
9 hours
not available

RASCAL v4.l Source-Term toDose model Page 1 of 4



Summary Report

Reactor power:
Average fuel burn-up:
Containment type:
Containment volume:
Designpresure:
Designi'leak rate:
'Coolant mass:
Assemblies.in, core:

Source Term
Type:
Shutdown:
Core uncovered:
Core recovered:

Release Pathway
Type:

Description:
Release height:

Release events
2011/03/16 19:50
2011103/16 19:50

Meteorology
Type:
Dataset name:
Dataset desc:

Summary of data
at release point:

3760 MWt
30000 MWD / MTU
BW R Mark I
2;50E+05 ft3

60 lb/in2

0.54 %/d
1.25E+05' kg
917

Time Core, Is Uncovered
2011/03/11 14:46
201-1/03/16 !9:50
No

BWR - Release Through Dry Well
via direct, unfiltered pathway
Fukushima - U2, U3 and U4 SFP release approximation
10. m

Leak; rate (% vol) Total failure
Sprays Off

Actual Observations
Fukushinma201,1-03-16 0935
Obs/fcsts for Fukushima Unit 1

Dir Speed Stab
Type deg m/s class

Temp
PCPrtecip

2011/03/12 14:00
2011/03/12 15:00
2011/03/12 16700
201.1/03/12 17:00
2011/03/12'18:00
2011/03/12 19:00
2011/03/12*20:00
2011/03112,21:00
2011/03/12 22:00
2011/03/12 23:00
201.1/03/1300:00
2011/03/13-01:00
2011/03/13 02:00
2011/03/13 03:00
2011/03/13 04:00201 1/03/13 05:00
-2011/03/1.3 06:00
2011/03/13 07:00
2011/03/13 08:00
2011/03113 09:00
2011/03/13 12:00
2011/03/13 13:00
2011/03/13 14:00
2011/03/14 18:00
,2011/03/14 19:00

Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs

265
265
277
260
241
236
239
229
224
226
228
235
233
225
225
225
225
248
248
270
271
276
312
258
268

1.0 B
1.0 B.
1.3 B
2.4 B
1.4 E
2.1 E
2.1 E
3.8 :E
5.1 E
3.9 E
4.1 E
2.6 E
3.9 E
1.8 E
1.3 E
2.2 E
2.2 E
2.7 E
2.7 E
3.1 E
7A4 D
6.2 D
2A8 B
4.8 unk
5.0 unk

7,

.7
7

9

9,

RASCAL Y4.1 Source Term to ýDose moc[el Page 2 Of 4



Summary Report

2011/03/14 20:00 Obs 330 2.2 Unk ?
2011/03/1.421:00 Fcst 337 4.6 unk ?
2011/03/14 22:00 Fcst: 323 7.2 unk ?
2011/03/14 23:00 Fcst 305 6.6 unk ?
2011/03/115 00:00 Fcst 01;5 ,8.6 unk ?
2011/03/15 02:00 Fcst 002 7.5 unk ?
2011/03115 03:00 Fcst 347 5..2 E None
2011/03/15 04:00 Fcst 332 5.6 E None
2011/03/15 05:00 Fcst 332 4.0 E None
2011/03/15 06:00 Fcst 344 3.5 E: Lgt rain
2011/03/15 07:00 Fcst 026 3.8 E Lgt rain
2011/03/15 08:00 Fcst 044 4.4 E Lgt rain
2011/03/15 09:00 Fcst. 020 4.2 E. Lgt rain
2011/03/15 10:00 Fcst 010 3.4 E None
2011/03/15 11:00 Fcst 030 3.5 D Lgt rain
2011/03/15 12:00 Fcst 027 3.0 D Lgt rain
2011/03/15 13:00 Fcst 037 3.4 D Lgt rain
2011/03/15 14:00 Fcst 053 3.7 B None
2011/03/15 1.5:00 Fcst 058 3.7 B7 None
2011/03/15 16:00 Fcst 067 3.2 C Lgt rain
2011/03/15 17:00 Fcst 081 3.9 C Lgt rain
2011/03/15 18:00 Fcst 089 4.7 B None
2011/03115 19:00 Fcst 085 4.4 B None
2011/03/15 20:00 Fcst 083 4.4 B Lgt rain
2011/03115 21:00 Fcst 074 4.6 C Lgt rain
2011/03/15 22:00 Fcst 054 5.0 D Lgt rain
2011/03/1523:00 Fcst 029 5.6 D Rain
2011/03/16 00:00 Fcst 011 5.1 D Lgt rain
2011/03/16 01:00 Fcst 346 4.3 C Lgt rain
:2011/03/16 02:00 Fcst 350 5.3 D Lgt rain
2011/03/16 03:00 Fcst 323 5.6 0 Lgt rain
2011/03/16 04:00 Fcst 316 5.4 D None
2011/03/16 05:00 Fcst, 298 4.8 0 None
2011/03/16 06:00 Fcst 314 ý5.6 D None.
2011/03/16 07:00 Fcst 312 4.7 D None
2011103116 08:00 Fcst 331 4.9 D None,
,2011103/16 09:00 Fcst 299 i4.2 D None
2011/03/16 10:00 Fcst 312 5.4 C None
2011(03/16 11:00 Fcst 309 7.5 C None,
2011103/16 12:00 Fcst 304 7.2 C 'None
2011/03/16 13:00 Fcst 314 8.8 C None
2011/03/16 14:00 Fcst 325 10.4 C None
2011/03/16 15:00 Fcst 324 12.3 C None
201 1/03/16 ,16:00 Fcst 304 14.7 D None
2011/03/16 17:00 Fcst 299 14.2 D None
2011/03/16 18:00 Fcst 297 11.3 D None
2011/03/16 1.9:00 Fcst 316 9.8 D None
2011/03/16 20:00 Fcst 309 9.4 D None
2011/03/16 21:00 Fcst 294 ý9.5: D None
2011/03/16 22:00 Fcst 299 7.6 D None
2011/03/1623:00 Fcst 300 9.7 D None
2011/03/1.7 00:00 Fcst 294 5.0 D None
2011/03/17 01:00 Fcst 286 7.0 D None
2011/03/17 02:00 Fcst 287 6.6 D None
2011/03/17 03:00 Fcst, 293 ,6.5 D None
2011/03/17 04:00 Fcst 300 6.3 D None
2011/03/17 05:00 Fcst 311 5.9 D None
2011/03/17 06:00 Fcst 295 7.4, D None

RASCAL v4.i Source Term toDose model Page 3 of 4



-Summary Report

2011103/17 07:00
2011103/17 08:00
2011/03/17 09:00
2011/03/17 10:00
2011/03117 11:00
-2011103/17 12:002011/03/17 13:00
.2011/03/17 14:00
2011/03/17 15:00
20111/03/17 16:00
2011/03/17 17:00
2011/03117 18600
2011/03/17 19:00
2011/03/17,20:00
2011103/17 21:00
2011/03/17 22:00
2011/03/17 23:00
2011/03/18 00:00
2011/03/18 01':00
2011/03/18 02:00
2011/03/18 03:00
20 11/03/18 04:00
2011/03/18 05:00
2011/03/18 06:00:
2011/03/18 07:00
2011/03/1808:00
2011103/18.09:00

Dataset~options:

Calculations
Case description:
End of calculations:

Distance of calculation:
Close-in distances:

Fcst 303
Fcst 333
Fcst 321
Fcstý 307
Fcst 292
Fcst: 315
Fcst 299
Fcstl 292
Fcst 286
Fcst 298
Fcst 286
Fcst :285
Fcst 288
Fcst 301
Fcst 311
Fcst 307
Fcst 303
Fcst. 311
Fcst 31 .6
Fcst 310
Fcst 319
Fcst 316
Fcst 307
Fcst 311
Fcst 326
Fcst 343
Fcst 344

8.4 C
4.8 C
5.9 C
5.0 C
8.4 C
9.3 C
11.1 C
11.8 C
10.7 C
9.3 D
8.5 D
10.6 D
11.1. D
11.3 D
10.1 D
:8.4 D
8.7 D
7.1 D
3.4 D
6.0 D
7.4 D
63 D
4.9 D
4.4 D
51 C
5.4 C
6.1 C

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
,None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
,None
None

Est.,missing stability using: Wind speed, time of day, etc.
Adjust stability for Consistency:, No
Modify winds for topography: Yes

Fukushima U2, U3 and U4 SFP approximate site release
201 1/03/17 10:50
Start-of release to atmosphere + 15 h
Close-in + to 50 miles
0A5, 1ý.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 5.0, 7.0; 10.0 miles

RASCAL V4.1 Source Term to Dose model Page4of'4



Total Effective Dose Equivalent

Accumulated between 2011103/16 19:50 and 2011/03/117 10:50

Fukushlma U2, U3 and U4 SFP approximate site release

Fukushlma U4

, 50-mi

A B

,25-ml C

II 0.01 to I rem
Below EPA PAG Range

R

Q

I to 5 rem
EPA Early Phase PAG Range

> 5 rem

Exceeds EPA PAG RangeD IP

N

M

Ii

t/

L ~ 26.ln~i

K ;
J

50-mi
IT'

RASCAL v4,1



From:
To: (b)(6)
Subject: Response to inquiry
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 7:18:00 PM

Isaac,

I received your emai] and would provide the following information:

1. Why was the NRC asked to help?

Within the United States, the NRC is responsible for regulating the safe use commercial
nuclear materials. This includes the nation's 104 operating nuclear reactors. To fulfill this
responsibility, we have experts in a wide range of technical areas and are well suited to
support the Japanese in bringing this crisis to closure.

2. What are you doing 'in this country to. help Japan?

The NRC is part of the larger federal government's, response to the events unfolding.
Specifically, the NRC has sent 11 technical experts-to Japan to advise the Japanese. In
addition, the NRC: has manned its Incident Response Center in Rockville, MD 24/7 since the
beginning of the event. Here, technical' experts; from across our agency analyze the available
information to assess the conditions in Japan and support the, Japanese in any way possible.

3. When was the last time you went to a foreign country to.help with a nuclear power problem?

Unfortunately, I do not have an answer readily available. There, has not been a significant
radiological accident at a nuclear power plant since the 1986 event at.Chernobyl in the
Ukraine. I do not believe the NRC sent.any personnel to support during that-event.

4. Why is nuclear power so dangerous?

The NRC remains convinced that U.S. nuclear power plants are designed and operated in a

manner that protects public health and ,safety.

5.. What should kids learn from this disaster?

The events unfolding in Japan are the result of a catastrophic series of natural disasters.
These include the fifth largest earthquake in recorded history and the resulting devastating
tsunami. Despite these unique circumstances, the Japanese appear to be taking reasonable
actions to mitigate the event and protect the surrounding population. The NRC will continue to
carry out its mission to protect public, health and safety. After this crisis has been safely
resolve, the NRC will assess all the availableinformation and evaluate whether enhancements
to U.S. nuclear power plants are warranted.

6. Also, since I live right by the. .NRC headquarters, is there any chance to come over and see the
operations center? I don't know if I can arrange it because of school, but if I can, it would be
great to be able to write what the center looks like.

The NRC is routinely posting pictures of the NRC's Incident Response Center to our webpage.
Unfortunately, due to the ongoing events, we cannot support tours of the NRC.

I hope the responses above help you in your assignment.

Regards, ,•



Robert M. Taylor
Technial Assistant
Office of Public Affairs
USNRC
301-415-8200



•..

Hogan, Rosemary

From;
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Graves, Herman
Thursday, March 17, 2011 6:52 PM
Chokshi, Nilesh; Patel, Pravin; Ma, John; Tegeler, Bret
Shea, James; Hogan, Rosemary; Case, Michael; Richards, Stuart

) APAN CONCRETE QUESTION
Japan Question.xls. "

To All:

In response to the questions you asked today on concrete' and sand properties. I worked with staff here at
DE/RES to put together the attached table.

I am not sureif we addressed all the questions asked, but it is a start.

<<Herman>>
<<301251.7625; Office>>
(b)(6) Blaik Berry>"j""

L-"nil to: Herman.Gra\ 1es(nrc.eov

I.



RES/DE staff recommendsthe use of SAND for the initial entombm

SAND IS RECOMMENDED over concrete because sand 1) fills in voids in the damaged structure, 2) able to release any remaining or generated hydrogenp to
than wet concrete Which would reduce structural integrity risks with a damaged building, and 4) sand can be mixed with borax to reduce neutrons. Note: fi

and/or use wet sand in the intial drop,L
Concrete is NOT recommended because.it 1) may lead to void formations in the structure where no shielding is provided, 2) local criticality risks.and hydrog

wet concrete is heavier than sand, thus initially potentially causing additional structural integrity concerns until it drys.

Thermal Emplacement

Properties ,Specific Heat Thermal Conductivity Feasibility of use Method

Thermal conductivity of dry

Specific heat of sand is about half of water
water is about 5 and wet/saturated sand is Yes, dust may result at Ist placing so use wet~sand or wet

times that of about 4-8 times greater rbuilding before emplacement,fills up voids and allows water to Helicopter or
Sand 1500-1700'C sand than water circulate with borax later crane

Not known (depoeds on possiblechemical reactions,.criticality, cracking issues from
aggregate type, 1000' C' differential drying of concrete (shrinkage),. leading to potential

Concrete 1300414000C Not known reported for some) hydrogen evolution with water in-concrete as above



.nt of the spent fuel pool.

ie atmosphere instead of trapping it, thus reducing further explosion risks, 3) sand is lighter
st emplacement of dry sand may cause a radioactive dust cloud to~form, so spray water

!n generation with water contacting hot spent fuel could lead to potential explosion risks, 3)

Local Availability Shielding Capability Structural Capability of Floor Slab

Floor slab 5-6 ft thick, 30:ft of sand

= 3300psf, but, structural integrity
yes, naturally ? Shield now with mix of borax and offacility is unknown due to

available (beach sand or Shield later with radiation explosions, heat, etc. Results in

nearby) shielding aggregate if available about 1.5 times design load.
not naturally

available bring in provides gamma dose & neutron~flux

ingrediants and sheilding (member thickness playsa heavier than sand for structural

mix it role) integrity concerns (more loads)
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Mitman, Jeffrey . 0(' ..
Friday, April 15, 2011 1:30 AM
'Gard, Lee A (INPO)'
Zoulis, Antonios
Fukushima Daiichi Elevation Drawings
Fukushima Daiichi Units 1 to 4 Elevation Drawings.pdf

Lee, the drawings we talked about at the 11 am meeting today are attached.

Jeff Mitman -

(b)(6) -y

Heida, Bruce 1



Conditions of Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Station Unit 1
(As of 7:00 April 13th, 2011) MajorEventsafterthe earthquake

Spent Fuel Pool Water Temperature - 'C
Condition: Indicator failure

I

Reactor Pressure A 0,524MPa*
Reactor Pressure B 1.029MPa*

(under monitoring of the change
of the situation)

Condition : No large fluctuation
*converted to absolute pressure
Reactor Water Level A -1,650mm
Reactor Water Level B -1,650mm
Condition: No flooding of top of

active fuel until the above level
Reactor Water Temperature - 'C
Condition: No data available

isG

Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV)
Temperature:

Feedwater Nozzle Temperature
:206.2'0

(under monitoring of the change
of the situation)

Temperature at the bottom head of
RPV :119.0 0C

March I1 14:46 Under operation, Automatic shutdown by the
earthquake

March 11i 15:42 Report based on the Article 10 (Total loss of A/C pwer)
March 11th 16:36 Occurrence of the Article 15 event (Inability of wato

injection of the Emergency Core Cooling System )
March 12th 01:20 Occurrence of the Article 15 event (Unusual rise ofth?

pressure in PCV)
March 12th 10:17 Started to vent.
March 12th 15:36 Sound of explosion
March 121h 20:20 Started to inject seawater and borated water to the

Reactor Core,
March 23rd 02:33 The amount of injected water to the Reactor Core was

increased utilizing the Feedwater Line in addition to the Fire Extiguish
Line. (2m3/h -18 M3/h)

09:00 Switched to the Feedwater Line only.(18m3/h -.11m3/h)
March 24th 11:30 Lighting in the Central Control Room was recoverec
March 251h 15:37 Started to inject fresh water.
March 29h1 08:32 Switched to the water injection to the Reactor Core using

the temporary motor-driven pump,
March 31t: 12:00 - 2nd 15:26 Started to transfer the stagnant water from

the Condensate Storage Tank (CST) to the Surge Tank of Suppres'i"-
Pool Water (SPT)

March 311 13:03-16:04 Water spray by Concrete Pump Truck (Fresh
water)

April 3rd 12:02 The power supply to the temporary motor-driven pump was
switched from the temporary power supply to the external power
supply.

April 3Yd 13:S5 Started to transfer the water from the Condenser to CST,
April 6'1 22:30 Started the operation for the injection of nitrogen to PyV.
April 71? 01:31 Confirmed starting the injection of nitrogen to PCV
April 9th 04:10 Started using highly pure nitrogen generator in the

injection of nitrogen to PCV.
April 10" 0930 Completed transferring the water from the Condenser to

CST. i
April 11t around 17:16 Loss of external power supply due to an

earthquake occurred and water injection to the Reactor Core and
nitrogen injection to PCV were suspended.

April 1 1th 17:56 External power supply was recovered.
April 11ti 18:04 Resumed injecting water to the Reactor Core.
April 11 •h 23:19 Restarted operation for injecting nitrogen to PCV
April 11i 23:34 Confirmed starting injection of nitrogen to PCV.

PCV* 3 Pressure 019OMPa
Condition: No large fluctuation

S/P* 4 Water Temperature -°C

Condition: No data available
S/p* 4 Pressure 0,165MPa
Condition: No large fluctuation

*1 Residual Heat Removal System*2 Emergency Diesel Generator
*3 Primary Containment Vessel
*4 Suppression Pool Current Conditions : Fresh water is being injected to the Spent Fuel Pool and the Reactor Core

(Editorial committee for Nuclear Energy Handbook, Nuclear Energy Handbook)



Conditions of Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Station Unit 2
AlMajor Events after the earthquake

( A s of 7:00 A pril 13th, 2011 ) Marchl1 14:46 Underooperation, Automatic shutdown by the earthquake
Mach 11" 15:42 Report based on the Article 10 (Total loss of A/C power)

Sent Fuel Pool Water Temperature 46.0 "C March 111' 16:36 Occurrence of the Article 15 event (inabilityof water injection of the Emergency Cpre•##• •Cooling System)
;pntue Rato Pesur 008M~* March 1311 11:00 Started to vent,

0pentFuel Reactor Pressure A li0n3MPa* March 141" 13:25 Occurrence of the Article 15 event (Loss of reactor cooling functions)

oolCooling (under monitoring of the March 1411 16:34 Started to inject seawater to the Reactor Core,

S change of the situation) March 141h 22:50 Occurrence of the Article 15 event (Unusual rise of the pressure in PCVl
Reactor Pressure D 0.078MPa' March 15 0 00:02 Started to vent.
(under monitoring of the change March 15h" 06:10 Sound of explosion

of the situation) March 15"h around 06:20 Possible damage of the suppression chamber

Condition, No large fluctuation March 20"1 15:05-17 20Approximately 40 ton seawater injection to the Spent Fuel Pool (SFP)vil the
*converted to absolute Fuel Pool Cooling Line (FPC)

pressure March 20" 15:46 Power Center received electricity,

Reactor Water Level A March 211" 18:22 White smoke generated. The smoke died down and almost invisible at 07:11 Mnrch

-1,500rm 22m1.
Condition: No flooding of top of March 221 16:07 Injection of around 18 tons of seawater to SFP

active fuel to the above level March 25Th 10:30-12:19 Sea water injection to SFP via FPC

Reactor Water Temperature -t March 26" 10:10 Started to inject fresh water to the Reactor Core.

Condition: No data available March 26" 16:46 Lighting in the Central Control Room was recovered.

Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) March 27" 18:31 Switched to the water injection to the core using the temporary motor-driven pump.
Temperature: March 29 16:30 - 18:25 Switched to the temporary motor.driven pump injecting fresh water to 5FP

Feedwater Nozzle Temperature March 291 16:45-' 1111:50 Transferred the water from the Condensate Storage Tank (CST( to the
170. Nt e Surge Tank of Suppression Pool Water ISPT)

March 30'"9:25'-23:S0Confirmed malfunction of the temporary motor-driven pump injecting fresh

Temperature at the bottom head water to SFP(9 45). Switched to the injection using the fire pump Truck, but suspended as cratks

of RPV 183.2 'C were confirmed in the hose. (12:47, 13:10) Resumed injiecton of fresh water(19 05)
(under monitoring of the change April " 14,56"-17:051njection of fresh waterfrom FPCtoSFPusingthetemporarymotor-driver

of the situation) pump.
April 21 around 9:30 The water, of which the dose rate was at the level of more than 1O00mSv/h, was

confirmed to be collected in the pit located near the tntake Channel of Unit 2. The outflow from
PCV* 3 Pressure O,095MPa the lateral surface of the pit into the sea was also confirmed.
Condition: No large April 21d 17:10 Started to transfer the water from the Condenser to the CST,

Possible damage fApril 3Y 12:12 The power supply to the temporary motor.driven pump was switched from the
of the suppression •temporary power supply to the external power supply

a eApril 3yd 13:47-14:30 20 bags of sawdust, 80 bags of high polymer absorbent and 3 bags of cutting-
processed newspaper were put into the Pit for the Conduit.

April 41171-7:1l Approximately 13kg of tracer (bath agent) was put in from the Pit for the Dvcd for
Seawater Pipe.

S/P" Water Temperature April 41 1105- 13:37 injection of fresh waterfrom FPC to SFP using the temporary motor-driven
-C pump

Extern I Condition: No data available April 51114:15 Tracer is confirmed to outflow through the permeable layer around the pit into the sea.

EDG* 2  RHRS S/P* 4 Pressure - MPa 1S:O7Started toinject coagulant.
April 6t' around 5:38 The water outflow from the lateral surface of the pit was confirmed to stoped.

Condition: Down scale 713:29-14:34 Freshwater injection to SFP via FPC Around 36 ton

(under survey) April 9'h 13:10 Completed transferring the water from the Condenser to CST.

April 101 10:37- 12:38 Freshwater injection to SFP via FPC using the temporary motor-driver, pur',(Around 60 ton).

Residual Heat Removal System Current Conditions:Fresh wateris Apri 111h around 17:16 Loss of external power supply due to an earthquake occurred, Water nie,,'tnEmergency Diesel Generator
Erimary Containment Vessel being injected to the Spent Fuel to the Reactor Core was suspended.Prim ry ontanmet VeselApril 1111 17i56 External power supply was recovered,

Suppression Pool Pool and the Reactor Core April 11" 18:04 Resimed injecting waterto the Reactor Core,

(Editorial committee for Nuclear Energy Handbook, Nuclear Energy Handbook) April 12T 19:35 Starred to transfer from the trench of the turbine building to the condenser

*1R
*2E
*3F
*4



Conditions of Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Station Unit 3
(As of 7:00 April 13th, 2011 ) Major Events a er the eart qua e

___1
I Spent Fuel Pool Water Temperature - CI Condition: Indicator failure

March 11" 14:46 Under operation, Automatic shutdown by the earthquake
March 111 15:42 Report based on the Article 10 (Total loss of A/C power)
March 131h 05:10 Occurrence of the Article 15 event (Inability of water injection of

the Emergency Core Cooling System)
March 131h 08:41 Started to vent.
March 131' 13:12 Started to inject seawater and borated water to the Reactor Core,
March 14th 05:20 Started to vent.
March 1411 07:44 Occurrence of the Article 15 event (Unusual rise of the pressrire
in PCV)

March 14th 11:01 Sound of explosion
March 16th around 08:30 White smoke generated.
March 17th 09:48- 10:01 Water discharge by the helicopters of Self-Defense Force
March 17 h 19:05- 19:15 Water spray from the ground by High pressure water.

cannon trucks of Police
March 17th 19:35-20:09 Water spray from the ground by fire engines of Self-ý

Defense Force
March 1811 before 14:00-14:38 Water spray from the ground by 6 fire engines of

Self-Defense Force
March 1811 -14:45 Water spray from the ground by a fire engine of the US

Military
March 191 00:30 -01:10 Water spray by Hyper Rescue Unit of Tokyo Fire

Department
March 19t114:10 - 201h 03:40 Water spray by Hyper Rescue Unit of Tokyo Fir-

Department
March 20t 11:00 Pressure of PCV rose(320kPa),Afterward fell.
March 20t" 21:36 - 211 03:58 Water spray by Hyper Rescue Unit of Tokyo Fire

Department
March 211 around 15:55 Grayish smoke generated and was confirmed to be died

down at 17:55,
March 22,d 15:10 -16:00 Water spray by Hyper Rescue Unit of Tokyo Fire

Department and Osaka City Fire Bureau.
March 221d 22:46 Lighting in the Central Control Room was recovered.
March 23rd 1:03 -13:20 Injection of about 35 ton of sea water to the Spent Fuel

Pool (SFP) via the Fuel Pool Cooling Line (FPC)
March 23rd around 16:20 Black smoke generated and was confirmed to died

down at around 23:30 and 24th 04:50.
March 241 05:35 -16:05 Injection of around 120 ton of sea water to SFP via Fpc
March 25th 13:28-16:00 Water spray by Kawasaki City Fire Bureau supported bV

Tokyo Fire Department
March 251• 18:02 Started fresh water injection to the core.
March 27t 12:34- 14:36 Water spray by Concrete Pump Truck
March 28t' 17:40,,31St around 8:40 Transferring the water from the Condensate

Storage Tank (CST) to the Surge Tank of Suppression Pool Water (SPT)
March 2811 20:30 Switched to the water injection to the core using a tempor,'.,

motor-driven pump.
April 3rd 12:18 The power supply to the temporary motor-driven pump was

switched from the temporary power supply to the external power supply.
April 11th around 17:16 Loss of external power supply of Unit I and 2 occurred and

water injection to the Reactor Core was suspended.
April 111h 18:04 External power supply of Units l and 2 recovered (April 11h 17.56).

Resumed injecting water to the Reactor Core.
<Water spray by Concrete Pump Truck (Fresh water)>
March 29t 14:17-18:18, March 311' 16:30-19:33, April 2nd 09:52"12:54, April

4th 17:03"19:19, April 7th 06:53 -08:53, April 81h 17:06-20:00, April 101h .' ;15
-19:15, April 12th1 6:26-17:16

*1 Residual Heat Removal System Current Conditions: Fresh water is
*2 Emergency Diesel Generator being injected to the Spent Fuel
*3 Primary Contain ment Vessel Pool and the Reactor Core
*4 Suppression Pool

(Editorial committee for Nuclear Energy Handbook, Nuclear Energy Handbookl



Conditions of Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Station Unit 4
(As of 7:00 April 13th, 2011 )

IMajor events after the earthquk

In periodic inspection In periodic inspection outage when the earthquake
Spent Fuel outage occurred

Pool Cooling March 141h 04:08 Water temperature in the Spent Fuel

System Pool (SFP), 84"C
March 151h 06:14 Confirmed the partial damage of wall ir

the 4 1h floor.
Spent Fuel Pool Water March 155h 09:38 Fire occurred in the 3Y floor, (12:25

so Temperature - 'C extinguished)
Condition: Indicator failure March 16th 05:45 Fire occurred, TEPCO couldn't confirm t

any fire on the ground. (06:15)
March 20 1h 08:21-09:40 Water spray over SFP by Self-

Defense Force
March 20th around 18:30-19:46 Water spray over SFP

by Self-Defense Force
March 211t 06:37-08:41 Water spray over SFP by Self-

Defense Force
March 21" around 15:00 Work for laying cable to Power

No fuel is inside the Center was completed,

I <Water spray by Concrete Pump Truck (Seawater)>
March 22nd 17:17"20:32, March 23rd 10:00-13:02,

March 24th 14:36-17:30, March 25th 19:05"22:07,
March 275h 16:55-'19:25

March 251h 06:05-'v10:20 Sea water injection to SFP via,
the Fuel Pool Cooling Line (FPC)

March 29th 11:50 Lighting in the Central Control Room
was recovered,

April 11th around 17:16 An earthquake occurred,
April 12Ih 12:00-13:04 Sampled the water in SFP,

< Water spray by Concrete Pump Truck (Fresh water)>
March 301h 14:04~-18:33, April 11' 08:28- 14:14, AprilExternal 3rd 17:14"22:16, April 51h 17:35-18:22, April 7th 18:23

Power EDG* 2  RHRS*1 "29:40, April 9!h 17:07"19:24, April 131 0:30-6:57

*1 Residual Heat Removal System Current Conditions: No fuel is in RPV*3,
*2 Emergency Diesel Generator Fresh water is being injected to the Spent Fuel Pool,
*3 Reactor Pressure Vessel (Editorial committee for Nuclear Energy Handbook, Nuclear Energy Handbookl



Conditions of Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Station Unit 5
(Asof 7:00 April 13th, 2011 )

In periodic inspection outage

I I
Jl I I IIII

Water Temperature in the Pool: 35,6 0C
Condition: Recovery of heat removal function

Reactor Pressure:O.104MPa*
Reactor Water Level: 1,586mm
Reactor Water Temperature: 32.9 0

Condition: Pressure is under control,
* converted toabsolute pressureJ

JReactor Pressure Vessel Temperature:
Monitoring by Reactor Water Temperature

X Heat removal was carried out alternately with the water in
the Reactor Core and in the Spent Fuel Pool.

Major Events After the Earthquake:

March 20th 14:30 Cold shutdown

March 2lt 11:36 Receiving electricity from external power supply

March 23rd 17:24 Pump for Residual Heat Removal Seawater System

(RHRS) was automatically stopped when the power supply was
switched from the temporary to the permanent.

March 24th 16:14 Repair of the RHRS pump was completed.

March 24th 16:35 Started to cooling.

April 4th 21:00 -8th 12:14 Discharged the groundwater with low-level
radioactivity in the Sub Drain Pit to the sea (around 950 ton),

April 11th around 17:16 An earthquake occurred.
*1 Residual Heat
Removal System

(Editorial committee for Nuclear Energy Handbook, Nuclear Energy Handbook)



Conditions of Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Station Unit 6
( As of 7:00 April 13th, 2011 )

In periodic inspection outage

Major Events After the Earthquake:
March 20th 19:27 Cold shutdown
March 22nd 19:17 Receiving electricity from external

power supply
April 4th 21:00 - 9th 18:52 Discharged the groundwater

with low-level radioactivity in the Sub Drain Pit to the
sea (around 373 ton).

April 1 1th around 17:16 An earthquake occurred,

'XHeat removal was carried out alternately with the water in
the Reactor Core and in the Spent Fuel Pool.

*1 Residual Heat Removal System

(Editorial committee for Nuclear Energy Handbook, Nuclear Energy Handbook)



From; Taylor. RberTo..

Subject: Questions regarding airplanTes flights
Date; Thursday, March .17, 2011 6:33:00 PM

Marnie,

Your question regarding recommendations for airlines flying. in Japanese airspace was
forwarded to me. The NRC is not the appropriate federal agency to address your
question. I would refer you to the Federal Aviation Administration.

Regards,

Robert M. Taylor
Technial Assistant
Office of Public Affairs
USNRC
301-415-8200



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

TaYlor. Robert
S( b)(6) Et

Response: to question regarding radiation monitoring
Thursday, March 17, 2011'6:18:00 PM

Hello Al,

Ijust received your email regarding radiation monitoring of the events at the Japanese
nuclear power plants. The Department of Energy has been designated the lead agency for
communicating information to the States regarding monitoring of radiation heading toward
or over the United States. The DOE's Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (National
Atmospheric Release Assessment Center) is monitoring weather patterns over the Pacific
Ocean. The Environmental Protection Agency maintains air monitoring stations throughout
the country and has reinforced its monitoring effort. DOE will provide aerial monitoring.
Questions about this effort should be directed to DOE at 202 586 4940.

Regards,

Robert M. Taylor
Technial Assistant
Office of Public Affairs'
USNRC
301-415-8200



From: Khan. Arnina
To: Taylor. Robert
Subject: FW: Info Re: Emergency planning
Date: Thursday, March 17,2011 4:28:33 PM

Basically looking for a number/range in mSv. Thank you!

Amina Khan

Los Angeles Times

work: (213) 237-4529.

email: amina.khan@latimes.com

Follow me on Twitter P LAT aminaakhan.

From: Khan, Amina
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 1:25 PM
To: 'Taylor,. Robert'
Subject: RE: Info Re: Emergency planning

Thanks! One more quick Q: you mentioned it's below dangerous levels. What exactly is a

dangerous level of radiation?

Amina Khan
Los Angeles Times

.work:,(213) 237-4529 (

eimailk bmina.khan@latimes.com

Follow-me on Twitter (PLAT ominakhan.

From:. Taylor, Robert [mailto:Robert.Taylor@nrc.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 1:21 PM
To: Khan, Amina
Subject: Info Re: Emergency planning

Amina,

Hopefully, the following link can provide you with more information regarding emergency
planning at nuclear power plants.

http://wwwjnrc.gav about-nrc/emerg-preparednesslproect-public.htmI

Regards,

Rob



From: Khan. Amina
To: Taylor, Robert
Subject: RE: Info Re: Emergency planning
Date: Thursday, March 17,2011 4:39:05 PM

Thanks! So there's no more recent version than the one last revised in 91 and printed in 92,

correct:?

Amina Khan

Los Angeles Times

work: (213 237-4529 .

6 o il :(b)(6)
email: amina.khan@latimes.com

Followme on Twitter (PLA TZaminakhan.

From: Taylor, Robert [mailto: Robert.Taylor@nrc.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 1:37 PM
To: Khan, Amina
Subject: RE: Info Re: Emergency planning

As discussed

EPA 400-R-92-001, p 2-6, Table G-1

From: Khan, Amina [mailto:Amina.Khan@latimes.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 4:25 PM
To: Taylor, Robert
Subject: RE: Info Re: Emergency planning

Thanks) One more quick Q: you mentioned it's below dangerous levels. What exactly is a

dangerous level of radiation.?

Amina Khan

Los Angeles Times

wprk:(213) 237-4529

email: amina.khan@latimes.com

Follow me on Twitter PLATT oninokhan.

From: Taylor, Robert [mailto:Robert.Taylor@nrc.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 1:21 PM
To: Khan, Amina
Subject: Info Re: Emergency planning



Amina,

Hopefully, the following link can provide you with more information regarding emergency
planning at nuclear power plants.

http://vwww.nrcgov/about-nrc/emerg'-preparedness/protect-public.html

Regards,

Rob



Weaver, Tonna

From: Wilson, George
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 12:36 PM
To; Ruland, William; Meighan, Sean; Brown, Frederick
Cc: Skeen, David; Hiland, Patrick; Murphy, Martin

DE offers the following individuals to support the Fukushima recovery effort for the following categories:

Excellent general technical skills:

George Wilson: (b)(6) (b)(6)

Marty Murphy: (b)(6) (b)(6)

George Wilson
USNRC
EICB Branch Chief,. Division of Engineering
Mail Stop 012H2
301-415-1711

I



Weaver, Tonna

From: Imboden, Andy \ Qt~/" C
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 12:33 PM
To: Brown,. Frederick
Cc: Holian, Brian; Galloway, Melanie; Pelton, David; Meighan, Sean;: Ruland, William
Subject: Engineers w/ People Skills - candidate

Fred-
I understand DIRS has lead on assembling the list of engineers w/ people skills to travel to Japan beginning
3/24 for two weeks, DLR would offer the following candidate, if needed:

1. David Pelton. (b)(6) illing to go, )(6) has BWR experience)

We may have others, if needed, but have not been able to contact toda.

Thanks,

Andy Imboden
NRR/DLR
301-415-2327

1



Weaver, Tonna

From: Lupold, Timothy 1' Y . -
Sent:: Friday, March 18, 2011 12:29 PM
To: Ruland, William; Meighan, Sean; Wilson, George; Brown, Frederick; Howe, Allen
Cc: Thomas, Brian; Lubinski, John; Mitchell, Matthew; Hardies, Robert; Wolfgang, Robert;

Karwoski, Kenneth; Cusumano, Victor; McMurtray, Anthony

DCI offers the following individuals, to support the Fukushima recovery effort for the following categories:

Excellent general technical skills:

Tim Lupold:(b)(
6 )

Matt Mitchell: (b)(6)

Bob Wolfgan ,(b)(6)

Bob Hardies: (b)(6)

Ken Karwoski: (b)(6)

Vic Cusumano: (b)(6) /
Tony McMurtray: (b)(6)

Great with people skills/Engineers:

Matt Mitchell (b)(6)

Bob Hard ies: (b)(6)
Ken Karwoski: I(b)(6)
Vic Cusumano:, (b)(6)

Structural assessment (for pressure vessels, with caveat that they are not hard core number-crunchers).:

Bob Hardiest(b)(
6)

Matt Mitchell:1(b)(6)

The (b)(6) If future waves of support are required, names
can be drawn from this list for that support. This information has been cleared through DCI's acting Deputy
Director, Brian Thomas.

Timothy Lupold, Chief
Piping & NDE Branch
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
09H5
301-415-6448



Weaver, Tonna

From: Taylor, Robert to
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 11:58 AM
To: Lupold, Timothy; Ruland, William; Meighan, Sean
Cc: Thomas, Brian; Lubinski, John
Subject: RE: Rob Taylor Availability

I also have significant spent fuel and SFP experience from my tinme in DSS/SRXB. I am alsou. Upto speed on
the events due to my time in the Ops Center serving as the Technical Briefer for OPA.,

Regards,
Rob

From: Lupold, Timothy
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 11:56 AM
To: Ruland, William; Meighan, Sean
Cc: Thomas, Brian; Taylor,. Robert; Lubinski, John
Subject: Rob Taylor Availability

Billi/Sean, Rob Taylor is willing to go to Japan to serve in the capacity discussed at the standup LT meeting.
He has a(b)(6)

This information has been cleared through DCI's acting Deputy Director, Brian Thomas.

Timothy Lupold, Chief
Piping & NDE Branch
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
09H5
301-415-6448

\4~NI



Weaver, Tonna

From: Brown, Frederick \C\(1 .
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 1:10 PM
To: Ruland, William; Meighan, Sean
Cc: Bahadur, Sher; Blount, Tom; Cheok,. Michael; Galloway, Melanie; Glitter, Joseph; Givvines,

Mary; Hiland, Patrick; Holian, Brian;, Howe, Allen; Lee, Samson; Lubinski, John; McGinty, Tim;
Nelson, Robert; Quay, Theodore; Ruland, William; Skeen, David; Wilson, George; Imboden,
Andy; Lupold, Timothy

Subject: NRR nominees for General Technical and Dose Assessment

General Technical (many exch'I-nt volunteers, only one BC/SL nominated at this time):

Dave Pelton (BC, SRI) (b)(6)

Kristy Bucholtz (recent BWRSRO (b)(6)

Dose Assessment/PMT (only one strong recommendation could be confirmed in time available):

Sean Meighan (b)(6)

\

I



Weaver, Tonna

From: Imboden, Andy
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 1:35.PM
To: Ruland, William;; Meighan, Sean
Cc: Hiser, Allen; Holian, Brian;Galloway, Melanie
Subject: RE: Candidates to interactwith senior government, officials

Suggestwe wait until we see what the needs are (skills needed, timing, etc.) for future requests.
Andy

From: Ruland, William 1 Y)
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 1:31 PM
To: Imboden, Andy; Meighan, Sean
Cc: Hiser, Allen; Holian, Brian; Galloway, Melanie
Subject: RE: -Candidates to interact with senior government officials

Already selected Joficoeur and Boska. I needed to deliver the names by noon, Put. on next list?

Bill

From: Imboden, Andy yN•(I.L
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 12:02 PM
To: Ruland, William; Meighan, Sean
Cc: Hiser, Allen; Holian, Brian; Galloway, Melanie
Subject: Candidates to. interact with senior government officials

()6)

Allen His.e(b6) ]Willing to g

(this is for the "first" trip - replacing U.lses/Tripp)

1



Weaver, Tonna

From: Meighan,. Sean I. ,
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 1:45 PM
To: Ruland, William
Subject: RE: Status of names? <eom>

I will stop down soon.

Technical (b)(6) (b)(6)

Pete Bamford
John Hughey
Tim Lupold
Matt .Mitchell
Bob Wolfgang
Bob Hardies
Ken Karwoski
Vic Cusumano
Tony McMurtray
George Wilson
Marty Murphy
Dave Pelton
Kristy Bucholtz
Rob Taylor

Engineers
James Polickoski (b)(6)

Rich Guzman
Chris Gratton
Stephen Campbell
Matt Mitchell
Bob Hardies
Ken Karwoski
Vic Cusumano
David Pelton

PMT
Sean Meighan

Structural
Abdul Sheikh
Andrew Prin
Kaly Kalyanam
Evaluation of pressure vessels.

Bob



Hardies
Matt 

(b)(6)

Mitchell

Bomb Damage
our folks to do not know of anyone in NRR that has that technical skill. DPR Action
closed for the 2 p.m. assignement

From: Ruland, William
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 1:43 PM
To: Meighan, Sean.
Subject: Status of names? <eom>
Importance: High

2



Weaver, Tonna

From: Trapp, James I
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 8:14 PM
To: Hughart, Joe
Cc: .Ruland, William- McGinty, Tim; Bloom, Steven; Monninger, John; Cook, William
Subject: RE: Fwd: URGENT: COOLING SOLUTION

Thanks Joe - I'll have, the guys check it out.

From: Hughart, Joe!6hughart@ofda.gov"
Sent: Friday, March 11"i 2011 3:37 P M
To: Trapp, James
Subject: Fw: Fwd: URGENT: COOLING SOLUTION

Jim, please see message below. Thoughts?

Best,
-Joe

From: Lanakila Achong"anakila@ in-fog.com>
To: Hughart, Joe
Cc: Beed, John [USAID];•V <eivy@in-fog.com."
Sent: Fri Mar 18 15:28:58&2011
Subject: Fwd: URGENT: COOLING SOLUTION
Gentlemen,

This is the email we also sent to the Japanese Embassy in Washington. We were directed your way by the Naval Sea
Systems Command. Our containment system WILL work to cool down and maintain cooling .of the nuclear systems in
Japan, it will work with sea or fresh water and we would like to donate it to the effort.

We're in the business of safety and saving lives, please help us do so as soon as possible for the people in jeopardy in

Japan and around the world.

Thank You!

Lanakila (Kiia)Achong!
Project Manager
International Fog,, nc.

jhttD://www.in-foq.com/

CELLs (b)(6)

-- orwar e messa~ge -----------
From: Lanakila Achong lanakilacin-fog.com,:
Date: Fri, Mar 18, 2011 at 11:38 AM
Subject: URGENT: COOLING SOLUTION
To: earthquake(ws.mofa.oo.jD

Urgent,

We are from International Fog, Inc. http:i/www.in-focicom/index.php and WE CAN provide you with a solution to cooling
down the nuclear sites in trouble in Japan



Currently our 1" and 1.5" Containment System nozzles are used by ,Oil, Gas and Electric companies to protect hot spot
areas such as pump rows and even electrical sUbstatibns.
httD://www.in-fog .com/industrial-containment-system. php

We can make an 88" version of our nozzle to be installed on a fixed water supply system.

EACH NOZZLE WILL CREATE A 100 TO 125 FT. FULL CONE UNINTERRUPTED FOG' PATTERN THAT WILL COOL EACH
SYSTEM AND PROVIDE A BARRIER. THAT REDUCES HEAT BY 90%

Lanakila (.Kilia),,Achonq
ProjectjManlager
International :Fog, Ifn'c.
htt 1/wwwin-foa.com/

8. 524.4434r
CELL: ()6

2



Weaver, Tonna

From: Ruland, William
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 11:51 AM
To: Evans, Michele
Subject: FW: Response: Replacements for Ulses and Trapp and Bomb Assessment Capability

Here are our two names: Jolicouer and Boska.

Bill Ruland

From: Meighan, Sean
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 11:45 AM
To: Ruland, William
Cc: Glitter, Joseph; Brown, Frederick; Quay, Theodore; Blount, Tom
Subject: RE: Response: Replacements for Ulses and Trapp and Bomb Assessment Capability

Bill:

2 of 4 have confirmed
. He7 (b)(6)

John Jolicouer at home. eiwoulb illing to serve if called. He! ;in
OIP if needed). He has alIHe is on the watchbill to come into the Operations Center this
weekend, so there is coordiration to replace him needed if he is picked. DPR Action completed for the
Noon assignment.

(b)() Hi claran e i(b)(6)
Boska is willing to go., He haSa (b)(6) His clearance-i

From: McGinty, Tim-.
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 11:26 AM
To: Ruland, William; Meighan, Sean
Cc: Gitter, Joseph; Brown,. Frederick; Quay, Theodore; Blount; Tom
Subject: Response: Replacements for Ulses and Trapp and Bomb Assessment Capability

Bill/Sean - I talked to John Jolicouer at home.

'He would ,willing to serve if called. He has al(b)(6) in OIP if needed). He has a
(6) He is on the watchbill to come into the Operations Center this weekend, so there is

M.coordinatio]nto replace him needed if he is picked. DPR Action completed for the Noon assignment.

Regarding the Bomb Assessment capability skill set - our folks to do not know of anyone in NRR that

has that technical skill. DPR Action closed for the 2 p.m. assignement

(b)(6) -- Regarding other folks that have good people skills, or technical skills, or both that could

be considered for the team from NRR/DPR, I provide the following for consideration. If you want me to
approach or talk to any of them, just let me know:

Tim Reed
Chris Regan - BC
Andy Hon (former resident at Diablo Canyon)
Kate Lenning (HP with an extensive Chernobyl knowledge base)
Barry Miller (Regional inspector experience)
Eric Bowman X



Tanya Mensah
Heather Astwood (International experience)
Jon Hopkins (same - both have already been submitted as potential OIP help on different list)
John Adams
Scott Sloan

Tim

2



Weaver, Tonna

From:. Wilson, George.;
Sent: Friday, March 18,2011 11:52AM
To: Meighan, Sean; Ruland, William
Cc: Skeen, David; Hiland, Patrick; Thomas, Brian; Lubinski, John; Holian, Brian; Galloway,

Melanie; 'Lupold, Timothy; Imboden, Andy; Khanna, Meena; Evans, Michele
Subject: Support in Japan

Structural Evaluations

(b)(6) (b)(6)
#1 - Abdul Sheikh, willinq toýql
# 2 - Andrew Prinaris: (b)(6) willing to

Evaluation of pressure vessels.
# 1.-Bob Hardies, (b)(6) willing(to g (b)(6)

# 2 .- Matt Mitchellb)(6) willing to go

George Wilson
USNRC
EICB Branch Chief, Division of Engineering
Mail Stop.Q12H2
301-415-1711



Bensi, Michelle

From: Kammerer, Annie
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 5:08 PM
To: Bensi, Michelle
Subject: Fw: Qs on Seismic-induced flooding and fire
Attachments: Seismic and Fire QA.docx

Cheers,
Annie

Sent from an NRC blackberry
Annie Kammerer

annie kammerer(,nrc..ov

From: Dreisbach, Jason -

To: Chokshi, Nilesh; See, Kenneth"
Cc: McKirgan, John; Flanders, Scott; Kammerer, Annie; Bagchi, Goutam; Ader, Charles; Lombard, Mark; Khanna, Meena;
Vettori, Robert; Dinh, Thinh; Lee, Samuel
Sent: Fri Mar 18 15:50:52 2011
Subject: RE: Qs on Seismic-induced flooding and fire

Here are the seismic/fire Q&As...

From: Lee, Samuel -
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 3:48 PM
To: Chokshi, Nilesh; See, Kenneth
Cc: McKirgan, John; Flanders, Scott;- Kammerer, Annie; Bagchi, Goutam; Ader, Charles; Lombard, Mark; Khanna, Meena;
Dreisbach, Jason
Subject: RE: Qs on Seismic-induced flooding and fire

Nilesh/Ken,
Attached provides SBP's suggested Q&As on seismically-induced internal flooding for the upcoming
Commission meeting. Jason Dreisbach will send you our suggested Q&As on seismically-induced fire,
separately.
sam

Samuel S. Lee, Chief
Balance of Plant Branch 2
Division of Safety Systems & Risk Assessment
Office of New Reactors
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-0155
samuel.lee@nrc.gov

From: Chokshi, Nilesh
Sent: Friday, March 1.8, 2011 10:10 AM
To: Lee, Samuel; McKirgan, John
Cc: See, Kenneth; Flanders, Scott; Kammerer, Annie; Bagchi, Goutam; Ader, Charles; Khanna, Meena
Subject: RE: Qs on Seismic-induced flooding and fire

1



Sam,

Questions were verbal and general. I tried to characterize them in my e-mail.. If it helps, let's have a phone
call,- you, me, and Ken, we can formulate questions:together..

Thanks,

Nilesh

From: Lee, Samuel
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 10:02 AM
To: Chokshi, Nilesh; MclKirgan, John
Cc: See, Kenneth; Flanders, Scott; Kammerer, Annie; Bagchi, Goutam; Ader, Charles; Khanna, Meena
Subject: RE: Qs on Seismic-induced flooding and fire

Nilesh,
Please forward me the. questions that GXA asked during your briefing with him.
sam

SamuelS. Lee, Chief
Balance of Plant Branch .2
Division of Safety Systems & Risk Assessment
Office of New Reactors
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-0155
samueLlee@nrcigov

From: Chokshi, Nilesh
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011. 9:51 AM
To: McKirgan, John
Cc: See, Kenneth; Flanders, Scott; Kammerer, Annie; Bagchi, Goutam; Ader, Charles; Khanna, Meena; Lee, Samuel
Subject: Qs on 'Seismic-iniduced flooding. and fire

John,

As we discussed, during my briefing with Comm. Apostolakis, he: asked questions regarding how we look at
seismic-induced internal floods. Internalfloods are handled in the review of SRP Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. I
am not sure about seismic-induced fire during the design review., I know how we do both of these things in.the
beyond design, basis space. So we need your helpr in developing answers to these questions. Ken See of my
staffis working on'these questions and I will ask him to contact Sam, These answers will also go in a Qs and
As document being put together by Annie. We need these answers today. There is a Commission briefing on
Monday morning.

Thanks,

Nilesh

Dep. Dir., Div. of Site & Environmental Reviews
-Office. of New Reactors
USNRC
MS T-07F3

2



i Washington, 'DC 20555
(301)-415-1634

3



Q: How does the NRC address seismic-induced fire?

A: The NRC's rules for fire protection are independent of the event that caused the fire. The
power plant operators are required to evaluate all the fire hazards in the plant and make sure a

fire; will not prevent a safe plant shutdown. The NRCG's guidance says that power pla~nt operators
should assume that a fire can happen ,at any time. The rules do not require specific
consideration of a fire that starts as a result of an earthquake. In addition, we do not require
analysis of more than one fire at a time at one reactor.

Q: Does the NRC require the fire protection water supply system be designed to withstand an
earthquake?

A: Yes, NRC's guidance, recommends all. areas of 'the, plant that contain equipment required to
safely shutdown have at least 2 standpipes for firefighting and a source ofwater that will work
after a severe earthquake. NRC requires that the re a're enough pumps, even assuming the
largest pump fails during a severe earthquake or there is a loss of power, to supply'the fire
protection system. This can be accomplished, for example, by providing either electric-motor-
driven fire pumps and separate diesel-driven fire pumps or two or more electric-motor-driven fire
pumps that can survive a severe earthquake or a loss of power.

The NRC,s guidance recommends that fire-detection, alarm, and 'sUppressiOn systems function
as designed after less severe earthquakes that are expected to occur once every 1 0 years. The
guidance recommends plant operators in areas of high seismic activity consider the need to
design those fire protection systems to function after a severe earthquake.

Q: How are safe shutdown equipment protected from an oil spill which can cause potential fire?

A: The pumps that are: used to pump water through the. reactor use oil as a lubricant. The NRC
requires that. plants have a way to collect this oil. The NRC requires this oil ,collection system to
be designed soý that a Severe earthquake. does not cause the oil to start a fire.

Q:, How are safe shutdown equipment protected from a hydrogen fire?

A: The NRC recommends that pipes that contain hydrogen are designed to withstand a severe
earthquake. This design includes a separate pipe wrapped around the hydrogen pipe that vents
any leaked hydrogen to the outside.



From; alr oet

To: Wono, Emmia
Subject: RE: Impromptu Branch Meeting - Japan Update
Date: Monday, March 21, 201112:50:00 PM

If you want to hear, give me a call.

From: Wong, Emma,%
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 1-1:28 AM
To: Taylor, Robert
Subject: RE': Impromptu Branch Meeting -Japan Update

Anything I need to know?

From: Taylor, Robert
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 ,8:02 AM
To: Taylor, Robert; Hunt, Christopher; Johnson, Andrew; Klein, Paul; Morgan, Thomas; Murphy,
Emmett; Obodoako, Aloysius; Wong, Emma; Yoder, Matthew; Karwoski, Kenneth; Beckford, Kaydian
Subject: RE: Impromptu Branch Meeting - Japan Update

For those out of the office please use the following bridge line.

•Phone#:'877-503-0308 i ,
:Passcode: (b)--)

----- Original Appointment -----
From: Taylor,. Robert
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 7:21 AM
To: Hunt, Christopher; Johnson, Andrew; Klein, Paul; Morgan, Thomas; Murphy, Emmett; Obodoako,
Aloysius; Wong, Emma; Yoder, Matthew; Karwoski, Kenneth; Beckford,, Kaydian
Subject: Impromptu Branch Meeting - Japan Update
When: Monday, March 21, 2011 8:15 AM-8:45 AM (GMT-.05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).
Where: HQ-OWFN-09B06-12p.


